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Professional development for teachers tends to focus on subject matter 
(" what” is being taught) or methods (“how” it is taught). Rarely is it concerned with 
the teacher him or herself (the “who), and how a teacher’s sense of “self” negotiates 
the pressures and complexities of school life. This research focuses on a program 
called The Courage to Teach, which pays attention to this more personal aspect of the 
teaching profession, and provides opportunities for teachers to engage in a particular 
type of introspection called “inner work”. The primary purpose of the research is to 
examine the intricacies of the inner work process, to explore what teachers 
experienced at the program’s seasonal retreats, and whether or not retreat experiences 
impacted teachers ’ relationships with students and colleagues in school.
The findings illuminate the details of inner work in progress, indicating that a 
teacher’s sense of self can be assisted by reflection on significant life events that have 
shaped their beliefs about who they are. That reflection is conducted in a retreat 
setting with the use of seasonal imagery and a variety of practices that are designed to 
tap into the unconscious mind, where valuable information about one’s true self can
be uncovered and reclaimed. Illuminating the unconscious mind gives teachers a 
more accurate and comprehensive understanding of who they are, and how they 
might be sabotaging their effectiveness in a teaching role. Inner work also has the 
capacity to highlight certain gifts that teachers offer to their profession—gifts that 
may have been overlooked or under-developed. This study sheds light on the 
importance of paying attention to the inner life of teachers, and points to the 
complexities and difficulties in supporting “inner work” in schools where certain 
structural constraints conflict with the personal process of teaching from within.
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For teachers everywhere:
This above all: To thine own self be true.
~ Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act I, Scene 3
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Chapter 1: The Teacher as Person:
A New Perspective in Educational Research and Teaching
Introduction
What does it mean to be a teacher? There are many answers to that question, 
and they depend upon one’s personal frame of reference and experience in 
educational situations. In general, being a teacher means helping students to obtain 
the knowledge and skills necessary for living productively in society. That pursuit of 
knowledge might be for the purpose of attaining “cultural literacy” (Hirsch, 1987), or 
obtaining an understanding of the social, civic, and community requirements for 
living in a democracy (Dewey, 1916). For some, being a teacher might include the 
practice of acknowledging and critically analyzing the interconnectedness of social 
injustices for the purpose of empowering people and transforming society (Freire, 
1970, 1998; Levine, et.al, 1995; Liston & Zeichner, 1991; Shor, 1992; Strouse, 1997). 
For others, teaching is regarded as a means for practicing the virtues of courage, 
patience, humility, generosity, and fortitude (Jacobs and Jacobs-Spencer, 2001; 
Lickona, 1991), or providing opportunities for children to develop their own self- 
knowledge and the discovery of personal interests, talents and capacities (Neill, 1960; 
Whitehead, 1929).
A chief aim of this research project is not to negate any of these perspectives 
about the goal of education and the teacher’s role in it, but rather to suggest that there 
is more to the profession than challenging students intellectually, or guiding their 
learning in particular ways. There is a “uniquely personal, instinctive, and intuitive” 
dimension to being a teacher (Butt, Raymond, McCue & Yamagishi, 1992, p. 52), a
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realm that encompasses the teacher’s own life, and influences his or her practice and 
quality of relationships at school.
When asked about the characteristics of our favorite teachers, we often 
comment on the more personal aspects of their relations. We focus on the unique or 
emotional attributes of teachers who made a positive impact on our lives and learning. 
We tell stories about their kindness, attentiveness, and caring (whether soft or gruff), 
and how they encouraged us to work hard. We provide examples of teachers who 
mentored us into confidence and clarity. We speak of teachers who were 
intellectually attuned to their subject matter, had a good sense of their abilities and 
limitations, and had a passion for teaching that brought everyone through the most 
difficult days and challenging material. We remember teachers who made a personal 
connection with us, and say things like, “That teacher really cared for me.”
This research is focused precisely within that more personal landscape, using 
as its context the experiences of teachers who participated in a professional 
development program called the Courage to Teach. This program, first piloted in 
1994, was developed as a means for teachers to examine their personal lives or, more 
specifically, their “inner life,” within the context of their profession. The program’s 
mission is to reconnect teachers’ hearts and minds, and to explore the relationship 
between the teacher’s personal, inner life and the renewal of public education.
In recent years, the more personal features of what it means to be a teacher 
have been studied more intentionally and in a variety of ways. Increasingly, 
researchers are turning their attention toward trying to understand how teachers, as 
practitioners and also as adults, continue to grow and develop a sense of identity
within the ever-changing contexts of school life and educational reform. The 
Courage to Teach program is part of this movement.
Before discussing the details of this research or the Courage to Teach 
program, I want to provide more context for this study within the educational canon 
on teacher development, and why research on the Courage to Teach program is a 
worthy endeavor. I will use the metaphor of “landscapes” to help frame this 
discussion. The idea of “landscapes” suggests territory that is still open to 
interpretation—something vast and untamed. This metaphor is used by the founder 
of the Courage to Teach program, Parker Palmer. The subtitle of his book The 
Courage to Teach (which was the catalyst for this project) is, Exploring the Inner 
Landscape o f a Teacher’s Life. And two well-known researchers in the field of 
professional development, D. Jean Clandinin and F. Michael Connelly, also use this 
metaphor in the title of their book, Teachers ’ Professional Knowledge Landscapes.1 I 
found it intriguing and appropriate that both parties should use the same metaphor to 
discuss the various features of what it means to be a teacher, inside and outside of the 
classroom.
Generally speaking, we can think of the teacher’s life and sense of identity as 
evolving and maturing in two landscapes: the structural landscape and the more 
personal, or individual, landscape. Both of these landscapes encompass many layers 
of meaning, and they influence each other over space and time; the boundaries 
between them are fluid and connected, with both responsible in different ways for the
1 See Palmer, P. (1998), and Clandinin, D.J., & Connelly, F.M. (1995).
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maintenance, success, or failure of educational endeavors. They are also responsible 
for the ways in which teachers shape a sense of self through their years in school.
The structural landscape highlights what Judith Warren Little (1982) calls the 
“organizational contexts of teaching and the structure of teachers’ careers.” Layers in 
the structural landscape include the relationships of cultural, social, political, 
economic, historical, philosophical and bureaucratic “power” (Sarason, 1990) that 
have shaped and continue to shape teachers’ identities and approaches to working 
with others (Evans, 1996; Fullan, 1991; Lortie, 1975; Tyack and Cuban, 1995).
Interconnected with the structural landscape is the personal and more 
individual landscape of teachers’ lives. This landscape includes the layers of child 
and adult psychology, pedagogical perspectives and activities, and the interpersonal 
aspects of the teaching life (Britzman, 1991; Clandinin and Connelly, 1995; Goodson, 
1992a, 1992b, 1994; Levine, 1989; Nieto, 2003; Noddings, 1992; StefFy, et.al., 2000; 
Witherell and Noddings, 1991). I will first discuss the personal landscape of the 
teaching life and how the Courage to Teach program, as a professional development 
initiative, is situated within it. I will then turn to discussion of the structural 
landscape and the challenges it poses for such a program.
The Personal Landscape of Teaching and Teacher Identity
In their edited book, Teacher Development and Educational Change, Michael 
Fullan and Andy Hargreaves write, “the focus on the link between teacher 
development and educational change is barely fifteen years old” (p. 1). Their book 
was published in 1992, which means that only since the early 1970s (perhaps with the
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entree of Dan C. Lortie’s book, Schoolteacher, in 1975) have the ideas of teacher 
identity and development received steady and increasing attention.
The last decade, in particular, has seen a number of theorists addressing the 
evolution of the more personal landscape of the teachers’ life. In addition to those 
listed above (Britzman, 1991; Clandinin and Connelly, 1995; Goodson, 1992a, 
1992b, 1994; Levine, 1989; Nieto, 2003; Noddings, 1992; Steffy, et.al., 2000; and 
Witherell and Noddings, 1991), other theorists have invested time and energy in the 
pursuit of understanding the formation of teacher identity from a personal 
perspective. Bullough and Baughman (1997) conducted an eight-year study into one 
teacher’s life; Daloz (1986) wrote about teacher identity as it is influenced within the 
context of mentoring; Evans (1996) explored the effects that larger social and 
political forces have in shaping teacher identity; and teachers like Jane Tompkins 
(1996) provide us with intimate writing about their experiences as teachers being in 
compliance with or in resistance to those larger social and political forces.
Through the use of autobiographies (Goodson, 1992b; Nieto, 2003), narratives 
(Witherell and Noddings, 1991), case studies (Bullough and Knowles, 1991; 
Kowalski, Weaver, and Henson, 1994; Sykes and Bird, 1992), action research 
(Lieberman and Miller, 2001), and various other methods of reflective inquiry 
(Schon, 1991) researchers and educators have offered insights into the multiple layers 
of meaning in the personal landscape of teachers’ lives, moving their ideas into a 
more prominent position in the educational canon. These researchers and teachers 
suggest that a more complete comprehension of the “teacher-as-person, ’’not just the 
“teacher-as-practice” (Goodson, 1992a, p. 117) will benefit the educational
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community’s understanding of teacher identity and how it affects the craft of teaching
and relationships with students. Such information can assist professional
development experts and policy-makers in their re-visioning of teacher education
programs and development opportunities.
Parker Palmer, the educator who envisioned the program upon which this
research project is based, affirms the work of these aforementioned researchers,
agreeing that the teacher-as-person is a necessary and plausible inquiry into teacher
identity and larger educational issues. He writes,
The question we most commonly ask is the ‘what’ question—what 
subjects shall we teach? When the conversation goes a bit deeper, we 
ask the ‘how’ question—what methods and techniques are required to 
teach well? Occasionally, when it goes deeper still, we ask the ‘why’ 
question—for what purpose and to what ends do we teach? But seldom, 
if ever, do we ask the ‘who’ question—who is the self that teaches?
How does the quality of my selfhood form—or deform—the way I relate 
to my students, my subject, my colleagues, my world? (1998, p. 4).
This string of questions highlights a number of layers in the personal landscape of
teaching and teacher identity. When teachers are concerned with the “what” of
teaching, they ask: “What do I need to teach? What do I need to know about the
subject matter before teaching it to my students?” In contrast, when teachers are
focused primarily on the “how” of teaching, they ask: “In what ways can I teach this
lesson so that all of my students understand what I want them to learn? How can I
meet the needs of the students who need extra help?” These are all critical questions
for researchers and educators to continue exploring.
Like other researchers and theorists, Palmer suggests taking the inquiry into
what it means to be a teacher one more step—into the realm of the teacher-as-person.
As such, a teacher’s questions might be: “Who am I in this classroom? What unique
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qualities do I bring to the learning environment? How does my ‘selfhood,’ interact 
with my students? How do their individual ‘selfhoods’ interact with mine?”2
In their professional work, teachers are expected to relate to students and 
collaborate effectively with colleagues on academic and school-related issues. For 
that to happen, it seems fair to suggest that teachers should know about the strengths 
and weaknesses they bring to the educational setting. They must know how to work 
through disagreements and be able to collaborate in positive ways on curricula, 
student behavior, working with parents and the larger community, and handling 
administrative processes. The list of what teachers have to deal with each day is 
endless. And when divisions occur with regard to belief or method (as they will in 
any community) teachers need to also be able to look for ways to heal those divisions 
so that the real work of education can continue for the benefit of all. Collaborating at 
such a sophisticated level requires teachers to have a sense of who they are and what 
they bring emotionally and intellectually to the educational setting. Martin Buber 
(1878-1965), the Jewish philosopher-theologian, summed up this challenge, writing, 
“Teaching demands presence [and] responsibility. It demands you.”3
This research effort aims to explore these various and subtle layers of meaning 
and experience that teachers bring to their relationships in school. Such inquiry may 
offer those of us in the educational community a refreshing way to think about 
teacher self-development and interaction. As stated earlier, it is often a teacher’s self- 
knowledge that impacts their capacity to learn from and work with others. Data that
2 Palmer uses the term “selfhood” instead of “self,” and he alludes to it as something dynamic—as 
something that can “form or deform” the way in which a person relates to others. I use his term of 
“selfhood” and the word “self’ synonymously.
3 See Buber, M. (1957/1947). This quote appeared in an essay by Maxine Greene (1991), p. 3.
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explores teachers’ self-knowledge can clarify what teachers need personally in order 
for their continued education to be meaningful and useful.
There are other larger forces at work, of course, that shape teachers’ self- 
knowledge and pedagogy. I will address those later in this chapter in the section on 
the structural landscape of teaching. Before going into that discussion or into more 
discussion regarding the purpose of this research, I want to focus for a moment on the 
concepts of teacher self and identity. I am pausing to reflect on these ideas, because I 
believe that the Courage to Teach program is attempting to work with teachers within 
an untapped layer in the teachers’ personal landscape—a layer that has not been 
approached so far in the research on teacher identity. The main approaches within the 
personal landscape literature have attempted to conceptualize, deconstruct, and 
construct anew what teachers do in the classroom; however, those approaches have 
been largely within the cognitive and pedagogic subject-matter-oriented realm of the 
personal landscape. I believe that what has been researched so far reveals only one 
aspect of the teacher’s sense of “self’. There is another layer to examine.
As stated in the beginning of this chapter, I believe (as do others) that there is 
more to the craft of teaching and to the formation of the teacher’s identity than merely 
traveling in the terrain of what teachers teach, how they teach it, and how they 
understand the process of their teaching. There is another part of “self’ to explore.
This idea has led me to examine literature outside of the field of education, 
writings that might enlarge our perspective on the concepts of “self’ and “identity”. 
Finding a succinct definition of these concepts is challenging, because there are many 
interpretations of self and identity based on one’s culture, age, life experience, and
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spiritual beliefs. The literature covering this topic is vast, and terminology used to 
describe identity and self varies a great deal.
With full appreciation for that variation and the ambiguity that comes with it, I 
will briefly discuss the concept of “self’ as it pertains to this research on the Courage 
to Teach program (saving the larger description for the conceptual framework in 
Chapter 3). Following this brief section on “self,” I will return to a discussion of the 
importance of research in the layer of a teacher’s inner life, and then consider how 
certain layers in the equally vast structural landscape of education challenge teachers’ 
capacity to reflect on the “self,” or form an identity that brings meaning to their work 
and to their lives.
The Concept of Self and Inner Self
The idea of “self’ has been part of the human journey for thousands of years. 
The question “Who am I?” is one that humans ask repeatedly throughout their lives. 
Endemic to the human experience, there is a deep yearning to find out the contours 
and substance of that “I,” especially in the adult years (Evans, 1996; Gerzon, 1992; 
Gould, 1980; Levinson, et. al., 1978). It is believed that such an understanding in the 
adult years will bring meaning, purpose, and “resolution” (Erikson, 1968, 1982) to 
one’s life. Whether a period of inner searching is described in the form of “seasons” 
(Korte & Hall, 1990; Levinson, et. al, 1978; 1996; Taube, 1985), “life events and 
transitions” (Bridges, 1980; Sargent and Schlossberg, 1988), or “stages of identity 
crisis” (Erikson, 1968), the pattern is essentially the same. Adults tend to enter a 
point in their lives when they yearn to understand more clearly just who they are in
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spite of, or in addition to, their occupations and relationships. Gaining an 
understanding of these intra-personal dynamics is sometimes referred to as “inner 
work” (Johnson, 1986). Inner work is the quest to understand one’s self deeply and 
authentically—to perceive one’s true essence.
The journey of inner work is a subject typically pursued by psychologists and 
theologians. Depending on one’s cultural context, the quest toward answering the 
question “Who am I?” takes different paths. Cultures that are heavily influenced by 
geography, forces in nature, and the cycle of seasons, tend to define the self in 
conjunction with those larger domains. We see evidence of this in the beliefs and 
activities of indigenous peoples in particular. In indigenous cultures, one’s identity is 
less of a separate entity; the self is inextricably intertwined with one’s natural 
surroundings and the identities of others. There is little or no division between one’s 
outer self and one’s inner self—no duality between beliefs about who people believe 
they are, who they are meant to be, and how they present themselves to the world. 
Life is infused with purpose and meaning, because it is continually connected to the 
whole of human and planetary or cosmic existence.4
In indigenous cultures, inner work can be a part of life. Daily activities and 
rituals intricately connected to location and the natural cycles of birth, aging, and 
death. Strong spiritual practices that emphasize community over individual worth, 
and locate community as part of the larger cosmos, also impact the conceptual 
understanding and meaning of self in those cultures.
4 See Allen, P.A. (1986), Abram, D. (1996) and Some, M.P. (1998).
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In contrast to indigenous types of cultures is Western culture, which tends to 
locate individual identity through productivity and accomplishment. People raised 
with this ethos may answer the question “Who am I?” with a list of activities that a 
person is engaged in, as if to say, “Who I am is what I do.” We would hear people 
say, “I am an engineer.” “I am a dancer with the New York Ballet.” “I am a person 
who works three jobs to put my children through school.” Sometimes people identify 
who they are in relation to others: “I am a father.” “I am a Black woman.” “I am 
old.”
For teachers, the answer is, of course, “I am a teacher.” If prompted, this 
pronouncement may be followed by additional characteristics to orient the listener, 
such as: “I teach high school math.” “I am an elementary teacher.” “I work with 
children who have special needs.” In the research on teaching and teacher identity, 
we may now also hear, “I am a teacher who does not know how to teach Math very 
well,” or “I am new to the profession, and I struggle with my sense of place in 
school.” These are important realizations for the teachers themselves, as well as for 
those who study their predicament. They help to locate the teachers’ feelings and 
beliefs in the larger personal landscape. In general, however, teachers’ identification 
of “self’ is still connected to what they do, and what they understand about what they 
do, on a conscious level. This perspective seems to cover only part of a person’s 
identity. I believe that another layer exists within the personal landscape of each 
human being, one that has not yet been considered adequately in educational research.
The questions arise, “If what we do is only part of who we are, what are the 
other parts? What are the features of the self that, together, make us a whole
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organism? Partial answers to these questions can be found in the writings of the 
Swiss-born psychologist, Carl Jung (1875-1961). The language he used to explore 
the self will be helpful to this research on the teacher’s inner life, or sense of self.
In addition to Carl Jung, philosophers like Ken Wilbur (1979, 1993, 2000) and 
Michael Washburn (1995), and educators like Jack Miller (2000) have also tried to 
tease apart the features that comprise one’s whole self. For the purposes of gaining at 
least a preliminary understanding of these theorists’ beliefs, I will use Jung’s 
terminology. His ideas about the nature of the human psyche may help us explore 
how the Courage to Teach program views the teacher’s inner life, or inner self. (I 
will return to this discussion in Chapter 11.)
Carl Jung’s Concept of Self
Through his psychoanalytic work with clients over many years, Carl Jung 
came to understand the entity we call “self’ in terms of the conscious and 
unconscious minds, which together comprise the whole of the human psyche. The 
conscious mind is the more recognizable realm of what we call the ego. It is the part 
of the human psyche that formulates our basic ideas about who we think we are. In 
addition to the ideas about who we think we are, we also have ideas about who we are 
supposed to be. In some circumstances, we “pretend to be someone we’re not” 
(Crowley, 1998, p. 21); we act in ways that are contrary to what we know (at some 
conscious level) to be true about ourselves. This “pretending” part of our conscious 
mind is often referred to as the “persona.”
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As mentioned earlier, educational research on teacher identity seems to focus 
on this more ego/persona level of the teaching life. This is the conscious level of the 
human psyche, which is concerned with beliefs about who teachers think they are and 
who they believe they should be in certain circumstances. Research in teacher 
identity is also concerned with what others believe teachers should be like in certain 
circumstances. These are pursuits of the conscious mind, which Jung and others 
divide into the two realms of ego and persona.
If we continue with Jung’s analysis, we find that there is more to examine 
with regard to the human mind, or what we could think of as the inner life realm of 
the teacher’s personal landscape. There is another important layer for us to consider: 
the unconscious mind.
Like the conscious mind, which is comprised of the realms of ego and 
persona, the unconscious mind also has two realms (we can think of these realms as 
storehouses of information). Those two realms include the personal unconscious and 
the collective unconscious. Jung posited that the personal unconscious is the area of 
our psyche that is “unknown to the psyche”, or in simpler terms, hidden from the 
conscious mind. He suggested in one of his later writings that the personal 
unconscious is,
everything of which I know, but of which I am not at the moment 
thinking; everything of which I was once conscious but have now 
forgotten; everything perceived by my senses but not noted by my 
conscious mind; everything which, involuntarily and without paying 
attention to it, I feel, think, remember, want, and do ... all this is the 
content of the unconscious” (1990c/1947, p. 57).
Carl Jung and a number of others (see Zweig and Abrams, 1991), refer to the personal
unconscious as “the shadow” of the human psyche; it is the repository for repressed
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or forgotten feelings and thoughts where humans hide the aspects of their identity that 
they do not like, or have been told by others not to embrace or nurture.
In addition to the shadow, there is also a collective unconscious, which is the 
realm of the Self with a capital “S”. It is the living dimension with which humans 
long to connect, the place in human psyche that holds “inherited thought patterns” 
(Jung, 1990b/1936, p. 122) that are shared across culture and centuries of human 
survival. The collective unconscious embodies the essence of what it means to be a 
human being with universally shared feelings of happiness, sorrow, or confusion. It 
is “the place from where our image of the divine is born—the source of our spiritual 
longing” (Crowley, 1998, p. 38).
A common metaphor for the relationship between these various aspects of the 
individual psyche is that of an iceberg. The top of the iceberg represents the 
conscious mind—the ego and the persona; they are the most visible features of our 
humanity. In many cultures, humans spend a great deal of time and energy 
developing the persona, or the “masks”5 that emphasize the particular physical, 
emotional, and mental characteristics deemed socially acceptable or desirable.
Depending on the amount of attention paid to the persona, one’s conscious 
self-concept, or ego, can grow to the point that a person believes that his or her 
inherent worth is based only on this level of the self. An individual s merit as a 
human being can rest entirely on his or her ego. According to Jung, however, who 
we are actually lies beneath the ego and persona level of the human psyche, beneath 
the surface of the iceberg.
5 Persona literally means “mask”.
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The part of the iceberg that is submerged represents the unconscious mind. 
There, under the surface of the more visible ego and persona aspects of the conscious 
mind, the shadow resides. Out of sight, it may seem insignificant, but it actually may 
have great influence over individuals’ self-perceptions and behavior with others. In 
nature, the shape and weight of the underside of the iceberg dictates how the chunk of 
ice responds to currents, weather, and waves. Metaphorically speaking then, the 
personal unconscious wields tremendous influence over the movement of an 
individual’s life, dictating to various degrees his or her overall mental and emotional 
health. While the personal unconscious is, by all appearances, invisible or 
insignificant to a person’s identity, it actually plays a significant a role.
In addition to the ego and persona (conscious mind) and the personal 
unconscious (shadow), there is a collective unconscious. This aspect of the psyche 
can be thought of as the larger body of water in which the iceberg floats. It is 
comprised of the same elements as the iceberg, but its molecules are in an unfrozen, 
as opposed to a frozen, state. The more the iceberg melts, the more the solid parts 
converge with the larger, more fluid body of water until the two become one.
What do these ideas about conscious and unconscious mind have to do with 
the personal landscape of the teacher’s life? Essentially, the language offered by Jung 
can help us discuss the layers of the “self’ that have not yet been tapped by current 
educational research. If we want to explore the inner life of the teacher, then we need 
language that relates to the concepts of “inner life” and “inner self.” The Courage to 
Teach program (which is more thoroughly described in Chapter 2) claims to offer the 
means for teachers to “reclaim” their selfhood in order to live a fuller life. The
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program speaks of teachers’ yearning to “live divided no more” (Palmer, 1998), and 
being able to “lead from within” (Palmer, 2000). But what do those concepts mean? 
What is divided in a person, and how does he or she overcome that inner divisiveness 
to reach a sense of wholeness? The language of the ego, persona, and the shadow (in 
particular) may help toward understanding the dynamics of the personal landscape of 
teachers’ lives at such a discreet level.
The Importance of Inner Work
While this call to attend to the teacher’s inner life may strike some as esoteric
and impractical, I maintain that it is important to explore the nature of the inner
dimensions of a human being who teaches. Rather than being an irrelevant or self-
serving process, inquiry into all of the layers in the personal landscape of “teacher-as-
person” is a necessary step toward understanding teachers’ relationships to their
subject matter and to others. These sentiments are supported by others in the
educational literature.
Maxine Greene offers some insight. She explains that in order to be effective
in their practice, teachers must be able to “tune-in” to their environment; otherwise,
there is likely to be a weakening in the web of relationships that a teacher can create
and sustain. She explains,
...human beings who lack an awareness of their own personal reality 
(which is futuring, questing) cannot exist in a ‘we-relation’ with other 
human beings ... Unable to come in touch with their own inner time, 
they cannot experience what Schutz called ‘the mutual tuning-in 
relationship, the experience of ‘We,’ which is at the foundation of all 
possible communication (Greene, 1991, p. 29).
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Teachers coming into touch with their own “inner time” implies an intricate and 
delicate process, one that may require a very personal and gentle approach to self- 
awareness and understanding. Greene suggests that, whatever the process needed for 
inner work, self-inquiry is not self-serving. Rather, due to the fundamental reality of 
teacher-student relationships in school, self-inquiry for the teacher can be a critical
step in the process of establishing and sustaining authentic connections with others. 
Rachael Kessler’s (2001) recent contribution makes this clear. She writes,
We can have the best curricula available, [and] train teachers in 
technique and theory, but our students will be unsafe and our programs 
hollow if we do not provide opportunities for teachers to develop their 
own souls, their own social and emotional intelligence (p. 118).
Kessler uses the word “soul” to suggest the presence of an entity that lies deeper
within a person. She is not speaking only of the ego or persona levels, but perhaps
also of the shadow aspect of one’s being.
The word “soul” is used by other educators and theorists, as well. Jack Miller
(2000) and Ken Wilber (1979), for example, use the term “soul” to discuss that aspect
of the self that not only holds the true essence of a person’s existence, but also
connects him or her to a larger life force. They call this larger life force “spirit,”
which is similar to Jung’s notion of the “collective unconscious.” In all cases, these
authors and educators are pointing to the existence of a more authentic self that is
often disguised or hidden by the ego or the persona. The process of inner work, or
“coming in touch with our own inner time,” can help an individual become more
conscious of the ways in which those components of the “self’ work for or against
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one another, thus making him or her feel like a more emotionally and intellectually 
integrated person.
The more that teachers are aware of their inner self the more they might be 
able to understand how all layers of their intellectual, emotional, and physical 
presence affect their interactions and relationships in school. Having knowledge of 
the self at such a deep level may help teachers to be more authentic and more 
personally “present” (Kessler, 1991) with others.
These features of the self within the personal landscape of teaching and 
teacher identity are worthy of attention and exploration in the educational community. 
As stated earlier in this chapter, however, the personal landscape is not the only 
terrain that forms a teacher’s sense of self or identity in and out of the classroom. 
There is also a structural landscape that imposes on the formation of a teacher’s 
identity, and it is to that discussion I now turn.
The Structural Landscape of Teaching and Teacher Identity
The structural landscape of teaching, and education in general, is vast. Much 
research has been conducted in this terrain. It would take volumes to summarize the 
literature on the cultural, social, political, economic, historical, philosophical and 
bureaucratic contexts of teaching. My purpose is not to provide an overview of the 
structural landscape in its entirety, but rather to pinpoint some recurring themes with 
regard to the structural landscape’s influence on teacher identity. First, I want to 
approach this discussion by focusing on how teacher identity and development is 
challenged, and even sabotaged, by the very system wherein teachers work. In
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particular, I will examine four obstacles to teacher identity development culled from 
the structural landscape literature, and then discuss the ways in which teachers’ sense 
of identity can be empowered within that structural landscape.
Obstacles to Teacher Identity Development
There are four main challenges to the development of teacher identity within 
the structural landscape of schools. First, the system of schooling, particularly in large 
public schools, does not tend to account for the personal or emotional needs of 
teachers (Evans, 1996; Fullan, 1991; Noddings, 1992; Sarason, 1990). This is largely 
due to the ways in which our system of schooling has evolved over the centuries in 
response to social and political views, and economic forces. The history of schooling 
in the United States is a story of the ways in which education is regarded as a 
“panacea” (Perkinson, 1995) for society’s ills. It is the place where children are 
shaped to be productive and law-abiding citizens who can handle those ills and 
hopefully solve them in the future. Schools are in the business of shaping youth to 
meet certain social and political aims; they are not designed as places where adults 
can count on feeling personally nurtured in their own identity-making.
Tyack and Cuban (1995) elaborate on this point of the non-nurturing 
environment for teachers, explaining that it is a primary reason that school reforms 
fail. They fail, because the “reformers rarely factor into their plans a sophisticated 
understanding of the school as an institution or insight into the culture of teachers ... 
the everyday lives of teachers, their practices, their beliefs, and sources of frustration 
and satisfaction” (pp. 113-114). This does not mean that teachers can never find
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meaning or a sense of identity in their work, only that such outcomes tend to be 
secondary to the overall aims of education and are not, therefore, deliberately
recognized or supported.
A second structural challenge that obstructs teacher identity development is
the historical focus on teaching technique to teachers. Professional development has
tended to focus on the “what” and the “how” of teaching, not on the “identity and
integrity of the teacher” (Palmer, 1998). The pattern has been the same for decades,
that well-intentioned school reformers try to import “ready-made technocratic
solutions” (Tyack and Cuban, 1995, p. 114) into schools and classrooms without
consideration for the length of time it takes for teachers to learn something new and
then integrate it into their curriculum. These “solutions” are attempts to quickly
address a problem that socio-political forces outside the field of education have
suddenly deemed critical to the welfare of society. The result is implementation of
certain techniques or skills that may make little sense to a teacher’s situation with his
or her students. Further, the reforms vanish as soon as funding ends, or another
reform appears. McLaughlin (1991) studied this phenomena, and found that
skill-specific training influenced student gains and project 
implementation only in the short run. Skill-specific training had only 
transient effects because, used alone, it did not support teachers 
assimilation and integration of project methods. Once the supports of 
the funded project operation were removed, teachers stopped using 
project methods because they had never really learned them in the first 
place (p. 64).
Faced with this pattern of professional development year after year, teachers learn to 
simply implement whatever they absolutely have to; once their classroom door 
swings shut they tend to return to their own ways of teaching, and merely “hybridize”
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(Tyack and Cuban, 1995, p. 135) the reform ideas to the point that the ideas, and 
perhaps even the teachers, lose their integrity,
A third challenge to teachers finding a sense of identity and worth in school 
can be found in the manner in which professional development is usually arranged 
and enforced in a top-down fashion. The impetus for the development comes from 
district offices or principals—entities that are far removed from the teachers’ personal 
experience and cannot, therefore, take into consideration the complexity of the 
teacher’s role and what he or she already knows about teaching (Clandinin and 
Connelly, 1995; Evans, 1996; Fullan, 1991; Tyack and Cuban, 1995).
The effect of top-down methods of professional development for teachers is 
that the development does not carry forward with the integrity or scope with which 
the developers planned. When teachers are not included in the original design of their 
own professional development, any attempt to import changes in the way they teach 
stands little chance of succeeding. “Unless teachers are also enlisted in defining 
problems and devising solutions adapted to their own varied circumstances and local 
knowledge, lasting improvements will probably not occur in classrooms” (Tyack and 
Cuban, 1995, pp. 136-7). McLaughlin (1991) concurs, that only “local consultants” 
are “useful” to teachers, “because they are available on an as-needed basis and [are] 
more likely to provide technical assistance in concrete, situational terms” (p. 65). 
Consultants who are from outside of the school system or the teacher’s daily life, are 
not likely to be welcomed or accepted by teachers. The results again is teachers 
implementing only what they have to and ignoring the rest. Working under such 
conditions hardly helps teachers feel a sense of empowerment in their profession.
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Finally, the structure of schooling does not tend to take into account the
changing needs of teachers as adults who are moving through their own personal
stages or phases of life and career path (Levine, 1989; Oja, 1989, 1991). This feature
of our educational system is closely related to the first point—that schools have not
been historically built for the needs of teachers, but rather for the needs of students
and the larger society, depending on what crises are brewing at the time. Sarah
Levine (1989) summarizes this point well:
Schools are properly designed around the developmental needs of 
children and adolescents. Most schools are not organized to facilitate 
the developmental work of adulthood. The way schools are built, they 
way they operate, and the way they are structured more often deter 
than facilitate the development of adults for whom the school is a 
workplace (p. 61).
This point is underscored by other researchers who study adult development through 
its various stages or phases (Erikson, 1982; Evans, 1996; Gould, 1980; Kegan, 1982; 
Levinson, et.al., 1978; Levinson, 1996), and those who study it through its movement 
along a career path (Huberman, et.al., 1993; Steffy, et.al., 2000). While there is some 
variation in their approach to adult development, all of these researchers agree that 
adults continue to grow mentally, emotionally and physically; development does not 
end with adolescence. The changes that adults experience need to be considered by 
people who want to implement school reforms through new programs for children or 
professional development activities for teachers.
The four challenges discussed above seem to have one thing in common. 
They point to the structural landscape’s consistent lack of attention to, and 
understanding of, the personal and emotional needs of teachers as human beings who 
teach. The bias toward political and social pressures endemic to the history of our
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school system; the neglect of teachers’ personal and practical wisdom; the attempted 
implementation of reforms that do not take into account the local and personal 
contexts of teachers’ lives; and the lack of communication between adult 
development theorists and professional development experts aggravates the 
possibility of attending to the development of teachers’ sense of self.
However, the situation is not without hope. Utilizing Judith Warren Little’s 
(1982) research on norms of collegiality it is possible to highlight empowering 
elements within the structural landscape. Little’s research on the “norms of 
collegiality” suggests that several “critical practices” in the structural landscape of 
schooling are essential if teachers are going to feel engaged, energized, and effective 
in their work. Specifically, when collegiality (those instances when teachers interact 
with peers) is strong, teachers’ sense of identity has a chance to mature. Working 
with others helps teachers to define their strengths and weaknesses. It helps them 
understand who they are within the context of their own teaching, the teaching of 
others, and in situations when they assume a position of leadership.
From her research in six urban schools, Little identified some of the needs 
named above (i.e., recognition, affirmation, practical and insightful information, time, 
and resources) as “norms of collegiality.” In general, she and her colleagues 
conducted research to find out what “norms,” if any, might be responsible for 
teachers’ success with “continued learning on the job.” Her one-year study indicates 
the presence of four “Critical Practices of Adaptability” that can be found in schools 
where teachers are involved in on-going professional growth.6
6 These practices are summarized in Little (1982), page 331.
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First, in schools where collegiality was strong, teachers had opportunities to 
“engage in frequent, continuous, and increasingly concrete and precise talk about 
teaching practice” (p. 331). In other words, they were invited into the language of the 
experts, and offered opportunities to speak about their practice in professional terms. 
This experience had the effect of helping teachers feel more in control of their work 
and recognized within their communities as professionals.
A second “critical practice” for teacher empowerment was receiving practical 
and insightful information about their own classroom practice through the observation 
and critique of themselves and others. Watching each other work with new material 
or with certain groups of students helped teachers to practice their “expert language” 
and feel that they were part of a community of professionals working toward a 
common goal. Observations and peer discussions also gave the teachers important 
feedback about their own practice within the context of a supportive community.
Third, teachers indicated that the time they spent doing research, and 
designing and planning lessons with peers, was helpful to their professional growth. 
Teachers could “share the burden” of accomplishing large tasks, and could feel 
affirmed in their “emerging understanding of their approach.” Research, design, and 
planning, and the reflection required during those processes, took a lot of time, but 
without it teachers regarded their work as more of a burden. They felt unsure of the 
appropriateness of new information, or the proper method of implementation.
Finally, Little’s research illustrates that teachers find meaning in their work 
when they are able to “teach each other the practice of teaching.” In her study, Little 
observed that teachers were sometimes invited to “play the role of instructor for
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others.” Taking on leadership roles helped to shape and affirm teachers’ sense of 
purpose and identity, and it fed their need for support and recognition from 
administrators and other staff.
These “critical practices” of recognition, practical and insightful information, 
time, and resources point to some very basic needs that teachers have for finding and 
developing a meaningful identity in their place of work. Unfortunately, they are not 
prevalent within the structural landscape of schooling. More often, larger social, 
political, and economic forces outweigh any advances made by the critical practices 
identified above, and there is a cost associated with this imbalance.
Indeed, it is largely due to these tensions that teachers seem to be leaving the 
educational territory altogether, and in increasingly large numbers. The next section 
highlights the impact on teachers of these tensions in the structural landscape, ones 
that lead to teachers feeling mentally and emotionally abandoned in their profession.
The Cost of Neglecting the Teacher’s Self
It is a general expectation in our nation’s schools that teachers will possess 
subject matter and pedagogical expertise, along with the ability to honor the ideas and 
feelings of others. They must possess courage to take risks while exploring unknown 
intellectual and emotional territory, and continue to grow as adults themselves. These 
expectations are not often stated explicitly, but they are a part of every teacher’s job 
description. As Ayers asserts, we ask teachers to “negotiate within the realms of 
“pain and conflict,” “uncertainty and ambiguity,” and sometimes have “more 
judgement, energy, and intensity than seems humanly possible” (1993, p. 5).
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Teachers’ success with navigating these expectations depends in large part on 
the degree to which they understand themselves personally—their conscious and 
unconscious minds—and how their selfhood integrates with or struggles against their 
work with various subject matter topics and methods. Self-understanding can also 
help a teacher work more successfully with student needs and behaviors, the needs of 
colleagues, and the personal and professional dynamics of the larger school 
community. Without a sense of who they are, consciously and unconsciously, 
teachers run the risk of getting emotionally and psychologically hijacked by the 
choppy waves of a typical school day, and have a difficult time relating to students or 
teaching to their fullest potential. A lack of self-understanding can make “mutual 
tuning-in” (Greene, 1991) and “teaching presence” (Kessler, 1991) extremely 
difficult to create and sustain. When teachers are not present or emotionally engaged 
with students, opportunities for helping students meet their academic goals may be 
difficult to come by (Simone, 2001; Sylwester, 1994).
As discussed in the previous section, there are also structural aspects in the 
educational landscape that challenge teachers’ capacities to form a positive, 
empowered, authentic identity. Faced with a system that tends to ignore their 
emotional and developmental needs, teachers are tossed around year after year by a 
multitude of energy-sapping demands; indeed, the list of things for which teachers are 
responsible grows longer with every shift in the social and political tides.
As a result of increasing demands and little recognition or relief from them, 
teachers run a high risk of losing their capacity to teach well or relate to others in 
ways that create meaning and a purposeful identity in school. Cherniss (1995)
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describes this process as “the gradual abandonment of the quest for meaning” (p. 
181). Since schools are not typically designed to actively and intentionally support 
the teachers’ quest for meaning, teachers who once felt a passion for their craft begin 
to “burn out,” and may end up leaving the profession altogether (Farber, 1984, 1991; 
Friedman 1991; Little & Turk, 1985). The following stories from teachers, one at the 
university level and one in public school, support this sentiment.
Jane Tompkins (1996), a college professor, experienced enormous pressure 
from others to align herself with the inflexible and impersonal structure of higher 
academe. That structure worked against her own philosophy of teaching and almost 
destroyed her love of the craft. She experienced a “giving up on [her] own 
judgement” about what was personally at stake and therefore important to address in 
her teaching (p. xix). This “giving up on her own judgment” is Tompkins’ way of 
saying that she felt pressured to pay attention only to “knowledge and authority 
outside herself,” thus neglecting her inner wisdom about the kind of teacher she was 
supposed to be. This tension between outside forces (e.g., administration, the culture 
of school) and her own inner voice resulted in the feeling of being torn apart or, in 
Palmer’s words, “not in harmony” (1998, p. 167) with the life she wanted. The 
impact of this inner-outer divisiveness on Tompkins profoundly affected her. She 
documented her experience as a testimony to others in education to pay attention to 
the personal aspects of teaching, not only the content to be taught.
In the same vein, John Taylor Gatto (1992) was an award-winning teacher in 
New York’s pubic schools in the 1980s and 1990s. In spite of his success with 
children, Gatto lamented those awards, because he did not earn them as a result of
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teaching that was grounded in the convictions of his own sense of self. In spite of the 
fact that he managed his students well and met academic goals, Gatto believed that 
his acquiescence to the rigid school structure was in effect “dumbing down” the 
children in his care—“not enlarging children’s power, but diminishing it” (p. xii). To 
counteract that pressure, he “devised guerilla exercises” (p. xii) that spoke more 
honestly from his heart and allowed his students to learn in more personal and 
meaningful ways—ones that did not violate the direction that their own selfhoods 
needed to take. He encouraged students to learn in ways that worked for them, not 
necessarily the school system. While Gatto believed that his methods were justified, 
he also knew they served as an indictment of the very school system in which he was 
seen to have worked so successfully.
The stories of Tompkins and Gatto typify many teachers’ experiences with 
losing their sense of self within the sphere of schooling. They both described feeling 
alienated from their profession, and losing what Goodson (1992a) refers to as one’s 
“centre of gravity” (p. 111). They felt divided between their inner needs and visions 
for what it means to be a teacher, and the larger structure of education. It’s important 
to note that, had research been performed only with regard to these teachers’ 
understanding of subject matter or ability to relate to students, we might have missed 
the more intimate struggles of their inner lives that were instrumental in forming their 
sense of identity and worth.
When research is done that does capture those more subtle dynamics in the 
teacher’s life—the dynamics that tap into the shadow side of teaching—then we see 
clearly that when a teacher’s inner needs are neglected or ignored, he or she can slip
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into feelings of despair (Liston, 2000), and begin to lose the sense of meaning and 
purpose that very likely attracted them to the profession, and made them effective in 
the beginning of their career. And when purposefulness in teaching disappears, 
relationships with students and colleagues suffer. Teaching becomes a mechanical 
exercise, and teachers begin to feel “burned out,” because the joy with which they 
initially started in their profession gradually slips away. The process of losing heart 
can lead teachers to abandoning their jobs even when they don’t want to leave.
Indeed, reports of teacher burnout and dissatisfaction abound with teachers 
legitimately complaining about being overworked, underpaid, and undervalued in 
their work (Cherniss, 1995; Farber, 1984). The National Center for Education 
Statistics estimates that in a typical year, nearly one-third of teachers leave the 
profession after only 3 years on the job. Nearly 40% leave after five years. These 
statistics are even higher in urban districts, where close to 50% of teachers retreat
'I
from the profession within the first five years of teaching.
As addressed earlier, the drop-out rate of teachers might be partially blamed 
on factors that are part of the structural landscape of education. The list of reasons is 
long, with teachers blaming inadequate administrative support, poor salaries, student 
discipline problems, lack of faculty influence, lack of student motivation, large 
classes, inadequate time to prepare, unsafe environments, poor opportunity for 
professional development, and lack of community support (Cherniss, 1995; Ingersoll, 
2001). A lack of meaning in teaching was also listed by teachers as a main reason for 
leaving their vocation. All of these factors weigh heavily on teachers’ decisions to
7 National Education Association: http://www.nea.org/teachershortage/03shortagefactsheet.html
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seek work outside of education, or migrate to other teaching positions they perceive 
as less stressful and more attuned to their own personal and professional needs.
Worse, perhaps, than leaving the profession or seeking a more meaningful 
position, is the tendency of some teachers to stay where they are even though they are 
dissatisfied. Dworkin (1987) refers to this as “teacher entrapment,” which means that 
teachers who feel “trapped” may stay in their jobs regardless of how much they 
dislike the work. This finding is quite disturbing, because it suggests that—regardless 
if teachers get burned out entirely— they still run the risk of staying in their position 
and “rusting out.”
Gmelch (1983) uses “rusting out” to describe the “phenomenon that afflicts 
teachers when they temporarily or permanently cease to be enthusiastic learners” (in 
Zehm & Kottler, 1993, p. 83). Teachers describe such a period of time as one during 
which they feel as though they were on “auto-pilot,” adopting a rather ambivalent 
stance toward their students or their teaching practice in general. To survive in their 
stressful environment, teachers may end up caring less about students, or only 
working with those who do well in school. They find that they simply do not have 
the energy or interest to excel in their craft, because the educational system has not 
shown interest in supporting them when and where they need it (Chemiss, 1995). It 
is a dangerous time in the teaching life, when teachers “withdraw” (Steffy, et.al., 
2000),8 refrain from taking proactive steps to alleviate mental and emotional pain or, 
worse, believe that they do not have the power, the means, or the right to do so.
8 Steffy named three levels of withdrawal: “initial,” “persistent,” and “deep”. (See pp. 16-17).
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To counteract the potential for burning or rusting out of the profession 
requires more than training in, and maintenance of, the more technical ego- and 
persona-based approaches to understanding subject matter or dealing with certain 
situations. It demands recognition of the teacher’s inner life—the unconscious mind­
set—that constitutes the more soulful dimensions of teaching (Palmer, 1998, pp. 4-5), 
and a means for those dimensions to be developed and nurtured on a regular basis.
A review of current professional development literature indicates that the 
importance of research on the teacher’s inner life has only recently been pursued. If 
programs do exist, their process and success (or failings) have not been documented 
often or satisfactorily enough to be recognized by the larger educational community. 
Such is the case with the Courage to Teach program. Piloted in Michigan in the 
early 1990s, the program entails offering seasonal weekend retreats to groups of 25- 
30 teachers for the purpose of doing inner work. In many cases, the groups convene 
in a retreat setting every 3 months for 2 years (8 meetings total). A 16-month model 
is also being used in some locations.
From various retreats that have been held since the pilot program in 1994, 
preliminary information was gathered about the impact of the program on 
participants. This information, complied by independent researchers (Intrator and 
Scribner, 1998, 2000) came from exit surveys. In their surveys, teachers commented 
that the program impacted them in a variety of ways. For example, they expressed 
feeling a clearer sense of self-identity, a rekindled passion for teaching, and a 
capacity to more effectively meet personal and professional in school. Improved 
relationships with students and colleagues were also reported as having been
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influenced. Altogether, it seems that the teachers went through a process of self- 
discovery that helped them to gain a clearer idea of who they are. Such information 
helped the teachers feel personally and professionally renewed.
Given the complex personal and structural landscapes in teachers’ lives, these 
findings were intriguing. I wanted to find out what teachers experienced at the 
retreats, and how their experiences addressed the tensions and difficulties identified in 
this chapter with regard to the personal landscape, as well as the larger structural 
landscape with all of its inherent challenges to teachers’ identity and self-worth. I 
also wanted to understand what the process of inner work looked like, and how it 
unfolded for different people, personally and professionally.
With relevant research emerging in the field of education as to the importance 
of understanding the teacher’s sense of self in the classroom, the school, and the 
larger educational enterprise, I decided that inquiry into a program that claims to 
work with teachers in such personal ways was worth pursuing. It is my belief that 
this research can offer valuable information to both the structural and personal 
landscapes of teacher education and professional development. Knowledge about 
how teachers understand who they are “consciously” within the context of their 
teaching, and how they may come to know themselves more deeply through doing 
inner work, may help in the more careful design and implementation of meaningful 
and long-lasting educational opportunities for teachers—opportunities that take into 
account the whole person as the teacher. Knowledge of how adults grow on a 
personal level can help the design and implementation of professional development 
opportunities to be more relevant to teachers’ lives, relationships, and practice.
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Further, an exploration of how teachers use what they’ve learned about their 
inner lives in their subsequent relationships with students and colleagues can enhance 
research on teaching by providing another way of understanding some of the more 
subtle forces at work when teachers interact with others. In the words of Ivor 
Goodson (1994), this project is an effort to conduct research that, “links the analysis 
of the teachers’ life and work together” (p. 29).
Because the Courage to Teach program is not well known in professional 
development literature, the following chapter is provided to inform the reader of the 
program’s history, structure, and unique features. The chapter ends with the specific 
research questions that guided my exploration into the inner-life “layer” of the 
personal landscape in education.
~ CO 00 00 ~
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Chapter 2: The Courage to Teach Program
Teacher Formation and its Beginnings
The Courage to Teach program began as a partnership between Parker Palmer
and the Fetzer Institute, a philanthropic organization located in Kalamazoo,
Michigan. The Fetzer Institute was formed by John Earl Fetzer (1901-1991), who
was said to have had “an intense intellectual curiosity about the ‘unseen elements’ of
life. He studied various forms of meditation, prayer, philosophy, and positive
thinking, and explored other ways of healing ”1 While the Institute’s interests may
have seemed unaffiliated with the field of teacher professional development, the idea
of providing a space for teachers to examine their “inner lives” was intriguing. Early
meetings between Palmer and Fetzer Institute representatives led to the latter’s desire
for an expanded conceptual framework of Palmer’s ideas.
In 1992, Palmer delivered that framework to the Fetzer Institute in a paper
titled, Reflections on a Program for the Formation o f Teachers. His vision was met
with enthusiasm, and funding was made available to support the first set of Courage
to Teach retreats in 1994, also in Kalamazoo, Michigan.
In his paper, Palmer introduced the idea of “teacher formation, which is a
different concept from what is typically thought of as “teacher training.” Palmer was
clear that he wanted to distinguish his own ideas from those in the mainstream with
regard to professional development for teachers. He explained,
... we agreed to focus on the formation of teachers—rather than on 
‘teacher training’—for good reason. Formation is a concept from the
1 From the Fetzer Institute website: http://www.fetzer.org/about/fetzerlegacy.htm
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spiritual traditions, and it involves a concern for personal wholeness.
Where training asks if the person has the right knowledge and 
technique, formation asks after the state of the person’s soul. Where 
training offers the person new data and methods, formation offers the 
person help in discerning his or her identity and integrity” (p. 1).
This quote makes clear that the kind of professional development envisioned for the
Courage to Teach program is quite different from that typically offered to teachers
during their careers. Instead of training in technique or skill, teacher formation
focuses on the development of the teacher as a whole person.
A two-year Courage to Teach pilot study began in January of 1994 with a
gathering of 22 Michigan public school teachers. They gathered on a quarterly basis
for two years, each time in a retreat setting for 3 days (8 meetings, total). The
program’s aim was to offer opportunities to teachers for personal and professional
renewal—a chance to become acquainted with their inner life and make connections
between their selfhood and their professional lives in school.
As stated in the previous chapter, becoming acquainted with one’s inner life is
a process of doing “inner work” where an individual comes to some level of
awareness of his or her ego, persona, and shadow aspects of the psyche. This is not
an easy process. Inner work requires courage (hence the name of the program) to
relax preconceptions of one’s identity in the world in order to entertain new
information that might arise through deeper reflection. At first, the information may
be a bit disconcerting or difficult to comprehend. As Hopcke (1995) explains, the
inner life “is the place in the personality where public and private meet, where who
we are collides with who we are told to be” (p. 7). However, inner work can also be
affirming. With experience and support, the voice of the unconscious mind can offer
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information lading to a more authentic awareness of one’s uniqueness and personal
power. Whether disconcerting or affirming, inner work is critical to becoming a
whole person, especially one who works daily with others. This is complex
emotional territory, the negotiation of which can be helped by support from others,
and a personal commitment to pursue self-knowledge regardless of the potential
difficulties in that exploration. Palmer explains further,
... without denying or abandoning the outside world, [teachers] must 
reclaim the reality and power of [their] inner life. Formation assumes 
that each person has an ‘inner teacher’ that has a continuing capacity 
for discernment. This discernment is enabled by the process of 
creating a quiet, focused, and disciplined space in which the noise 
within and around us can subside and the voice of the inner teacher be 
heard (Palmer, n.d., p. 3).
During the pilot program, Courage to Teach facilitators engaged the Michigan public
school teachers in this formation and discernment work. Pleased with the outcome of
the 1994-96 pilot implementation, the facilitators requested additional support from
the Fetzer Institute. The Institute agreed to continue supporting the program, and thus
committed additional financing for the development of more groups of teachers to be
taken through the same retreat process. Between the years 1996-98, Parker Palmer
and a handful of core facilitators trained more facilitators, and then implemented 4
new programs in South Carolina, Washington, D C., Michigan, and Washington
State. In 1998, the Center for Teacher Formation was established on Bainbridge
Island, near Seattle. Out of that Center, the Co-Directors have provided on-going
training and assistance to groups that have been in existence for several years. They
have also provided guidance, training, and assistance to groups that are in the early
stages of developing their own programs. To date, Courage to Teach programs have
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been developed, or are under development, in California, Colorado, Georgia, Illinois, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, North 
Carolina, Oregon, South Carolina, Texas, Vermont, Washington, Wisconsin, and 
Toronto, Canada.
The most popular programmatic structure has been a two-year retreat cycle, 
with retreats taking place over three-day weekends at locations that offer 
opportunities for solitude, building community, and immersion in natural 
surroundings. At the first Courage to Teach program, teachers comprised the primary 
cohort. However, the professional backgrounds and expertise of participants has 
expanded to include mixed groups of teachers, principals, university faculty, and 
other school staff. Groups average 25 members. In the year 2000, the Co-Directors 
implemented a shorter model, with 4 retreats taking place quarterly during the first 
year, followed by a 6-month recess and then a final gathering. This 16-month model 
is flourishing, and is the one upon which this research project is based.
Regardless of the overall design, retreats are typically directed by two 
facilitators, who have completed one retreat series themselves. They are then 
required to take specific training that ultimately leads to formal certification by the 
Center for Teacher Formation. If feasible, trained facilitators seek to form Courage to 
Teach groups in their geographic locale.
With Courage to Teach groups existing in almost 20 states, it is a challenge to 
maintain a degree of programmatic consistency. Regardless of location, each group 
must meet the various professional demands and needs of retreat participants, yet also 
uphold a common foundation for the general intent and spirit of the program. Toward
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this end, the program embraces 5 key objectives that serve as anchors for promoting 
the main goals of the Courage to Teach program. They include: 1) renewing heart, 
mind, and spirit through the exploration of the inner landscape of a teacher’s life; 2) 
reconnecting to one’s identity and integrity, identifying and honoring gifts and 
strengths, and acknowledging limits; 3) creating a context for careful listening and 
deep connection that also honors diversity in person and profession; 4) helping 
educators create safe spaces and trusting relationships in schools with students and 
colleagues, and also within the larger community; and 5) exploring the connection 
between attending to the inner dimension of teachers and teaching, and the renewal of 
public education (Intrator and Scribner, 2000, p. 5). To meet these goals, the 
program’s founders chose an agricultural metaphor of seasons to guide individuals 
through their inner work. This framework is described in the next section.
The Agricultural Metaphor and Seasonal Themes
The metaphor of seasons and their cycles guides all Courage to Teach retreat
activities. As Palmer explains, it serves as a structure by which to accommodate the
program’s objectives of self-awareness, teacher renewal and reconnection to others.
Teacher formation will best be served by the insights that emerge from 
an agricultural approach to the cultivation of the human soul ... the 
inner life takes us through recurrent stages, a cycle of events that we 
re-enter again and again as the seasons of our lives unfold (Palmer, 
n.d., pp. 8-9).
Doing inner work, then, is not a linear process where the seeker discovers an aspect 
of his or her inner life that needs attention, and then simply integrates it more fully 
into one’s primary beliefs and actions. Rather, inner work requires consciously
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returning to the same inner issue and integrating small steps of change in beliefs and 
behaviors. Over time, an individual has many opportunities to experiment with that 
awareness and integration, discerning what works best for one’s life and vocation.
Returning to the same issues and ideas, time after time, is similar to the cycle 
of seasons and the work of people in agriculture. Every year, no matter how the 
seasons unfold, farmers work on their crops in the same order. Planting in the spring 
is always followed by some kind of harvest in the summer and fall, and harvest is 
always followed by a period of rest (winter). This cyclic process gives the earth and 
the farmers a chance to survive year after year. Through birth, growth, and death, the
farmer and the earth work in harmony.
The agricultural metaphor seems quite appropriate for the professional 
development of teachers, in that it honors the seasonal process of teachers lives, 
where teachers return time and again to the same lessons or the same group of 
children—experimenting and working with concepts and emotions that are familiar 
from past experience, yet always new. Like farming, teaching is an organic process. 
The paths to success are complex, and often unpredictable on a daily basis; yet, like 
the seasons, they involve a steady stream of planning, patience, and anticipation.
The Courage to Teach Co-Directors clarify the appropriateness of the 
agricultural model, contrasting it with the typical factory-style model of education 
where “the manufacturer starts with raw material and adds value to it through a
controlled and predictable process.” Rather,
the work of human formation is more akin to farming and 
gardening ... The farmer—who works not with raw material but with 
living organisms—must start all over each year through an eternal 
return of the seasons, and must embrace the fact that not everything
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that happens in that cycle is under his or her control: the rains may not 
come, or the hail may wipe out the crops. Seasonal themes invite a 
different ‘way in’ to education and professional development. The 
seasonal metaphors rid us of the hubris that we can control human 
growth. And they help us understand how interdependent we are with 
all the life forces around us (Jackson & Jackson, n.d., pp. 6-7).
Following this agricultural theme and seasonal cycle, the program hosts weekend
retreats every 3 months, beginning in the fall. During retreats, attention is paid not
only to the changes occurring in the natural “outer” environment, but also to the
“inner” environment of each participant. As such, the themes for these retreats are
referred to as the “seasons of our lives” (Palmer, n.d., p. 9). The following section
provides details of the meanings that the Courage to Teach program associates with
the seasons and with teachers’ lives.
The Seasons of Self
As stated above, the Courage to Teach program uses seasonal and agricultural 
metaphors as a way to explore and support adult development. As in nature, adults 
experience both predictable and unpredictable times that challenge their sense of self 
in their personal lives and vocation. The months of summer, metaphorically 
speaking, can represent times when adults encounter stability and “harvest” in their 
lives. In “winter,” adults may find themselves living through a period of emotional 
deadness or grief. These periods of stability or deadness in teachers’ lives can arise at 
any time in their career, regardless of the overall pattern of growth in the “life cycle” 
(Steffy, et.al., 2000) of the teacher.
For Parker Palmer, the unpredictability about how the seasons of one’s life 
may unfold in adulthood is no reason to despair. It is natural to experience anything
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and everything throughout the course of one’s life and career, and one should not,
therefore, turn away from any of it. Palmer explains that,
life is neither a battlefield nor a game of chance, but something 
infinitely richer, more promising, more real. The notion that our lives 
are like the eternal cycle of the seasons does not deny the struggle or 
the joy, the loss or the gain, the darkness or the light, but encourages 
us to embrace it all—and to find in all of it opportunities for growth” 
(Palmer, 2000, p. 96).
Each season brings a host of possibilities, some of which are pleasant and some of
which are difficult—but they are all necessary to the natural cycle of the seasons.
The Courage to Teach program builds on these ideas by highlighting the features of
each season at the retreats. Below, I provide a description of those features, including
parallel ideas from other writers and theorists in human development.
First, each Courage to Teach cycle begins in the fall. While the exact title of
the fall retreat may vary from one location to another, its themes are the same.
Autumn’s theme is The Seed of True Self. The general theme of fall is that of trees
scattering their seeds in preparation for growth in the spring. In the Northern
Hemisphere, daylight grows shorter, and there is an overall decline in generative
processes. By all appearances, things are starting to die or move toward a state of
dormancy. These same qualities serve as a metaphor for certain events in people’s
lives. In some instances, fall is a time when people may feel that a particular
relationship or a part of their life at work is coming to an end. There is a sense that a
particular aspect of life, whether personal or professional, is slowing down. People
may speak wistfully of how their workplace used to be better, or they may speak with
fear and foreboding, as if the event were signaling only an end to something. The
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prospect of being able to begin something new, now that the end to something is 
drawing near, isn’t a part of the person’s outlook on life yet.
Autumn is not only about slowing down or bringing closure to something in 
life. It also signifies a time of seeding. Plants and trees scatter their seeds in fall to 
prepare for growth in the spring. So too in people’s lives, there may be times when 
“seeds” are scattered, the fruit of which might not appear for many months to come. 
At Courage to Teach retreats, the reminder of “seeding” is the first entry point for 
participants in their process of identifying the qualities of their own seeds—what the 
program calls “birthright gifts”.2 Awareness of those gifts is explored within the 
context of reflecting on the events in teachers’ lives that, in retrospect, reveal the 
contours and qualities of their authentic self, which is like their “seed of self.”
Of course, the Courage to Teach program is not the first to derive this 
metaphor of “seeds” to help understand human development. This concept has been a 
part of human psychology for centuries. In mythical stories, seeds have symbolized 
power and potential, even “revelation of eternal truth” (Campbell, 1988, p. xvn). 
They are “the key to life” (Estes, 1992, p. 34), and are envisioned as something that 
lies within each human being, something unique to his or her own selfhood. In the 
words of Eckard Tolle there is a “seed of enlightenment that each human being 
carries within” (1999, p. 4). This “seed” holds the essence of a person’s selfhood, 
and serves as a touchstone or indicator for that individual of his or her potential.
2 Birthright gifts might include “having an eye” for beauty or possessing genuine patience with 
children. “ [They] are not learned skills, but rather inner capacities that reveal our essence—qualities 
that have often been apparent to others since we were young children, but which we ourselves may 
have ignored, devalued, or simply taken for granted” (Jackson & Jackson, n.d., p. 9). Awareness of the 
inner life is possible through the examination and acknowledgement of these gifts.
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Again, depending on location, the title of the winter retreat may be slightly 
different, but the main theme is Dormancy & Death—Silence & Solitude. 
Biologically, parts of the earth turn inward and conserve energy. There is more 
darkness and quiet in nature, and trees, plants, seeds, and animals are more at rest. In 
the far North, there is a remarkable harshness in the natural environment, with frigid 
temperatures, stripped vegetation, and a blinding sun that lies close to the horizon. 
The qualities of winter tend to emanate in people’s lives during times of loss, such as 
the death of a loved one, moving to another home, or leaving a job. It is a time when 
there may be an increased need for quiet and stillness in one’s life in order to work 
through the transition between what was once familiar to what is now less so.
“Winter” may also signal a time when an individual feels an impulse to search 
for meaning and clarity in life. It is the time when the “seed,” or the more authentic 
aspect of one’s self may not readily be seen; people may worry about their capacity to 
keep that seed alive through the harshness of winter, and still have enough strength to 
sprout in the spring. Similar to the mid-life crisis, winter is the time when “the 
neglected parts of the self more urgently seek expression” (Levinson, et. al, 1978, p. 
61), when people “yearn for wholeness” (Gerzon, 1992, p. 10), and when one’s 
“identity is hung in suspension” (Stein, 1983, p. 7).
As in nature, wintertime for humans does appear to be “suspended” and 
frozen. Some people may describe this time in their life (whether it’s an actual 
“stage” or just a particular situation) as having the quality of “stuckness.” Teachers 
might explain that they feel “dead” teaching a certain subject, or “stuck” in old 
thinking about something else in their life. They may even feel like they have come
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to the end of their career when they are only a few years into it. They may request 
time off, apply for a transfer, or simply quit.
The qualities typically associated with the season of winter tend to carry 
negative connotations, but in the Courage to Teach program, participants are 
encouraged to also reflect on the more positive aspects of the season. One positive 
feature of winter is the clearer view brought to a situation. In nature, the lack of 
leaves on the trees may seem rather bleak in comparison to the wild array of fall 
colors that adorned trees and other plants only weeks before. But the absence of all 
those colorful leaves now opens up a new view. In the realm of the human psyche, 
“ ... the light of day is eclipsed, the figures of the psyche stand out and assume 
another magnitude. It is in this night that Hermes comes forth and does his work. 
His myth speaks of the soul’s awakening and emergence” (Stein, 1983, p. 4).
In essence, the “wintertime” in a person’s life can be a time of darkness and 
isolation, but it can also be a time when new features of the inner life “stand out.” 
The Courage to Teach program attempts to provide some uncluttered physical and 
mental space in teachers’ lives so they can see what emerges as they reflect on the 
events in their lives which have felt like “winter,” and then reflect on what they might 
want to do next in the spring.
Spring is the period that the Courage to Teach program calls the season of 
Living and Teaching in the Power o f Paradox. What seemed to be dead only a short 
while ago springs to life. In the natural environment, spring is typically a muddy and 
messy time, but there is the sense of anticipation that comes as small shoots begin to 
appear out of the ground. So too in people’s inner lives, there is a spring—the
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anticipation of how the “seed of self’ endures the winters and manages to take root,
again and again. The seed is the “symbol of the endless cycle” of life. “The plant
died, and was buried, and its seed was born again ... From death comes life”
(Campbell, 1988, p. xvii). Spring, therefore, is a time that encourages awareness and
close observation of oneself and one’s surroundings. As Palmer (2000) expresses,
Spring teaches me to look more carefully for the green stems of 
possibility: for the intuitive hunch that may turn into a larger insight, 
for the glance or touch that may thaw a frozen relationship, for a 
stranger’s act of kindness that makes the world seem hospitable again 
(2000, p. 104).
There may be an insecure or emotionally tender quality to this time, especially if 
one’s awareness and self-trust is fairly new. But there may also be a renewed energy 
that moves an individual forward in his or her life and teaching. New activities might 
be developed, and new relationships begun. But the teacher needs to strike a balance 
between the new growth and the old; otherwise, growth might come too fast, and 
sabotage his or her efforts by leading to “bum out.” Vanier (1998, p. 13) summarizes
this paradoxical process:
To live well is to observe in today’s apparent order the tiny anomalies 
that are the seeds of change, the harbingers of the order of tomorrow.
This means living in a state of certain insecurity, in anguish and 
loneliness, which, at best, can push us towards the new. Too much 
security and the refusal to evolve, to embrace change, leads to a kind 
of death. Too much insecurity, however, can also mean death. To be 
human is to create sufficient order so that we can move on into 
insecurity and seeming disorder. In this way, we discover the new.
Creating a balance, then, is a primary objective in nature during the spring, and it is
also an objective of the Courage to Teach program to try to create a balance for
teachers who are discovering aspects of their inner lives that seemed dormant before.
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Brought to life again, teachers in the program can make the decision to “bloom for the 
sheer joy of it” (Palmer, 2000, p. 104), just as the flowers do in the spring.
Another lesson of spring is that teachers do not have to fear losing their 
selfhood once they start to understand what it is and how it can help them to negotiate 
the more difficult times in life. Rather, the individual can trust the inner teacher will 
always be there to guide them, like a rudder steering the ship through the waves.
Finally, summer is a time of abundance, “a steady state of plenty” (Palmer, 
2000, p. 106). The program titles summer a time of Authenticity, Community, and 
Abundance. Certain events in one’s life that seemed confusing may now be clearer. 
There is a sense of satisfaction that the “seasons” of a particular situation have come 
full circle, and one can now enjoy the fruits of his or her labor. Coming full circle has 
the effect of feeling that one’s inner and outer selves are more familiar with each 
other, allowing the individual to experience a life that is not divided intellectually, 
emotionally, or spiritually. There is a feeling of having developed to one’s fullest 
potential, at least for a while. In Gerzon’s (1992) words, adults have come into their 
own” (p. 288).
In other literature, the season of summer has been described as a “fourth 
dimension” (Samples, 1993) that is experienced when the intellectual and emotional 
dimensions of a person’s life are “actualized,” or felt so fully that there is little or no 
boundary separating them. The result is an experience of “unity in life, when things 
come together (pp. 151-157).
Of course, summers are not always plentiful. Droughts or storms may yield
meager crops. But there is usually the potential and the hope that the following
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summer will yield more. The lesson of summer is that, in spite of the amount of that 
harvest, the company of others can make the season more satisfying. In times of 
abundance, the community can share freely. In times of scarcity, the community can 
spread its resources to meet everyone’s needs. This interdependence is vital to the 
ongoing strength of the individual and the community to which he or she belongs.
This discussion of seasonal themes highlights the central issues underscored 
by the seasonal metaphors for adult development. However, to carry these themes 
forward at the retreats requires the presence and use of some specific conditions and 
practices. The following section provides information in this regard.
The Use of Paradox and Key Elements in Creating Formation Space
As stated above, the seasonal themes used by the Courage to Teach program 
are issued forth by way of a specific set of guidelines that help to create an 
atmosphere—what is called a “formation space”—that allows for discussions and 
activities to reach a meaningful depth. These guidelines are called the Six Paradoxes; 
I refer to them as “conditions” at the retreats. Those paradoxes, or conditions, are 
complemented by some specific “key elements,” which I call “practices.” I will 
discuss them in that order.
The Six Paradoxes (Conditions) of Formation Space
The notion of paradox is central to doing inner work (what the program calls 
“teacher formation”). A definition of the word “paradox” helps to explain the 
importance of its role. The word “paradox” comes from two Greek words, “para”
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(beyond) and “doxa” (belief) Hence, “a paradox is literally a contention or a group 
of contentions that is incredible—beyond belief’ (Rescher, 2001). In Palmer’s words, 
paradoxes are the “holding together of traits that seem on the surface to be opposites 
or contradictions but that, more deeply understood, complement and co-create one 
another” (n.d., p. 10). Palmer offers these reasons for the presence of paradox in the 
program:
Paradox is at the heart of every version of the spiritual life. Core truth 
seems to require its presence. The poles of paradox require each other 
if either one is to be understood—you cannot know light without 
darkness, or darkness without light. The poles of a paradox form a 
continuum along which almost any [retreat participant] can find his or 
her current condition—and thus find a level of comfort with what we 
are doing (n.d., p. 15).
The notion of paradox is central to the work of teacher formation, as it invites a
teacher to arrive at a better understanding of the breadth and depth of his or her inner
life. Paradox also allows the teacher to enter into the process of self-inquiry
anywhere along the “continuum” of his or her “current condition” (Ibid). In other
words, it’s not necessary for an individual to be completely depressed or excited
about life; the conditions of one’s life or vocational situation have no bearing on the
individual’s capacity to enter into an exploration about what it all might mean at a
particular period of time.
Miller (2000) concurs that inner work automatically tosses a person into the
realm of paradox. “The soul dwells in paradox,” he writes. “[It has] both a light side
as well as a shadow side (p. 27). And Johnson (1991), who has done extensive
research on the process of inner work, states that paradox is central to “spiritual
strength and the surest sign of maturity” (p. 78). He explains further,
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[Paradox is] a direct experience of reality beyond our usual frame of 
reference and yields some of the greatest insights. It forces us beyond 
ourselves and destroys naive and inadequate adaptations. Most of the 
time, we support two warring points of view and evade confrontation 
... I need to go to work, but I don’t want to; I don’t like my neighbor, 
but I have to be civil to him ... These are the contradictions that we live 
with constantly ... We cannot simply blot out one side of the balance.
We can change our way of looking at the problem. If we accept these 
opposing elements and endure the collision of them in full 
consciousness, we embrace the paradox (p. 77).
Johnson suggests here that our lives are filled with seemingly contradictory situations
and events that bring stress and confusion. But shifting one’s point of view can
relieve that stress and bring a person to a mental and emotional clarity and sense of
integrity in a situation that seemed irreconcilable before.
Armed with these beliefs about paradox, retreat facilitators introduce and try
to sustain several distinct paradoxical qualities, or conditions, at each retreat. These
conditions are always in the background of each seasonal gathering, and are described
in detail in Palmer’s document, The Art and Craft o f Formation (n.d., pp. 11-13)3
First, the program’s retreat spaces must be “open and yet bounded.” An
“open” space provides the means for participants to express themselves at whatever
level of honesty or self-disclosure feels right to them. At the same time, the open
space is “bounded,” which means that it has a set intention that is guided toward
certain ends. Boundaries encourage participants to explore the features of the seasons
outside (in nature) and also in their own lives, no matter how emotionally challenging
the process might be.
Second, the space must be “hospitable and yet charged.” Formation space 
must be a welcoming and reliable space in which people can find the security they
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need to discuss the yearnings of their souls, and the difficulties that arise in their 
teaching profession. Yet, the space must also offer a degree of challenge, or risk- 
taking, if  teachers are going to have a sense of intellectual, emotional, or spiritual 
reward. That challenge does not have to be created by “special effects.” Rather, it is 
believed to be a natural result when the topics chosen for discussion are significant to 
teachers’ lives.
Third, the space must invite the voice of the individual and yet hold it in 
creative tension with the voice of the group. It is critical to the process of teacher 
formation that each teacher find his or her authentic voice, and begin to acknowledge 
and respect what that voice—their inner teacher—has to say. At the same time, 
however, it is important for the collective voice of the entire group to be heard, 
because it can affirm and illuminate the ideas and perceptions of individuals, helping 
them to understand themselves more clearly than if they were doing inner work in 
complete isolation.
Fourth, the formation space must honor personal stories and yet expand them 
with archetypal stories of tradition. In essence, the larger stories from wisdom 
traditions can frame the personal stories of individuals in ways that can help them 
gain a deeper understanding of their life without slipping into a narcissistic attitude 
that their life story is of paramount importance. Archetypal stories can also provide 
an emotional anchor for participants’ personal life stories, letting them know that they 
are not alone. Across culture, age, gender, and time other people have struggled with 
the same human issues of personal loss, grief, happiness, joy, and triumph.
3 Certain dates used in the paper allude to its having been written between 1994 and 1995.
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Fifth, the space must support solitude and yet surround it with resources of 
community. Solitude is not intended only as a means for retreat participants to be 
alone, although that does occur. The cultivation of solitude within the context of the 
larger group can encourage participants to reach for a deeper understanding and 
respect for the mystery of their inner self. At the same time, the larger community 
can provide a safe context within which participants can help each other remove 
psychological or emotional barriers that may be keeping them from such self-inquiry.
Finally, the space must invite and sustain the practices of speech and silence. 
Words are important in the process of formation, because they help people 
communicate with each other. However, silence is also a form of speech. As the 
saying goes, silence sometimes “speaks louder than words.” Silence can reveal the 
contours and substance of the inner life, because it can quiet down all of the “voices” 
in one’s head, and open up some mental space for seeing things from a fresh 
perspective. Speech and silence work together in the process of teacher formation; 
one cannot exist without the other.
Extensive and on-going preparation is provided to the program’s facilitators 
for learning how to create the space where the desired tensions within each paradox 
can flourish in their groups. However, the conditions are only part of the program’s 
approach. Those conditions are accompanied by several “key elements,” what I refer 
to as “practices”. These are described below.
Key Elements (Practices) in a Formation Space
The key elements, or practices, of the Courage to Teach retreats provide the 
means for doing inner work. They are the tools that facilitators use to help teachers
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learn about their inner lives. Palmer identifies these practices as “critical qualities 
[for] germinating the seed of true self’ (n.d., p. 10). The key elements include, 1) the
asking of evocative questions, 2) the use of silence as a means for hearing one’s 
“inner voice,” 3) the necessity of paradox in formation work, 4) acknowledgement of 
birthright gifts, 5) “third things,” and 6) the Clearness Committee. I discuss each in 
that order.
Evocative questions: Evocative questions are the kinds of questions that have 
a tendency to evoke thoughts and feelings not readily apparent to the speaker. 
Evocative questions take more time and reflection to both ask and answer, because 
they are more open-ended, and not aimed at fixing a problem or quickly analyzing a 
situation. A question such as “What do you think about teaching” becomes instead, 
“What aspects of your identity and integrity feel most supported and engaged by the 
work you do?”4
Silence. The use of silence is an important element in the retreats, and it is 
often employed when the whole group is reflecting on an exercise. Silence is also 
encouraged between spoken thoughts to slow down discussions so that participants 
have time to collect their thoughts, to appreciate a colleague’s words of wisdom, or to 
mull over something that resonates with their own experience. In addition to group 
work, silent periods of a few minutes to a few hours are offered for journaling.
Paradox. The condition of paradox has already been discussed as being a 
central feature in the structure of teacher formation space. In a slightly different way, 
paradox also acts as a specific key element in the process of self-awareness and
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understanding. Participants are reminded explicitly (through discussions) and 
implicitly (through the use of poems, stories, or quotes hung in the room) of how 
paradoxes within themselves (what might feel like conflicts at first) and paradoxes in 
nature can actually help them reach a deeper understanding of their inner lives. As 
Johnson (1991) asserts, paradox can be “embraced when we endure the collision of 
opposing elements” in our lives. One way to experience that embrace is learning new 
ways to think and talk about life events and their impact on what teachers believe 
about themselves. Birthright gifts and “third things” are central to this process.
Birthright Gifts is a concept typically discussed in the fall. It is more of a 
concept than a specific practice. Birthright gifts are described as the qualities that 
make each person unique. They are essential aspects of one’s self the special 
aptitudes that he or she brings to life. Birthright gifts are the seeds that, once 
understood, help people live in ways that are more authentic and true to who they 
really are. Knowing one’s birthright gifts helps an individual act on the outside in a 
way that does not contradict thoughts and feelings on the inside (Palmer, 2000, p. 32).
Third Things: Discussions about the inner life and teaching are also mediated 
through the use of “third things.” Third things are poems, stories, objects, and places 
that “allow us to discover and speak important things about ourselves without 
referring to ourselves” (Palmer, n.d., p. 17). Third things serve as conceptual 
mediators between the conscious and unconscious parts of the mind, allowing the 
latter to enlighten the former. Particularly when a person is speaking about a personal 
issue, third things offer the language for discussing a vulnerable or challenging event
4 For a collection of evocative questions based on The Courage to Teach, see Livsey (1999).
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or situation. The language of symbols and metaphors provides a way for people to 
bypass the more critical conscious mind, and open a conduit through which the 
unconscious mind can make its own needs known.
Further, third things allow for the inner wisdom of one person to be just as 
important as the wisdom of another. There are “no experts in the room” (Palmer, 
1998, p. 100). For example, a program participant might have a difficult time 
speaking in front of a large group. She can find a way to deal with her discomfort by 
focusing on a shared poem—the “third thing.” If it is a winter retreat, the poem might 
be about the dormancy in nature, and things going underground to hibernate. Without 
meaning to speak intentionally about her personal life, the participant may talk about 
how the features of winter that are highlighted in the poem metaphorically resonate 
with a time in her own life when she also felt “dormant.” She may speak briefly 
about how she sometimes feels “dead” in her teaching job, and how she struggles 
with those feelings. Hence, the poem’s meaning evokes in this teacher a desire to 
speak about significant events in her life that she might have avoided or mentally 
sabotaged before. The poem also gives her the metaphorical language to do so.
Indeed, one of the more provocative lines of inquiry with regard to formation 
space is this intentional use of metaphors, poetry, and stories as mediators for 
exploring the inner life. Examining the processes and effects of their use by teachers 
in the program may enhance literature on teachers’ experiences as they are being 
currently documented through narratives and autobiographical accounts. Further 
discussion of metaphors, poetry, and stories will follow in Chapter 3.
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Clearness Committees. The last practice intentionally used by the program is 
the Clearness Committee. This “committee,” from the Quaker tradition, is a carefully 
scripted process for discussion that occurs within a small group. It is an intentional 
grouping of participants who are focused on helping one member of the group (the 
“focus person”) arrive at a deeper understanding of an issue that he or she faces. The 
members in the group, called “committee members,” do not engage in a discussion 
with the focus person or offer advice (which presumes a level of judgment), but 
instead pose “evocative questions” intended to help the focus person “hear the voice 
within.” The process has the benefit of helping the focus person uncover the deeper 
issues concerning his or her life course—issues that he or she has not been able to 
discern alone.
In summary, the conditions and practices developed by the Courage to Teach 
program are used to facilitate all of the activities during each retreat session. To 
illustrate how they are used in conjunction with each other, the following (fictional) 
sequence of events at an autumn retreat is provided.5 
The Retreat Schedule
Day 1
10:00 - 12:00pm Welcome and Introductions
1:00 - 3:30pm Hopes, Fears, and Expectations (Journaling and large group
discussion)
4:30 - 6:00pm Autumn Themes and Retreat Overview (Large group)
7:00 - 9:00pm Stepping Stones—Seeds to Vocation (Individual reflection,
small group discussion)
Day 2
7:30 - 8:00am Optional silent meditation
9:00 - 10:30am Wholeness and the Seed of True Self (Poems, reflection, and
small/large group discussion)
1 Gaps in the sequence of activities indicate meals and other “breaks”
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(Day 2. continued)
10:30am -12:00pm Outdoor Reflection on the Season (Solitary reflection)
1:00 - 3:30pm Free Time (Journaling, reading, outdoor activities)
3:30 - 5:30pm Birthright Gifts (Individual reflection, small group discussion)
7:00 - 9:30pm Clearness Committees
Day 3
7:30 - 8:00a.m. Optional silent meditation
9:00 - 10:30am Clearness Committee Debriefing (Large group)
10:30 - 11:15am Silent Break (Individual time)
11:15am - 12:00pm Closing Circle and Farewells (Large group)
Regardless of location across the nation, facilitators are encouraged to follow 
a similar schedule at each retreat—one that is balanced with large group discussions, 
small group sharing, individual reflection and journal writing, and solitude.
The schedule’s simplicity disguises its complex interweaving of the 
conditions and practices with various activities that attempt to bring teachers into an 
exploration of their inner lives. The focus of this research is to find out what happens 
in that process. While the program has collected anecdotal evidence about 
participants’ general experiences and its impact on their teaching practice (Intrator 
and Scribner, 1998, 2000; Jay, 2001), there is no documentation exploring the details 
of the teachers’ inner life journey. As I read through these reports, I found myself 
wondering: “What does the process of inner work look like from one retreat to the 
next? How does it vary between participants? Is there a common pattern that 
emerges from their experiences? Do teachers transfer what they learned about their 
inner life at the retreats to the classroom setting? If so, what do they transfer, and 
how does transfer occur?’’ These questions were formed early in my study as I 
worked to obtain approval for research. Over time, they distilled into the specific 
research questions listed below.
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Research Questions
The following questions guided this research in two venues. One location was 
at the Courage to Teach retreat site, and the other was in the classrooms of four 
teachers who were all part of the same retreat cohort.
At the retreats, the guiding questions were:
1) What experiences do individual participants encounter as they are given 
opportunities to examine their inner life?
2) According to individual participants, how do the conditions and practices 
offered by the program facilitate an understanding of their inner life?
At teachers ’ school sites, the main question was:
3) As a result of their participation in the program, do teachers make changes 
in their relationships with students and colleagues? If so, what changes do they make, 
and why?
The next chapter explains in more detail the conceptual frameworks used to 
approach these questions.
~ 00 CO CO ~
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Chapter 3: Conceptualizing Teacher Formation
This research project is focused on the process of teacher formation and the 
development of the teacher’s inner life as a cyclic process of awareness and growth. 
It documents teachers’ experiences in the Courage to Teach program in an attempt to 
understand what happens to teachers when they are given opportunities to explore 
their inner lives. This project also examines whether or not, and how, certain 
conditions and practices devised by the Courage to Teach program facilitate the inner 
life exploration, and whether or not such exploration impacts teachers’ relationships 
with students and colleagues. Given the complexity of the project, different 
frameworks are used to address the research questions.
Research Question #1: What experiences do individual participants encounter as they 
are given opportunities to examine their inner life?
In the first chapter of this document, I suggest that formation of one’s identity
as a human being and as a teacher requires going through the process ot inner work.
Inner work is defined as the quest to understand one’s self deeply and
authentically—to perceive one’s true essence as a human being. Inner work is “the
effort by which we gain awareness of the deeper layers of the consciousness within us
and move toward integration of the total self’ (Johnson, 1986, p. 13). This first
question seeks to understand what happens to participants at retreats as they go
through this process.
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Carl Jung referred to the “integration of the total self’ as “individuation”. He
explains in his work, Relations Between the Ego and the Unconscious (1990a),
“Individuation means becoming an ‘in-dividual,’ and insofar as ‘individuality’
embraces our innermost, last, and incomparable uniqueness, it also implies being
one’s own self. We could therefore translate individuation as ‘coming to selfhood’ or
‘self-realization’” (p. 147).
To study this layer of “selfhood,” where one’s identity “embraces” the
innermost, last, and incomparable uniqueness,” requires a conceptual framework
capable of examining the nature of the “self’—the ego, the persona, and the shadow
aspects—and how those aspects are formed over time. It also requires a framework
that includes human development in relation to other beings, because the ego,
persona, and shadow aspects of the self are not formed in a vacuum. One’s identity is
formed in relation to other people and in the midst of larger social and cultural
contexts. This is elaborated further by Carol Witherell (1991) when she remarks,
“Relation provides one’s becoming” (p. 86). In her essay The Self in Narrative: A
Journey into Paradox, she explains further,
The formation of the self involves two major processes. One process 
is that of social formation, or the ways we define and are defined by 
our social and cultural contexts. The contexts include the collective 
norms, mores, values, prejudices, and preconceptions that have 
evolved over time and are sustained with minimal consciousness on 
our part. The other process involves our relations with other 
persons—our sense of self in connection with other selves and the
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meaning systems that evolve from our mutual predicaments and 
possibilities (p. 85).
Witherell’s explanation of the ways in which a “self’ is formed suggests that the most 
relevant approaches to discovering and understanding that self for the purposes of 
attaining a level of “individuation” are to reflect upon the “collective” social and 
cultural ideas that have shaped one’s self-perceptions throughout life, and to interact 
with others who can provide feedback on one’s life journey. She suggests that some 
of the collective ideas that have shaped our identity have remained “minimally 
conscious”; therefore, inner work is needed to become more conscious of the impact 
of those ideas. Further, the process of becoming more conscious needs to be carried 
out in the presence of others. Humans need time alone, of course, to reflect on life, 
but information from perspectives outside of one’s own mind is essential to making 
sense of and clarifying self-identity.
Maxine Greene concurs, “A human being lives, as it were, in two orders—one 
created by his or her relations with the perceptual fields that are given in experience, 
the other created by his or her relations with a human and social environment” (1978, 
p. 2). Like Witherell, Greene identifies the larger cultural and social influences in 
one’s environment that help to shape a sense of self. She also names the importance 
of relationships with other individuals as instrumental to one’s ongoing process of 
sel f-under standi ng.
The research on teacher identity development confirms these sentiments. As 
discussed in Chapter 1, the structural and personal landscapes of teachers’ lives affect 
the formation of teacher identity in school. Teachers who feel supported by 
colleagues, administrators, and parents; are affirmed by the accomplishments of their
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students; are given the resources they need to do their very best teaching; and who are 
challenged to continue learning and teaching in areas of interest to them, find the 
capacity to continue growing and enlarging their sense of meaning and identity 
through relationships with others in their profession (Evans, 1996; Little, 1982; 
McLaughlin, 1991, 1993).
In contrast, teachers who are faced with top-down administrative mandates, 
constant tensions between what they want to do and what they are told to do in their 
classrooms (see Craig, 1995), and rare opportunity to share with peers about their 
teaching find that closing their classroom doors and teaching in isolation is the only 
way to survive from day to day (Evans, 1992; Sarason, 1990; Tyack and Cuban, 
1995). Their self-selected isolation robs teachers of vital lifelines for developing and 
nurturing a meaningful identity in school.
Through the use of case studies, narrative writing, and autobiographies, the 
importance of these multiple influences on teacher identity are becoming more 
apparent. The stories of teachers’ lives have been helpful in understanding who 
teachers believe themselves to be in the school setting, and why they do what they do.
However, the aim of this research is to explore the inner life layers of teacher 
identity, which is a slightly different approach from the kinds of studies that have the 
school and the classroom as their primary domain of understanding. Such studies are 
concerned with the ways in which teachers carry out their craft or are prevented from 
doing so. They are focused on teachers’ understandings of subject matter and 
pedagogy, or the ways in which teachers negotiate the “cultural myths” (Britzman, 
1991) of what a teacher is supposed to be like. Such research seeks to understand the
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“person-as-teacher” rather than the “teacher-as-person. It tries to explain the 
teacher’s life in school, not necessarily the teacher’s inner life. Rather than exploring 
the question, “Who am I as a teacher?” this research pursues the question “Who am I 
as a person?”
To gain access to the inner life layer in the personal landscape of teaching—to 
understand how identity is formed at that level—I have chosen a conceptual 
framework of “life events and transitions” (Merriam & Caffarella, 1999; Sugarman, 
1986). As discussed in Chapter 2, the Courage to Teach program attempts to provide 
the physical, mental, and emotional space for participants to reflect on their lives, and 
the significant events that have shaped (and continue to shape) their beliefs about who 
they are as individuals first, and teachers, second. Such reflection, particularly within 
the context of seasonal metaphors and imagery, aims to illuminate the contours of the 
teacher’s inner self. Maxine Greene states, “To be in touch with our own landscapes 
is to be conscious of our evolving experiences, to be aware of the ways in which we 
encounter our world” (1978, p. 2). One way to become “aware of the ways in which 
we encounter the world” is through reflection—alone and with others—on the events 
in one’s life that have brought meaning and direction to it.
In general, the life events and transitions framework for studying adult life 
suggests that human beings form their sense of “self’ and identity on the basis of 
cultural, social, and interpersonal events, and the transitions between them (Hopson, 
1981). I use the conceptual framework of “life events and transitions” to explore
teachers’ self-perceptions and self-understanding as they reflect on their lives (as
individuals and as teachers) during the retreats, and how they become more
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consciously aware of the ways in which they “encounter the world”. At retreats,
teachers are invited on multiple occasions to participate in such reflection. This 
research is intended to find out how such reflection, particularly with the seasonal 
emphasis, helps people tap into the deeper layers of their selfhood.
In the rapidly expanding field of adult psychology, the life events and 
transitions domain was only one of several listed by Clark and Caffarella (1999) in 
their survey of adult development literature. Clark and Caffarella identified other 
domains, including theories about ego development, cognitive and intellectual 
development, moral development, faith and spiritual development, and relational 
development (p. 6). All of these domains attempt to capture a part of what it means 
to be a human being in the adult years. A preliminary understanding of the Courage 
to Teach program helped me to determine that the life events and transitions domain 
might best facilitate my approach to gaining insights into the process of inner work. I 
include below an overview of the literature that informed that approach.
Life Events and Transitions
According to life events and transitions theories of adult development, human 
beings experience many events in their lives that have the power to “shape” who they 
believe they are (Merriam and Caffarella, 1999, p. 115). Events may be catastrophic 
in nature or seemingly insignificant. Large or small, what makes the event “an event” 
is the impression it makes on an individual emotionally, physically, mentally, and 
even spiritually. The messages an individual receives about who he or she is, or who 
he or she is supposed to be (according to others), are imprinted in the individual’s
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psyche. Some messages remain at the conscious level, forming the ego and persona 
layers of one’s identity. Other messages are delegated to the unconscious level of the 
psyche, which is often referred to as the “shadow” (Bly, 1988; Hannah, 1981; 
Johnson, 1991; Jung, 1990b; Jung, 1990c; Wilbur, 1979; Zweig and Abrams, 1991). 
Humans carry those conscious and unconscious imprint (whether they are true or 
false) from childhood through adolescence and into adult life.
Researchers and psychologists who organize their ideas about adult 
development with the life events perspective do not necessarily deconstruct it to the 
level of the conscious and unconscious mind, as I do above. In general, they classify 
their understanding of adult development based on the actual events that humans 
experience throughout the life span, organizing them into categories such as “life 
event dimensions” (Reese & Smyer, 1983), “event taxonomies” (Brim & Ryff, 1980; 
Holmes & Rahe, 1967), and cycles of transitions between life events (Bridges, 1980; 
Hopson, 1981; Hopson & Adams, 1976; Schlossberg, 1981; Sargent & Schlossberg, 
1988; Schlossberg, Waters, and Goodman, 1995).
In spite of these different approaches, the general concept is that life events 
are “the milestones or transition points which ‘give shape and direction to the various 
aspects of a person’s life’” (Danish, et. al., 1980, p. 342, as quoted in Sugarman, 
1986, p. 131). Life events have the capacity to shape a person’s mental, emotional, 
and physical development in ways that make that person unique.
Life events can be individual or cultural in nature (Hultsch and Plemons, 
1979). Individual life events, or “benchmarks” as they are sometimes called, may 
include the more public pronouncements of marriage, having children, or changing
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careers. Other life events are more private. An individual could be told something 
about his or her appearance, personality, or personal history that dramatically changes 
self-perception and identity from that point forward. These kinds of individual events 
are certainly worthy of notice in one’s life as having a profound impact on how one 
perceives his or her value in a family, neighborhood, or larger community.
Cultural events, on the other hand, are societal and historical in scope; they 
shape the larger context in which a person develops. Living through a war, a major 
social movement, or a natural disaster are all examples of cultural events that have the 
power to significantly alter an individual’s view of life, personally, professionally, 
and spiritually.
Transitions mark the times between life events when there is a “natural 
process of disorientation and reorientation that marks the turning points of the path of 
growth” (Bridges, 1980, p. 5). In other words, after a life event has occurred (and 
only the person affected will know the parameters of that event), individuals may 
enter a period where they may feel somewhat “disoriented” about the meaning of the 
event to their life. Transitions are those periods of time during which people deal 
with the aftermath of the life event. They tend to go through a phase where they are 
unsure of the timing, the nature, or the impact of a life event—when a “change in 
assumptions about oneself and the world [occurs] and thus requires a corresponding 
change in one’s behavior and relationships” (Schlossberg, 1981, p. 5).
While the initial response to a life event may be disorientation, eventually 
there is a shift in one’s acceptance of that change. Acceptance may subsequently 
precipitate a shift in self-understanding. This is the reorientation part of the transition
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process, where the individual experiences an “integration” (Hopson, 1981) of new 
and old ways of being in the world. This is a similar process to what Jung refers to as 
“individuation,” where an individual attains a “more complete fulfillment of the 
collective qualities of the human being” (1990a, p. 148).
A life events and transitions framework covers a wide variety of impulses and 
reactions, and the exact moment one moves from an event into a transition is subtle 
and hard to quantify. Only the individual can say at what point he or she is still 
experiencing an event, versus going through a transition on account of an event. Only 
the individual will have a sense of when the disorienting part of the transition process 
begins to shift into a reorienting phase. This is complex and unpredictable territory, 
which makes the search for a more stable sense of “self’ very difficult to quantify or 
measure, indeed.
In the Courage to Teach program, participants are invited to reflect on how 
they’ve chosen to respond to certain events in their lives, no matter when those events 
occurred. Participants reflect on the events and people who have influenced their 
perceptions of who they believe they are as human beings and educators. Through 
their reflections, program participants are offered a chance to identify and understand 
more clearly what has sustained them in life, what has given their life meaning, and 
what has sapped their energy or made them feel confused or fragmented. They also 
reflect on the events in their lives that brought them a sense of living on the outside 
the way they felt on the inside.
The program’s main approach to bringing teachers into this kind of reflection 
is based on the use of seasonal themes. As discussed in Chapter 2, the program
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suggests that there exist certain natural qualities endemic to each season—particular 
characteristics, paradoxes, and struggles—that are symbolic of people’s beliefs and 
activities as they live out their life from one event to the next, and experience the 
transitions between those events. The aim of the seasonal retreats is to offer a space 
for participants to reflect on how individual and cultural events have shaped their 
identity over time. The use of seasonal imagery and corresponding metaphors of 
seeding, dormancy, growth, and harvest are intended to make more conscious 
connections between significant life events and how one’s identity is formed in 
response to them.
Reflecting on the attributes of autumn, for example, may help participants 
understand events that served as catalysts, or “seeds,” for their current self­
perceptions. The attributes of winter might help participants examine more closely 
the events or situations in their lives that seem “dead” or “dormant,” and so on. 
Reflecting on the events of one’s life in this fashion has the potential to illuminate the 
contours of one’s selfhood as it has formed over many years.
The main question for this aspect of this research seeks to examine what 
Courage to Teach participants encounter when they are given opportunities to reflect 
on their inner lives in this way. How do participants respond to the seasonal imagery 
of fall, winter, spring, and summer? What do they name as significant to their sense 
of identity when they are invited to reflect on autumn’s “seeds of self’ or winter’s 
attributes of “dormancy and silence”? Does the metaphor of “paradox” in the spring 
resonate with participants’ reflections on the “self’? If so, what do they describe 
about that experience?
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The life events and transitions framework offered through adult psychology 
provides a large arena for deconstructing participants’ retreat experiences with 
seasonal metaphors. It provides a focus point for understanding how participants 
interpret the meaning of their lives through the seasonal imagery, and how they use 
the metaphors of the seasons to identify features of the “self’ that seem important to 
their lives as teachers. This research aims to explore what program participants do in 
response to the various opportunities at the retreats to reflect on their inner lives in 
this fashion.
Closely related to these questions is the next question in this research, which 
seeks to identify the underlying conditions and practices through which program 
participants arrive at a deeper self-understanding than they had, perhaps, before they 
came into the program. It has been suggested that a more conscious knowledge of 
one’s selfhood secures a base from which to endure the challenges inherent in the 
“cycle of events that we re-enter again and again as the seasons of our lives unfold” 
(Palmer, n.d., p. 9). Now, the challenge is to find out which of the conditions and 
practices facilitate that process, and how.
Research Question #2: According to the program participants, how do the conditions 
and practices offered by the program facilitate the participants ’ understanding o f 
their inner lives?
The Courage to Teach program presents an opportunity for teachers to engage 
in a process of self-exploration that has the potential to tap into the inner life layer of 
their identity as a human being and as a teacher. As discussed in Chapter 2, the
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program attempts to create certain conditions (“Six Paradoxes”) that it claims are 
conducive to inner work, and it uses a variety of practices (“key elements”) to help 
facilitate the inner work process.
To briefly review, the “conditions” in a retreat space must be open and yet 
bounded; hospitable yet charged; inviting the voice of the individual as well as the 
voice of the group; honoring personal stories as well as archetypal stories of tradition; 
supportive of solitude as well as community; and honoring the use of speech as well 
as silence. The “practices” used at retreats include the use of evocative questions, 
silence, “third things,” and Clearness Committees. These practices are intended to 
heighten participants’ awareness of paradox in inner work, and the importance of 
knowing one’s birthright gifts.
The question of how the conditions and practices facilitate participants’ 
understanding of their inner lives can first be approached by asking more simply 
which of the conditions and practices seem to help participants with inner work. Are 
any of the conditions listed above identified more often than others as being helpful to 
participants’ self-understanding? Which of the practices, if any, are named as being 
significant to their inner work process? Answers to these questions can be culled 
from the data by counting the frequency with which participants identify certain 
conditions and practices as having been instrumental to their inner life reflection. 
However, simple counting will not answer the more sophisticated question of how 
certain conditions and practices facilitate the inner work processes.
I want to return to the primary focus of this research, which is to understand 
the process of “coming to selfhood, and to self-realization” as Carl Jung proposed.
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Coming to selfhood involves examination of all layers in one’s personal 
landscape—the ego, persona, and shadow, and perhaps the collective unconscious. 
To experience a sense of wholeness, or “individuation,” one must somehow access 
the unconscious mind to illuminate what has been repressed or forgotten, in order to 
understand the “whole” of one’s self and live with integrity.
For the purposes of this research question, it makes sense to focus on an 
aspect of the Courage to Teach program that aims to make that illumination of the 
unconscious mind occur. That aspect would be the program’s use of “third things”.
Third Things: Metaphors. Stories, and Poems
As explained in Chapter 2, third things are poems, stories, and objects that 
serve as conceptual mediators for information that arises from the unconscious mind 
during the inner work process. Stories, poems, and objects rely on metaphorical 
language to translate ideas that are not readily accessible to the conscious part of 
one’s psyche.
The definition of the word “metaphor” makes this clear. The word
“metaphor” derives from two root words: “meta,” meaning “beyond,” and “pherein,”
which means “carry” (Gerzon, 1992, p. 20). Metaphors, therefore, help people to
express themselves in ways that “carry beyond” the more conscious interpretations
and meanings. As Palmer (n.d.) explains, metaphors
help us explore the great truths [which] cannot be taught didactically, 
using cognitive assertions and propositions. [Great truths] can only be 
evoked indirectly, primarily by means of stories and poems whose 
images emerge from their creators’ whole selves, and therefore give us 
the chance to find the whole of ourselves evoked in response (p. 16).
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Through metaphors people tell the stories of their lives, hoping that their reference to 
universal themes or similar experiences on the part of listeners will help with mutual 
understanding and acknowledgement. Educational researchers, such as Connelly and 
Clandinin (1988), Munby (1986), and Bullough and Knowles (1991) have tapped into 
the power of metaphor in their studies on teachers’ lives, with the latter studying a 
young female teacher who, in the first year of her career, developed a “personal 
teaching metaphor” of “teacher as nurturer.” In a later study, Bullough and 
Baughman (1997) found another female teacher who used the metaphor of 
“mothering” to describe how she felt in her role in school. These kinds of 
metaphorical perspectives have a tendency to direct teachers’ actions and 
relationships, thus helping to explain how teachers develop a sense of self in their role 
as an educator, and why they do what they do.
In this research on the Courage to Teach program, the focus on the use of 
metaphor at retreats is slightly different from what has been done in the studies 
mentioned above. Those studies recognize the power of metaphor to help explain 
one’s role as a teacher, but they are still primarily aimed at the ego and persona layer 
of the psyche. They are focused on individuals’ understanding of the roles they adopt 
in school and how those roles shift in different contexts. In contrast, the Courage to 
Teach is primarily using the tool of metaphor through stories, poems, and 
imagination-driven activities to tap a deeper layer in the psyche. The program offers 
metaphorical language through poetry and carefully chosen quotes, all of which have 
the potential to reveal the more mythical and archetypal experiences of human life. 
Such experiences can help participants locate their individual life within a larger,
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more “universal pattern” of life that is shared by others through time (Labouvie-Vief,
1994, p. 203). To put it more succinctly, rather than having teachers talk about their
life in the classroom as a metaphor for a different role to which they make
comparisons in meaning, the Courage to Teach uses metaphorical language as a tool
to help participants access the unconscious layer of their psyche, where their inner
lives await discovery.
Dirkx (1997), who writes about the spiritual dimension of adult development,
explains more about the power of metaphor—“the way of mythos”—to access aspects
in the adult psyche that reach into the unconscious layer. He writes,
the way of mythos reflects a dimension of knowing that is manifest in 
the symbolic, narrative, and mythological. It is a view of learning 
through soul, an idea centuries old reemerging in this age of 
information, giving voice in a deep and powerful way to imaginative 
and poetic expressions of self and the world (p. 80).
Dirkx and Labouvie-Vief suggest that symbolic language—the language of
metaphor—can take humans deeper into their self-understanding—deeper than the
layer of ego and persona. Instead, through metaphorical language humans can access
a “centuries old reemerging of expression of self’ to more clearly identify and
understand what they share with others all around the world.
The use of metaphor in the process of inner work is, in essence, a means to
explore one’s spirituality (Miller, 2000; Wilbur, 1979) and discover the sacred in
everyday life (Hayward & Hayward, 1998; Simpkinson, Simpkinson & Solari, 1995).
It is intended to assist individuals with self-understanding and the making of meaning
with others who yearn for a soulful connection to each other and to a larger
“collective unconscious”. To inquire about life at this subtle level, people need
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language that has the capacity to access the hidden dimensions of the inner life—the 
shadow and the collective unconscious—to make sense of it and share it with others. 
Used in this way, the concept of metaphor assumes a different purpose than how it is 
used in teachers’ biographies about life in school.
The Courage to Teach founders recognized the power of metaphor to carry 
people into spiritual dimensions of their lives. They knew that exploration of the 
inner life might expose participants’ core religious and spiritual beliefs. This is 
mental and emotional territory that can be quite personal and powerful, especially in a 
room full of teachers who are not usually invited to openly share their religious and 
spiritual beliefs. As such, the facilitators intentionally turned to the metaphor of 
seasons to help people examine their inner lives “without giving offense or creating 
barriers in a society that is both secular and religiously pluralistic” (Jackson and 
Jackson, n.d., p. 6). Examining life through a more mythical and archetypal metaphor 
of seasons, particularly within the presence of others, has the potential to lead 
individuals toward a sense of belonging, wholeness, and purpose as a human being 
and educator.
I want to clarify that there are many kinds of metaphors in our language and 
culture. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) offer a typology for metaphors, suggesting that 
they are essential to the ways in which humans understand, organize, and make 
meaning in their lives. “Metaphor is pervasive in everyday life,” they write. “Our 
ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think and act, is 
fundamentally metaphorical in nature” (p. 3). Lakoff and Johnson’s detailed 
descriptive analysis focuses on the ways in which metaphors are used in language to
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convey a multitude of meanings. However, Bob Samples (1993) offers a perspective 
on the power of metaphorical language that comes closer to the approach utilized by 
the Courage to Teach program. Rather than an extensive critique of specific terms 
and phrases that exemplify how metaphors find their way into our language systems 
(as found in Lakoff and Johnson’s work), Samples provides a framework that is 
comparable to the way in which the Courage to Teach program seems to use the 
concept of “third things” to gain access to the unconscious mind.
Samples suggests three ways that humans intentionally make meaning of the 
events in their lives. These “modalities” are called “synergic comparative,” 
“integrative,” and “inventive” (pp. 80-88). Samples’ typology provides a description 
of the unique characteristics of each “modality,” which can serve as a guide for 
examining which “modes” are used at the retreats in the process of teacher formation, 
and how their use facilitates participants’ understanding of their inner life. A short
description of the three “modes” follows.
First, “the synergic comparative mode exists when two or more external 
objects, processes, or conditions are compared in such a way that both of the external 
components unite to become more than either one alone because of the comparison 
(Samples, 1993, p. 81). This kind of metaphor is the kind that equals more than the 
sum of its parts. An example of a synergic comparative metaphor can be found in 
instances when we “personify” (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980) certain concepts. For 
example, instead of thinking of “inflation” as an economic build-up or series of price 
increases, we might, think of inflation as having more human characteristics. We 
speak of inflation as “attacking the foundation of the economy,” or “robbing someone
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of his or her savings.” In this way, the simple meaning of the word changes 
dramatically. We have turned inflation into an “adversary.”1 By combining human 
attributes with an economic abstraction, the personification process has changed two 
distinct concepts into something more than either would have been alone.
The “integrative metaphoric mode” is the second type of metaphorical
categorization offered by Samples. This particular mode occurs “when the physical 
and psychic attributes of the person involved are extended into direct experience with 
objects, processes, and conditions outside themselves” (Samples, 1993, p. 83). This 
is a mode of knowing that a person experiences when the object, process, or condition 
is not separated from one’s mind, body, and emotions. There is a sense of wholeness, 
and an experience of “flow” (Csikszentmihalyi & Csikszentmihalyi, 1988) that 
completely envelops one’s attention and energy.
An illustration of this mode of knowing is found in the words of Shug, a 
character in Alice Walker’s book The Color Purple (1982). In the story, Shug 
exclaims to the protagonist, Miss Celie, “One day when I was sitting quiet and feeling 
like a motherless child, it come to me: that feeling of being part of everything, not 
separate at all. I knew that if I cut a tree, my arm would bleed (p. 178). This 
powerful image captures a kind of knowing that is physical and intuitive. It is the 
kind of knowing that Miller (2000) describes as one effect of the practice of
1 These examples are taken from Lakoff and Johnson (1980), pp. 33-34.
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contemplation. He writes, “Contemplation is characterized by a merging of subject 
and object. As I contemplate a sunset or a flower, separateness disappears and for a 
moment I can become the object I contemplate” (p. vii). As these examples illustrate, 
the integrative metaphoric mode of knowing results when a person processes 
information in a way that “integrates” an encounter or activity so thoroughly into his 
or her psyche that the object or idea literally feels as if it were something physically
embodied by that person.
The third metaphorical mode is called the “inventive metaphoric mode.” This 
mode occurs “when a person creates a new level of awareness of knowing as the 
result of self-initiated exploration of objects, processes, or conditions (Samples, 
1993, p. 86). According to Samples, this kind of knowing occurs more in the 
“private” than the public realm. An example might be when a person looks at an 
object that he or she has seen many times before, but suddenly sees it in a different 
way. This happened to a student of mine after the death of a close friend. Through a 
guided visualization, Becky (pseudonym) imagined herself walking along the banks 
of a nearby creek. On one side of that creek were a number of tall and strong 
cottonwood trees. Suddenly, the memory of her friend’s life and death passed 
through Becky’s consciousness again. In that moment, she made a connection 
between her friend’s life and the cottonwood trees. Becky imagined that her friend 
was like one of those trees, and her life on the planet could be remembered in that 
context. This image created a healing way for Becky to handle her friend s passing.
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There are many situations at Courage to Teach retreats when metaphors are 
used in the discussion and reflection. The modes provided by Samples of metaphoric 
knowing—synergic comparison, integrated, and inventive—can provide the language 
for discussing what kinds of metaphors seem to help retreat participants gain a deeper 
understanding of their inner lives by carrying them “out of and beyond” themselves 
through the imagination (Hanson, 1986, p. 133, as quoted in Witherell and Noddings, 
1991, p. 89).
Not to be overlooked in this discussion is the program’s use of stories to help 
participants gain access to their inner lives. The use of metaphorical language, 
particularly as connected to the cycle of seasons, is only part of the process of inner 
work. Through guided visualizations, poetry, and the use of evocative questions 
retreat participants are constantly invited to reflect on the events and people in their 
lives that have shaped, and continue to shape, their sense of self, their values, and
their visions for the future.
For human beings, stories are essential to the making of meaning in life. 
Telling others of our experiences is a primary method for clarifying for ourselves 
what we know, and clarifying the same for others. Clandinin and Connelly, who have 
written extensively on the power of narrative to talk about teaching, express that 
“Deliberately storying and restorying one’s life is a fundamental method of personal 
(and social) growth” (1991, p. 259). Explaining what happened to us, or “giving form 
to experience,” as Cooper (1991) suggests, helps people connect to each other 
emotionally, mentally, and physically in a variety of ways across socially-constructed
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categories, such as race, ethnicity, gender, age, and ability. Witherell and Noddings 
(1991) concur,
Stories and narrative, whether personal or fictional, provide meaning 
and longing in our lives. They attach us and others to our own 
histories by providing a tapestry rich with threads of time, place, 
character, and even advice about what we might do with our lives.
The story fabric offers us images, myths, and metaphors that are 
morally resonant and contribute both to our knowing and our being 
known (p. 1).
As mentioned briefly above, a number of educational researchers are using 
story-telling as an approach to explore the life of teachers. Through autobiography 
and other narrative writing, teachers are being invited to share with others their lives 
in school, such as the preconceptions they bring to teaching (Knowles, 1992), the 
ways in which they “reframe professional knowledge” over time (Russell and Munby, 
1991), and the ways in which they struggle with politics and layers of power on a 
daily basis (Britzman, 1991; Clandinin and Hogan, 1995). These stories, and 
countless others (see Goodson, 1992b; Nieto, 2003; Schon, 1991) are an attempt to 
understand teaching from the teacher’s own personal landscape. They offer glimpses 
into the complex nature of what it means to be a teacher, thus leading to “new 
insights, compassionate judgment, and the creation of shared knowledge and 
meanings that can inform professional practice” (Witherell and Noddings, 1991, p. 8).
At Courage to Teach retreats, a similar process of story-telling occurs, but the 
focus of it is slightly different. The primary intent of the story-telling is not for 
participants to share information about how they understand their teaching practice, 
but rather to share information about the events and transitions in their lives that have 
brought them to current beliefs about their own selfhood. The process of “storying
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and restorying” through the use of seasonal imagery, time alone and time with others,
is intended to help participants gain access to their inner life—the life not yet known
on a conscious level. Stories about teaching do occur, but they are not the central
feature in the process of inner work.
That is one reason, perhaps, that poems are used as a means for participants to
talk about their lives. Poems are well-suited for inner work, because they tend to
speak to the mysteries of human experience of love, hope, loss, fear, anger, grief, and
joy, and they “help us to learn about our limitations” as human beings (Grudin, 1990,
p. 124). Poems have the capacity to convey feelings or thoughts across a range of
experience; even the words themselves can evoke new ways of understanding human
existence and connection to others. Writes Joseph Campbell,
Poetry involves a precise choice of words that will have implications 
and suggestions that go past the words themselves. Then you 
experience the radiance, the epiphany. The epiphany is the showing 
through of the essence ... It has been said that poetry consists of 
letting the word be heard beyond words (1988, p. 283, 286).
Poetry, stories, the use of metaphor—these are instrumental to the process of drawing
people toward reflection on the inner life. The question for this research is, what
kinds of stories do participants tell? What stories are evoked as a result of the
conditions and practices used at the retreats? Analysis of the data with regard to the
stories the participants tell and the kinds of metaphors they use in that telling may
help us understand the deeper layers in the personal landscape of teachers’ lives.
I now turn to the last question in this research regarding the potential impact
that retreat participation has on teachers’ relationships with others in school.
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Research Question #3: As a result o f their participation in the program, do teachers 
make changes in their relationships with students and colleagues? I f  so, what 
changes do they make, and why?
In the concluding chapter of his book, The Courage to Teach (1998) Parker 
Palmer discusses the process of change that people go through when they make a 
decision to “live divided no more.” The process, which includes four “steps,” is 
intended primarily for understanding the dynamics of large social movements from 
their inception to full engagement. However, the steps can also be used to describe 
the process of change that individuals may experience, as they become more aware of 
the features of their inner life, and how their soul wants to reach its full expression. 
Their acceptance of the information they learn about themselves leads them to the 
first step of “living divided no more.” Following that step is a move to seek support 
from others in that process, enlarging their circle of influence by “going public” and 
attempting to change policies or procedures and, finally, searching for ways in which 
to celebrate and sustain those changes individually and collectively.
The intention of this part of the study is not to measure teachers’ progress 
through those steps. However, Palmer’s model can provide the context against which 
to examine how teachers are changing, if at all. The actual changes I observe and 
inquire about are found in the context of the relationships between case-study 
teachers and their students and colleagues. The intent of this third research question 
is to find out if teachers are making decisions to “live divided no more” in their 
personal and professional lives. Are their relationships with students and colleagues 
changing as a result of their program participation? If so, to what extent? Are they
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“seeking the support of others,” “enlarging their circle of influence,” and finding 
ways to “celebrate and sustain change” in their lives? The framework for identifying 
how teachers are situating themselves along that continuum, in particular with regard 
to their relationships with students and colleagues, is explained below.
Identifying Features of Relationships
In this project, I look specifically at the ways in which teachers establish, 
maintain, and/or change their relationships with students and colleagues during their 
participation in the Courage to Teach program. The framework developed by Judith 
Deiro (1996) is an appropriate tool for this exploration. Her study provides the 
constructs for observing teachers’ interactions with others, and gives us the language 
to talk about those interactions. While her framework is primarily concerned with 
teacher-student relationships, it can also be applied to teachers’ collegial interactions. 
As in any teaching situation, Courage to Teach participants interact with other 
teachers, paraprofessionals, administrators, and staff on a regular basis.
Judith Deiro’s work with high school teachers is focused on the process by 
which teachers establish a “bond” with students. She specifically focuses on 
secondary-level teachers, surmising that the environment in which they tend to teach 
(the heavy course loads, shorter class periods, and increasing numbers of ethnically 
and linguistically diverse students) can provide rich and multifaceted information 
about teachers’ attempts to relate to students in difficult circumstances. McLaughlin 
& Talbert (2001) concur that high schools are “institutionally complex” places (p. 3) 
that provide ample opportunity for research that is multifaceted in scope. The
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teachers in this study work at all grade levels, and most teach in what would be 
considered ethnically and economically diverse settings.
Deiro names the features of relationships between teachers and students 
“strategies for bonding—a repertoire of nurturing behaviors for teachers that builds 
close and trusting connections” (1996, p. 21). She identified these behaviors as one- 
to-one time, self-disclosure, high expectations, networking with parents, community 
building, and rituals and traditions (Ibid, p. 21).
In this study, I focus on teacher-student and teacher-colleague relationships 
within the context of one-to-one time, self-disclosure, and community building. I 
include the feature of rituals and traditions only for teacher-student connections.2 The 
chart below provides an overview of the essential features of each strategy. It is 
followed by descriptions of each strategy and examples from Deiro’s work regarding 
how each one manifests itself in teachers’ relationships in school.
Teachers’ Strategies for Bonding with Students and Colleagues
Strategy Features___________________________________________________
One-to-One a. Accessibility
Time • seeking time to talk individually (getting to know others)
• being in the classroom or halls during non-class time
• listening attentively
• being open to students’ and colleagues’ needs and concerns
• providing emotional support
b. Designing curriculum to maximize contact
c. Interspersing personal and academic talk
d. Using direct (personal) dialogue during non-class time
e. Writing comments on students’ papers and in journals
f. Physical closeness (direct eye contact, touching on arm or shoulder,
____________squatting to be at eye level with a person seated, etc.)_______________
21 did not include “high expectations” or “networking with parents” in this study, because I wanted to 
limit the number of features observed to a manageable number. The four features chosen seemed to 




Sharing personal experiences and stories from one’s own life; sharing 
feelings about certain situations
Community
Building
Arranging furniture to maximize movement and interaction; designing 
lessons for personal interaction; celebrations of achievement or 
identity; establishing “residency” (ownership of the classroom).
Rituals and 
Traditions
Activities that help to bring closure to lessons, smooth out transitions 
between classes or academic activities; activities that connect students 
to each other and/or the larger environment (classroom, school, 
neighborhood, world).
One-to-one time refers to instances when teachers make themselves
“accessible” to others, or deliberately seek time with an individual to talk about
school-related or personal issues. With regard to students, Deiro explains,
[teachers] make themselves accessible to students before class, 
between classes, and after school. They arrive early to open their 
rooms for whomever wants to drop in to talk with them. They stay 
after school for students to drop by and talk. They station themselves 
by the classroom door when the bell rings to make themselves 
accessible to students entering and leaving the classroom. They reach 
out and clasp the hands of students who reach out for them. They talk 
to students or connect to them non-verbally in the halls between 
classes. In essence, these teachers remain focused on students 
throughout the day (Deiro, 1996, p. 22).
“Focusing on students throughout the day” could be considered as one manifestation
of teachers’ caring for students, or what Peterson (1992) calls “caring talk.” The
theme of “caring” in teaching has recently emerged as an important feature in studies
focused on teachers’ relationships with students (Daloz, 1986; Kessler, 1991;
Noddings, 1992, 2001; Pomeroy, 1999; Rogers & Webb, 1991; Simone, 2001), and
between teachers and their colleagues (Cole, 1991; Thomas, et. al., 1998; Wineburg
& Grossman, 1998).
With students or colleagues, researchers assert that there are a variety of
reasons for adopting a “caring” stance in school settings. For example, Rogers and
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Webb (1991) claim that caring is “essential to the definition of effective teaching (p. 
173). Delpit (1995), Ladson-Billings (1995), Michie (1999), and Moje (1996) assert 
that caring practices, such as attentive listening and getting to know students are 
essential components for reaching students who feel alienated, or who struggle with 
their sense of belonging and worth in school. Thayer-Bacon (1993) makes a case for 
the link between caring in teaching and the capacity to think critically—to “be caring, 
open to others’ ideas and willing to attend to them, to listen and consider their 
possibilities” (p. 323). Alfie Kohn stresses that an emphasis on caring can revitalize 
the role of school “to produce not merely good learners, but good people” (p. 497). 
And Pomeroy asserts, “It is well documented that students like those teachers who 
take the time to talk with and listen to students (p. 470).
Among Deiro’s group of 6 teachers, one-to-one time was the primary method 
used to show their care for students. Teachers’ efforts in getting to know their 
students was precipitated by a sincere interest in bonding with them on more than an 
academic level. As such, teachers were “open for conversations,” listened to 
students’ concerns, and were emotionally supportive (Deiro, 1996, p. 23, paraphrase).
Rachael Kessler (1991) writes about this kind of teacher attentiveness. She 
calls it “the teaching presence”. Kessler explains that, when teachers are “present,” 
they are open to perceiving what is happening moment by moment; are responsive to 
their own needs and the needs of others; are flexible with their plans in order to 
accommodate those needs; and maintain an attitude of humility about the whole 
situation (paraphrase, pp. 35-6).
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Given that a great deal of the reflection and discussion at Courage to Teach 
retreats is focused on becoming aware of one’s personal and professional “teaching 
presence,” a particular line of inquiry in this research project was to observe if 
Courage to Teach participants changed any habits with regard to making themselves 
accessible to others, initiating personal conversations, listening more carefully to 
others, and being more “present” with them. Did any changes in their behavior occur 
while they were involved with the program, and did they attribute those changes to 
their program participation? If not, why not?
In addition to making themselves accessible, teachers in Deiro’s study also 
created opportunities for one-to-one time with students. They designed curriculum to 
maximize contact, interspersed personal and academic talk, used direct personal 
dialogue during non-class time, wrote comments on student papers, and used 
nonverbal communication to get close to students. These strategies are discussed 
within the context of teacher-student interactions, and are observed in this study 
between teachers and colleagues as well. Descriptions of these strategies follow.
Teachers in Deiro’s study determined that one way to establish and maintain a 
degree of one-to-one time with students was to arrange their curriculum around 
individual or small group work. This arrangement allowed teachers to communicate 
more frequently with their students individually and in small groups. They walked 
around the room and visited students at their desks or tables to offer direction, 
encouragement, or discipline.
Teachers were also observed “interspersing personal and academic talk to 
create one-to-one time” (Deiro, 1996, p. 26). Teachers asked students about their
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lives outside of school with sports or other weekend activities. They also used 
students’ experiences within the context of lessons. Comments and questions about 
more personal issues indicated teachers’ interest in students’ lives beyond what was 
happening in class.
In this study, I also try to explore one-to-one time between teachers and their 
colleagues. What is the nature of teachers’ relationships with their peers? Do 
teachers make any changes to those relationships that they would attribute to their 
participation in the Courage to Teach program? Research on teachers’ collegial 
relationships tends to focus primarily on the sharing of academic information and 
pedagogical or management expertise. Studies that include some form of collegial 
interaction, such as mentoring (Borko & Mayfield, 1995; Feiman-Nemser & Beasely, 
1997), cognitively-guided instruction (Franke, et. al., 1998), project-based learning 
(Blumenfeld, et. al., 1994), building “community” (Thomas, et.al., 1998; Wineburg 
& Grossman, 1998), building a professional identity (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988), 
and action-based professional development projects (Lieberman and Miller, 2001) 
rest within an academic domain. There has not yet been a focus on the nature and 
quality of the personal interaction between professionals in an educational setting that 
precipitates the possibility of meaningful and sustained dialogue and collaboration 
around that subject matter expertise.
Another method that teachers use for establishing bonds with students is to 
use direct personal dialogue during non-class time. Rather than speaking during class 
about personal issues, teachers wait for non-class times or out-of-classroom places to 
open up emotionally. One teacher in Deiro’s study spent a great deal of time relating
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to students about their personal lives, but only during non-teaching times of the day.
She called herself “nosy” (p. 30), but the students did not seem to mind; they still felt
that she cared for them, even if her manner of caring was not like other teachers
whose dispositions may have been less direct. One student commented, “She’s got a
way of staying aware of her students, and if they’re screwing up or not” (p. 30).
Noddings (2001) concurs that teachers can show their care for others in a
variety of ways. Sometimes caring is gentle, and sometimes it’s gruff. She explains,
Not only does caring differ across cultures and occupational settings 
but it even differs in the same individual as he or she meets different 
persons in different situations. In education, a teacher might be tough 
with one student and gentle, almost permissive, with another ... in both 
cases, [it is] rightly called caring (p. 99).
Acknowledging the broad continuum of caring that teachers can utilize allows for a
more open approach to identifying how teachers relate to their students and
colleagues, and how they perceive and understand their own ability to relate to others
across lines of age, cultural and linguistic difference, as well as other socially-
constructed classifications of identity in school.
Writing comments on student papers is another strategy that teachers in
Deiro’s study use to establish relationships with their students. They may write
comments of encouragement, such as “Great job on this!” or “Good effort here.” One
teacher in her study wrote, “That must have been a rough experience to go through.
I’d like to talk to you more about this” (Deiro, 1996, p. 31). Essentially, teachers use
written communication just as they might use verbal communication, especially with
students “who cannot connect verbally [but who] can connect through their writing”
(Ibid, p. 31). In the field of writing, this kind of interchange is called “conferencing,”
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when the teacher and the student engage in dialogue about personal experiences or 
subject matter through written comments on papers or in journals (Bradley & Pottle, 
2001; Morretta & Ambrosini, 2000).
Finally, through nonverbal communication, some teachers find that physical 
closeness is another way to bond with others. Deiro includes in this category actions 
like direct eye contact, briefly touching someone on the arm or shoulder, or squatting 
down when addressing an individual student seated at a desk or table. There are 
many ways in which non-verbal communication and physical closeness can create a 
bond between people. Research in the field of counseling suggests that the “posture” 
of a therapist, for example, is an important element in the dynamics of a mentor-client 
relationship (Moursund, 1993).
Observations and interviews at school sites with the case study teachers in the 
Courage to Teach program assist in determining to what degree this strategy of 
personal closeness is used by them to communicate with others throughout the day, 
and also to what degree they believe changes in their behavior (if any) are associated 
with their involvement in the retreats.
In summary, one-to-one time between teachers and their students and 
colleagues includes: 1) being emotionally accessible during the school day, 2) 
designing curriculum to maximize individual or small-group contact, 3) interspersing 
personal and academic talk, 4) using direct personal dialogue during non-class time, 
5) using written comments on student papers, and 6) using nonverbal communication, 
such as touching and physical closeness. These strategies serve as markers for
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observing and inquiring about the nature of relationships that Courage to Teach 
program participants have with their students and colleagues.
As stated at the beginning of this section, there are several other strategies that 
teachers may use for “bonding” with others that are also included in this study. They 
include self-disclosure, community building, and the use of rituals and traditions. In 
addition to one-on-one time, I examine teachers’ relationships with students in these 
three categories, and try to observe teachers’ relationships with colleagues within the 
context of self-disclosure and community building only.3 The remainder of this 
chapter provides brief descriptions of the remaining strategies for teachers to show 
care for others in school.
First, self-disclosure occurs when teachers share something of a personal 
nature with others, such as their opinion about an issue, an experience they had with 
failure or success (and associated feelings), or talking about experiences outside of 
school. The purpose of this kind of sharing is to establish a connection between the 
subject matter and the students’ understanding, or simply to provide a little personal 
information that has the potential to connect teachers to students “on a common 
human level” (Deiro, 1996, p. 36). Pam, one of the teachers in Deiro’s study 
explains, “I [provide] anecdotes that illustrate some issues that come up ... they’re 
kind of the ‘Everyman’ kind of stories” (p. 37).
Others agree that an appropriate level of self-disclosure can help create a bond 
between students and teachers. “The personal bonds between teachers and students
3 Elimination of other categories was based on a desire to keep the study manageable. School site 
observations were largely intended to gather data on teachers’ relationships in their classrooms, which 
limited data collection on collegial interactions in the building.
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influence much of the learning in schools. When teachers share parts of their 
personal lives ... they nurture those bonds and excite student interest in the lesson” 
(Elias, et. al., 1997, p. 45). Moursund (1993) calls this strategy for bonding 
“establishing rapport,” where the teacher (or therapist) provides personal 
information—usually identification of feelings—to help the student or client 
understand more fully what is being explored mentally and emotionally.4
Another strategy that teachers use for bonding with others is building 
community in the classroom and school. This is a feature of the teaching experience 
that is starting to emerge in educational literature more intentionally, especially in the 
field of social and emotional learning (Elias, et. al., 1997; Kessler, 2000) and 
character development (Charney & Kriete, 2001; Lickona, 1991). Building 
community encompasses many micro-strategies, or personal decisions that the teacher 
believes will create an atmosphere of respect, caring, and responsibility.
For example, some teachers arrange furniture to provide for more direct eye 
contact between students and the teacher (Deiro, 1996, p. 35). Others arrange lessons 
to provide ample time for students to “share personal values, attitudes, beliefs, 
strengths, and insights with each other on a regular basis” (Ibid, p. 49). Some 
teachers hold celebrations during the course of the school year to commemorate 
students’ achievements and efforts, or to acknowledge students’ unique cultural and 
intellectual contributions (Peterson, 1993, pp. 39-45). Establishing and maintaining 
responsibility in the classroom is another way that teachers create a sense of
4 There are some risks involved with this strategy; teachers hold more authority in the classroom. If 
they divulge too much of their personal situation or beliefs, they may unintentionally shift the focus of 
students’ attention onto the teacher’s own problems. Given the unequal power dynamics in the 
classroom, this can be an unfair situation for children (Kessler, n.d.; Moursund, 1993).
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belonging in the classroom or school. Peterson (1993) refers to this as “residency 
(pp. 61-70), when students are asked to help with daily routines and included in
decision-making processes.
Again, there are many ways in which teachers create a sense of community in 
school. Arranging furniture, designing lessons, and providing opportunities for 
“residency” are just a few of the strategies identified in educational research on the 
topic of community. One aim of this study is to explore how teachers develop or 
change their efforts to build community in school as a result of their participation in
Courage to Teach retreats.
Finally, there is the bonding strategy of rituals and traditions Rituals and 
traditions are “ways of connecting to the larger community” (Peterson, 1993, p. 20). 
They offer a means for people to “connect with the world .. . [as a reminder that] the 
world is a place of mystery” (Pollack, 2000, pp. 1-2). Rituals and traditions can be a 
part of a lesson, or a practice to help students focus on the task at hand. They bring 
closure to an activity or help transition from one activity to the next. One teacher in 
Deiro’s study invited students to read a “one-minute message” every day from a book 
that offered insights into “life and living, and hope and self-esteem” (p. 52). The 
reading was a way to remind students of their physical presence in the classroom 
within the context of their place in the larger world outside of school.
In summary, the framework offered by Deiro (1996) provides the specific 
features found in relationships that teachers in the Courage to Teach program might 
engage in on a regular basis. Their strategies for relating to students and colleagues
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can provide information that tangibly illuminates the impact, if any, that the Courage 
to Teach program has on their relationships in school.
Conclusion
The conceptual framework for this research project is complex. To capture 
the process of teacher formation at the retreats requires a means for examining the 
ways in which events in teachers’ lives and their subsequent reflection on them—both 
in and out of school—serve as catalysts for their further development. That 
development is explored through the use of seasonal themes and a “life events and 
transitions” framework. The second question intends to explore the ways in which 
metaphors and the “storying” during retreats facilitates the process of inner work. 
The third line of inquiry uses concepts from Deiro’s (1996) research on teacher- 
student and collegial relationships to explore the impact (if any) of the Courage to 
Teach retreat process on teachers’ relationships in school. All of these questions are 
aimed at gaining a deeper understanding of the unique features that constitute the 
landscape of the inner life of teachers as they attend retreats and then return to school.
~  CO 00 00 ~
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Chapter 4 -Research Approach and Strategies for Data Collection and Analysis
This research is focused on the inner life development and self-understanding 
of adults who participated in one cohort of the Courage to Teach program. Chapter 1 
describes the features of self and the inner life, and explains the necessity of tending 
to those concepts as a means to support teachers in their profession. Chapter 2 
describes the history and structure of the Courage to Teach Program, and the 
conditions and practices used at retreats that attempt to create a physical and mental 
atmosphere that supports inner work. Chapter 3 provides the frameworks for 
conceptualizing inner life development (“teacher formation”) through seasonal 
metaphors, life events and transitions, and certain conditions and practices. Chapter 3 
also provides the framework for exploring how the program affects teachers’ 
relationships in school. Chapter 4 now provides the strategies used throughout the 
project to explore themes of self, inner life development, and teachers’ relationships 
in school. This chapter is organized in the following manner:
1. Research approach and its appropriateness to the research problem
2. Overview of the project
3. Research context
4. Selection process of case study participants
5. Data collection and instrumentation techniques
6. Data coding and analysis techniques
7. Measures of validity and reliability
8. Limitations in the research
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Research Approach and Its Appropriateness to the Research Problem
The aim of this research project has not been to prove a thesis, but rather to 
explore and understand a particular process of human development. To examine the 
inner lives of teachers requires a flexible research approach that allows for a variety 
of methods and data that can be changed and used, as needed. Qualitative research 
was the obvious choice for addressing the intent and design of this particular project.
Qualitative research covers a vast amount of territory in education research, 
and it is growing every year as researchers discover new ways to examine cultural 
groupings and the inner workings of the human psyche. For example, in her work on 
software tools for qualitative data analysis, Tesch (1990) listed 27 different types of 
research approaches that fit under the definition of qualitative study, including 
biography, naturalistic inquiry, phenomenology, critical or emancipatory research, 
and numerous types of ethnographic research.
In spite of these many approaches, the primary purpose of qualitative research 
is to understand how people in certain situations make sense of their reality. It helps 
to explain what people believe and why they do what they do—not in an artificial 
environment, but rather within a specific context that stimulates and then responds to 
those beliefs and actions. Further, qualitative research seeks not to understand 
phenomena solely from the researcher’s point of view, but also from the view of the 
people being studied. In this way, qualitative research is more “constructivist” 
(Lincoln and Guba, 1985) in its design and analysis than earlier, more positivistic 
approaches that assumed a more objective stance toward objects and people. In 
qualitative research, the researcher and the subjects work together to understand
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language, symbols, and meaning (Denzin, 1989), and they allow emerging ideas to 
continually instruct and inform the course of the study as it progresses (Denzin, 1989; 
Miles & Huberman, 1994; Wolcott, 1988).
In general, qualitative research requires that certain criteria be met during data 
collection and analysis/interpretation phases.1 First, the research is conducted over an 
extended period of time. This study was conducted over a 19-month period, from 
Oct. 2001-April 2003, which helped to track some of the more subtle nuances of 
teachers’ evolving self-understanding.
Second, the researcher’s role is both observational and participatory, where he 
or she “engages in activities appropriate to the situation and also observes the 
activities, people, and physical aspects of the situation” (Spradley, 1980, p. 54). In 
this study, I participated in varying degrees in all of the activities at each of the 5 
retreats, and conducted observations in the classrooms of the case study teachers. 
Most of the interactions between the research participants and myself occurred face- 
to-face and in a variety of situations. Throughout the study, I vacillated between 
being an involved participant to being a more casual observer who maintained a 
“wide angle lens” (Ibid, p. 56) on activities and interactions. More discussion about 
the various levels of participation I adopted at the retreats and at school sites follows 
later in the section on strategies for data collection.
Third, the subjects being studied are involved in data analysis and 
interpretation. While the teachers who served as subjects did not participate in data 
analysis as much as I would have liked during the actual study, they did provide
1 These 5 criteria are paraphrased from Miles & Huberman, 1994, pp. 6-7.
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feedback during interviews, emails, and when reading the story I had drafted about 
their experience. On numerous occasions, the teachers alerted me to their lack of 
time for answering questions outside of the in-person interviews. As such, I did not 
seek their input during the study except for clarifying their answers to some of the 
questions I posed in the Retreat and School Site Journals.
Fourth, the researcher tries to obtain “insider information” to avoid declaring 
as “truth” her sole interpretations of the data. My participation at the retreats offered 
numerous opportunities to collect insider information and check my interpretations 
against other people’s ideas in follow-up interviews or informal conversations at the 
retreats. I was exposed to the same schedule as the participants, the same activities, 
and the same language, all of which helped me to speak freely with participants about 
their experiences. They knew that I knew what they were talking about when they 
described their responses to retreat exercises. This familiarity of context allowed us 
to discuss the meanings associated with their experiences without confusion about the 
logistics of those exercises.
Further, the time I spent in teachers’ classrooms helped me to understand the 
context of their teaching and where they struggled with making connections between 
what they were learning about themselves at the retreats and what they knew of 
themselves as teachers. I would have liked to spend more time with the teachers in 
their school settings, observing their daily life with colleagues in particular. 
Classroom observations offered a general sense of what teachers had to deal with 
each day. However, those observations were not lengthy or diverse enough to 
witness the teachers’ interaction in less controlled settings.
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Finally, instruments used for data collection are not standardized, but are 
varied and may change at any time. With the case-study teachers, I used semi­
structured journals, school site observations, interviews, and semi-structured 
interviews with their students. Those instruments were modified periodically to allow 
for the pursuit of unexpected lines of inquiry. I also took open-ended notes at the 
retreats, not trying to find a particular answer to any of my research questions, but 
recording everything I could and being mindful of the times when retreat participants 
offered information that seemed closely attuned to those questions. In those 
instances, I followed up their comments or ideas in subsequent interviews.
For example, during the summer retreat, I witnessed a change in the ways in 
which members of the group were interacting with each other. Participants seemed 
closer emotionally. This was demonstrated by an increased amount of hugging, tears, 
handshakes, and personal sharing during breaks. I wanted to find out if others were 
witnessing this change in behavior as well and, if so, what they had to say about it. 
As a result, I hosted an impromptu open-invitation focus group, which lasted about 
1.5 hours, and was attended by five teachers.
In addition to the strategies described above, I decided to use the case study 
method for gathering some of the data. I wanted to work closely with a handful of 
teachers who would be willing to share their insights with me at the retreats, and who 
would invite me without reservation into their classrooms as an observer. I believed 
that the extra meeting time with teachers during and after retreats, and also at their 
school sites could offer richer data for my research questions, particularly the third 
question on teacher-student and teacher-colleague relationships.
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Yin (1989, p. 23) defines case study as “an empirical inquiry that investigates 
a contemporary phenomenon within its real life context; when the boundaries 
between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple 
sources of evidence are used.” This is the case with the Courage to Teach Program 
and the parameters of this study. Specifically, when trying to understand the process 
of formation with each of the case study volunteers, I was working with “boundaries 
between phenomenon” (teachers’ retreats experiences) and “context” (school sites) 
where they were not “clearly evident.” And, as I investigated how retreat experiences 
affected teachers’ relationships at school, I was addressing the case-study feature of 
“contemporary phenomenon within its real life context.”
One idea early in this study was to look for “patterns and themes” as they 
“exist across multiple settings or people” (Schensul, Schensul & LeCompte, 1999, 
244). This approach was addressed through the use of interview protocols I used for 
both case study and non-case study program participants, particularly the Seasonal 
Overview Protocol (Appendix G). During the final data analysis and interpretive 
phases of the study, a general pattern did start to emerge in the process of teacher 
formation, which was aided in a big way by that protocol and the data it generated.
The main focus of this research, however, was not to compare and contrast 
people’s experiences as much as it was to provide detailed information about what 
happened to individual teachers in their retreat experiences as it was happening, and 
how their experiences—as far as the teachers could ascertain—affected their 
relationships with students and colleagues. Their individual stories were later 
compared to see if a common pattern in experience was present. The purpose of that
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comparison was to determine if any useful information could be gleaned from a larger 
set of the data (not just individual experiences). Conducting individual case studies, 
and then holding them against each other for another level of analysis helped in the 
search for “patterns, consistencies, repetitions, and manifestations” (Stake, 1997, 48) 
that are a mark of qualitative research with a comparative case-study emphasis.
I now turn to the project as a whole, and the various phases through which the 
research was conducted. First, I provide a chart for an overview of the project, listing 
the essential research questions, their guiding conceptual frameworks, and the 
methods of data collection for each. I then describe the context for the research, and 
the selection process of case study participants. Following that is an explanation of 
the types of data gathered throughout the project. The chapter closes with discussion 
of data coding and analysis techniques, measures of validity and reliability, and 
limitations of the study.
Overview of the Project
The following chart correlates each research question with its conceptual 
framework and methods of data collection.
Conceptual Framework MethodsResearch Question_____
1. (At the retreats): What 
experiences do individual 
participants encounter 
when they are given 
opportunities to reflect on 
their inner life?
Life events and transitions 
serve as catalysts for 
reflection on the inner life 
as it relates to seasonal 
themes of “seeds of self’ 
(autumn), “darkness” 
(winter), “paradox” 
(spring), and “harvest” 
(summer)._____________
• Field notes at retreats




• Field notes at school
sites
• Interviews with case 
studies and others
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2. According to 
individual participants, 
how do the conditions 
and practices offered by 
the program facilitate an 
understanding of their 
inner life?
Paradox and metaphors 
and symbolic language as 
a means to develop the 
inner life (aided with the 
constructs of conditions 
and practices endemic to 
the CTT program).
• Fieldnotes at retreats
• Directed Retreat 
Journals
• Fieldnotes at school 
sites
• Interviews with case 
studies and other 
members of the group
3 . As a result of their 
participation in the 
program, do teachers make 
changes in their 
relationships with students 
and colleagues? If so, 
what changes do they 
make, and why?
Deiro’s (1996) framework 
for observing features of 
relationships: on-on-one 
time, self-disclosure, 
community building, and 
rituals and traditions.
• School Site 
Journals****
• Interviews with case 
studies and students
• Fieldnotes at school 
sites
Additional descriptive notes:
* Directed Retreat Journal entries were written comments by case study participants, 
based on questions I provided after the winter and spring retreats (Appendix B).
** Regular Journal entries represent journal writings that case study participants 
voluntarily submitted to me during the project, usually in-person or via email.
*** The card sort was administered to the entire group at the winter retreat to elicit 
participants’ perspectives on the seasonal metaphors used by the Courage to Teach 
program.
****School Site Journal entries from case-study teachers focused on teacher-student 
relationships (see Appendix C). These entries were submitted via email two times.
Research Context
This study was conducted at a resort in Washington State that runs year- 
round, and offers full accommodations (room and board) for retreat participants. 
There were 4 different types of spaces where retreat participants convened during 
each retreat. Meetings with the whole group convened in one of the resort’s larger 
buildings, which offered wooden armchairs, a wood stove, oversized pillows, an area 
rug around which chairs were placed, and windows looking out into the trees and
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surrounding mountains. Other sessions (such as for Clearness Committees) met in 
smaller, similarly decorated cabins on the property. Three hearty meals were offered 
cafeteria-style each day in the large dining hall. Participants roomed by twos and 
threes in cabin-like structures that had lofts or window beds. All of the cabins were 
built solidly of wood, inside and out, and offered comfortable padded and down-filled 
comforters for a welcoming, relaxed atmosphere. Narrow, well-groomed paths ran 
between the buildings, which were clustered in and out of trees and wildflowers. A 
small river bordered one side of the property, while mountains surrounded the rest. 
The site offers a number of outdoor activities so participants can enjoy being out in 
nature throughout the seasons: swimming in the pool or soaking in the hot tub (both 
of which are outdoors), hiking, biking, cross-country skiing, and snowshoeing. 
Overall, the resort’s aim is to invite people to make full use of the natural 
environment and feel rested and replenished by the time they leave.
Between October 2001 and January 2003, 26 participants (including myself) 
and 2 facilitators convened five times at the same site for retreats, which usually 
occurred over a weekend—Friday afternoon through mid-day Sunday. One exception 
to that schedule occurred in August 2002, when participants convened from Tuesday 
through Friday. Retreat dates were October 26-28, 2001; January 25-27, 2002; April 
19-21, 2002; August 6-9, 2002, and January 24-26, 2003, with the seasons of fall, 
winter, spring, and summer, respectively. The last retreat in January 2003 was not 
based on the seasonal metaphor, but rather on the topic of “Leadership.”2
2 Since the cohort had been through one cycle of seasons, the facilitators did not want to hold a last 
retreat on the theme of winter alone. They wanted to focus on what to do with the information learned 
during the previous retreats: after self-understanding comes leadership.
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Of the 28 participants, five were male (including one of the facilitators). Ages 
of the participants ranged from 30-60 years, with a wide range of years in teaching. 
The teacher with the least amount of classroom experience was starting his third year, 
while the teachers with the most classroom experience had up to 20 years in the 
school system. One of the participants was an elementary school counselor, while 
another worked in professional development. The rest worked with K-12 grade levels 
in rural, suburban, and urban public schools.
Selection process of case study participants
The selection process of case study participants took place between the first 
retreat in fall (October 2001) and the second retreat in winter (January 2002). At the 
first retreat, I obtained permission from each participant to conduct research in the 
whole-group setting. I also asked for volunteers for the case-study aspect of the 
project, and received responses from 10 teachers.
The volunteers represented a variety of grade levels, teaching experience and 
subject matter expertise. I limited the number of case studies to a workable number 
of 4 teachers, and determined that I wanted to focus on the junior high and high 
school levels, rather than at the elementary level. This decision was based on a desire 
to understand the impact of the program on teachers who work at higher grade levels 
where the typical school atmosphere is more isolating, and the daily schedule and 
fragmented structure of classes does not easily lend itself to nurturing and sustaining 
consistent and meaningful teacher-student relationships in the classroom or collegial 
interactions with the rest of the faculty in the school (McLaughlin, 1993; Wineburg
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and Grossman, 1998). Removing elementary-level teachers from the research pool 
narrowed the group of case-study participants to 7 teachers (see Appendix A). 
Subsequent selection was based on achieving a balance in several key areas: gender 
(2 males and 2 females); subject matter (2 Science teachers and 2 teachers involved in 
Language Arts/Social Studies); grade level (2 teachers each at the junior high and 
high school levels), and the presence of diverse classroom populations (2 teachers at 
fairly homogeneous schools and 2 teachers at widely diverse schools).
There were only four male teachers in the cohort, two of whom volunteered 
for the study—Jerry and Andrew.3 Given my limit of 4 case-study teachers, I 
included them outright to achieve a balance of male and female perspectives. 
Belenky, et.al. (1986), Gilligan (1982), and Levine (1989) have stressed that women’s 
perspectives are often different from the perspectives of males, and more equal 
attention should be paid to both. Also, based on the introspective and personal nature 
of my project—a domain typically regarded as female terrain—I thought that Jerry 
and Andrew’s involvement in the study could offer unique perspectives about the 
process of teacher formation from a male point of view. Jerry teaches Social Studies 
in a junior high school, while Andrew teaches high school Science.4
I chose two female teachers who could complement the Social Studies and 
Science subject areas and grade levels. I selected Claire, who teaches Language Arts 
at the high school level, and Sarah, who works with junior-high level children in
3 All of the teachers and students named in this study, and their school sites, were given pseudonyms.
4 Unfortunately, Jerry dropped out of the study toward the end of data collection, reducing the data set 
to 3 teachers. While Jerry’s story is incomplete, I still included his thoughts about teacher formation.
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Science. All of these teachers worked in different schools in a large metropolitan
area in the state of Washington (4 separate schools in 3 different school districts).
In addition to working with teachers in the upper grades, I also wanted to
include teachers who had a wide range of diversity in their student populations.
There is a growing emphasis in educational research of the need to study and
understand the dynamics of teacher-student interaction in culturally-diverse groups
(Delpit, 1995; King, Hollins and Hayman, 1997; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Liston and
Zeichner, 1991; Tatum, 1997). Linda Darling-Hammond sums up this emphasis:
We enter an era when all people must learn flexibly and effectively to 
survive and succeed in a fast-changing world ... These changes define 
a new mission for education and for teaching: one that requires schools 
not merely to ‘deliver instructional services,’ but to ensure that all 
students actually learn, and that requires teachers to not merely ‘cover 
the curriculum’ but to enable diverse learners to construct their own 
knowledge and develop their talents in effective and powerful ways 
(Forward in King, Hollins & Hayman, 1997, p. viii).
To actualize this vision requires that teachers establish and sustain meaningful
relationships with students and colleagues from a variety of cultural backgrounds.
Mindful of this growing emphasis in teacher education and professional
development to work on cultural diversity issues in learning and in relating, I was
thankful that two of the teachers in my case-study pool—Jerry and Claire—taught in
schools that had diverse populations with respect to nationality and language.
Andrew and Sarah taught in schools that contained primarily Euro-American youth.
The numbers of Asian American and Hispanic students were slowly on the rise.5
5 Also important to note is that in the retreat group of 25 participants, most were Caucasian. None of 
the Latino, Asian or other non-white teachers volunteered for the case study aspect of the project. 
Andrew, Claire, Jim, and Sarah are all white.
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The chart below summarizes case-study teacher demographic information. I 
want to inform the reader that after completing my selection of participants the 
Courage to Teach facilitators expressed some reservations about my choices. In spite 
of the balance in demographic qualities within the group, they did not feel that those 4 
teachers would provide the most thorough or introspective information with regard to 
the teacher formation process. I considered their concerns, but then argued that the 
perceived variation of the teachers’ retreat participation would provide “maximum 
variation sampling,” where the sample of participants offers the most variation that 
could be anticipated with regard to level of interest and activity in the group being 
studied. Maximum variation sampling “aims at capturing and describing the central 
themes or principle outcomes that cut across a great deal of participant or program 
variation” (Patton, 1990, p. 172). After interacting with and observing the 4 teachers 
at the fall retreat, it was already somewhat evident to me that the case-study teachers 
were invested in the Courage to Teach program in varying degrees. I found this 
fascinating and quite agreeable to the purpose of my study.
Case Study Teachers - Demographics
Years
Name AgeGrades Subjects_____________  Diversity___________Teaching




Jerry 55 6-7 Lang. Arts, Social 
Studies, Computer 
Science




Andrew 32 10-12 Chemistry, Biology, 
Earth Sciences
ESL (a few); mostly 
Caucasian students
3




A few ESL; wide 
variety of Asian, 





In addition to the 4 case study teachers, I included data (for the purposes of 
context) from the full cohort of participants at the retreats and also in a series of 
follow-up interviews at different points in the study. More detail about non-case 
participants is provided later in this chapter in the section about interview protocols.
In summary, the case study participants for this project were chosen from a 
field of 25 cohort members who met 5 times over a 16-month period, October 2001 
through January 2003. From that group, 4 teachers were selected for case-study 
research, two at the junior high level, and two at the high school level. Three of those 
teachers responded to my request to interview students. As a result, I interviewed 11 
students about teacher-student relationships. Additional interviews about Personal 
Statements were conducted with 4 teachers in a focus group setting, 3 teachers via 
email, and in-person with the 2 facilitators and 1 other teacher. Interviews about the 
entire seasonal model were conducted with 3 of the 4 case-study teachers and five 
other teachers in the larger group. All data collection ended in April 2003.
Data Collection and Instrumentation Techniques
Studying the “inner life” of teachers is a challenging endeavor, and relatively 
new in educational research. As such, it was necessary to use a variety of methods 
and sources over a long period of time to gain the best understanding of that process. 
Qualitative research allows for multiple methods and variety of contexts to show the 
fullest picture of what is occurring in a group of people, and to internally validate the 
study. Pitman and Maxwell (1992) refer to this variation as a “constellation of
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methods” (p. 761), all of which can help to paint the fullest possible picture of what 
occurred in the study.
Pitman and Maxwell (1992) further suggest that a system for data collection 
and data management be devised early in a research project to organize as fully as 
possible the steps that will be taken in the study. They recommend field notes (with 
exact description of behaviors, groupings, objects, movements), a procedure for 
rewriting, labeling and indexing data, a process for tracking and noting researcher 
bias, conducting preliminary analyses to determine gaps in focus, and using multiple 
resources of evidence (pp. 762-763).
I did collect data in the form of fieldnotes during the winter, spring, summer, 
and “leadership” retreats. I did not, however, take field notes at the fall retreat since 
formal permission to proceed with the project had not been fully granted. I was 
granted permission, however, to attend the retreat and obtain signed consent forms 
from people in the group for conducting my research at the next retreat. Data from 
the fall retreat is, therefore, limited to reflections by various teachers I interviewed at 
a later date and the agenda notes given to me by the cohort’s two facilitators.
When formal permission was obtained, I took field notes at retreats and 
developed systems for organizing data from case study teachers’ journals and 
additional comments made over email. I conducted preliminary analysis on the data 
collected as it came in to determine if I needed to add questions to my initial 
interview protocols, or follow-up with a case study teacher on a comment they made 
at the retreat. However, I deliberately postponed any kind of coding or in-depth 
analysis during the data collection stages of the project, because I wanted to keep my
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approach as open, flexible, and unbiased as possible. As such, I conducted school site 
observations and interviews, typed up notes and transcribed the audio tapes, and then 
let the data sit until I could look at everything altogether. I did not begin coding or 
interpreting the data in a significant way until shortly after the last retreat in January 
2003. Below is a chart illustrating the schedule for data collection, followed by a 
more detailed discussion of each method, and its relevance to the study. The blank 
cells indicate that no data was gathered during that time period for a particular group.
Schedule for Data Collection
Dates Whole group Case studies_____  Other Data





volunteers for case 
study















































February 2003 Final interviews 
with 3 of 4 case 
study teachers (1 





and other cohort 
members
March 2003 Interviews with 
case study 
teachers’ students 
and other cohort 
members
April 2003 Interviews with 
case study 
teachers’ students
The various strategies for gathering information are discussed in more detail 
below, in the following order: Card Sort; Directed Retreat Journals; School Site 
Journals; Interviews with case study teachers; Interviews with case study teachers’
students; Interviews with other members in the Courage to Teach cohort; Field notes 
at retreats; and Observations at school sites.
Card Sort: During the winter retreat in January 2002,1 distributed blank index 
cards to all of the participants, and instructed them to write their thoughts about what 
“season” they thought they were in (figuratively-speaking) personally and 
professionally. The purpose of this exercise was to give me an idea of the language 
and perceptions that the cohort had early in the retreat process with regard to seasonal 
metaphors. How did they conceptualize the seasons in relation to their personal and 
professional lives? Did their ideas match the program’s conceptualization of the 
seasons? For example, did they also think of autumn as a time for planting seeds and 
preparing for winter? Was winter a time of quiet and deep reflection? Was spring a 
time for new growth and expectation? And was summer a time for harvest and 
abundance?
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Altogether, the process took about 20 minutes, and generated data that 
included participant-generated language for talking about the seasons of 
life—language I could use in subsequent interviews (see Appendix J for results). My 
rendition of a card sort was not exactly a “traditional” one, where participants offer 
short answers to a variety of questions and then the researcher sorts the pile of cards 
into common themes. However, the activity had that intention, and it worked well to 
generate preliminary understanding with regard to the group’s conceptualization of 
seasonal metaphors.
Directed Retreat Journals: During the winter and spring retreats, I met briefly 
with each of the case study teachers, and offered a set of questions upon which I 
instructed them to reflect and write within one week of the retreat (see Appendix B). 
They were then supposed to send their reflections to me via email. Participants 
offered their thoughts on questions like, “What are you learning about your inner life 
at this retreat?” and “How is the emphasis on seasons affecting what you are learning 
about your inner life?” I also asked the teachers to think about the “conditions” and 
“practices” used at each retreat, and to comment on whether or not those conditions 
and practices were helping them with their self-inquiry and reflection.
However, after the spring retreat in April 2002, the case-study teachers 
became more vocal about their disinterest in doing the Retreat Journals. They 
reported to me that they were overwhelmed with schoolwork after returning from the 
retreats, and didn’t have time to reflect on my questions and respond in a timely 
manner (within 1-2 weeks). However, it’s possible that some of the teachers might 
have felt somewhat disinterested in continuing their self-inquiry process; I got that
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sense from Jerry, to whom I sent frequent reminders, and who usually wrote very 
short answers when he did respond. Regardless of the teachers’ reasons for 
discontinuing the Directed Retreat Journals, I eliminated that form of data collection 
from the study, but kept the questions as part of subsequent interviews at the teachers’ 
school sites (in September 2002, and January, February, and March 2003).
School Site Journals: The intent of these journals was to solicit information 
from the teachers with regard to their relationships with students and colleagues 
between retreats sessions (see Appendix C). The first 4 retreats were 3 months apart 
each, and there was a 6-month gap between the last 2 retreats. Given those large 
periods of time between retreat sessions, I wanted to gather information that would 
alert me to any changes the teachers might be experiencing in their relationships with 
students and colleagues—changes that they might attribute to their involvement with 
the Courage to Teach program. However, as with the Directed Retreat Journals, the 
case study teachers only followed through on this assignment sporadically between 
the winter, spring, and summer retreats. I requested their honest feedback on the 
journaling process, and they replied that their school day was so busy and 
unpredictable that it was impossible to stop and record thoughts on their interactions 
with students and colleagues. I suggested incorporating the journal questions during 
in-person interviews instead, and they agreed. Altogether, I collected only one or two 
school site journals from each teacher.
Interview protocols: Interviews with case study teachers and their students, 
other retreat participants, and the two facilitators provided a tremendous amount of 
data about the seasonal retreat process and its potential impact on teachers’
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understanding of their inner lives and relationships in school. There were 3 formal 
interview protocols exclusively developed for the case study teachers (Appendices E- 
1 through E-3), a protocol used for their students (Appendix H), a protocol about the 
summer retreat Personal Statement Process (used with 9 people, see Appendix F), and 
a Seasonal Overview Protocol that I used as an exit interview with 3 case study 
teachers and 5 others in the group (Appendix G). These interview protocols are 
discussed in more detail below.
Case Study Teacher Interview Protocols. I developed 3 interview protocols 
for the case study teachers (see Appendices E-l, E-2, and E-3). A large portion of 
each protocol remained the same to track differences in opinion, belief, or behavior 
over time with regard to teachers’ relationships to students and colleagues. Other 
questions were added over time, depending on what was happening at the retreats.
The first (E-l) interview was conducted in May 2002 with all 4 case study 
teachers. It focused on their general teaching situation and their relationships with 
students and colleagues. Using Deiro’s (1996) framework, I asked questions about 
the level and quality of self-disclosure, one-on-one time, building community, and 
rituals and traditions. I also asked about similar dynamics between the case study 
teachers and their colleagues. The first interview provided information on the 
teachers’ work situation. It also allowed me the chance to clarify and elaborate upon 
teachers’ responses to their School Site Journals.
The second interview (E-2) was conducted in September 2002, and dealt with 
many of the same questions as the interview in May. Given that it was a new school 
year, I added questions about their current teaching load or teaching situation. I also
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added questions from the Personal Statement Protocol so that I could gather 
information from them about their experiences with Personal Statements at the 
summer retreat, 3-4 weeks prior to the interview.
The next formal interview with the case study teachers was conducted in early 
January, right before the last retreat (January 24-26, 2003). This interview focused on 
many of the same questions about teachers’ relationships with students and 
colleagues, again to track any differences in behavior or belief over time. I also asked 
for teachers’ opinions about the 6 months that had passed since the summer retreat. 
What, if anything, did they remember and carry with them?
The last interview was conducted in February and March 2003, with 3 of the 
4 case study teachers. Andrew, Claire, and Sarah agreed to this last interview, and 
Jerry did not respond. After several meetings, the teachers had pretty much 
exhausted their reflections on relationships, and were ready instead to reflect on their 
entire Courage to Teach experience, so I used the Seasonal Overview Protocol that I 
had developed for the entire cohort (see page 24).
Interview Protocol for Students o f Case Study Teachers. In February, March, 
and April 2003,1 interviewed 11 students in 3 of the case-study teachers’ classrooms 
(see Appendix H for the protocol used). The purpose of these interviews derives 
from Noddings’ (2001) exhortation to researchers who study the concept of “caring” 
in school environments to include the people who are “cared for” (in this case, the 
students) in addition to the people who do the “caring” (i.e., teachers). Noddings 
believes that the circle of research is not complete until the perceptions about caring 
by everyone in the learning environment are accounted for.
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Out of the 4 case study teachers, 3 responded to my request. I specifically 
asked the teachers to select 3-4 students who represented a mix of academic ability, 
gender, and ethnicity. Sarah identified 3 students (2 female, 1 male), Andrew 
identified 4 students (2 female and 2 male), and Claire identified 4 students (3 female 
and 1 male). Interviews lasted approximately 20-30 minutes each.
Personal Statements Protocol and Focus Group: This protocol was used in 4 
types of interview situations. It evolved out of an experience at the summer retreat in 
August 2002, when each member of the group (including the facilitators and myself) 
gave a “Personal Statement.” The Personal Statement was an invitation for each 
participant to speak briefly about their lives (see Appendix I for a description of the 
instructions for this exercise). Some of the questions teachers were invited to address 
included, “What do I stand for as a teacher/leader?” “What birthright gifts are at the 
heart of my life work?” “What do I hope will be my legacy as an educator?”
The experience of spending almost 3 full days listening to the Personal 
Statements of more than 2 dozen people resulted in an emotional turning point for the 
group. I wanted to check my own perceptions of this change in the group against the 
experiences and interpretations of others. Specifically, I witnessed a stronger 
community bond forming. Listening to the personal statements, there was an 
increased amount of activity between people in the group. For example, in the past, 
retreat participants would disband within a matter of a few moments after being told 
there was going to be a break. During the summer retreat, however, group members 
remained in the room for 10-15 minutes longer, talking to each other and
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demonstrating more physical and emotional contact than they had before (e.g., 
hugging, giving pats on the back, and sharing more personal stories).
As a result of this change in the group’s interaction, I hosted a focus group 
(audiotaped) during the last evening of the summer retreat. We met at a picnic table 
near the river, where it was quiet and people could speak freely about their 
experiences. Five teachers came to the session, including Andrew (case study 
teacher), who wanted to be interviewed before the others arrived. After Andrew left 
(about 45 minutes), 4 other teachers (all female) arrived. For over an hour they 
discussed their thoughts about the questions I posed: “Was giving your personal 
statement a meaningful process? If so, why?” And, “What impact, if any, have the 
Personal Statements had on the group as a whole?”
Other retreat participants informed me throughout the rest of the retreat that 
they wanted a chance to speak about their experience, but would rather do it over 
email or during a private interview. As such, I emailed those same questions to the 
entire cohort and received responses from 4 more teachers. Three teachers responded 
to my questions via email, and one teacher had time for a face-to-face interview, 
which lasted one hour. The two facilitators also agreed to be interviewed separately, 
and in person. All of this additional data about the summer retreat was gathered in 
early September 2002, approximately 1 month after the summer retreat.
Seasonal Overview Protocol. At the end of the last retreat, I felt that I needed 
more “information-rich” (Patton, 1990, p. 169) data to answer my first research 
question about the process of inner work. Up to that time, I had received a small 
amount of data from my case-study teachers and I had notes from the retreats.
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However, after reviewing that data I still did not have a clear sense of what the 
process of inner work looked like. The descriptions of case study teachers’ 
experiences at the retreats was not sufficient or “rich” enough for understanding the 
process teachers were going through as they reflected on their inner lives. The 
concepts of “inner life” and inner work were still too vague.
Consequently, I solicited the group during the last retreat in January 2003, 
asking for volunteers who would be interested in speaking to me about their 
experiences, season by season (see Appendix G for protocol used). Five teachers 
came forward (1 male and 4 females), and I interviewed them in February and March 
(2003) for approximately 1.5 hours each. This protocol was also used with the case 
study teachers (except for Jerry, who dropped out before I could interview him).
In summary, I conducted 15 interviews with case-study teachers over an 11- 
month period; 11 interviews with their students over a 3-month period; and interviews 
with the 2 facilitators, and 6 other educators in the group, not including the 4-person 
focus group in August 2002. All of these interviews offered an invaluable look at the 
Courage to Teach program as it was impacting people in their personal and 
professional lives.
I believe that the interviews were made even richer by the fact that I 
participated in the program myself. As Wolcott (1990) explains about his 
participation approach, I “put myself squarely into the settings or situations being 
described to whatever extent seemed warranted for the purpose at hand” (p. 131). I 
went through the same exercises and participated as fully as I could. I believe that 
participating in this way developed a level of trust between me and others in the
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group, which allowed them to speak freely about what they learned of their inner life 
and how that knowledge affected their work in school.
As stated earlier, in addition to interviews I took a lot of notes in the field and 
also at the school sites of the 4 case study teachers. The next section describes those 
data collection strategies.
Fieldnotes at retreats: Most of my participation at the retreats ranged from 
“moderate” to “active” participation (Spradley, 1980, pp. 60-61). Moderate 
participation included taking notes during large group gatherings, speaking in large 
group discussions, taking walks with participants during breaks, and talking during 
meals or in the rooms where I shared accommodations with 1-2 other teachers. More 
active participation involved taking part in the small group discussions, giving a 
Personal Statement during the summer retreat, participating in all 5 of the Clearness 
Committees offered (3 times as a committee member and 2 times as a focus person), 
reflecting on evocative questions in my own Courage to Teach journal, and engaging 
in activities that required a high level of emotional, sensory, and mental attention.
Traveling along the continuum between moderate and active participation was 
challenging at times. In general, I tried to stay closer to “moderate” in terms of my 
involvement with the group. I refrained from taking the lead in most activities so that 
I could be more of an observer. I also tried to be discreet when taking notes on what 
participants were saying and doing during large group activities and discussions.
My capacity to take notes relied upon several factors. First, there were times 
during large-group sharing when it felt impolite, even intrusive, to be the only person 
in the room writing. It was important that I not violate the space that was being
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created for people to speak openly and freely about what they were thinking and 
feeling. Many times, their words were accompanied by tears or very strong emotion. 
When those situations arose, I moved to a more passive stance, laid down my pen, 
and listened attentively. After the session came to a close I would write down 
whatever I could remember of the incident.
My capacity to take notes was also affected by various group configurations 
that did not allow me to be merely an observer. Meeting with others in small groups 
of 3 or 4 people required that I participate as fully as possible in the exercises; this 
occurred 2-3 times during each retreat. Clearness Committees also required full, 
active participation, and were confidential gatherings. Hence, I did not take notes 
during those meetings.
Overall, I gathered more than 200 pages of field notes, and had copies of the 
typed agenda notes from the facilitators (approximately 70 pages of material) to use 
as a guide for data analysis and interpretation. I also used my own Courage to Teach 
journal as a site for discretely recording information during small group discussions, 
especially when it seemed pertinent to the study.
Observations at school sites: As stated earlier, there were 4 classroom sites 
involved in this study, 2 at the junior-high level, and 2 at the high school level. 
Between January 2002 and January 2003, I visited each classroom 2 times for a 
formal observation, sitting through at least 2 full class sessions (approximately 50 
minutes each) each time. During those visits, I used the Focused Observation 
Protocol (Appendix D) to gather information about teachers’ interactions with 
students and colleagues. Additional visits for interviews (3-5 per teacher) also
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provided opportunities to gather less informally some information about the school 
environment and teachers’ interactions with students and colleagues. In general, the 
formal and informal observations provided a fairly good picture of the case study 
teachers’ situations, and what a typical day was like for them.
The Focused Observation Protocol was based on Deiro’s (1996) research on 
the characteristics of teachers who “bond” with their students. I observed discrete 
behaviors of teacher-student interaction, such as instances of individualizing 
instruction, supporting students with special needs, interacting with students in the 
halls, or before and after class. I also observed teachers’ interactions with their 
colleagues when a situation arose that allowed for such contact (e.g., mentoring, 
sharing materials, lunches, informal visits, team-teaching, and co-planning).
In summary, a variety of methods were selected over the course of this study 
to explore the process of teacher formation and how it impacts the lives of junior high 
and high school teachers. Given the essential research questions of this study, the 
methods used provided useful information for understanding what happens to 
teachers when they have opportunities to learn about their inner life, and what kinds 
of conditions and practices seem conducive to that process. The data gathered also 
helped to identify and clarify possible connections between teachers’ retreat 
experiences and their relationships in school.
Data Coding and Analysis Techniques
Ongoing analysis is endemic to qualitative inquiry, and yet there is not much 
information about how a researcher actually carries it out (Miles and Huberman,
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1994; Wolcott, 1988). With that caveat in mind, I offer a detailed description in this 
section of how I both coded and analyzed the data.
As I explained earlier in this chapter, data analysis occurred throughout the 
study. For example, after each classroom observation, I typed up a summary of my 
visit, similar to the layout and intent of a “contact summary sheet” (Miles and 
Huberman, 1984, p. 25). Those summaries helped me to determine if the information 
was complete or if I needed to gather more information on a particular incident or on 
something a teacher said.
Another example of on-going data analysis occurred near the end of the winter 
and spring retreats. I met with all of the case study teachers to review the Directed 
Retreat Journal questions I had formulated for them, and to check on their level of 
commitment to the study. (It was during these short meetings that we decided to 
terminate the additional journals and include journal questions in site interviews.) 
Throughout the project, I was constantly moving along a continuum of induction- 
deduction (LeCompte and Goetz, 1982), reflecting on the data and making 
adjustments to methods and lines of inquiry in order to allow for the widest possible 
“net” of information to be gathered from all of the encounters I had with teachers at 
retreats and in their schools.
Formal coding and analysis of the data began in summer 2003 after all 
interviews had been completed and transcribed, and all retreat notes had been typed 
up. I organized all of my data into notebooks, with one large notebook, organized by 
seasons, filled with field notes, facilitators’ agendas, and handouts from the retreats. 
Another notebook held all of the transcribed interviews with non-case study teachers.
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Four other notebooks held all interview transcripts, observation notes, and email 
correspondence from the case study teachers (one notebook for each teacher). I filed 
additional miscellaneous documents separately, and then began a formal analysis.
There are a variety of ways to analyze qualitative data, but the only approach 
that made sense for this project was an inductive one. As Goetz and LeCompte 
(1982) assert, induction is the typical approach to qualitative data analysis, especially 
in the early stages (p. 34). The first step, therefore, was to simply read through all of 
the field notes, interviews, and observations to see what kinds of ideas presented 
themselves. Since, in my opinion, the most elusive question in my research was the 
one about teachers’ inner lives, I began my analysis by reading through the transcripts 
of the 5 non-case study teachers who had answered questions from the Seasonal 
Interview Protocol (Appendix G). I had only one interview transcript for each non­
case study teacher (as opposed to multiple interviews with case study teachers), and I 
wanted to see if first reading through those would offer any substantive, albeit 
preliminary, insights for my findings. I needed a starting place for my analysis, and 
the non-case teacher interviews seemed to fit that need.
As I read those transcripts, I began to categorize what the non-case study 
teachers said in their interviews. Some of the categories which emerged included 
things like, “living divided no more,” “revelations in nature,” “doing inner work,” and 
“obstacles to doing inner work.” I arranged the information in the first of many “data 
displays” (Miles and Huberman, 1984) that I would have to create to make sense of 
the data. The following chart illustrates the kind of information that was gleaned in 
this first level of analysis.
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Overview of First Level of Analysis
Teacher Comments on Theme of Living Divided No More Line #s
Holly - I’m always the caregiver
- when I’m not myself, I’m not fully alive
- I’m learning to be true to myself





Miriam - I’m having feelings of being whole 109-110
Ellen - 1 need to stop and be more gentle with myself- Giving 





Gary - I’m feeling affirmed now
- 1 never thought of myself as a committee




Shirley - 1 feel affirmed (intense blue flame in winter)
- In some way I’m not being true to myself
- Personal statements -  I’m not being true to myself





After taking notes like this on additional themes that arose from non-case 
study teacher interviews, I read through each interview again and started the first 
level of data reduction to “sharpen, focus, and organize” (Miles and Huberman, 1984, 
p. 24) the information according to seasonal themes. I wanted to see how teachers 
talked about their experiences through the seasons. Did they learn anything about 
their inner life during each retreat? If so, what did they learn? Did they use language 
that, as I had suggested in my conceptual framework, was associated with the 
seasons? Did they talk about “dormancy” in winter or “paradox” in spring?
I made more lists for each teacher’s story, grouping what they reported on the 
seasons, and on the last retreat (which focused on leadership). The results of this 
second review of the data gave me a chance to see more clearly and in more detail 
how each non-case study teacher was interpreting his or her own retreat experiences
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and how those experiences were affecting them professionally, if at all. The 
following chart illustrates how I organized the data for Ellen (featured in Chapter 5 .)









gifts; letting go; 
preparing for 
winter.
“Fall was an uncomfortable time for me. I 
figured out that I was very uncomfortable not 
having an end product. I realized that I was 
really focused on the doing part of my life, and 
that I connected who I was with what I did.”
“I realized that it was very hard for me to be 
vulnerable.”
“I backed away from things just because I 





Energy in plants 
goes inward; 





“I adore winter, but for a while I couldn’t get 
into the dormancy thing. I couldn’t connect it 
to my life.”




Teaching in the 
Power of 
Paradox
Paradox of what 
appeared dead in 
winter comes to 
life in the spring; 
renewal; change; 
hope.
“I’ve always been the kind of person who is 
“It’s this or it’s tha t... It was never comfortable 
for me to see two opposites and be able to see 













(Regarding giving her Personal Statement):
“I spent so much time on it. It really was a lot 
of, ‘Oh, how is this going to sound? What will 
people think of me?’ And I kind of moved 
back into ‘What I do is who I am.’ I struggled 
with it.”
“But it backed o ff . .. I realized the connections 
between my experience of community and 
abundance. I always knew that the more I 
gave, the more I got back. If I held myself 
back, I didn’t get a lot from it. It comes [back] 
to my vulnerability.”
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“I think I could add more. Not adding more to 
my plate, but doing more with what I’m 
already doing. And that may be just speaking 
up more or taking a role of leadership in 
something.”
“Of course I have something to offer! And that 
feeling is coming.”
“I’m going to go ahead for my national 
certification.”
“It’s just not being afraid to say more about 
how I feel, and not worrying about it, and 
knowing that I have something to offer.”
“I’m willing to take more risks.”_____________
As I organized the information on seasons for each teacher in this manner, I 
started to become aware of various “core issues” that teachers identified in the fall, 
ones they seemed to be still struggling with the following summer. Developing charts 
like the one above brought me through the first significant step in my analysis the 
awareness of a pattern in the findings that the 5 non-case study teachers seemed to 
have gone through a similar process of having a core issue arise in the fall and then 
working through that issue (or issues) during subsequent retreats until some kind of 
resolution in the summer.
There was still a tremendous amount a data to sift through and analyze, 
however, so I set aside my non-case study teacher matrices and tried to focus with a 
fresh eye on developing a comprehensive coding system for all of the data. This step 
was important before going any farther with my analysis. I wanted to guard against 
forcing my data to fit some preconceived notions of what I thought was happening 





taking steps to 
live divided no 
more; identifying 
a meaningful 
“thread” to one’s 
life
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of the group. As such, I suspended any further analysis on the non-case study teacher 
data and started a new set of data reduction and analysis with the case study teachers.
To begin that process, I returned to the conceptual framework chapter and 
began to create separate Word documents for key words and concepts associated with 
each research question. For example, the first research question was: “What 
experiences do individual participants encounter when they are given opportunities to 
reflect on their inner life?” The framework of life events and transitions, and the 
language about “self’ and “teacher formation” offered categories (separate Word 
documents) such as “Life events/Core issues,” “Inner life” (which I divided into 
“inner life, fall,” “inner life winter,” etc.), and “Personal Statements.” As I read 
through case study teacher interviews and observations, I cut and pasted sentences 
and whole sections of data that pertained to each particular category, and included 
appropriate source documentation so that I could readily find each entry at a later 
date, as needed.
The second research question sought to understand the ways in which the 
conditions and practices used at the retreats facilitated teachers’ understanding of 
their inner lives. I created more blank documents into which I could cut and paste 
information on “Birthright gifts,” the “Clearness Committee,” and the program’s 
conditions and practices (e.g., “Hospitable yet charged,” “Solitude with community,” 
etc.). The third research question regarding teachers’ relationships in school resulted 
in additional documents being created that followed the language of Deiro’s (1996) 
framework, such as, “Community building,” “TS-One-on-One (for Teacher-student), 
and “Working with colleagues.”
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I also created additional documents for categories that I had not anticipated 
during the proposal phases of the research, but which emerged from the data. These 
additional categories of information included (in part), “Initial interest/attitude CTT,” 
“Teacher Disposition,” and “Teacher Discipline.” Reducing and reorganizing the 
data in this manner resulted in the formation of 51 separate documents 
(approximately 15-20 pages long) that included almost all of the data from the entire 
study. I tagged each chunk of information to track who said what, and when.
I did not completely code my field notes from the retreats. Rather, I coded 
only the comments made by the 5 non-case study teachers and the 4 case study 
teachers at the retreats—comments that seemed pertinent to the research questions 
themselves. Otherwise, I simply referred to field notes in conjunction with specific 
experiences that the teachers highlighted during their interviews as having been 
significant to their journey through the program.
After this more comprehensive data reduction and coding phase, I was faced 
with the questions, “What had I found?” And, “What would be the best way to tell 
the story of my research?” I returned to the charts I had developed on the non-case 
study teachers’ experiences, and remembered the pattern that seemed to be emerging 
for them with regard to core issues. I decided that, before going any further, I would 
have to find out if the case study teachers’ stories followed the same pattern.
To determine if a “core issue” pattern was indeed prevalent, I would have to 
create a similar chart for the case study teachers. However, since the data from them 
also needed to address my third research question about teachers’ relationships, I had 
to also account for that. As such, I combed through the 51 documents that were
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generated earlier and developed a matrix for each case study teacher. The diagram 
below illustrates the format of the case study teacher matrix, which became a 
forerunner of the ones I used to write the Findings chapters (Chapters 5-10).
Case Study Teacher Matrix of Data for Analysis






In this column, I 
listed everything 
the teacher said 
specifically about 
the seasons of fall, 
winter, spring, and 
summer.
In this column, I 
listed the teacher’s 
comments about 
core issues or 
challenges in life. I 
also listed any 
events that the 
teacher claimed 
had significantly 
impacted his or her 
understanding of 
“self’.
In this column, I 







helpful in their 
process of self- 
discovery.
In this column, I 
listed everything 
the teacher said 
about being 
impacted as a 
teacher by their 
participation in the 
program.
There was, of course, information in the 51 documents that did not fit into this 
matrix, so I pasted that information into separate pages. At the end of this stage of 
analysis, I had 15-20 pages of coded information presented in the same order for all 
participants in my study— 10 documents in all.
Reviewing all of the data in that format allowed me to make the next decision 
of how to write up the findings. I reflected again on the purpose of my study, and 
reminded myself that I was interested in understanding the process of inner self­
development. The most logical way to explain what happened for people at the 
retreats and then in their classrooms was for me to write individual stories. I once 
again reviewed the data on each teacher and started to write narratives of their 
experiences. After a couple of false starts with the non-case study group (drafting
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stories that ended up lacking the depth I wanted), I determined that only three of them 
could be considered “information-rich,” offering the most detail and description about 
the process of teacher formation from those teachers’ perspectives. These were the 
stories of Ellen, Gary, and Shirley—teachers who, whether or not they completely 
understood what they had learned about themselves, still did a good job of explaining 
what happened for them during the retreats.
From the case-study teacher group, I chose to write the stories of Sarah, 
Andrew, and Jerry. Sarah and Andrew offered the most thorough information about 
their retreat experiences and their relationships at school; I had no problem 
deconstructing and then reconstructing what happened for them. Jerry proved to be a 
bit more difficult to work with. He did not finish the last interview with me, and I did 
not get a chance to speak to any of his students. Throughout the study, Jerry was 
either late or incomplete in his answers to the questions I asked through the Retreat 
and School-site journals, and he often provided only 20-30 minutes during the school 
day for me to conduct in-person interviews (when 1-2 hours was required). His 
answers to in-person interview questions were often brief and incomplete, and we 
were interrupted many times by students or other school events. I never succeeded in 
finishing an interview with him. Even when he agreed to finish the interview 
questions over email, he supplied scant information on only a few of the questions. 
In general, Jerry’s comments did not provide enough depth for me to understand his 
inner journey. Still, he did offer some insights about what he learned about himself at 
the retreats, and I wanted to include those insights in the findings.
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Data collected from Claire also proved somewhat problematic. I already had 
three deep and insightful stories from the non-case study teachers. Sarah and 
Andrew’s case-study stories brought that number to five. With Jerry’s (albeit shorter) 
story, I felt that Claire’s would warrant an additional chapter only if it offered 
something fresh to the study. I reviewed Claire’s transcripts and coded documents 
and did not see anything interesting enough to warrant another story. What worried 
me more than that, however, was seeing a trend developing in the way she answered 
my questions. While Claire was personally and professionally impacted by her 
participation in the retreats, many of her comments indicated a kind of forcing of the 
information toward a “gee-whiz” perspective.
With the exception of one uncomfortable experience she had with a Clearness 
Committee, Claire’s account stayed only at the level of what she liked. She liked the 
poems and the use of silence and many other conditions and practices; but when 
pressed to explain why, she did not provide an answer other than that’s what she 
liked. Claire seemed intent on giving me only positive information about her 
experiences. At one point, she admitted, “I want to give you something quantifiable!” 
I remembered how, on several occasions, Claire remarked to me how she wanted to 
tell me only good things about the program. I impressed upon her that I was 
interested in her experiences, and that my research was not a program evaluation, nor 
was it intended to find out only what “went right.” Still, a more thorough review of 
the data with this idea in mind indicated that she persisted with that attitude. Due to 
the lack of depth in the data from interviews and observations with Claire, I decided 
to leave her story out of the findings.
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The writing of the stories followed a largely inductive analysis style. As I 
wrote each of the teachers stories, I was analyzing information and experiencing 
periodic “ah-ha’s” as I pieced together people’s experiences, season by season. 
Indeed, it was not until I created the matrix titled “Overview of Teachers’ Inner 
Work” (see Chapter 11) that I felt I had somewhat exhausted the data and could see 
the whole picture of what had happened for the teachers who met with me. The 
creation of that matrix caused a shift in my analysis approach to a more deductive 
one, when I recognized that teachers were describing a process of inner life awareness 
and growth that seemed to align with Carl Jung’s theories about the conscious and 
unconscious minds. I started to read more about Jung’s ideas, and determined that I 
could use them to advance my conceptual framework of life events and transitions.
As stated earlier, I continually moved along a continuum of inductive- 
deductive analysis, with the inductive approach consuming my initial steps. With the 
frameworks of life events and transitions, metaphors, and teacher-student “bonding,”
I was able to organize data somewhat deductively at times, but the primary approach 
to analysis inductive. I now turn to the manner in which this research meets certain 
criteria for validity and reliability in qualitative research.
Measures of Validity and Reliability
The idea of validity and reliability in qualitative research has been debated for 
a long time. Articles and books abound with discussions about whether or not
6 1 was aware of Jung’s theories for the last couple of years, and had been doing some independent 
reading of his work. Other reading I had done on my own about the shadow, ego, and persona aspects 
of the human psyche also helped point me in Jung’s direction.
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qualitative research can claim validity or “trustworthiness” (Lincoln and Guba, 1984). 
The intent of qualitative research is to understand the “insider’s” (or emic) point of 
view—a view that tends to be more subjective than not, raising significant questions 
about the accuracy of a researcher’s findings and interpretations (Denzin, 1989; 
LeCompte and Goetz, 1982; Miles and Huberman, 1984; Wolcott, 1990). There are 
some checks and balances, however, that can be employed in a qualitative study to 
preserve its integrity from start to finish.
First, what is validity? Simply put, a valid study needs to be credible. It 
needs to be conducted in such a way that the observations made are authentic 
representations of what actually occurred (LeCompte and Goetz, 1982, p. 32). 
Closely related to the concept of validity is the notion of reliability, which asks the 
question, “Is the study replicable? Can it be generalized across other populations?
In this section, I discuss how I addressed the concerns of validity and 
reliability in my research design and analysis. I conclude with discussion regarding 
limitations of my study.
Validity: As stated above, the validity of a research project concerns its 
internal and external trustworthiness. Internal validity refers to the extent to which 
the researcher’s observations are authentic representations of what occurred, and 
external validity concerns the extent to which those representations, or findings, can 
be legitimately compared across other groups of people. There are a number of 
“threats” (Denzin, 1989) to internal validity, such as the subjective selection and loss 
of subjects. In an earlier section, I describe in detail the decisions I made with regard 
to participant selection for both the study and the write-up of the findings.
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Throughout my decision-making process, I tried to keep my research questions as the 
guiding factors for how to proceed in an unbiased manner. The loss of Jerry from the 
study near its end was unfortunate, but some findings can still be gleaned from the 
data collected from him in the form of interviews and observations.
Other threats to validity include inaccurate or blurred findings due to changes 
in instrumentation or methodology. These threats can be countered through steps to 
triangulate data, obtain participant feedback on findings and interpretations, and 
spend long periods time observing and interacting with the group being studied.
Triangulation is a method of collecting data from multiple sources in such a 
way that it can be checked against itself, not unlike balancing a checkbook against a 
bank statement. In this study on the Courage to Teach program, I collected data from 
non-case study teachers through interviews and observations at the retreats. When 
analyzing the data, I constantly shifted between field notes and interview transcripts 
with those same teachers to make comparisons and double-check accuracy of my 
interpretations between what people said they experienced and what I observed of 
their experience. I also used data from Directed Retreat Journals, School Site 
Journals, school site observations and interviews with case study teachers to check on 
the accuracy of my interpretations. At times during the analysis stage, I consulted 
with field notes as well, verifying the accuracy and timing of events.
Perhaps the most powerful of all internal validity measures is the use of 
participant feedback on the researcher’s interpretations of their experience to avoid 
researcher bias. During interviews, I sometimes returned to comments that teachers 
made during retreats, asking for clarification of my understanding of their remarks. I
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also asked for feedback from each of the five teachers on the stories I wrote about 
their experience. Teachers spent 3-4 weeks reviewing their chapters, and spoke 
candidly over the phone, through email, and in person about what I had written, 
clarifying any misconstrued descriptions and interpretations.
Finally, internal validity is sustained by long periods of exposure to, and 
interaction with, the group being studied. Over two years prior to the official start of 
this project, I was in contact with the Courage to Teach founder, Parker Palmer and 
the Co-Directors. With their help, I obtained reports that had been completed by 
independent researchers for the program (Intrator and Scribner, 1998, 2000), and read 
unpublished manuscripts, books, and articles about the program and Palmer’s ideas. I 
also participated in a 5-day Courage to Teach “mini-retreat” in Portland, Oregon, 
during the summer of 1999. Along with informal phone, in-person, and email 
discussions with the Co-Directors and an additional facilitator, all of these 
experiences offered valuable preliminary exposure to the program.
Between the official start of the research and its end, I logged 32.5 hours of 
interview time with teachers, 25.5 hours of observation at case study teachers’ school 
sites, and more than 6 hours of interview time with case study teachers’ students. I 
also completed 146 contact hours at the 5 retreats, and collected/wrote over 200 pages 
of field notes. While I would have liked to spend more time with teachers as they 
interacted with colleagues (see Limitations of the Study), I feel that the dozens of 
hours of interviews and the number of contact hours I enjoyed with the cohort were 
sufficient to gain some preliminary insights into my research questions, and trust the 
integrity of my findings.
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Validity also needs to be external, where there is an effort to determine the
significance and even the generalizability of a study. To attain a degree of external
validity, the researcher must offer
careful and extensive descriptions of the settings and people being 
studied, of the social conditions of the study, and of the constructs 
being used to give other researchers the information necessary to 
assess the typicality of a situation, [and] to identify appropriate 
comparison groups and translation issues” (Eisenhart and Howe, 1992, 
pp. 647-648).
Throughout this project, I endeavored to collect as much information as possible in 
order to write in the “thick description” (Geertz, 1983) style that is common to 
qualitative research. I believe that the Findings chapters attest to those efforts. In 
those chapters, the reader should be able to almost relive the experiences of the 
teachers in the study. I wove together their own words and interpretations with the 
program’s ideas about inner work and my own interpretations of their journey.
Regarding the issue of generalizability, it is no secret that qualitative inquiry 
does not aim for applicability to another group. The point of qualitative study is to 
explain a process or form a new theory (LeCompte and Goetz, 1982, p. 34), not 
necessarily to apply findings to other populations. Still, in order for a study to have 
some relevance to the larger educational community, external reliability asks the 
researcher to supply enough information so that if another researcher wants to 
conduct a comparison study, expand upon existing theory, or form a new one, he or 
she should be able to do that.
At no point in this study did I intend to generalize my findings. However, a 
pattern of experience did emerge through the stories of the 6 teachers whose stories 
comprise chapters 5-10. That pattern might be found in other teachers’ stories in the
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same cohort or in other groups. Future studies that are closely modeled after this one 
might offer significant information and conceptual language to the larger educational 
community about the development of the inner life of teachers.
This last comment begins to speak to the criteria of reliability in qualitative 
research. Simply put, reliability is the extent to which a study can be replicated. 
Given the open and flexible nature of data collection in this research, replication 
would be difficult. However, it would not be impossible. I believe that this study 
could be replicated using the same methodological approaches of participant 
observation, interviews, and school site visits. The question is, “Would another 
research arrive at the same conclusions?” At this point, the answer pulls us into the 
realm of “it depends.” It depends on how much the researcher already knows about 
inner work. It depends on the people in the cohort and the setting of the retreats. 
What if the next researcher did not participate as fully as I did? What if another 
researcher was not able to garner the same level of trust, or actually gained a deeper 
level with more people in the group? What if the researcher was able to follow the 
inner life journey of people who were more skeptical than the ones who stepped 
forward to be interviewed in this study?
There are hundreds of variables that can change the process and outcome of a 
study such as this. Changes in the researcher’s status position, the kinds and number 
of informants, and changes in the social situations, analytic constructs, and methods 
of data collection and analysis—all of these features of a study are extremely
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subjective.7 Their flexible and ever-changing nature is what makes qualitative study 
so fascinating and complex.
In closing, reliability in qualitative types of research is very difficult to prove. 
Since no one can truly replicate the same project, there will always be questions about 
the trustworthiness of findings and interpretations. Others may follow a researcher’s 
steps, but even if the same group of people were involved, the study would diverge 
from the initial one simply by virtue of time having passed (Denzin, 1989), and new 
relationships being formed between the researcher and the study group members. 
Another researcher could do as I did, but their process and findings would eventually 
differ from my own, due to the nature of their group and the process through which 
their study unfolds.
In general, validity and reliability in qualitative research are based on the 
ways in which a researcher proceeds through a study. Does the researcher make 
reasonable matches between the data collected and the questions asked? Has the 
researcher chosen data collection techniques that support the research questions? 
Does the researcher make reasonable inferences about what it all means? The use of 
certain checks and balances, such as triangulation, participant feedback, and time in 
the field can help to keep the researcher honest. The test of a good qualitative study 
is not only if the researcher tells the story and tells it well, but also that she tells it in 
such a way that it makes sense to others as a whole, and paves the way for similar 
projects to follow. In keeping with these expectations for honesty, I now identify 
some limitations to this particular research project.
7 This list of features comes from LeCompte and Goetz, 1982, pp. 37-40.
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The limitations in this study are both structural and conceptual. The structural 
limitations include times when I was not able to finish questions on interview 
protocols, or could not get clarification on a particular point due to the lack of time a 
teacher had to meet at school. Also, some of the information the teachers shared with 
me was extremely personal and difficult for them to talk about openly. Hence, I did 
not feel comfortable asking probing questions, even when I thought that doing so 
would help me to get a better grasp on teachers’ experiences.
For example, during the final interview with Sarah, I wanted her to elaborate 
on her summer retreat experience, but she only commented that it was a tough time 
for her, and then she inteijected rather forcefully, “Okay, how about if we move on to 
question number 2?” To keep Sarah’s trust and not violate our written agreement that 
she could refuse to answer any question, I felt that I had to allow Sarah the freedom to 
redirect the flow of the conversation away from where I wanted it to go.
In a similar way, during certain parts of activities at the retreats (like the 
Personal Statements), I felt uncomfortable writing down what people were saying. 
During large- and small group activities, I often had strong feelings that I would be 
invading the sanctity of the retreat space if I continued jotting down notes when 
others were not. The tension inside of me between being a participant versus being 
an observer was almost always present.
Another structural limitation in the research occurred during observations of 
case-study teachers in their school environments. I did not spend enough time in their 
school settings to observe teachers’ interactions with their colleagues. Perhaps the
Limitations in the Research
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teachers’ unwillingness to write responses in the Directed Retreat or School Site 
journals was making me hypersensitive to the teachers’ willingness to still meet with 
me. I did not press them to take me around to their meetings, and they did not offer. 
As such, the part of my research that deals with teacher-colleague relationships is 
quite weak, because I could not corroborate what teachers said about their collegial 
relationships with my own observations.
Also, given that the unconscious mind seems to communicate to the conscious 
mind largely through symbols and imagination, it would have been interesting to 
gather some of the artwork that the teachers did during the retreats to do more of an 
arts-based analysis of inner work. On several occasions I did ask teachers for copies 
of drawings they did in their retreat journals, and at first they seemed interested in 
sharing their work. However, the teachers did not follow through on my requests, 
signaling perhaps their desire to keep their artwork private. Not wanting to violate 
the trust between the participants and myself, I did not push further.
There were also some conceptual limitations to this research. For example, 
the changes the teachers pointed out to me with regard to their teaching (as affected 
by their participation in the Courage to Teach program) were not readily observable. 
They had to tell me what was going on behind the scenes in their own minds and in 
the minds of others, and there was no way for me to verify the accuracy of their 
statements. During the retreats, I could more thoroughly trust the words I was 
hearing, because the teachers were more relaxed and doing introspective work within 
the community; and it was more visible there.
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My own participation during the retreats made it very difficult at times for me 
to shift to an observer stance. I, too, was experiencing some changes within myself. 
The poems that were shared, and the exercises that I participated in were changing 
my own ideas of “self,” and I found myself struggling at times with the process of 
inner work. At times, I did not feel that I had the capacity to write field notes. 
Rather, I wanted to continue being present at the retreat, and I chose instead to simply 
sit and reflect on what I was learning.
Summary
This has been a lengthy discussion of approaches and methods, but the length 
is intended to explain as fully as possible how I negotiated the complex approach to 
and analysis of a qualitative study. The descriptions of the context, selection of 
participants, and methods of data collection and analysis should, hopefully, quell any 
major doubts as to the validity of this research. The real test will be in the reading of 
the findings themselves, and the ways in which I interpreted them.
To orient the reader to the Findings chapters, I have provided a short overview 
to the two sets of teachers’ stories. The next few pages explain the organization of 
the first set of stories (Chapters 5-7), which are comprised of the non-case teachers’ 
journeys through the retreats. Between that first set and the next set of teachers’ 
stories (Chapters 8-10), which illuminate the case-study teachers’ journeys, I again 
provide a brief orientation to the reader for what to expect in those chapters.
~  00 00 00 ~
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This is an introduction to the first segment of research findings, which came 
primarily from interviews I conducted with teachers who came forward during the 
last retreat in January 2003 in response to my request for more stories of participants’ 
experiences. At that time, I did not feel that the data I had gathered through 
observation in the larger group or from my case-study teachers was sufficient in range 
or depth to explain how the retreat process was helping participants understand their 
inner lives. As such, I solicited the entire cohort for more information.
Five teachers came forward. I sent a newly developed interview protocol for 
their review and reflection prior to our meeting (see Appendix G). The protocol 
asked teachers to reflect on their retreat experiences, season by season, and to 
comment on whether or not any of the conditions and practices used at the retreats
were helpful to their inner work. I also asked the teachers to comment on their 
visions for the future with regard to their personal and professional life.
Between February and April 2003, I interviewed the teachers for 1-2 hours 
each. All of them shared a great deal about their experiences, but Ellen, Shirley, and 
Gary (pseudonyms) offered the most thorough data from which to understand of the 
process of inner work. Their stories follow in that order.
The general organization of the stories is: 1) a quote from the interview which 
served as an indicator to me of core issue(s) each teacher struggled with; 2)
Introduction to Findings and Non-Case Study Teachers
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background information on the teacher’s school situation; 3) detail of the core issue(s) 
in each teacher’s life that emerged during the retreats through the seasonal metaphors 
associated with fall, winter, spring, and summer; 4) a description of the conditions 
and practices that each teacher found helpful in working on their core issues and their 
process of self-understanding; and 5) discussion of where each teacher felt he or she 
was headed in their work.1
A hallmark of qualitative research is the presence of thick description (Geertz,
1983), interpretation (Eisner, 1991; Patton, 1990), and the construction of meaning
(Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Throughout these stories, I situate the teachers’ 
commentaries within the context of retreats to provide the clearest picture of what 
each teacher experienced. I also give preliminary interpretations of their experiences 
as they relate to the program’s seasonal metaphors, conditions, and practices. The 
chart on the next page provides demographic data for each teacher and an overview of 
the findings.2
1 Data is derived from the interviews, retreat field notes, and the facilitators’ agendas for each retreat. 
With regard to teachers’ comments, brackets [ ] indicate words I added for ease of reading.
Parentheses ( ) clarily the context or meaning. Three periods between teachers’ comments indicate a 
pause in their speech or a jump from part of their commentary to another part later on.
2 Ellen, Shirley, and Gary reviewed their individual chapter. After clarifying certain sections, they 
agreed that my account of their experience was accurate.
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Overview of Key Findings: Ellen, Shirley, Gary
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It was made very clear when we had to go out and write a poem. I  
went right out to the river and I  started writing, and I  had this 
tenseness. I  wrote this bizarre poem about being angry at this tree, 
because it had a purpose. I  left feeling very unsettled. It was the sense 
that, ‘Okay, this is something I  need to look at. This is obviously too 
tightly wound around thinking that my teaching is who I  am. I f  I ’m not 
good at that, what does that say about me and my inner life?
Ellen offered this little story at the beginning of our interview after I asked her
a question about the fall retreat, and how its emphasis on the season of autumn might
have helped her to gain a better sense of her inner life. There are several themes
running through that statement, all of which are discussed in this chapter.
Ellen, in her late-30s, has been an elementary teacher for 19 years. Ten of
those teaching years have been spent in her current school in a suburban community,
which houses almost 400 children from pre-school through 5th grade. During her
participation in the Courage to Teach retreats, Ellen was a full-time fifth-grade
teacher, a member of a district-wide writing committee and a school-wide technology
committee, and a representative for the parent-teacher organization. She also directed
the learning of one student-teacher for several weeks.
Ellen admitted at the beginning of the interview that she was a little nervous.
She screwed and unscrewed the cap of her water bottle on and off several times. “I’m
not super comfortable talking about some of this stuff,” she said with a slight laugh.
But as we progressed, Ellen relaxed into talking about the things she struggled with at
the retreats and also in school with her students and a new “top-down” administration.
It seemed that each of the retreats marked a turning point for her, with the fall retreat
in October 2001 highlighting three issues with regard to her self-perception as a
Chapter 5 - Ellen
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teacher and as a human being. Those issues included struggles with 1) 
acknowledging birthright gifts, 2) equating productivity with self worth; and 3) 
feelings of vulnerability.
This chapter explains how these issues would surface in different ways 
throughout the subsequent retreats, season by season. I have reconstructed her 
experience in real time as the retreats unfolded to show the sequence of Ellen’s 
growing awareness of herself in the three areas listed above. Each seasonal retreat is 
divided into its own section, with the exception of the Fall retreat, which is divided 
into 3 timeframes to highlight specific activities and points of Ellen’s self-awareness 
with birthright gifts, doing-as-being, and vulnerability.
Ellen’s seasonal journey is followed by a discussion of how specific 
conditions and practices used in the retreats facilitated her self-knowledge and 
understanding. Those sections are followed by a description of the last retreat, which 
focused on leadership and living divided no more.
Fall Retreat - Friday Night: Steppingstones.1
Looking at my birthright gifts, I had a tendency to downplay what they 
were, which was basically that I’m a compassionate person and I’m a 
peacemaker, and I remember sharing that with Ron and Susan ... And 
it was like (I was saying), ‘but they’re not much’ ... and they looked at 
me so oddly, like, ‘What are you talking about? Not everybody is like 
that.’ And I guess it was another kind of eye-opener. ‘Okay, I do have
1 The description of the fall retreat was taken from retreat notes offered by the facilitators, because the 
fieldwork for this project had not yet been authorized by HRC. As such, no fieldnotes were written in 
the fall. However, subsequent fieldnotes taken during the other four retreats were compared to the 
facilitators’ retreat notes of the same, and were found to be very similar in order and content. 
Therefore, the description of activities from the fall (as taken from the facilitators’ notes) can be 
trusted as reasonably accurate depictions of what occurred.
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gifts that do direct how I work with my kids at school and in my life.’
So, that was good for me to do the stepping stones with our gifts.
The fall retreat was titled, “Renewal and the Seed of True Self.” Prior to
arriving at the retreat center, each participant received a letter from the Courage to
Teach facilitators, which included a piece of writing by Parker Palmer2 about Autumn
as “a season of beauty and also of decline ... [when] the days grow shorter, the light is
suffused ... [and when] nature scatters her seeds with amazing abandon to bring new
growth in the spring.” The intention of the fall retreat would be, metaphorically
speaking, identifying those “seeds” in each participant’s life. Seeds could be
particular ideas, beliefs, or habitual patterns of behavior. The focus of activities was
to identify core (seed) beliefs about one’s self, and then determine the accuracy or
value of continuing to carry those beliefs by asking the questions, “What kinds of
“seeds” do I want to continue nurturing in my life? Which seeds do I need to let go?”
“Steppingstones” was the first activity in this regard. It was introduced on the
first evening of the retreat (Friday).3 The facilitators explained, “Steppingstones are
those events that come to mind when we reflect back on the course of our life and
work. Steppingstones are the significant points of movement that have brought us to
where we are today.”
The facilitators handed out instructions and read them out loud. “Take a few
minutes to jot down five or six steppingstones—choice-points or junctures—that have
brought you to where you are in your understanding of your work and vocation ... to
2 From Let Your Life Speak (2000), pp. 98-100.
3 There were two facilitators, Adrienne and Max, who were always present, but who took turns leading 
various activities throughout the weekend.
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your sitting in this chair, here, now. To do this, observe the flow of choices and
events, direction and detours, that your work life, or vocation, has taken.”
Ellen thought for a few moments, and then wrote in her journal about the
events and people in her life that were instrumental to her current emotional, mental,
and physical situation. Later, she reminisced,
I always felt that I was who I should be. The people in my life 
affirmed me in that way ... my parents and grandparents. They 
affirmed my passions and always encouraged me to follow them.
There were times in my life, of course, when I felt I just wasn’t up to 
par, though. Like, I wasn’t sure if I was a good match for the public 
school rigor. And I’m a quieter person, especially in a more vocal 
group like a bunch of teachers. With the events part of the exercise, I 
thought about all of the opportunities I ’ve had to learn about 
something new. I love to explore new things. It brought me back to 
the woods of my grandfather and all of the exploring I did there as a 
kid—and to college, and always craving things to learn.
Ellen shared these thoughts in her small group after the quiet reflection time.
The activity seemed to serve as an affirmation of her relationships with family
members and others who had encouraged her to be who she was as a young girl, an
adolescent, and an adult—as someone who naturally loved to learn and explore her
surroundings. These were “seeds” of herself that she consciously carried and wanted
to continue nurturing.
Fall Retreat - Saturday Morning: “Who I am is what I do”
Fall was an uncomfortable time for me. I figured out partway through 
the weekend that I was very uncomfortable not having an end product. 
I wanted [the facilitators] to know that I had actually accomplished 
something. So it made me realize that I was really focused on the 
doing part of my life, and that I connected who I was with what I did. 
If I didn’t have something to show, then I wasn’t doing what I should 
be doing.
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It was Saturday morning, and the air was crisp and clear. Saturday was the 
only full day of the weekend retreat. The 25 teachers of all ages and years of teaching 
experience 4 were slowly starting to get acquainted over meals and through small 
group interactions and activities. The group spent the morning talking about a poem5 
and then reflecting on its perceived meanings and application to their lives as 
teachers. A short break followed. When participants returned to the large wood- 
paneled room and settled in their chairs, they observed a quote that had been written 
on poster paper at the front of the room:
Walk around feeling like a leaf.
Know you could tumble any second.
Then decide what to do with your time.
—Naomi Shihab Nye
A common practice at the retreats, the facilitators would write quotes on 
poster paper and display them at the “front” of the circle, where at least one of the 
facilitators sat at all times. Sometimes a facilitator would call people’s attention to 
the quotes, and other times the quotes were simply in the background for people to 
notice and copy if they chose to do so. In this case, the quote about “walking around 
like a leaf’ was directly related to the next activity.
For the next one and one-half hours, everyone was invited to go outside and 
walk around the property until they found a place that seemed pleasant to stop and 
rest. “We’re going to take some time for silence and solitude outside,” Adrienne 
explained. “Walk around and find a spot to settle into, somewhere to stop and sit or 
stand in silence. Just notice things. Invite all of your senses. After being still for
4 There were 27 people in the group, including two facilitators and myself.
5 Love in the Classroom, by Al Zolynas. See the Poems Appendix.
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about 15 minutes, do some journaling and reflection.” Adrienne flipped the poster 
paper to reveal the first of what were to be many “evocative questions” during all of 
the retreats: “How have you ‘met’ the season this weekend? How is it speaking to 
you?” Adrienne finished by saying, “Take time to notice details. Pay attention to 
little things.”
With no further prompting, everyone gathered their journals and jackets and
wandered outside. Some people seemed to know exactly where they wanted to go,
while others sauntered down different paths between buildings or into the woods with
no pre-formulated direction in mind. Ellen went deliberately to the river, which
passed at a steady pace on one side of the property. “I liked the sound of the water,”
she explained to me. There were many places to sit above the river or along its
banks. It was fairly shallow at this time of year, but still strong enough to carry
branches and slowly rearrange stones in its current.
Ellen sat on a rock high above the river to enjoy the sound of it gushing by.
She observed her surroundings and noticed the small details of plants changing colors
from dark green to yellow and orange and red. Across the riverbank she looked at all
of the dead sticks of trees, blackened from a fire that had recently ravaged the area.
The air was a bit cool, but the sun was warm. A short distance from where she sat,
Ellen spied a large birch tree, which was the one toward which she eventually
directed her poem with a tense hand. She described that scene,
I remember the writing I did before (during a previous activity). It was 
really defensive. I had been restless for all of the retreat up until then.
I felt very defensive, like no one was going to get me to open up and 
be vulnerable. No, I wasn’t going to do that! And the idea of a 
committee (volunteering to be a Focus Person) wasn’t interesting to 
me. Something was putting up a wall inside me. I’m not sure what it
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was. So, the poem about the tree ... Well, here was a tree that had a 
purpose, and its leaves shaded the ground underneath it, and then a 
bird landed in it. Lichen was attached to niches in its trunk. I felt like 
it belonged there, and I didn’t. It was mocking me, mocking my 
anger. It had something to do with what I had gone into the weekend 
thinking—that I needed to work on something, produce something, 
show that I was capable.
To Ellen the tree had a purpose. Her tenseness surrounding that belief signaled that
perhaps Ellen didn’t have a clearly articulated purpose at that time in her life. Much
later, while reviewing this story about her experience, Ellen clarified that her lack of
purposefulness was attached to an absence of feeling that she belonged at the retreats.
“If you had a purpose,” she explained, “you belonged. All this was tied up with
equating productivity with self-worth.” The situation with the tree was signaling
something important to Ellen about her attitude coming into the retreats, and also
about something bigger in her life—always seeking her sense of self-worth in what
she did, what she was planning, and how she might be perceived by others.
Ellen also highlighted a growing awareness of unease around feelings of
vulnerability. She didn’t want to be placed in a position where she felt obligated
emotionally or mentally to open up. This thought would return again that same
afternoon. After reflecting some more and listening to the gurgling river, Ellen got up
and walked to the dining hall for lunch.
Fall Retreat - Saturday Afternoon: Birthright Gifts
Another customary practice at the Courage to Teach retreats is to offer 2-hour 
blocks of “free time” after the noon meal. That free time allows teachers to take a 
nap, go on a walk, write or read, or just sit outside and enjoy the surroundings. Ellen
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loved being outside, so after lunch she went for a long walk. At 3:00 p.m. she
returned to the meeting room for the afternoon session. Two quotes were displayed on
poster paper at the front of the room. One was by Lao Tzu: “He who knows others is
wise; he who knows himself is enlightened.” Another quote was by Martha Graham:
There is vitality, a life force, an energy, a quickening that is translated 
through you into action, and because there is only one of you in all 
time, this expression is unique. And if you block it, it will never exist 
through any other medium and will be lost.
Max began to facilitate, saying, “Most of us have great difficulty 
acknowledging our strengths and gifts, while we have no trouble listing our 
weaknesses or remembering our failures. It’s as if we have blinders on, even to 
ourselves. Many people in serving professions have absorbed strong messages about 
being humble and not putting ourselves above anyone else ... When others try to give 
you compliments, how many times do you have an, ‘Aw, shucks’ attitude—‘It was 
nothing. Anyone could have done it’?”
He continued by explaining Thomas Merton’s concept of birthright gifts. 
“They are the seeds of true self,” Max explained, “those particular gifts, strengths, 
and sensibilities with which we came into the world. The Quakers have another term 
for this; they call them birthright gifts ... the qualities of our essence [that] we are 
often the last to recognize. Other people see them, but we are frequently out of touch 
with them altogether, or negate their importance.” Max gave an example from his 
own life of birthright gifts and then Adrienne stepped in to lead the group through a 
short, guided meditation. She explained the purpose of the meditation as a way “to 
take you back to some earlier times in your life. That’s often when our gifts were
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more easily identified and we were less self-conscious about them. Be gentle with 
yourself in this process and don’t worry about having to be any particular way.”
Adrienne invited people to get comfortable by going to a couch or lying down 
on the floor with a large pillow for cushioning. Then she began. “Take several deep 
breaths. Release any tension you may be feeling.” She took a couple of deep breaths 
as an example for others to do the same. “Drop into yourself and notice your 
breathing. Slow down. Relax.” The room grew quiet as each participant relaxed and 
slowed his or her breathing. After about one minute, Adrienne took the group 
through the exercise.
“Bring to mind a picture of yourself as a child. Focus on a time in your early 
or middle years when you felt you had a sense of happiness, satisfaction, joy, or 
freedom. Fill out the picture and notice how you look, the expression on your face, 
how you were feeling, what you were doing, and who—if anyone—you were with.” 
She paused, and then asked, “What did you love to do as a child? If given the chance, 
where and how would you spend your time? Was there someone who ‘saw’ you as a 
child? Saw you in your uniqueness? If so, how did they notice or name your gifts?” 
Adrienne paused for one minute to allow time for the participants to bring 
some images to mind. Then she continued, “Now see yourself as a teenager. What 
did you love to do at that time in your life? What were you good at without really 
trying? When you were searching for your own identity, your own interests or 
vocation, who encouraged you? Who provided a mirror for you? What did they 
reflect back?” Again Adrienne waited for a minute to let people develop in their 
mind’s eye a picture of themselves as adolescents.
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She then brought the exercise to a close. “Now, moving through your young 
adult and adult years, briefly review your journey, and again notice those things that 
have given you great pleasure and satisfaction. As an adult, who has known you 
well? What gets reflected back to you about the kind of person you are, about what 
you bring and contribute? What have you learned about your gifts as a teacher? 
What do others look to you for?” Adrienne paused for a moment and then finished, 
“Slowly, as you are ready, open your eyes and come back to this room.”
One by one, people opened their eyes. Some stretched and yawned. There 
was no talking or movement; people stayed in their spots, waiting for the next 
instruction. Adrienne then said, “Take the next half hour to do some writing and/or 
drawing in your journal. There are some art supplies—pens and pencils and more 
paper on the table over there (she pointed to a table along one side of the room by 
some windows). You might focus on two or three incidents or stories that came up 
for you in the imagery, and what they say about your birthright gifts. Pay attention to 
details, and allow your writing or drawing to grow from them.”
People started to move into writing or drawing. Each person respected the 
silence and refrained from talking. Thirty minutes later, Adrienne rang the little gong 
to get everyone’s attention. “We’d like for you to get into groups of three and take 
about 20 minutes per person to discuss what you wrote or drew about your birthright 
gifts. Take about 10 or 15 minutes to talk, while the other two people simply listen 
and ask you open, clarifying questions. In the remaining 5-10 minutes, invite the 
listeners to mirror back to you what they heard and/or noticed to be some of your 
birthright gifts.”
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Ellen looked around the room and made eye contact with Ron and Susan. The
three pulled their chairs together and began to share their experiences with the guided
meditation on birthright gifts. When it was her turn, Ellen talked about her gifts of
compassion and peace making. In her characteristic style of humility, Ellen
downplayed those gifts. That’s when Ron and Susan suggested to Ellen that her
birthright gifts made her unique, and she shouldn’t dismiss them so easily.
In our interview, right after speaking about this activity Ellen commented on
the difficulties she had with being vulnerable. This issue also came up during her
experience by the river.
And I realized that it was very hard for me to vulnerable. And that 
was true anywhere in my life, including teaching. I backed away from 
things just because I wasn’t sure what the outcome would be, and 
sometimes not even communicating to my students some excitement 
about something, because they might think it was stupid. So, I 
wouldn’t put myself in that position.
Ellen did not identify what, exactly, spurred that realization into her consciousness. It
seems to be connected in some way to her admission early in the interview that she
was very concerned with what others thought of her, and that she wanted to be able to
“produce something.” Ellen acknowledged that some of her self-perceptions were
shaped by her drive to accomplish goals. She says above, “I backed away from
things just because I wasn’t sure what the outcome would be.” Perhaps, “backing
away” was a way for Ellen to cope with situations that were out of her control (e.g.,
people’s reactions to something she did). That backing away might be seen as a way
to protect herself in vulnerable situations. A more thorough interpretation will be
explored at the end of this chapter. I want to continue with Ellen’s experiences
through the remaining seasons.
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I adore winter, but for a while I couldn’t get into the dormancy thing. I
couldn’t connect it to my life.
The winter retreat was held in January 2002. It was icy at that time of year, so 
the retreat site coordinators offered to bring retreat participants into the mountains by 
bus. While the driver negotiated through the slippery conditions, the riders got 
reacquainted. They laughed or spoke quietly. One teacher did needlepoint, while 
another talked about how much the fall retreat had changed her teaching—how she 
was teaching “more from the heart.” Conversations were mixed with nervous looks 
out of the windows, which were rapidly fogging up with the body heat.
After three hours of fairly treacherous driving, the bus arrived at the retreat 
center. Adrienne and Max, who had arrived the night before, came out to greet 
everyone and get them checked into their rooms. Lunch was next, and then at 1.00 
p.m. the group gathered in the room where all of the main meetings would be held. It 
was not the same building that was used in the fall, but it had a similar set up—wood- 
paneled walls and floor, and windows that looked out to the evergreen trees and 
mountain tops. There were huge pillows tossed on smaller rugs in the comers of the 
room, and a small wooden stove near one corner. Dozens of books lined the 
windowsills—books about nature, “the inner-life,” poetry, and spiritual issues. At 
one end of the room was a large round table covered with art supplies. Twenty-seven 
chairs had been placed in a large circle around a burgundy colored rug. In the middle 




The theme for the second retreat was “Winter: Dormancy and Death—Silence
and Solitude,” a title which suggests a certain harshness and lack of hospitality. As
Ellen admits in the quote at the beginning of this section, all of the winter imagery
didn’t appeal to her at first. She commented, “I found the metaphors unsettling,
because I wanted to have ‘correct’ answers to those evocative questions and poems.”
In those few words, we can hear echoes of Ellen’s core issue from the fall surfacing
again. Several months prior, she was worried about her productivity and self-worth.
In the winter, that same issue was still a major concern. Ellen feared that if she didn’t
have “correct answers” it might signal to others that there was something wrong with
her. However, as the weekend progressed, Ellen changed her perspective. “Later, I
was able to let go of that, and found ways to apply them (the metaphors from poems
and questions) to my life. I realized that there were things that were dormant. There
were also things that were gone. Dead.”
The idea of “patience” as one of winter’s virtues began to grow in Ellen’s
mind as well. Death and dormancy, silence and solitude were essential to the cycle of
all seasons, and there was no way to hurry through them. The trees, plants, and
animals all take the time they need, without apology, to rest before waking up in
spring. Ellen started to see how important it was for her to move slowly with some
things in her life as well. In retrospect, she was able to say,
In the winter the idea of just being patient, being patient with that time 
in myself ... I’ve always just wanted to move through things ... I 
realized about those inner winters where there were no clear answers 
about some things in my life. I just couldn’t rush the season, even 
though I wanted to. I found it true in my life [as well], ‘Let’s get past 
this dark time and find a way to the light!’ The questions helped me 
look at that.
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The “questions” to which Ellen refers were offered by the facilitators on the first day 
of the winter retreat, some of which were, “What branches of your life are alive and 
well? Are any in a dormant state, waiting for spring? Are some dead and deserving 
of trimming? What inner structures of your life are being revealed in winter’s light? 
What is still in darkness? What questions are you holding?”
During our interview, Ellen did not offer her answers to these questions, but 
she did identify a poem that was discussed on Saturday morning. Ellen identified the 
poem and subsequent discussion as a turning point in her initial unhappy attitude 
toward winter. To understand her experience, I provide the text of the poem below as 
well as a brief description of what occurred in the group after it was read.
Winter Grace
It is autumn again and our anxiety blows 
With the wind, breaking the heart of the rose,
Petals and leaves fall down and everything goes.
All but the seed, all but the hard bright berry 
And the bulbs we kneel on the earth to bury 
And lay away with our anguish and our worry.
It is time we learned again the winter grace 
To put the nerves to sleep in a dark place 
And smooth the lines in the self-tortured face.
For we are at the end of our endurance nearly 
And we shall have to die this winter surely,
For this is the end of more than a season clearly.
Now we shall have to be poor, to yield up all,
With the leaves wither, with the petals fall,
Now we shall have to die, once and for all.
Before the seed of faith so deep and still 
Pushes up gently through the frozen will 
And the joyless wake and learn to be joyful.
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Before this buried love leaps up from sorrow 
And doubt and violence and pity follow 
To greet the radiant morning and the swallow.
Adrienne facilitated the discussion, beginning, “What words or phrases stand
out for you? Look at the first two stanzas.” A few moments passed, and then people
spoke briefly about their impressions. One person (no name recorded) opened the
discussion by saying, “In fall, everything just falls away. It just releases. The
extraneous is gone. Just the core remains.” Claire, a high school English teacher,
said, “When fall comes in my life, I react all over the place, like the wind. Nothing is
centered.” Ellen then chimed in, “In a sense, it’s comforting that it’s autumn again.
It will come around again.” Others offered brief statements, such as:
“But there is also loss. The faith doesn’t come until much later.”
“It feels out of control.”
“That one last leaf that falls. It feels like I am trying to hang on in the fall.” 
Adrienne moved onto the next two stanzas. “What are your thoughts on those 
two?” she asked. A junior high teacher answered, “There needs to be a time to go 
inside, to process. I like the word ‘grace’; it’s something that seems given to us.”
Another person added, “It’s the place where we fall that we’re held. To the 
degree that we try to hold on, that’s the torture.”
And one of the men in the group commented, “I went through a divorce 4
years ago. I can now say that it’s the best thing that ever happened to me. I
recognize its value, but there is still something that I hate about it ... It’s been 
processed on paper,.but there’s still lingering doubt, like, what do I do with the 
wedding pictures? Do I keep them? I want to honor that beautiful day.”
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Adrienne then asked the group to speak about the last three stanzas, which 
focus on “yielding up” and letting go of what’s unnecessary in order for new growth 
to come. A few responses from the group included, “What do we have to surrender
and die to, for the hope to emerge?”
“It’s like a caterpillar that has to totally dissolve first, without knowing for
sure what’s going to happen.”
“When I finally give up, then things change. Something comes up.”
“We experience the joy after the darkest night.”
“All those things were there—the doubt, the sorrow—and they erupt into the 
morning. The love comes back. It’s a full experience.”
There were a few moments of silence, and then Max stepped in to facilitate. 
“May Sarton showed her gift of story,” he began. “Now we can reflect on our own 
stories of winter.” He asked everyone to take a 15-minute silent break, followed by a 
30-minute time of solitude to reflect, write, and draw. Participants should then 
reassemble in threes for a short walk and sharing of their reflections on their inner 
winters”. To assist people with organizing their thoughts, Adrienne handed out a 
two-page worksheet titled, “Inner Winters—Reflecting on a Time of Struggle, Fear, 
or Loss in your Personal or Professional Life.” There were four sets of questions on 
this sheet:
1 What were you struggling with? What were you afraid of? What were you 
losing? If an image or symbol of this time in your life comes to mind, draw or 
write about it. If a particular physical sensation is associated with this time, 
describe that.
2. How did you get through this difficult time? Who was there for you? How 
did you respond in your “being” and in your actions to this inner winter?
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3. What was dying in you? What was waiting or trying to be born?
4. What were your learnings or surprises? What were the unexpected gifts of 
this experience?
Ellen sat in silence and wrote her thoughts to the questions. Speaking about that time 
during our interview, she recollected, “I realized that there were things that were 
dormant. There were also things that were gone, dead ... I think that the winter 
message was ‘Be patient with whatever is.’”
When the solitary reflection time was over, Ellen connected with two other 
people to take a walk. Just before leaving, she noticed another quote that had been 
posted during the break.
It is important that we be strengthened 
by the wisdom of our grievings ...
Until each individual maintains a 
responsible relationship with his or her own 
losses and changes, there will be no 
such thing as a hopeful future.
~ Tess Gallagher
This brings Ellen’s winter retreat experience to an end. There were still a 
number of activities to go through before the weekend was over, but Ellen did not 
identify any other experiences that were of particular importance to her inner work. I 
continue now with what happened to her in the spring.
Spring Retreat
In the spring, I think it was probably the most powerful retreat [with] 
the idea of paradox ... I’ve always been the kind of person who is “It s 
this or it’s th a t... It was never comfortable for me to see two opposites 
and be able to see that somehow they could be there together. So that 
really helped me. I think I looked mostly at my teaching with this one.
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The spring retreat was held in late April. It was titled, “On Living and 
Teaching in the Power of Paradox.” During this retreat the seasonal features of 
spring were presented largely as paradoxes—namely that what appeared dead in 
winter comes back to life in the spring. Spring signals change, growth, and 
hope—renewal after death, waking up after dormancy, and connection after solitude.
In the above quote, Ellen says that she made the strongest connection to her 
teaching during the spring retreat. This might be the result of having decided to be a 
focus person for a Clearness Committee on Saturday night, something she said at the 
fall retreat that she had “no interest” in doing. But, somehow, Ellen decided that she 
could indeed go through that process, which is perhaps the most vulnerable practice 
offered by the program—a far cry from where she was in the fall.
During a Clearness Committee, the focus person agrees to discuss a 
particularly difficult issue with a group of 4 or 5 people, who are called “committee 
members.” The committee members are responsible for asking open-ended questions 
designed to assist the focus person with looking at their issue from as many 
perspectives as possible. Committee members make no statements until the end of 
the session (during “mirroring”), and they don’t give advice. “No fixing” is one 
policy in the program. The entire process takes about 3 hours, with the focus person 
being the center of attention in the question-answer format and also being the receiver 
of “mirroring messages” at the end.6 When the session is finished, everyone in the 
group promises to abide by the “double confidentiality” policy of not speaking to
6 Mirroring messages are factual statements that committee members make at the end of the session. 
Statements might include facts such as, “Six times you talked about your childhood memories of 
leaving home.” “You cried each time you started to talk about your father.” And so forth.
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anyone (anywhere) about what was said, and not approaching the focus person with
another question or statement. Only the focus person can break the silence.
Ellen decided that there was an issue she really needed to talk about in that
format. Being a very private affair, Ellen did not divulge anything about the
Clearness Committee to me, and I didn’t ask her about it. However, she did have this
to offer on Sunday morning when Adrienne asked each Focus Person to say a few
words to the whole group about their experience the night before. Ellen responded,
It was a wonderful experience for me. At this point, I’m very 
comfortable and the questions they asked led me to places that I never 
went before. It hit me by surprise. I feel lighter. I don’t have any 
answers, but I have different ways to think about the issues.
As stated earlier, Ellen explained that the spring retreat, out of all of the retreats,
helped her most with being a teacher. She expressed that it was “powerful” for her to
think about certain situations or dilemmas in terms of paradox as opposed to
“opposites” which involved a struggle with the way she wanted to teach, versus the
way in which her new superintendent wanted teachers to teach. The new
superintendent, responding to statewide initiatives for standardized testing, was
enforcing a different kind of pedagogy than what Ellen was used to—an approach
that was focused on moving through material at a prescribed rate, and achieving high
test scores on the state’s mandated assessment.7 She explained during our interview,
The thing with our district, and what they’ve done is you’ve got to be 
done with certain things at certain times, because they’re going to give 
an assessment at a particular time. So, if you’re not done with units 
one through four, the district assessment comes, and you’re going, ‘I 
can’t do this to my kids! I can’t stress them out by giving them 
(testing them on) something that we haven’t covered.’ I mean, you
7 Washington Assessment of Student Learning (WASL).
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have this kind of constant turmoil of ‘I’ve got to get there so that they 
know what they’re doing.’ But I’m missing out on other things.
The “other things” Ellen mentions included class meetings with her students
and being more creative with her teaching. Prior to the new administrative take-over,
Ellen described herself as working with the staff on developing and delivering more
multi-aged, integrated curriculum. Even though it was a lot of work, Ellen thrived in
that kind of environment. It met her need (as she explained during the stepping
stones exercise) to learn and explore new things. But then, Ellen explained,
Suddenly all of that was gone, and very quickly, and a new curriculum 
that was grade-specific was instituted. We were suddenly unable to do 
our multi-age classroom anymore. And so all of those things that I 
saw as important appeared to not be very important to the district. It 
just didn’t seem like it was a priority. There were too many other 
things they wanted. They wanted high test scores. So, that was 
difficult.
As a result of the spring retreat’s emphasis on paradox, Ellen emerged with a less
stressed disposition regarding her teaching situation. She explained,
I think I looked mostly at my teaching with this one (paradox), 
because of where I was when I came into the Courage to Teach. I was 
becoming more and more disheartened with where our district was 
going with the testing and looking at high academic standards as the 
only things they were stressing for kids ... It felt like the affective part 
of my teaching had been pushed aside. [There was so much] to do 
with the academic side! So when I looked at the paradoxes in 
teaching, it was really good for me to see how I could work with them, 
see both of them, and [still] see the importance of the academics.
So, it was good for me to take a look at those things and to realize that 
I’m going to have those things in my teaching life all of the time. And 
in my personal life, too. All of the time, there’s going to be the yucky 
stuff that comes up that I have to deal with, as well as the wonderful 
stuff about having kids. About, you know ... living together in 
community. I was really taken by that concept. I had never thought 
about it in those terms. For spring, looking at paradoxes was probably 
the most powerful.
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In summary, as Ellen came into the spring retreat she was “in constant 
turmoil” with her job. Working with the notion of paradox seemed to help her gain a 
different perspective, where there did not have to be a constant feeling of being torn 
between district requirements and teaching in ways that came more naturally to her. 
The activities, poems, and her participation in the Clearness Committee all 
contributed to her new way of thinking.
Three more months would pass until Ellen could check in again with her 
retreat comrades. First, she had to finish her school year, and enjoy what she could of 
the summer. The fourth retreat in August would bring her back to the mountains for 
more surprises.
Summer Retreat
The biggest issue for me in the summer was the Personal Statements. I 
spent so much time thinking about it. It really was a lot of, “Oh, how 
is this going to sound? What will people think of me?” And I kind of 
moved back into “What I do is who I am.”
The summer retreat was held in early August 2002, and lasted for 4 days, 
instead of the usual two and one-half days. It was titled “Embodiment, Community, 
and Abundance.” At the beginning of the retreat, the facilitators explained that while 
summer had its own distinct qualities, such as harvesting and sharing of the wealth 
from that harvest, the season also embodied the seasons of fall, winter, and spring. In 
other words, all of the other seasons contribute to the abundance of summer; the 
scattering of seeds in the fall, the dormancy of life in winter, and growth in the spring 
all lead to summer’s harvest.
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The bulk of time during the summer retreat was spent on Personal Statements,
an idea that had been presented to the group at the end of the spring retreat in April.
The goal was for each person in the group, including the facilitators, to develop a
short statement (7-10 minutes long) that would be delivered to the entire group. The
facilitators offered a handout of instructions, which included several questions to help
frame the participants’ thinking. “What do I stand for as a teacher? What birthright
gifts are at the heart of my life work? What do I hope will be my legacy as an
educator? As a person? What will I do to ‘keep track’ of myself, to tend my
heart/passion/commitments?” The facilitators stressed in a reminder letter that the
Personal Statements were “not meant to be any kind of performance,” but rather a
reflection to “explore who we are and who we are becoming, as well as celebrate the
gifts of community that have merged in our Courage circle over this year.”
Ellen struggled with what to say to the group during her Personal Statement
time. She admits above that she “moved back into ‘What I do is who I am,”’ and
worried about how she would sound to others. In spite of that initial attitude,
however, Ellen ended up changing her mood over the weekend. Later, she reported,
What was neat was that when I went through the process, I wasn’t 
worried about me anymore. I was just simply like everybody in the 
room. It felt so good not to be worried about what I was going to do ...
So the process of ‘What I do is who I am’ just backed off. I didn’t 
compare myself, which I tend to do a lot.
This change of heart cuts to the core of this research: How did that 
transformation for Ellen occur? The next section, which discusses the program’s 
conditions and practices, may offer an explanation of her transformation.
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Conditions and Practices that Facilitated Ellen’s Retreat Experiences
Ellen’s introspective journey through the seasonal retreats signified key
themes in her life: the need to accept her birthright gifts of compassion and peace
making; the problem of equating her self-worth to what she accomplished; and
dealing with vulnerability. During our interview, Ellen explained how certain
conditions and practices facilitated her ability to come to terms with those issues.
Ellen named “open, yet bounded,” and “hospitable, yet charged” as having the
biggest impact on her experience. About openness and hospitality Ellen explained,
People felt free to do what they needed to do, and I think that was 
really important. Had I needed to not be there, I would have probably 
done that. That was well done. That allows for a freedom, and yet 
you feel secure. You’re moving someplace, there is something that 
they want to help you learn, or there’s some work to do, and they want 
to help guide you through that. I thought that was very helpful.
I think the ability for people to talk when they felt like talking was ...
(pause) There was never the expectation that they had to, but I think 
that everyone felt like part of a group, so they did. And yet it was 
definitely set up for you at that time so if you didn’t feel like it, you 
didn’t have to talk. And I would have felt comfortable doing that, too.
I didn’t feel pressured to speak. That was very clear, that it was an 
open thing. Even for people for whom speaking in front of a group 
wasn’t a comfortable thing to do, the group was comfortable.
The open and hospitable attitude and behavior that the facilitators modeled at each
retreat seemed to appeal to Ellen, because their modeling of that approach, and the
subsequent practice by each member in the group doing the same, met Ellen’s core
needs to feel safe in vulnerable situations, and feel like she was doing something
worthwhile with her time. If that security had not been there, Ellen may not have
been able to do her inner work. Ellen added,
Boundedness encouraged you to work through some things or to think 
about some things. The charged part of it was, ‘I can’t just sit here and
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have my cup of tea, and relax for the weekend.’ You felt like you 
needed to do some work, but then it became a 'want to.' There were 
some times I didn’t want to, of course . .. There were some things I was 
thinking about or writing about that I didn’t want to deal with. But I 
decided, 'Heck I can at least write about it.’ But it did encourage you 
to do some work because of the way it was set up.
In these three short passages, Ellen speaks frankly about her inner
identification with work and productivity as being connected to her sense of self. She
repeatedly uses phrases like, “You’re moving someplace,” “There’s work to do,”
“They encouraged you to work through some things,” “You felt like you needed to do
some work,” and “I can’t just sit here and have my cup of tea.” These comments
affirm the program’s intention of creating a “charged” atmosphere where people were
less likely to mentally or emotionally float through the weekend; they were
encouraged to explore their perceptions of themselves in fairly challenging ways.
Other “conditions” that Ellen mentioned as being particularly helpful at the
retreats are connected to the two paradoxes of inviting the voice of the individual, yet
holding it in creative tension with the voice of the group, and supporting solitude
within the midst of community. Of these two conditions, Ellen said,
I think all that can do is increase community, because you realize ... 
that you connect in different ways with other people’s stories. Even if 
you don’t, that person’s story helps you realize a whole new dimension 
to that person that you didn’t know before ... Especially in the small 
groups, stories would come out of whatever we were talking about.
They let you get to know someone in a completely different way. It 
was very powerful when Max and Adrienne shared their stories with 
the big group. I don’t think I ever shared a story in the big group, 
that’s kind of a vulnerable place for me ... so that’s why I appreciate it 
when people share things in that way, things that are obviously so 
important and meaningful to them at this point in their lives.
And it was powerful listening to others’ interpretations and how they 
connected to their lives. I wouldn’t have anywhere near the take of 
someone else, but then I would think, ‘Oh yeah ... I hadn’t thought
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about that.’ Or, ‘That’s really interesting to think about it that way.’ It 
was a kind of opening up to those kinds of things ... a broader kind of 
thinking about certain ideas.
Listening to other people’s stories seemed to help Ellen in a couple of different ways.
First, other people s stories allowed her to take a look at how they constructed
meaning in their lives. That process created a sense of community where Ellen could
enlarge her perceptions of others, and take some risks herself in small groups. She
was hesitant to speak in the large group, but those feelings did not detract from the
power of the overall experience of hearing others who not so shy. Rather, it served as
a catalyst for her to take a look at her own life with the same kind of scrutiny.
In summary, Ellen identified four of the six conditions named by the program
as being conducive to inner work. Her commentary in the previous section and
during a point later in the interview reveals that the other two conditions—honoring
personal stories with archetypal stories of tradition, and the use of speech with
silence—had an impact on her as well. Specifically, the poem “Winter Grace” raised
the archetypal (universal) theme of the cycle of seasons (letting go, dying, giving
birth again). Ellen recognized the cycle of seasons as instructive to her life’s journey.
“It’s comforting,” she remarked, “that it’s autumn again. It will come around again.”
Others in the group who also identified with the cyclic theme echoed her sentiments.
In essence, people in the room were recognizing the pattern of seasons in their
personal life cycle with the larger life cycle in nature.
The last condition attempts to strike a balance between the use of speech with
silence. Words help to communicate meaning between people, but silence calms the
“voices” in one’s mind and brings an individual to a deeper, more pure self­
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knowledge. Mental space opens up in one’s conscious mind, allowing messages from
one’s unconscious mind to come forth. People need both speech and silence—speech
to gather new information, and silence to sort it out.
Ellen recognized the importance of silence when she was answering a
different question during the interview about the practices used at the retreats. One of
the practices is indeed “silence,” but what Ellen shared fits more appropriately in this
section on “conditions.” She acknowledged various forms of silence, each of which
helped meet certain purposes in life.
Silence means different things at different times for me. Silence at our 
retreats would mean that I would have time to think about what we had 
talked about or what we had read. Silence at other times means that 
I’m trying to get rid of everything in my head, and ... Real silence ... 
there’s an inner silence that comes with not having everything going 
on. But I think it continued to help me, because it allowed me to work 
through some things. Silence does allow you to truly listen and not 
[think about] how you’re going to react, or what you’re going to say.
It gives that space for truly being there for the other person.
There was a lot of silence during the retreats. The facilitators encouraged silence in
the form of pausing between sharing of thoughts. This practice was especially 
enforced during Clearness Committees to allow the focus person a chance to think 
carefully about a question, without interruption. The facilitators also periodically 
directed the whole group to practice silence during reflection on evocative questions 
or during breaks between activities. These times of silence were moments of solitude 
within the community.
Periods of quiet on the outside helped Ellen do the necessary introspective
work on the inside of herself with less fear of invasion of her privacy—something
that has been important to Ellen for her entire life.
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I am someone who likes solitude more than community. I really am ... 
Solitude is much more who I am. I force myself to be in community, 
because I know it’s important, but it’s always somewhat 
uncomfortable. I know it’s important, and that’s true for a school 
community and a church community, for my neighbors, you know.
[But] I’d rather have a private space.
In summary, each of the conditions seemed to contribute to Ellen’s capacity to 
work through the core issues identified in fall and carried through subsequent retreats. 
In addition to those six conditions were several “key elements” (practices) that also 
played a role in Ellen’s inner work process. It is to these that I now turn.
The Practices
Ellen named silence, third things, evocative questions, and Clearness 
Committee as practices that were helpful with her inner reflection. The chart below 
(except for “silence,” which was discussed above) summarizes these findings.
Practices:_______  Ellen’s Interpretation__________ Helped with:
Third Things Describing the impact of reading 
the poem titled “On Turning Ten” 
during last retreat: It made me think 
about the kids. You know, what do 
they go through? What do they 
come to school with? What do they 
worry about? Are they worried in 
my classroom? Sometimes I just 
get going, and we ’re moving along 
... and [ I ’m not] thinking about 
them having things on their minds.
...awareness of her need to 
be constantly moving 
along and being 
productive, and how that 




That was one o f the things that 
really helped me throughout the 
program. I  forced myself to look at 
them and really try to explore them 
in a way that made sense to me.
... framing her self- 





I loved being a Focus Person ... but 
it was more o f a feeling o f awe 
about the people around me... I 
really felt held in that situation.
Whatever I  was saying, it wasn ’t as 
important as the committee 
members knowing and appreciating 
me ... I thought, 'These are really 
incredible people, and if I  try to 
discredit that... ’
Later, I  realized that it was helping 
me with some o f the biggest 
changes... they came later after I  
had_ time to think about_ it again.
... the need to be supported 
while in the midst of a 
vulnerable situation.
... working through her 
mental block of accepting 
herself as having good 
qualities.
... the need to wrestle with 
paradox in her life and 
vocation.
Reflection Getting feedback from Ron and ... acceptance of birthright
(mirroring back) Susan on her birthright gifts: And gifts.
they looked at me so oddly, like,
‘What are you talking about? Not
everybody’s like that. ’
Ellen quickly identified the use of “third things” as being helpful in the 
process of inner work. As stated earlier in this document, third things include poems, 
stories and objects that “allow us to discover and speak important things about 
ourselves without referring to ourselves”(Palmer, n.d., p. 17). Third Things serve as 
conceptual mediators between the mind, the emotions, and the soul in situations 
where speaking directly about a personal issue might be particularly emotional or 
intellectually challenging.
For Ellen, the poem “Winter Grace,” the birch tree by the river, and a poem 
titled “On Turning Ten” were just a few of the mediators that helped her to gain a 
better understanding of her inner life. “Winter Grace” reminded Ellen of winter’s 
dormancy and deadness, as well as the earth’s patience as it waits for the spring thaw.
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She commented, “I realized that there were things that were dormant.. . In the winter,
the idea of just being patient... patient with that time in myself, whatever that may be,
and accepting it. I’ve always just wanted to move through things.”
The same poem also helped Ellen make a connection between that kind of
wintertime patience and her parenting, and how she “couldn’t push or direct” one of
her sons who recently had a problem. “I could be there,” she said, “but I couldn’t
necessarily be the answer, and I wanted to be. I saw that, with winter, it was okay to
just let it be.” And in the fall, the birch tree by the river (that Ellen got angry at)
served as a mediator for Ellen to identify an important aspect of her life that she
needed to look at—equating who she was with what she did.
During the winter retreat, the facilitators introduced an activity called
“Dialogue with Silence.” The directions were to “Imagine silence as a partner with
whom you are now going to enter into conversation. In your journal, begin dialogue
with silence as a partner. Pose a question to your silence, and see what it has to say to
you in response. Allow silence to ask you a question, and see how you respond”
(fieldnotes, January 26, 2002). Ellen described the activity,
It was very powerful ... What I saw in it was the need for me to not 
force my silence, like when I’m trying to do my meditation practice, 
it’s almost a tense silence. You know, I need to meditate! But I’ve 
only got so much time, and I’ve got to get calm! (She clenches her 
fists, simulating tension, and laughs). So, I worked through that.
The Dialogue with Silence activity helped Ellen identify a problem with her approach
to meditation. What should have been a calming practice was instead a tense one that
she was forcing into being. The familiar feeling of needing to do something, to
accomplish something, was still present even there. The “dialogue” acted as mediator
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for Ellen to become aware of this deeply personal issue, without needing to talk about
it unless she chose to do so.
Finally, Ellen was intrigued with the poem by Billy Collins, “On Turning
Ten.” This poem describes the process of growing older, and how age can change a
person’s fantasies about what life is about—from childhood fantasies of “being an
Arabian wizard” at four years of age and a “prince” at nine, to coming to terms with
reality. The poem ends, “It seems only yesterday I used to believe / there was nothing
under my skin but light. / If you cut me I could shine. / But now when I fall upon the
sidewalks of life, / 1 skin my knees. I bleed.”
The poem “On Turning Ten” served as a mediator to help Ellen reflect on her
relationship with students. The author spoke of the different fantasies young children
can have—their dreams and aspirations—and how they can change in adulthood.
Because of her tendency to be in constant motion, satisfying her own need to be
productive, Ellen was struck by the realization that perhaps her students were not able
to learn as well from her as long as she kept that up. Ellen asked herself,
‘What do they go through? What do they come to school with? Many 
of them come from families that are not there for them. What do they 
worry about? Are they worried in my classroom?’ Sometimes I just 
get going, and we’re moving along ... [and I’m not] thinking about 
them having things on their minds [like] ... ‘Is school getting scary?’
So, it turned real true to me last night, and I think it’s because I’m in 
the midst of a group of kids who are changing.
These thoughts came to Ellen as a result of reading the poem and having a chance to
reflect on her own childhood. Doing so moved her to reflect on the lives of children
she sees in school.
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The other two practices that Ellen mentions as being helpful to her inner work
include the use of evocative questions and the Clearness Committee. While evocative
questions have already been discussed, there is one response that Ellen offered during
our interview that is worth mentioning here about the power of a well-timed, thought-
provoking question. The evening after her Clearness Committee, Ellen was having a
nightcap with a couple of other teachers. They were discussing Ellen’s “inability to
accept any kind of positive remarks” about herself. One of the teachers raised the
question, “I wonder how that’s serving you?” Ellen reflected on that event,
And I went, ‘Oh! It probably is in some way.’ It was just kind of 
thrown out there over a glass of wine and popcorn. I didn’t say 
anything, but I thought, ‘You know, you’re probably right, and that’s 
why I keep doing it. It probably is serving me in some way.’ So, 
those kinds of questions within friendships, it came through as 
something very important to discover for myself.
It’s interesting to note that Ellen refers to “friendships”—a phenomenon that is
typically developed through a variety of situations and over a long period of time.
Here, she speaks highly of her relationship with two other women in the
program—fellow teachers with whom she had minimal contact in the fall and winter
(approximately 4 days total), and barely 24 hours in the spring. The depth of their
conversation was made possible by their participation in the same Clearness
Committee earlier that evening.
In spite of her defensive posture and hesitation in the fall toward being a focus
person, by the time spring came around, Ellen decided that she did have an issue that
was bigger than what she could figure out on her own. Ellen’s issue was, as she told
me later, about the decision of whether or not to apply for national certification.
Ellen was unsure of her capability to meet the requirements, and she wanted some
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feedback on her motives. She said, “My clearness committee was about that, and 
digging over that, and was I going for it for the wrong reason?” Applying for 
national certification is no small commitment. Obtained through the National Board 
for Professional Teaching Standards, it can cost up to $3000 and take 400-500 hours 
to complete a portfolio and pass the tests. The entire process requires a great deal of 
determination. For Ellen to make national certification a goal was a huge step 
compared to where she was at the beginning of the retreats. About the certification 
process, Ellen remarked,
I’ve come to realize that it’s going to be a very reflective time, and it’s 
going to be a heck of a lot of work. But I think it will be really good 
for me to look closely at what I do. The hardest part of course is if I 
don t pass one of the [tests]. But I’ve even let go of some of that.
In summary, being a focus person helped Ellen in several ways. It helped her
relax with her fears around vulnerability. She said, “I really felt held in that
situation.” It helped to continue dissolving of her tendency to downplay birthright
gifts, which she faced in the fall and also during the Clearness Committee itself.
About that process of questioning, she commented, “Whatever I was [saying,], it
wasn’t as important as the committee members knowing and appreciating me ... I
thought, ‘These are really incredible people, and if I try to discredit th a t.
Being a focus person also helped Ellen to be more compassionate with herself:
“The Clearness Committee was the most eye-opening in terms of me being much
more gentle with myself. Things just weren’t as critical; you can look at things
differently.” And it helped her establish a different perspective with regard to the
paradoxes of wanting to teach one way, and being told by her superiors to teach
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another: “Later, I realized that it was helping me with some of the biggest changes (in 
my job). They came later, after I had time to think about it again.”
Summary
As the previous discussion illustrates, there were a variety of conditions 
whose presence helped Ellen feel that she could do the work of teacher 
formation—the work of trying to understand herself better and hear her inner 
wisdom. Those conditions included the open and hospitable atmosphere at the 
retreats, the features of boundedness and “charge,” and the encouragement to spend 
time alone within the context of a caring community. These conditions seemed to 
appeal to Ellen’s natural inclination toward being a compassionate, peace-making 
person, who also valued hard work and accomplishment.
These conditions were enhanced by the practices of silence, third things, 
evocative questions, and the Clearness Committee—practices that were, by Ellen’s 
own admission, key aspects of the program that supported the journey of self­
exploration on her own terms.
But where does Ellen go now with her new self-awareness and understanding? 
How do her discoveries about herself impact her life as a teacher, if at all? These 
questions can be answered by reflecting upon the events of the last retreat, which was 
held in January 2003.
The Last Retreat - Leadership
I think I could add more—Not adding more to my plate, but doing
more with what I’m already doing. That may be just speaking up more
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or taking a role of leadership in something ... [I’m] just not afraid to 
say more about how I feel—not worrying about it, knowing that I have 
something to offer. I’m willing to take more risks.
The last retreat focused on Leadership. As they had done on previous 
occasions, one month before the retreat the facilitators mailed a letter to each 
participant explaining the intended focus. The letter for the last retreat included a 
copy of Chapter 5 from Palmer’s book, Let Your Life Speak (2000). The chapter was 
titled, “Leading From Within.” In that chapter Palmer speaks about the qualities of 
leadership, which can be attained only when the leader comes to know him or 
herself—the good and the bad, inside and out. Palmer writes, “A good leader has 
high awareness of the interplay of inner shadow and light, lest the act of leadership do 
more harm than good” (p. 78, emphasis in the original). Throughout the last retreat, 
the facilitators emphasized the shadow aspect of inner life, encouraging participants 
to do as Palmer suggests all good leaders must do: “ride certain monsters all the way 
down, understand the shadows they create, and experience the transformation that can 
come as we ‘get into’ our own spiritual lives” (p. 85).
And what are “shadow-casting monsters”? They are the aspects of ourselves 
that are often hidden from view, although others who know us well may be able to 
point them out. The shadow-casting monsters get in the way of good leadership, 
tending to confuse or bewilder the person who finds him or herself in that role. 
Palmer describes five shadow-casting monsters in his chapter. The first is the 
monster of “insecurity about identity and worth.” The second is the monster of “the 
belief that the universe is a battleground, hostile to human interests.” The third 
monster is “the belief that ultimate responsibility for everything rests on us” (the
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leader). The fourth monster is fear—especially “fear of the natural chaos of life,” and 
the fifth is the “denial of death,” which includes the “denial of failure” (pp. 86-91). 
These monsters are always present in our lives, but they are particularly troublesome 
in the lives of people who have either chosen to lead others, or who have been chosen 
by others for a leadership role. Palmer says that these monsters must be faced and 
dealt with before true leadership can emerge for the benefit of all.
When Ellen began her journey with the Courage to Teach program, she 
identified three issues in her life that she wanted to understand better and work on: 
her tendency to downplay her gifts of compassion and peace-making, equating self- 
worth with productivity, and backing away from vulnerable situations. Interestingly, 
those themes correspond to the “monsters” Palmer names above.
Ellen’s downplaying of gifts is related to the first monster—“insecurity about 
identity and worth.” Her second issue of equating self-worth to productivity is related 
to the monsters of “the belief that ultimate responsibility for everything rests on the 
leader,” and the belief that “the universe is a battleground, hostile to human interests.” 
Ellen’s fears surrounding vulnerability correspond with the monster of “the denial of 
death, the denial of failure.” Finally, it seems that Ellen also met the monster named 
“the fear of the natural chaos of life” when she struggled in winter with the theme of 
dormancy and learned that patience is a necessary feature in nature, and that she was 
capable of developing the quality of patience when things weren’t going as she had 
planned. In essence, it seems that the retreats served as a forum for Ellen to “ride 
those monsters down, understand the shadows they create, and experience the 
transformation that can come.” In essence, Ellen was facing the aspects of her
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unconscious mind—her shadow side—and allowing herself to listen and learn about 
what it had to say.
To bring Ellen’s story to an end, it seems that she may have found a way to 
live like the birch tree that seemed to mock her existence in the fall. Season after 
season, the tree let go of its leaves and seeds in the fall, rested in winter, and provided 
a home to birds and lichen in the spring and summer. With the support of the 
program, Ellen experienced a similar journey, and ended up in a place where she 
might find a purpose in every season, too—the peace of mind to accept her birthright 
gifts; patience with growth in herself and others; the ability to rest within the tension 
of paradox in her teaching situation; and the courage to face vulnerability with dignity 
and poise—to not be afraid to harvest what she has to offer. Ellen closed our 
interview by saying,
[I’m] not afraid to say how I feel ... not worrying about i t ... knowing 
that I have something to offer, which before I didn’t have. And that 
could have come from anywhere, from this drain on creativity to just 
who I am, and how I’ve always connected my life ... which was 
always in the shadows ... I ’m certainly not worried about that 
anymore. I’m willing to take more risks.
Ellen used the word “shadows” as she described how she “connected to life.” She
spoke about shadows in the spring as well, when the group was reading a poem titled,
The Angels and the Furies. The poem suggests that there are hidden aspects to who
we think we are, and who we show ourselves to be. We can suddenly be possessed
by the furies and act out a harsh word or motion, or behave suddenly in a more
“angelic” manner. Life is a continuous dance with “the angels and the furies.” At
one point in the discussion, someone equated the furies to the shadow side of human
nature. Ellen responded, “With shadows, I see them as a deficit. I don’t see them as
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a time for growth. It’s still really hard for me to say that it’s okay, and to accept that 
part of me.” But it looks like Ellen is on her way toward more self-acceptance, no 
matter what her accomplishments. She is beginning to ride her monsters down and 
getting to know them better in the process. As a result, they are no longer casting 
such long shadows across the face of her life as a teacher and a human being.
~  oo oo oo ~
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It took a year. Yeah, it was like a seed that had a really tough 
exterior, and it took lots and lots o f softening and building o f trust and 
creating the kind o f environment for it to start to open. The positive 
part o f it took more than a year. It really did take until the final 
retreat. Even reflecting on the questions for this interview has been 
another layer.
As soon as I started the interview with Shirley, I could tell that she struggled 
with opening up and expressing fully what was on her mind. Words did not come 
easily, and she seemed to have a hard time thinking out loud in the presence of 
another person. The quote above illustrates Shirley’s inner conflict and how it took 
time for her to learn about herself and then share what she learned with others.
In appearance, Shirley is a thin, comfortably woman in her late 50s. She met 
with me at a local pub one sunny and cool afternoon in the middle of the week, 
approximately two months after the last retreat. Shirley had just come from a full day 
of teaching, and it took a while for her to focus on my questions. Gradually, 
however, Shirley’s voice and posture grew more relaxed, but there was still some 
uncertainty in her story about her experiences through the retreats and what she had 
learned about her inner life.
Some inner life themes did unfold, however, like layers of an onion. Shirley 
hinted at struggles with her sense of self-worth, and concerns she had with regard to 
social issues of racism, classism, and homophobia.1 She also identified needs that she 
had not fulfilled for many years—needs for friendship and a community of women.
Chapter 6 - Shirley
1 Shirley identifies as a lesbian. The school where she was teaching had a supportive diversity policy 
and committee; however, the student body was not openly supportive of gays and lesbians.
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At the time of our interview Shirley was still discovering and examining these layers 
of her inner life.
Shirley’s story is filled with the image of something rising up from deep 
within her. She repeatedly used the word “percolating” to describe her experience. It 
seemed that her journey through the retreats was one of being in a position where 
those issues could indeed “percolate” to the surface so she could name them and work 
with them in her life.
Teaching became a part of Shirley’s life 13 years ago. Her career began in a 
culturally diverse elementary school, but she reported having “a horrible time there.” 
She moved to a white, middle-class school for several years, but her job eventually 
dissolved. The ending of that job three years ago brought Shirley to another school 
in the inner city that serves a highly diverse population of African American, Asian, 
and Latino junior-high students. Of the 500 children who attend the school, 64- 
percent are eligible for the free and reduced lunch program. Scores on the state’s 
standardized test in 2002 hovered just above 20% for writing and only 11% in math.
This poor and culturally diverse population at the school stood in sharp 
contrast to Shirley’s middle-class, white, and non-heterosexual background. During 
the winter retreat Shirley would find herself dealing more explicitly with those issues. 
But, first, there was fall.
Fall Retreat -  Friday Afternoon: The Seeds of Self
In the fall, it was a really powerful image for me—the seeds and the 
darkness and the conditions that are required for germination. There 
does have to be dark, and there does have to be coolness and a lack of 
activity ... and faith is required.
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Soon into the first retreat, the facilitators introduced the autumn themes of 
“seeds of self and vocation,” and “seeds of renewal and new beginnings.” They 
talked about how fall “marks the beginning of a cycle.” There is “harvest and re­
seeding,” as well as “regeneration” and a “living within the dying.” Adrienne pulled 
back a sheet of poster paper to reveal a quote by Leonard Cohen. It said, “There is a 
crack in everything. That’s how the light gets in.” It was an appropriate beginning 
for Shirley, whose quote at the start of this chapter describes a person who needs a lot 
of time for reflection—an incubation period—before she is ready to open up to new 
ways of being.
After displaying Cohen’s quote, Adrienne suggested, “Let’s work with the 
image of seeds for a moment.” She summarized four main qualities of seeds, their 
protective casings, viability, dormancy, and cycle of germination. Shirley used the 
terminology of these seed qualities; as such, I provide description of them here.
First, seeds have a protective casing. Some casings are soft and peel easily. 
Some seeds have a tougher “seed coat” that protects the seed embryo until it is ready 
to germinate. With regard to viability (potential) seeds vary in the length of time they 
are able to germinate. Adrienne explained this phenomenon, saying “the window of 
opportunity, or ripeness, that is optimum for each seed to germinate and grow varies 
with different seeds.” For some, viability might be only a few weeks long. For other 
seeds, viability lasts for hundreds of years.
Adrienne continued, “Seeds need a resting phase before the process of 
germination can begin. It may look like nothing is happening to the seed, but unseen 
changes are taking place inside the casing to prepare it for growth. This is the phase
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of dormancy.” She finished, “If the right conditions exist, the seed germinates and
whatever is supposed to grow, grows. Seeds need to find hospitable ground and a
favorable environment with adequate water, oxygen, and the right temperature. Prior
to germination, the outer casing softens, allowing the water and oxygen to get in.
Some seeds have special requirements for germination. For example, pinecones burst
and disperse in the intense heat.”
Interspersed with her description of each of these four seed qualities, Adrienne
shifted the focus from the physical features of seeds to a more personal reflection on
“the seeds of self,” using each seed quality as a metaphor for life. For example, after
speaking about seed coats, she suggested, “Respect your protective casing.
Boundaries are there for a reason.” After explaining about the viability of seeds, she
said, “In your applications (to the program), many of you spoke about a certain
“readiness” for a retreat experience like this. Regarding dormancy, Adrienne
remarked, “It is rare that change occurs overnight. Beginnings are often subtle and
imperceptible.” And after speaking about germination, she asked, “What are your
unique requirements for germination?” All of these comments were intended to help
the participants personally identify with the qualities of seeds, applying the features
of seeds found in nature to their own lives.
Shirley’s connection to those qualities seemed to focus on the phases of
dormancy and then germination with regard to the more personal issue of racism in
her life as a teacher. She reminisced about this reflective activity, referencing the
recent move she made to the school where she was currently working.
I [realized that I] had a second chance to go back in myself and see 
what racism is all about in me as a teacher. It’s been amazing there (at
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the school where I teach), just the tremendous growth and challenge 
that has come my way. I think that for all of these years, that little 
seed had been germinating, and somewhere I’ve had some faith, and I 
also gave myself the space and the time to learn how to be a teacher 
f irs t ... I think that if I ever left teaching, and had not revisited that, I 
would have noticed some sort of loss. It was something I really 
needed to do as a teacher.
The dormancy phase occurred when Shirley was giving herself “space and time to
learn how to be a teacher.” Then, “germination” occurred in her awareness of
experiences with racism and homophobia at her school, and how it affected her ability
to get close to her students. Classism was also an issue for her, as we find out later.
At this point for her in the fall, her clarity on that was still lying dormant.
Metaphorically speaking, the first crack in Shirley’s seed coat occurred during
the fall retreat, and continued to open in the winter to reveal a small seed of
understanding about what it meant for her to be a white, lesbian teacher in a highly
diverse, homophobic atmosphere. Shirley would wrestle for many months with this
particular issue. She seemed nowhere near to resolving it; the bulk of her journey of
self-understanding was centered on identifying first what it was. I will return to this
point after the rest of the discussion about Shirley’s “seeds of true se lf’ and
“birthright gifts.”
In conjunction with a description of seeds and their qualities, Adrienne 
introduced another set of images before the group adjourned for dinner. After giving 
participants a few minutes to write silently in their journals about the images of seeds 
and their own “requirements for germination,” Adrienne handed out a copy of a poem 
by Mary Oliver, titled, Wild Geese (see Poems Appendix). This poem had a first line 
that literally brought tears to some of the participants’ eyes. It said, “You do not have
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to be good.” For Shirley, it was a life-saving line, because it spoke directly to her
struggle with her sense of self-worth, an issue that would not really surface until the
summer retreat. But here in the fall, the first crack in the seed coat was beginning.
The poem continues, “You do not have to walk on your knees / for a hundred
miles through the desert, / repenting. / You only have to let the soft animal of your /
body love what it loves.” The poem ends, “Whoever you are, no matter how lonely, /
the world offers itself to your / imagination, calls to you like the wild / geese, harsh
and exciting— / over and over announcing your place / in the family of things.”
Between the opening line “You don’t have to be good” and the last stanza, this poem
speaks about the cycles of nature and how, in spite of difficult times, life goes on. It
speaks to each person’s right to live free of doubt about his or her existence. There’s
no reason to prove oneself to others.
For several minutes after reading the poem, Adrienne invited participants to
discuss it. She asked, “What does this poem bring up for you? What seed images
speak to you, or seem especially relevant or important?” The last question suggests
that there is a connection between the seed images from the previous discussion and
the wild geese in Oliver’s poem. It was a good discussion for Shirley to ponder as
she began her long and careful process of opening up. Later, she reflected,
I think that in the 3 years that I’ve been there, this has been a hot issue 
for me—race. And differences in general, because of the homophobia, 
which has come up with racism in my classrooms. And each time it 
has come up, it’s been painful, and ... well, I didn’t flee. I kept the 
faith, and I did a lot of reflecting, and I gave myself a lot of down 
time—lots of the kind of tender, loving care that you would give a 
seed. And I did a lot of experimenting with the different hybrids of the 
seeds ... different ways for me to come back and tweak how I am in the 
classroom to find a way that works for me. So that was kind of a little 
hidden gift that I didn't realize I had gotten from the fall retreat.
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There is a lot of the seed imagery in Shirley’s explanation here—how her 
struggles with racism and homophobia were emblematic of a seed inside of her that 
needed time for reflection and tender care toward herself. Returning to her classroom 
after the retreats, she would try something new with her teaching, “to find a way that 
works.” The poem and the reflections of seeds helped Shirley to see that she was on 
the right track with those issues in her life, not denying their presence and pain, but 
slowly allowing them to open up and grow.
There was no definitive ending to Shirley’s story with racism and 
homophobia. She recognized that the fall retreat’s imagery on seeds helped to start a 
process of self-understanding and growth with some important issues, but they did 
not come up again during our interview. Other issues needed tending, too.
Fall Retreat -  Saturday Afternoon: Birthright Gifts
By Saturday morning, Shirley had reflected on the “seeds of true self,” and
had started to open up a little, recognizing the presence of a seed within her that
wanted to grow—whatever it was. She did the nature walk with the others (when
Ellen was writing her poem about the tree), and went through lunch and a break. She
did not bring my attention to anything in particular about those experiences, choosing
instead to focus on the afternoon activity of Birthright Gifts. It was the most far-
reaching exercise for Shirley, and had a great deal of impact on her for many months.
In the imagery of “layers,” the Birthright Gifts exercise probably peeled back the
most to reveal Shirley’s “seed of true self.” She recalled,
What I knew I got from that retreat was the bit about the birthright 
gifts. When I found out what those gifts were, I saw that I wasn’t
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enjoying the fruit of those gifts (pause). All of them. Some of them 
were pretty darn dormant and almost not there! So, that kind of 
dilemma, or information, stayed with me all through our Courage to 
Teach thing (retreats). It kept kind of percolating, like stones getting 
polished in a river.
And what were those birthright gifts? What did Shirley rediscover about who she
was underneath the self-doubt and worry about social issues at school? Shirley
became more animated as she explained,
One of the gifts of mine from my childhood is how much I love 
movement and dancing and bike riding. I wasn’t doing any of those, 
hardly at all ... And how much I enjoyed being in a gang of girls as a 
kid, and how that was totally absent from my life for a long, long time.
She paused for a moment. Then, her voice grew more direct and she enunciated each
word. Yet, there was a hint of sadness as she explained, “These are my gifts, and I’ve
known about them for a long time, but I haven’t paid attention to these and these and
these (counting off on her fingers). It was stunning.”
As Shirley explains it, the fall retreat seemed to act as a springboard for her to
reclaim her birthright gifts. Earlier, she mentioned how things were “percolating”
inside of her. Her participation in the retreat activities was starting to crack the seed
coats that locked in her birthright gifts. Shirley explained the sudden changes that
occurred for her.
I’m on my bike all of the time now, and I did that bike ride down the 
coast of Oregon, and I had a dancing birthday party, and then from 
there I’m doing this dancing, which is so revitalizing for me. It’s like 
cultivating joy once a month, or more. [And] there’s this budding little 
group of girls that’s materializing around me, and it feels so good.
[It’s] just nourishing things that were my gifts as a child, and how 
they’re finding their way back. I didn’t consciously go away from the 
fall retreat thinking, ‘I ’m going to change these things,’ but it kept 
working to where some of the really important ones (birthright gifts) 
have transformed me ... Frankly, now that I’ve done all of this
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summarizing, it’s like, ‘wow!’ Fall was way more important than I 
ever would have given it credit for.
As highlighted earlier, the season of fall marks the beginning of a cycle. 
There is harvest and re-seeding, regeneration, and a living within the dying. During 
the fall retreat, Shirley identified her birthright gifts that marked the beginning for her 
cycle of life: a love of movement and community. Those activities brought meaning 
to her life, but somehow over the years she had let them slip away. Her reflection at 
the fall retreat brought them back; there was a re-seeding, a regeneration occurring. 
Shirley’s birthright gifts were just beneath the surface of her consciousness, 
“percolating” there and waiting for a crack in the seed of true self to occur so the light 
could shine in and the process of germination could start.
In the next retreat, Shirley would experience another crack in her seed of true 
self, and another peeling away of a layer of self that would affirm the process she 
started in the fall.
Winter Retreat
In the winter, we had to do that little visual exercise ... All I did was 
write this one little succinct sentence: ‘My passion is intense. A blue 
flame. Hot. Uncluttered, quiet.’ That was a very affirming sentence 
for me.
The winter retreat for Shirley was a positive time. Later in our interview, she 
described it as a time when she “leapt forward in clarity.” Shirley chuckled as she 
recalled a poem2 that Max shared at the retreat. It was about a farmer with a 
particularly timely sense of humor. The farmer said, “My barn having burnt to the
2 The poem was written by a Zen master, named Baso.
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Max welcomed everyone, and began quietly, “We were going to spend some 
time this evening thinking about the qualities of fire.” He paused to look at the fire 
for a moment. “It can be all-consuming, and it can provide warmth. There is a 
special quality to the color and texture of embers, and the charcoal that is left over.” 
Still looking at the fire, he asked, “What makes a fire burn?” This was a rhetorical 
question, and no one answered. Max continued, “We use the words ‘burning with 
passion,’ ‘burned out,’ ‘on fire,’ ‘a spark.’ What makes a fire within us burn, and 
what makes it go out?” Again, the question went unanswered for the time being.
Max handed out a poem titled Fire (see Poems Appendix), and began to read. 
“What makes a fire burn is space between the logs, a breathing space ... We need to 
practice building open spaces just as clearly as we learn to pile on the logs. It’s fuel, 
and absence of the fuel together that make fire possible. Let it develop in the way 
that’s possible when we lay logs in just the way a fire wants to go ...” After reading 
the poem through once, Max asked for another person to read it out loud. When that 
was done, he asked the group, “What words leap out for you?”
Shirley did not offer any words to the group with regard to her interpretation, 
but she remembered that time with enthusiasm. About the fire. That is still 
extremely vivid to me, because I’m a great pyrotechnic. I’m a pyromaniac! I love 
laying fires, and I’m really good at it. And, space ... You’ve got to have space!”
After some discussion about the poem, Max invited people to spend 15 
minutes reflecting in their journals about the poem. He guided their reflection with 
the questions, “If the fire is inside of me—if it’s my passion—how do I tend to it? 
What color is it? Where is it burning? Is it at home in the fireplace, or out in the
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back yard fire pit? Is it burning on a hillside?” Max also invited people to use the 
watercolor paints to illustrate their thoughts. When time was up, Max instructed 
people to form small groups to share their reflections. Some people talked about their 
drawings or paintings, while others read from their journals or paraphrased what they 
had written there.
It was during that reflection time when Shirley wrote the words that are at the
beginning of this section, “All I did was write this one little succinct sentence: ‘My
passion is intense. A blue flame. Hot. Uncluttered, quiet.’ That was a very
affirming sentence for me.” She elaborated,
Winter had the biggest im pact... that image of the fire. It was such a 
strong image for me—the passion being the fire ... and in order for me 
to cultivate my passion, I’ve got to have space. The fuel has to be 
there in such a way that there’s still air to ignite my passion. That was 
really profound for me, somehow.
Passion and intensity were important pieces of Shirley’s life, and the activity
with the fire and the poem seemed to open another layer in her self-understanding.
Another seed coat was softening and cracking to reveal more of her true self. She
explained, “I do get labeled ‘intense,’ especially at work. People avoid me, because
I’m quiet. And yet this was still affirming to me. ‘Okay, I like this hot flame, this
intensity, this quiet, this lack of clutter!”’ Her words raised a question for me: “Is
there a relationship between Shirley’s intensity, her reclaiming of birthright gifts, and
her struggle with race and homophobia at school? It seemed that there might be some
correlation, especially in light of what she revealed next during our interview, talking
about her “inner winter” and her “relationship to inner grief.”
There’s something about teaching that has to do with my inner grief 
that hasn’t been addressed yet. I wrote in my journal that I’ve been
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somewhat distant from my heart all of the time I’ve been a teacher, 
which is really odd ... really curious to me. In some way, I’m not 
being true to myself.
With these words, Shirley shifted her focus from the affirmation she felt earlier from 
the fire exercise and moved into an awareness of grief—something that had been in 
the background of her life, perhaps residing in her unconscious mind. While the 
winter retreat re-cultivated her ideas about inner passion, it also pulled her inward to 
examine a feeling that one would think was at the opposite end of that 
spectrum—grief.
In her explanation about this phenomenon, Shirley once again makes
reference to something “percolating” over a long period of time.
Something about winter that I think was good and that was kind of 
percolating all of this time, was my inner winter, my own relationship 
to grief. The question that I came up with at that time was, ‘What role 
does my teaching play in my current inner winter?’ Quite frankly, I 
don’t have an answer yet, and I bet I don’t get one until whatever this 
change is that’s coming up with the district budget cuts. Until that 
(occurs)—until I find myself without the current role that I have as a 
teacher—I don’t think I will get that answer. But at least there’s the 
question.
At another point in our interview, Shirley echoed the sentiment of not finding out 
what her inner winter could teach her until after she left teaching. “I don’t really 
know what the answer is. But when there’s more space—like without this particular 
job—I think the answer will percolate up.”
In both of these statements, Shirley was working with the seasonal images and 
metaphors from both fall and winter. In the fall, the trees let go of their leaves and 
scatter their seeds without knowing for sure what will come back to life in the spring. 
In a way, Shirley was allowing herself to play with the idea that she would not know
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something important about her inner life until she let go of her current job—or, more 
appropriately, until budget cuts let go of her. Surprisingly, this was not a stressful 
proposition to Shirley. I asked her if she was anxious about the uncertainty of the 
near future and she responded with a shrug, “It leads to more dancing and more 
celebration for me ... more play!”
Nonetheless, there was some darkness for Shirley as she tried to get to the 
core of the issues that were “percolating up.” The seasonal imagery of winter—of 
death and dormancy, solitude and silence—had a part to play in her inner journey. In 
the winter, there is dormancy in most trees, plants and animals, and their lifeblood 
energy goes deep inside to rest until spring. There is more clarity in the winter, with 
fewer leaves on the trees, and there’s a certain hushed feeling in the snow where it 
appears. There is death in winter, too, and grieving of things that are gone for awhile 
or for good, like the long daylight hours and the spawning salmon. All come to an
end, at least for a while.
Likewise, Shirley was experiencing an “inner winter,” as she called it. She 
expressed the sentiment of being in a somewhat dormant state with some of the things 
in her life, like her birthright gifts. She also expressed that she “leapt forward in 
clarity” during the winter retreat. Finally, Shirley explained that there was some 
“grieving” connected to her teaching. She was not sure what it meant, but it seemed 
to be connected to her belief that she was not being “true” to herself—that she had 
been “distant from her heart all of the time she was a teacher.”
These thoughts and emotions were rumbling around in Shirley’s heart and 
mind on that first night in front of the fire. After the solitary journaling time, Max
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reconvened the group. It was almost 9:00 p.m. (Friday) and people seemed tired after 
the long drive up to the retreat center and their thought-provoking afternoon; it was 
time to go to bed. Just before adjourning, Max said that he and Adrienne wanted to 
give each participant a small gift. He reached up and pulled back the poster paper to 
reveal a quote by Mark Nepo (author and poet), “Being who we are is like carrying 
the candle of our spirit into the center of our darkness.” Then he and Adrienne got up 
and walked around the room to present a small ivory colored candle in a glass holder 
to each person. As they handed the candles out, they bowed each time to the 
recipient, saying, “Let the candle symbolize the fire within you.”4
Spring Retreat
I didn’t have an easy time at the spring retreat. Yeah, I felt pretty 
small and unsuccessful (leafing through her journal). I didn’t say 
much about it. I think part of it was something about teaching I 
couldn’t get.
The spring retreat came in mid-April. In the mountains, leftover snow was 
thawing and little green shoots pushed their way through matted grass and gravel. 
Buds appeared along the naked branches of birch and aspen trees. The theme for the 
spring retreat was “The Power of Paradox,” to highlight the paradoxes of things that 
seemed dead coming to life again.
Shirley was having a hard time at this retreat, and her mention of its impact on 
her life was brief. She said that she was “at a really low level” at that time, 
suggesting that it might have something to do with her teaching again—something 
that she “couldn’t get.” Her demeanor might have been the result of the typical
4 Field notes, January 25, 2002, lines 306-313.
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spring blues that teachers get, when the school year has been marching along for 
many months and summer break feels very far away. Shirley offered that “it might 
just have been overload,” but it seemed that the deeper issue for her pointed toward 
the concept of paradox and not being able to understand what it meant in her life.
There was one activity (about paradox) in particular that came to Shirley’s 
mind as we talked. She commented, “I thought, ‘Yeah, so what?’ It just didn’t 
engage me. Whatever glue is holding together that activity just totally escaped me. I 
just couldn’t get to what was useful or what was meaningful for me, or what 
resonated in any way.”
The activity that Shirley is referring to occurred during the first evening of the 
spring retreat. It took about 2 hours to complete, but because Shirley had such a hard 
time with it, and due to the fact that I ended up in a small group with her at one point, 
I want to explain the activity to provide the context for her sentiments. They are 
instructive to her overall disengaged demeanor at that time.
The Positive Opposites Activity 5
The evening opened with Max posing a rhetorical question, “We have the 
challenge of the changing of the seasons, and the holding of everything all at once. 
How do we hold the complexity of the seasons?” He handed out a poem titled 
“Paradox” (see Poems appendix). The poem starts, “It is a paradox that we encounter 
so much internal noise when we first try to sit in silence. It is a paradox that 
experiencing pain releases pain. It is a paradox that keeping still can lead us so fully
5 Field Notes, April 19, 2002.
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into life and being ...” Max did not lead a discussion about the poem, but allowed for 
a few moments of silence after reading it to give people a chance to reflect.
The activity that followed was called “Positive Opposites.” Max began, “I 
would like for everyone to write some answers to the statement, ‘One quality about
myself that I feel really good about i s __________ .’ Then, I want you to write about
how you came to have that quality.” He gave the group a few minutes to jot down 
their thoughts, and then interjected, “Okay, now write about 6 words that complete
the sentence, ‘I’m really trying to be m ore__________ .’ Like, maybe I’m trying to
be more honest in my dealings with people.” After 5 minutes of people writing their 
sentences, Max said, “Now, write the opposites of those words. If I wrote that I’m 
trying to be a little more honest, then my opposite would be ‘dishonest.’” He wrote 
these words on the poster paper to illustrate his point.
The group bent over their journals again, and there were some chuckles and 
shaking of heads as people identified the opposite characteristics from what they were 
working toward. Max then suggested, “Let’s try to reframe the negative 
characteristic so that it’s more of a positive opposite.” He got up to write on the 
poster paper. “Let’s say ‘I am really trying to be more generous.” He wrote the word 
‘generous’ on the paper. “The opposite might be ‘selfish.’” He wrote the word 
‘selfish’ and drew an arrow between them, so it looked like this:
Generous _______ Selfish
Max stood back, pen poised. “Might I develop some softness toward myself, 
to open up some room to develop the quality that I find negative? What would be a
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positive way to say ‘selfish’?” He let the question hang there for a moment, until 
someone offered, “How about ‘attentive to self?”’ Max wrote,
Generous _______ Selfish ________ ^  Attentive to self
He then instructed the group, “Try to do that by yourself for a few minutes. 
Think of some positive opposites for your words and then get into small groups to 
talk about what you’ve developed so far.” As he asked, the group members did their 
writing and then started sharing with each other some of the words they had 
written—the qualities to which they aspired, as well as their opposites.
Shirley got together with Gary, and I joined them. All three of us admitted 
that we struggled with this exercise. I noticed some of the people in other groups 
shaking their heads at each other, signaling their confusion. Others leaned toward 
other groups to get their ideas for positive opposites to words like “wishy-washy,” 
“irresponsible,” and “manipulative.” When Adrienne came by to check on our 
progress, Gary commented to her, “It really depends on the context of when you’re 
using the word.” Shirley chimed in, “Yeah, your definition might be different than 
another person’s.” I agreed with the complexity of the process as we continued trying
to help each other out.
We talked about how the exercise was supposed to “soften” (as Max 
suggested) our attitudes toward certain characteristics that we didn’t want to embrace 
as parts of ourselves. If we wrote “I am trying to be more generous,” then the 
opposite of generous would be “selfish.” But did “selfishness” have to mean a bad 
thing? Maybe there was a mechanism built into us that turned on when we needed to
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take care of ourselves. If so, then perhaps being selfish was really just self- 
preservation. We agreed that being “attentive to self’ made some sense.
This part of the activity was okay with Shirley. She reported during our 
interview, “It was useful for some things. I liked it when we talked about the 
attributes of selfishness, generosity, and self-care. I liked that, and I liked looking 
back on those and seeing that they’re the same thing, really.” However, the activity 
wasn’t over. There was still another aspect to the exercise that Max was ready to lead 
the group through. This was the portion that Shirley expressed having difficulty with. 
It didn’t “engage” her. “Whatever glue is holding together that activity just totally 
escaped me.”
Max continued the instruction, saying, “Okay, we’re going to help you get a 
felt sense of what it’s like to embrace paradox in its wholeness and complexity. First, 
you need to find two other people who are about the same height as you. Then, have 
one person stand in the middle of the other two. They should be kneeling on either 
side.” He called for a couple of volunteers to model the next part of the activity.
Two teachers, Ellen and Sarah, volunteered. With Max standing in the 
middle, he motioned for each of them to take one of his hands. Ellen knelt on the left 
of Max, and Sarah on the right. Each held one of Max’s hands. “So, if I am thinking 
of wanting to be generous (Max swung his left hand a little to indicate that the idea of 
generosity would be on that side of his body), and the opposite idea ‘being selfish’ 
(he swing the right hand), what I want my partners to do is to both tug on my hands. I 
want to feel the tension and the struggle in my body between those two things.” He 
motioned to Ellen and Sarah to tug his hands. “Harder!” He laughed, and everyone
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chuckled at the silly sight. “Pull harder and harder—don’t hurt me—until I just give 
up.” At that, Ellen and Sarah tugged at Max’s hands until he sank to his knees. “So, 
just allow yourself to give up the struggle of holding these two opposites.”
Max got back up, saying, “Then, get back up and stand with your feet 
shoulder-width apart. Take a deep breath (which he did), and look into the distance. 
Allow yourself to have a soft gaze. Then, bring the two opposites into your mind. 
Try to hold them in a larger embrace. So, I’m thinking about generosity and 
selfishness again.” He paused, and motioned for the women to take his hands again. 
Then, he took a deep breath. “Okay, start tugging again. See what it’s like to hold 
both opposites when you feel more centered.”
Ellen and Sarah tugged on Rick’s hands, but he didn’t move an inch. He 
stood solidly, gazing at the far wall. This went on for about 30 seconds, until the 
“tuggers” let go and collapsed into a dramatic heap to the floor. Max was still 
standing. Everyone laughed. “There it is!” Max grinned. “Now, find two other 
people and do this exercise once each with whatever opposites you want to use.”
There was a lot of laughter around the room, but also some seriousness as 
people tried to feel the tension between the opposites they had identified earlier as 
causing tension in their self-perceptions. Max rang the bell after about 15 minutes 
and asked everyone to take his or her seat around the large circle again for a 
debriefing session before adjourning for the evening. That activity—trying to get 
what Max called “a felt sense of what it’s like to embrace paradox in its wholeness 
and complexity”—was too much for Shirley at that point in time. She did not offer
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any more insight about it other than, “I feel like I haven’t gotten it yet around 
paradox!”
But the retreat was not over. There was still the potential for some more 
“cracks” to shine through her seed coat to reveal Shirley’s seed of true self. While 
she says that she didn’t “get it” with the concept of paradox, there was a comment she 
made after one of the poems offered the next day (Saturday) that says otherwise. The 
poem was titled The Angels and the Furies. As discussed in Ellen’s story, this poem 
suggests that each of us embodies both angelic and furious potential. Our lives are a 
continuous “dance” between those two seeming opposites. After reading that poem, 
Shirley remarked during the group discussion, “We’re just asked to forgive and bless 
ourselves. I have no aversion to the furies. That aversion is just love, basically ... 
[There’s] a requirement not to be perfect” (Field Notes, April 20, lines 752-753).
It seems that Shirley did understand something about the tension between 
opposites—in this case, the angels and the furies. She used the word “love” to 
describe “the angels,” and said that she had “no aversion” to the harsher features of 
herself, adding that it’s not necessary to be perfect in life. There is only 
“forgiveness” and “blessing” of ourselves. There was a softening in her voice, just as 
there had been when she spoke about the “requirement not to be perfect.”
At the end of the retreat, she offered this perspective: “In some ways, this 
season has been the hardest for me. I’ve been shy and quiet. There’s the paradox of 
liking the retreat and then not liking it. I’m working on acceptance of that. I’m 
taking that practice with me.”
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She spoke these words as part of the closing circle, after Adrienne had handed 
out a poem titled Throw Yourself Like a Seed (see Poems Appendix). The poem 
begins, “Throw yourself like a seed. Shake off this sadness and recover your spirit.” 
It ends, “Leave what’s alive in the furrows and what’s dead in yourself, for life does 
not move in the same way as a group of clouds. From your work you’ll be able, one 
day, to gather yourself.”
Perhaps Shirley’s seed coat of being shy or defensive was softening here again 
in the winter. The seed of her true self needed to be, as the poem suggested, thrown 
now—thrown out and onto the field of her life. Only when it was thrown would it 
stand the chance to bloom into .... what? Even Shirley didn’t know for sure. She 
thought perhaps that whatever it was, it might have something to do with her 
teaching, and the thing that she “couldn’t quite get.”
Summer Retreat
During that Personal Statement, that was pretty profound, because I 
came to confront that [notion], ‘You don’t feel good enough, do you?
You don’t feel worthwhile. You’re having to say these things about 
yourself, and you really value honesty, and you’re having to say these 
things honestly from the heart. And you don’t like what it sounds 
like.’ That’s exactly how I felt.
As in spring, Shirley had a hard time at the summer retreat. It was august, and 
even though the retreat center was in the mountains the air was hot, almost scorching. 
The teachers were at the end of their summer vacations. Some had traveled to other 
countries, while others had stayed home. Shirley had no specific plans at that time, 
but she wasn’t too keen on being at the retreat. Her overall demeanor was, once 
more, one of un-attachment. She recalled,
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I think I wanted to be doing something else. It was too hot for me. I 
wanted to be walking by a river and not doing all of these little things.
There was that image of scarcity and abundance, and we wrote about 
that. But I just couldn’t make myself move with it. It was similar to 
spring. I had some blanks (in my mind). I guess fall and winter are 
more mine (my kind of season).
The main event during the summer retreat was the giving of Personal
Statements. As described in the previous chapter, the goal of the Personal Statement
was for each person to give a 7-10-minute statement in response to several questions
that had been posed in April: “What do I stand for as a teacher? What birthright gifts
are at the heart of my life work? What do I hope will be my legacy as an educator,
and as a person?” Like Ellen, Shirley struggled with what to say.
I had such resistance to coming up with that personal statement. I 
worried about it for weeks, and finally wrote it, but I still worried 
about it during the retreat until I finally gave it. I wanted to be done 
with it. And it wasn’t until after I was done with it that I had a really 
big emotional reaction, and then I had to reflect on that later. It was 
just about my on-going feeling about not being good enough, which 
came up a lot in the groups. I think it comes from class issues. 
People’s reaction to what I said (during the personal statement) was so 
much more validating than what I could do to validate myself. I think 
that’s what it was.
Here, for the first time, Shirley mentions the issue of “class” as a concern she has in 
her dealings with others. It seemed to have a connection with her experience in the 
fall when she raised concerns about dealing with race and homophobia in school.
Those three “isms” also seemed connected to her sense of self worth. Shirley 
did not recognize those connections until she gave her Personal Statement. It was a 
similar path to what Ellen experienced when she realized that in her preparation for 
the statement, she “moved back into ‘What I do is who I am.’” The Personal 
Statement exercise was bringing both Ellen and Shirley back to their core issues, but
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doing so within the context of an entire group listening—an experience that helped 
break through the remainder of the seed coat surrounding Shirley’s seed of true self.
Like Ellen, Shirley also experienced a shift in her mood right after she gave 
her statement. Above, she explains that she had a “really big emotional reaction.” I 
happened to write down a few notes (for context) about teachers’ Personal 
Statements. This is what I recorded about Shirley’s experience:
Shirley was the first person to speak. She sat in the chair in the 
front of the group and waited for people to settle into their chairs or on 
the floor. A small basket was being passed around with index cards in 
it. People took several cards onto which they would write affirmations 
once the person was done talking. When everyone was ready, Shirley 
began her story of her summer and the things that were important to 
her in her life right now. She spoke quietly and evenly, not seeming to 
be nervous at all. After 10 minutes, Shirley closed her statement and 
thanked the group for listening.
Then, each of us turned our attention to writing on the note 
cards something that we wanted to say back to her. About 3 minutes 
into writing (it was quiet, and Shirley just waited patiently in her 
chair), Adrienne invited people to share verbally what they had 
written. (We had been told earlier that this sharing would go for about 
5 minutes; there wasn’t time for everyone to talk, but about 6-7 people 
could share before we would go on to the next person.) Here are some 
examples of what people said to Shirley: “You have a quiet, gentle
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dignity.” “You said that you still needed to find your voice, but you
have found your voice.” “Your words and thoughts are like a clear,
fresh pond.” “You work for justice, and I really appreciate that.”
By the time these affirmations were finished, Shirley’s
composure had dissolved into tears. She reached for a tissue and
dabbed her nose and eyes as people mirrored back to her what they
heard her say. Her tears were such a contrast to the even-toned and
poised statement she had just delivered (Field notes, August 7, 2002,
lines 562-589).
Shirley reflected on that time.
When I got that amazing reaction from people, it really blew me away.
It touched me. So, by the end of it, I felt a lot of love and I felt loving.
And that was such an amazing process we all went through. I felt 
more connected to people than I did in the spring. I felt really close to 
some people, and I felt more (emotion), which was nice.
Giving her Personal Statement was a turning point for Shirley. She seemed to
move into a different emotional space after giving it. Indeed, I was also struck by an
emotional shift in the larger group, and wanted to talk more personally about what
people had experienced while giving their Personal Statements and also witnessing
others give theirs.6 On the last night of the retreat, I held a focus group interview at
one of the picnic tables by the river. Andrew (a case study teacher) met with me first.
After he left, Marlene, Cindy, and Sage came to the table. Shirley strolled up about
20 minutes later. She was silent for a while, so I asked her a question to pull her into
6 From Journal: “August 8 Shift” -  “A shift occurred between yesterday and today with people, the 
level of intimacy in their sharing, the laughter and the tears. There is a palpable closeness now that 
was not immediately observable yesterday.”
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the conversation: “Can I ask what you wanted to share about what kind of an impact 
this has all had on you?” Shirley responded at length,
I’ve kind of said it already, but you know what I said in my statement 
is where I come up against my edge is in being personally disclosing.
You know, I’d rather say the minimal amount of words and not say too 
much about myself. Sometimes, I am not even aware that I haven’t 
hardly said anything, and they can’t even make sense of it, because I 
left too many things out! (chuckles) So, to sit down and prepare a 
personal statement and figure out what the essential things are, and 
confront that issue of really staying authentic ... (She paused and then 
switched her focus.)
And Adrienne’s directions of, ‘This is for you, not anyone else, so 
drop feeling that it has to be cohesive, and have good transitions, and 
all of th a t...’ And to then actually do it, and at the end to still feel like,
‘I don’t have anything to say, I’m still not good enough ...’ But then to 
hear other people’s reactions, which were totally different from my 
own to what I said?! Still, it had to take almost another day before I 
could absorb that.7 I didn’t even read the comments (the affirmations) 
until just now.
So, you know, it definitely opened my heart and softened the edges.
How long it will last, I don’t know! But I am sure that the experience 
is going to have a positive effect on me. I hope it will, because I want 
to come into my own with my teaching. I haven’t ever really gotten to 
my comfort level yet. So, this was a good assignment for me, even 
though I didn’t want to do it. It spoke right to my ... where I need to 
grow.
And I want to return to the question that you asked a minute ago about 
whether or not anyone regretted or wished they had said something 
that they didn’t. And, normally, I would have a long list. You know,
‘I wish I had said this,’ or ‘I wish I had said that.’ And there was 
nothing that I wish this time I had said. It was like, ‘Yeah, it was 
really rough around the edges, but that’s all I needed to say right now.
That’s just who I am right now.’ And, I think that’s the beauty and the 
artfulness really of how that exercise was set up (Focus Group, August 
8, 2002, lines 708-727 and 785-794).
In this passage, Shirley explains a few things about how she was thinking about
herself before giving her personal statement, and then how she was feeling after it.
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First, she explains that she has “an edge in being personally disclosing.” Then, she 
describes how the directions by Adrienne helped her to just focus on speaking about 
the present moment, and not worrying about entertaining the group. Then, she says, 
“And to then actually do it, and at the end to still feel like, ‘I don’t have anything to 
say, I’m still not good enough.’”
It’s clear that the process of giving the personal statement was not the act that 
helped Shirley make a shift in her feelings of self-worth. That shift came afterwards, 
when the audience members started to mirror back to her what they heard her say. 
They affirmed her efforts to create more socially just communities. They 
acknowledged her “quiet, gentle dignity,” and applauded her labors in “finding her 
voice.” Shirley says, “But then to hear other people’s reactions, which were totally 
different from my own to what I said?!” This was a statement that meant, “In spite of 
giving my statement and still not feeling good enough, my thoughts changed when I 
heard other people’s reactions, which were totally different from my own.” So, it was 
the affirmations that made the difference in Shirley’s beliefs about who she was as a 
person and as a teacher.
Even during the focus group, Shirley was affirmed again by one of the other 
teachers there, who said, “Shirley, you set the tone for how to do this (how to give the 
personal statement). I think that if somebody else had started it really shallow, we 
would have stayed shallow for a long time. But you started it right down here (points 
to her heart), and so it went there, and it progressed [as being] honest and safe” 
(Focus Group, August 8, 2002, lines 488-492).
7 Shirley was the first person to give her Personal Statement, 3 days prior to this Focus Group.
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The Personal Statement activity seems to have precipitated a significant
change in Shirley’s self-perceptions and outlook on her life. She experienced a
feeling of abundance by taking the risk to share openly and honestly,8 and her efforts
were rewarded some more by the affirmations from colleagues and friends. During
the Closing Circle9 Shirley looked around the room and remarked that she believed in
the power of paradox, even though she didn’t quite understand it.
It has something to do with a capacity to enlarge my heart, versus 
[acting on] old habits of wanting to hold onto my guardedness. I try to 
hold that enlarged heart close so it can guide me. It’s not easy, and 
there’s lots of judgment that goes with it. But I can be safe and open 
with you. Abundance comes from being with you.
Summer was a turning point for Shirley. She went from being “guarded” to 
having an “enlarged heart,” and was now more consciously aware of the self­
judgment she aimed at herself on a regular basis. Through the seasons, she became 
more aware of several issues in her life: how racism, classism, and homophobia 
affected her sense of well-being at work; how her love of community and exercise 
had been diminished in her life and how she longed to get it back; and how low her 
sense of self-worth had grown. Each of these issues “percolated up,” and that 
percolation was made possible by some key conditions and practices that the Courage 
to Teach program claims to establish at the retreats. Shirley spoke at length about 
how they had been instrumental to her process of self-understanding.
8 Shirley added her perspective about “abundance” while reviewing this manuscript.
9 The Closing Circle occurred at the very end of each retreat, in the morning. There were closing 
comments by the facilitators, and the invitation for each person in the group to share what they 
learned— what they were taking with them, what they were leaving behind. There were little gifts for 
each person, and sometimes a short activity.
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Conditions and Practices that Facilitated Shirley’s Retreat Experiences
As we talked about her retreat experiences, Shirley expressed gratitude for 
almost all of the conditions that the Courage to Teach program tries to establish at its 
gatherings. She named “open, yet bounded,” “hospitable, yet charged,” “personal 
stories with archetypal stories of tradition,” “the voice of the individual with the voice 
of the community,” and “solitude with community” as being useful in her journey of 
self discovery. Following is a more detailed discussion of her experiences with each 
of these paradoxes.
Throughout our interview, Shirley described herself as someone who was
quiet and shy and who needed time to determine whether or not she could trust a
situation enough to be vulnerable with others. The conditions of openness and
hospitality were directly linked to Shirley’s capacity to reflect on her inner life. She
expressed that the 16-month span of time that the retreats covered was helpful to her
in this regard. “It takes a very long time for me to trust and become open. So for us
to have a whole year, plus six months later, was very valuable to me. That was
necessary for the transition I went through.”
During the focus group at the end of the summer retreat, Shirley extended that
thinking to the ability of the rest of the group to open up as well.
It’s kind of amazing that it takes this long to get this depth of 
community, but it just does. I think that’s the nature of this culture.
We don’t live near each other, we’re not part of the same family, we 
don’t have a history together, and it takes building that much trust 
before we would get to sharing all of that about ourselves (Focus 
Group, August 8, 2002, lines 680-684).
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By these admissions, it’s clear that ample time to process information, and 
lack of pressure to speak about one’s feelings until ready were important aspects of 
the program for Shirley.
In addition to the extended amount of time allowed for internal processing, 
Shirley also mentioned the “Touchstones” within the context of talking about the 
condition of hospitality. The “Touchstones” were ground rules that the facilitators 
posted at all of the retreats.
Touchstones
- Come with 100% of yourself.
- Presume a welcome and an extended welcome.
- Believe that it is possible to go away feeling more 
refreshed than when you came.
- There is invitation, not invasion; opportunity, not 
demand.
- No fixing.
- Openness to learning from each other.
- Speak for yourself (“I” statements).
- When the going gets rough, turn to inquiry.
- Listen to the silence.
- Observe confidentiality._____________________
The Touchstones supported Shirley’s need to learn about herself at her own 
pace (“No fixing”), with no pressure to figure things out before she was ready 
(“There is invitation, not invasion; opportunity, not demand”). The Touchstone of 
confidentiality helped Shirley trust that what she finally did divulge would not be 
shared outside of the circle at the end of any session. Each of these conditions helped 
Shirley to trust the space wherein she was going more public with her thoughts and 
feelings. She commented, “I respect and admire and count on those. They’re good 
guidance, they’re validation, they’re reminders, they’re safety.”
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The open and hospitable atmosphere was still a “charged” space, however, 
where people were working through difficult issues in their lives. When a person 
required some emotional space to work things out quietly, that need was never 
infringed upon. At one point, Shirley referenced this condition within the context of 
one teacher’s need to be “quiet and withdrawn” during the winter retreat. Group 
support for that teacher’s needs affirmed Shirley’s similar need to lay low in the
spring and summer.
Even then, she felt “affirmed,” knowing that each person could work through 
whatever he or she needed to work through, and at a self-imposed pace. She likd the 
touchstone that “If you didn’t feel like connecting, that was fine.” And Shirley 
admitted not “connecting” during the spring retreat, especially. Not “getting it” 
around paradox might have caused her more anxiety if she felt an expectation to “get 
it,” but there was no expectation. As such, Shirley could let go of any anxiety that 
arose over feeling disengaged, and trust that the notion of paradox would probably 
make more sense to her sometime in the future.
While the open and hospitable atmosphere appealed to Shirley’s need for time 
and space to think, the “boundedness” supplied a form that kept people focused on 
specific themes. “Each retreat had a form. A schedule, and some spaces. And within 
each thing (activity) in the form, you could do what you wanted in any way.” The 
“charged” part of the retreats came through for Shirley during the Clearness 
Committees when the questions posed to focus people hit what she called their 
“tender spot.” She remarked, “The answer is still up to you even if you’re silent.” 
There was still a charge in the atmosphere during those moments of silence, but
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people were allowed to sit with that tension and try to let go of any worries about 
what others might be thinking.
The conditions of openness and hospitality, boundedness and “charge” 
worked together to create the kind of space for Shirley to work through some of the 
deep internal issues with which she was struggling. That introspection was made 
possible also by the personal stories from members of the group mixed with 
archetypal stories of tradition. This was another of the conditions set forth by the 
program that helped Shirley sort through her deep concerns about race, class, and 
homophobia at her school, which she believed had something to do with “not being
true to herself as a teacher.”
The program’s literature explains, “The larger stories from wisdom traditions
can frame the personal stories of individuals in ways that can help them gain a deeper
understanding of their life without slipping into a narcissistic attitude that their life
story is of paramount importance” (Palmer, n.d., pp. 11-13). For Shirley, the stories
of tradition helped relax her fears about what was happening at work. The poems in
particular put into a more workable perspective the systemic issues of race, class, and
homophobia that are endemic to our culture. As Palmer suggests, a larger perspective
can help ease the stress and confusion that one might feel in the face of such daunting
issues. While reviewing this manuscript, Shirley explained further,
Many of the poems speak to the human condition—the suffering that 
is universal. Rumi’s poem about “being a guest house,” and May 
Sarton’s poem about “The Angels and the Furies”—these spoke to me 
about my struggles with race and homophobia in the classroom. I 
could either feel solely responsible for those societal conditions, or I 
can know that I am a part of the universal dance of communication 
between and among individuals—discovery, listening, expressing
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needs, and dialoguing to find the many ways of satisfying needs, 
without suppressing my needs or the needs of others.
Here, Shirley explains that the program’s intentional use of certain poems and stories
can help participants make a connection to something larger than themselves. The
honoring of personal stories within the context of archetypal stories of tradition can
enlarge individuals’ understandings of how their lives are unique, and also how they
share with the rest of humanity common characteristics of pain, suffering, and joy.
Seeing oneself in this larger context has the tendency to keep highly charged or
painful situations from becoming overwhelming. The small “self’ meets the larger
“Self,” and finds a sense of peace there.
The importance of the paradox of the voice of the individual with the voice of
the community came through Personal Statements in the summer. Like Ellen, Shirley
experienced a pivotal shift in self-awareness and affirmation. After each person
delivered their statement the rest of the group spent a few moments writing down
affirmations on index cards that were then collected and placed in an envelope for the
speaker to take home. As people finished writing on their cards others took turns
telling the speaker what struck them in a powerful way or what they noticed about the
speaker’s disposition or story that might, upon mirroring it back to them, help them
gain further insight into their inner life. At the picnic table on the last night of the
summer retreat, Shirley recollected,
I was just blown away by people’s stories. And then I got blown away 
today by, ‘Hey, it’s not just people’s stories, it’s people’s responses to 
people’s stories!’ So, I started seeing more and more layers as people 
were giving their affirmations, and I got as gripped by those as I got 
gripped by the stories people were giving. For me, I’m kind of reticent 
and guarded, and it took until the personal statements, and maybe even
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the second day of the personal statements to really let my heart open to 
what was happening (Focus Group, August 8, 2002, lines 534-541).
In this statement, Shirley captures the power of “the voice of the individual in
creative tension with the voice of the group.” Without the group, the individual’s
voice is not heard and verified; without individual voices, the group cannot develop
the sensitivity needed for the building of a community that all people can trust. For
example, during the focus group, one of the teachers tossed out the question, “Do you
think that it’s more powerful to talk in front of people that are truly listening to you?”
Marlene answered, “Oh, absolutely!” and Shirley added, “It’s another layer of being
heard, especially without judgment.” (Focus Group, August 8, 2002, lines 660-665)
Finally, it comes as no surprise that the condition of “solitude with
community” spoke to Shirley’s method for processing information on a personal
level. She described this condition as “really critical ... Even though I tend to be a
quiet person and self-reflective on my own, I like community. I like connection a
lot.” Therefore, while Shirley acknowledges her need for privacy, she also knew
starting with the fall retreat how important a community was for her internal growth.
It was at that time she recognized the core issue of needing more interactions with
others through sports, dancing, among other things.
All of these conditions of hospitality, openness, boundaries, solitude, and
community were instrumental to Shirley’s reformation of her self-perception and
awareness of gifts, needs, and visions for her life. The conditions were, in turn,
facilitated by several of the program’s practices. While several of the practices have
already been discussed in Shirley’s story, I want to take the time to highlight all of the
ones she named as being especially helpful to her during the program.
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Practices
Shirley named 3 practices that were especially beneficial to her process of 
understanding her inner life: 1) the Clearness Committee, on which she had been a 
Focus Person two times; 2) the use of evocative questions and the method of 
reflection encouraged; and 3) third things. The chart below provides an overview of 
Shirley’s perceptions and interpretations of the practices that helped her out.
Practices:__________Shirley’s Interpretation__________Helped with ...
1. Clearness 
Committee
1. I  loved the form, I  liked the 
experience o f it, both being a focus 
person, and then a member of the
committee.
... working to get to the 
bottom of whatever 
issue she was dealing 
with, and doing it in a
(Being a Focus Person): The first 
time, I was self-conscious with it.
supportive community 
that would let her think 
through things at her 
own pace.
Very self-conscious. Even though
it worked, it was awkward, and
uncomfortable, and when I was
over, I just wanted to forget that it
ever happened. But the second
time, it was good. I felt like I was





2. I f  we hadn 't have had those, I 
wouldn ’t have gone very many 
places. I thought those gave my 
reflection direction. They were 
essential. I  tend to be really brief.
2. I  had time to mull things over, 
some talking to people, and some 
... [reflection on] ‘What is this 
feeling, and what does it feel like, 
exactly? Is it full, is it tight? ’ You 
know, kind o f a Buddhist way of 
looking at things... [Like]picking 
it up and examining every single 
detail. ___
... giving Shirley 
something to think about 
to get more depth out of 
her reflections.
... Shirley’s need to 
work at her own pace on 
personal aspects of her 
life.
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Practices: Shirley’s Interpretation Helped with
3. (Speaking about the poems): 
Some o f them were just so 
incredibly moving... It was almost 
like a subliminal suggestion. The 
poems kind o f operated on another 
level. They might have been out o f 
memory, but those images 
continued to work, and be like... 
They ’re kind o f like homeopathic 
remedies.
... Shirley’s need to 
work at her own pace, 
and privately—but with 
support.
As she states in the chart above, Shirley had two different kinds of 
experiences as a focus person in a Clearness Committee. The first time through the 
process was difficult for her. She described herself as being “very self-conscious, 
awkward, and uncomfortable.” This makes sense, given what Shirley has explained 
about her need for privacy and solitude, and reflecting about an issue over a long 
period of time. However, by the time she took the position of focus person again, her 
ability to work through that intense process had improved. At first, she was “very 
self-conscious,” but later “It was good.”
Given the program’s rule of “double confidentiality” surrounding Clearness 
Committees, I did not probe any further into Shirley’s experience. However, it 
seemed that being a focus person was an important part of her inner work process. 
Her role in that situation allowed her to practice being vulnerable in a trusted space, 
and learning how to accept encouragement and affirmation from others.
Another practice that was helpful to Shirley was the use of evocative 
questions. As explained in Ellen’s story, evocative questions are the kinds of 
questions for which there is no quick answer. The facilitators asked a number of such 
questions throughout each retreat, either in conjunction with a poem that the group
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had just read or as a means for helping participants become more mentally and 
emotionally present. Some of the questions had a seasonal emphasis, such as, “What 
meaning does the season of fall hold for you?” or “What is new/emerging/blooming 
for you this spring?” Other evocative questions were directed at teaching: “What 
paradoxes in teaching are most difficult for you to hold?” or “What happens inside of 
you when you are doing your best teaching?”
Shirley was grateful for such questions, because they encouraged her to 
examine herself more completely than she might have on her own. They gave her a 
structure for self-examination. She recalled, “If we hadn’t have had those, I wouldn’t 
have gone very many places. I thought those gave my reflection direction. They 
were essential. I tend to be really brief.” And Shirley was fairly brief during some 
sections of the interview; there were times I wanted to probe a little deeper, but felt 
that it might have been an intrusion on her privacy—something she was clearly 
protective of (Journal, March 5, 2003).
In conjunction with the evocative questions, the facilitators allowed for a lot 
of reflection time between activities. Reflection was not listed explicitly as a 
“practice” of the program, however it was a stable and active component every day 
the group met. The reflection time offered was sometimes up to 30 minutes during an 
exercise or up to 2 hours in the afternoons. It was useful for people like Shirley who 
needed to immerse themselves in thought. About this extended reflection time, 
Shirley commented, “I had time to mull things over, some talking to people, and 
some ... [reflection on] ‘What is this feeling, and what does it feel like, exactly? Is it
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full, is it tight?’... picking it up and examining every single detail.” For Shirley, the
evocative questions and the time to reflect on them was a beneficial combination.
Finally, Shirley spoke a number of times during the interview about third
things. She mentioned the usefulness of the poetry, and a few of the activities that the
facilitators led the group through. The indirect approach of third things was
appealing to Shirley’s characteristic mode of self-inquiry. She needed a lot of time to
reflect and seemed to respond well to little nudges of inquiry, as opposed to tackling
issues head-on. For example, she had done a lot of internal work over the years
concerning race, class, and homophobia. However, it wasn’t until Shirley went
through all of the retreats, served as a focus person two times, and completed a great
deal of reflection that she felt closer to understanding those core issues, and how they
were directing her life and teaching.
Third things were a gentler approach for Shirley as she dealt with personal
issues. Shirley compared the poems to homeopathic medicine, which only requires a
small dose to work in long-term and deeply internal ways.
You know, the poetry was pretty profound and amazing for me. Not 
always, and not every time—sometimes, I just went, ‘Ugh, we have to 
read another poem?!’ But some of them were just so incredibly 
moving. They were almost like subliminal suggestions. The poems 
kind of operated on another level. They might have been out of 
memory, but those images continued to work, and be like ... They’re 
kind of like homeopathic remedies. You get this little dose of it. You 
read about it, you analyze it, you think about it, and then you forget it.
But it’s still evolving in your system, in your psyche, or in your spirit.
At one point during our talk, I asked Shirley if she could name some of the
poems that had significance to her self-reflection.10 She named The Guest House, by
10 The facilitators handed out an average of 6-7 poems during each retreat.
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Rumi, Love in the Classroom, Camas Lilies and Dear Superman (see Poems 
Appendix). Curiously, these poems have similar themes of “missed opportunity,” and 
becoming more aware of the goodness that can accompany even difficult situations. 
Rumi’s poem speaks to the need to let go of expectations of perfection. Good and 
bad experiences will come knocking on life’s “door” at unexpected times. The lesson 
is not to push away the bad things, but welcome them in, “for they may be preparing 
you for a new delight.”
Love in the Classroom warns the reader to pay attention to the moments in life 
that suddenly bring a sense of beauty to a situation. In the poem, a teacher is droning 
on about “sentence fragments,” and suddenly has the chance to stop the lesson to 
listen to piano music that is “floating among them in the classroom, amateurish and 
alive.” He doesn’t stop, and bemoans the passing of that moment. In Camas Lilies 
there is a grieving of rushed and harried life, and Dear Superman reminds the reader 
of his or her mortality. Taken together, these poems speak of the chance to see the 
“silver lining” in all of life’s experiences.
Just as curious, perhaps, was the fact that Shirley mentioned which poem she 
didn’t enjoy that much—a poem read and discussed at length during the summer 
retreat, titled The Woodcarver. That poem was about a woodcarver’s handiwork with 
sculpting a bell stand from a living tree and being praised for his work. The king who 
commissioned the work asked the carver what his “secret” was. The woodcarver 
replied that he had no secret other than doing some inner work before setting his ax to 
the tree. He fasted, prayed, and emptied his mind of “all distraction.”
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The moral of the story was that there is “work before the work” that needs to 
be done during certain times in our lives—more mental, emotional, or spiritual 
preparation before making a difficult decision or carrying out a courageous act. The 
real reason that this poem did not appeal to Shirley is not known. All she offered 
were the words, “I wasn’t too into the Woodcarver” as she flipped through all of the 
copies of poems in her notebook. However, it might have had something to do with 
her overall disengaged demeanor at the beginning of the summer retreat, when this 
poem was shared (which was prior to her giving her Personal Statement). It might 
also signal her struggle with the internal work she was already doing, and maybe not 
wanting to deal with it then. Using the imagery of seeds in fall, perhaps the core 
issue of what Shirley was working on was too deeply hidden underneath seed coats of 
protection. Perhaps the issue, whatever it was, was too tender of a seed to come out 
of its shell and grow. Other work, other conditions, needed to be satisfied for that
inner work to go anywhere.
To summarize, Shirley found the practices of the Clearness Committee, the 
evocative questions, and extended time for reflection as particularly important to the 
facilitation of her journey toward self-understanding. And the poems had a far- 
reaching effect, resulting in Shirley being “drawn” toward poetry in a way that she 
had not been before. She commented, “The third things like the poems and the 
stories were really very touching, they were cathartic, they were suggestive, they 
were cleansing. You know, and I’ve become drawn to poetry, whereas I haven’t 
really tried to go there much.”
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However, third things do not only include poetry. The use of objects can also
help participants reflect upon and speak about their inner lives. Shirley mentioned
two activities, one of which involved the use of photographs at the very last retreat.
The activity invited participants to walk around the room and view dozens of pictures
(reproduced on calendar-sized paper) that had been set out on the floor, the couches,
and windowsills. The pictures included abstracts, photos of sports activities, pictures
of nature, cities, people, and sections of buildings. Adrienne instructed, “pick a photo
that represents where you are in your life right now. Then journal your response to it.
Here are some questions to help guide you.” Adrienne flipped up the poster paper to
reveal a list of evocative questions, such as, “What speaks to you or draws you to the
image? What might it represent? What thoughts and emotions are evoked in you by
the image? Does anything surprise, scare, delight, or puzzle you? Where are you in
the image? Who else is in it? Does the image pose any questions to you?” Of that
activity, Shirley recollected
The imagery of all of those photos, and which one invited us, and who 
are we in that circle ... that was pretty powerful. And I chose a photo 
... the way I chose was a little different from how I normally act at the 
retreats. It was a little more risk-taking. And I felt like celebrating 
that. It was good, and it kind of showed a little bit more of an 
evolution there.
I asked, “What made it more risk-taking for you that time?” Shirley responded
It was really small, and it may not be significant to most people, but 
there were two photos that drew me. One was safe. It was just 
somebody rappelling off some rocks, and it would have been a really 
... ‘okay, stay in your comfort zone when you talk about this, and it 
won’t be difficult to share anything about this in your small group.’ I 
took another one (instead), which was a group of small girls—young 
women, really. They were athletes, and they had won medals, and 
they were posing for the picture. And I picked it. It was multiracial 
girls, too. It was an issue closer to my heart, and that’s why it was a
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little more risky, even though there was nothing private that I 
discussed. But, no, it was like, ‘this is more alive.’ I needed to pick 
something more alive, which is more revealing, and I think that was 
the risky thing.
Adrienne also asked people to make a connection between the picture they 
chose and the theme for the last retreat. “What might you learn about the ‘thread’ of 
your life from this exploration?” Adrienne was referring to one of the intentions of 
the last retreat, which was “to continue our inner work by becoming more conscious 
of the threads of your life.” The idea of threads suggested an underlying theme or 
pattern that participants could identify through all of their retreat experiences.
In response to that last question, Shirley comments that her “threads” 
concerned “taking risks,” and her need to spend more time with women, especially 
ones who were involved in athletic endeavors. There was a group of young women in 
the photo she chose, which she identified in the fall as one of her needs—to spend 
more time with women friends. The photo also had multiracial girls in it, which 
spoke to Shirley’s struggle with race and possibly class issues. As she said, “It was 
an issue closer to my heart.” That combination of young active women representing a 
variety of races, made the picture an “alive” one for Shirley. It represented that she 
was perhaps coming to a point of being able to face her struggle with race, class, 
homophobia, and her birthright gifts of creating community with other women. 
These were all threads in her life, and the picture exemplified that.
The other activity that Shirley found useful for her introspection was the one 
in front of the fire during the first night of the winter retreat. For Shirley, it was a 
reminder of her passion and intensity—aspects of her inner self about which she 
anticipated learning about in the near future.
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The Last Retreat
As stated earlier, the title of the last retreat was “The Thread You Follow.” Its 
focus was on all of the previous retreats, and activities were aimed at helping 
participants identify “threads” that emerged during previous retreats—themes or ideas 
that were instructive to their identity. There was also an emphasis on “leadership” as 
discussed in Ellen’s story, and “riding the monsters down.” Becoming more familiar 
with those monsters was a preliminary step in living divided no more and perhaps 
moving into more of a leadership role in one’s life and vocation. The leadership role 
was not a suggestion for people to run for public office or take on administrative tasks 
at work. Rather, “leadership” could be something as simple as taking charge of one’s 
own life in a way that had not been done before. Taking charge could be a private or 
public affair.
For Shirley, the leadership theme did not come through as strongly.
I wish we had had more time with it (the topic of leadership). We 
didn’t do it justice. It would be great to have a retreat or a workshop 
or something around that. I would like to have the opportunity to 
explore myself in that way. It’s something that I’ve always believed 
about teaching, that you’ve got to go into what your values are and 
who you are. You can’t really be a good teacher without going in 
there and cleaning it up. And so it was reaffirming about that belief, 
but because we spent so little time on it I didn’t grow any there, other 
than just by having read it.11 But it’s nothing that has been activated in 
my life.
Here, Shirley reveals a desire for more reflection and activity on the topic of 
leadership. Her sentiments seem to fit her modus operandi of needing a lengthy 
amount of time to reflect on important issues in her life. The facilitators did run into 
some timing difficulties at the last retreat. There were many activities, poems, and
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discussions they tried to facilitate over the weekend and some of the participants
remarked to me in side conversations that they felt rushed during the discussions
(Journal, January 26, 2003).
In spite of the time issue, Shirley did gain some insights with regard to her
inner life and “the monsters” that she needed to ride. Apparently, she had an
experience over the previous holiday break (just prior to the last retreat) that pricked
her sensitivity around the homophobia issue. The incident affected her so deeply that
she requested to be a focus person in the last set of Clearness Committees. Her
experience in that committee seemed to have helped her. It was the practice that
helped Shirley ride the monster that had been plaguing her for a long time. She
commented about the experience,
The thing that Parker wrote about leadership—that you have to ride 
those monsters down ... You really have to go down into them and see 
exactly what they are. I think that my experience over Christmas 
holiday with homophobia was kind of like that. I did not want to 
return to work after having experienced that last day of work. But for 
some reason, it didn’t go into some kind of lethargic depression, but 
kind of stayed moment to moment with what was coming up for me, 
and what fears and doubts, reactions ... I just did a lot of questioning, 
and took it to a clearness committee. And I think that was an example 
of doing that, taking that monster wherever it was going to go, and 
noticing pretty soon after the retreat that I came out of it, like on the 
other side, with much more self-confidence and grounding.
Shirley doesn’t claim to have found any answers, per se, which is an interesting
aspect of the Clearness Committees. She said that she emerged from the experience
“on the other side, with much more self-confidence and grounding.” But she does not
say, “Now I have the answers.”
11 Chapter V from Parker Palmer’s book, The Active Life (2000), pp. 73-94.
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Other retreat participants described their experience in similar terms. Ellen 
said, “The questions asked took me places that I never went before. It hit me by 
surprise. I feel lighter. I don’t have any answers, but I have different ways to think 
about the issues” (Field Notes, April 21, 2002, lines 1258-1260). Annie, another 
retreat participant, mentioned, “I’ve thought about this problem from every angle 
possible. When the questions were asked, I really didn’t know how I was going to 
respond, but I went there. There aren’t any answers, but I have some images to play 
with ... I feel lighter, too” (Field Notes, April 21, 2002, lines 1262-1267). Samantha 
said, “There still aren’t any answers, but it’s okay” (Field Notes, August 8, 2002, 
lines 801-2). And Tasha, who had been a focus person two times during the retreat 
cycle, said about her second experience, “Last time I did this, I was in pretty bad 
shape emotionally. This time, I was largely fine, but I still had a burning issue. But 
each time, I felt lighter when I left. There still aren’t any answers to the problem, but 
I don’t feel trapped by it” (Field Notes, August 8, 2002, lines 796-799).
Shirley might have felt affirmed by hearing other people’s experiences 
through the retreats. The message was, “It’s okay to not have the answers,” which 
was a welcome by-product of the intensity of being a focus person for one night. Not 
having to figure everything out, and not having to answer to anyone’s subsequent 
inquiry (due to the double confidentiality ruling) appealed to Shirley’s need to self- 
refiect at her own pace and on her own terms.
Finally, our discussion turned to the last question of the interview about 
Shirley’s future plans. “Where do you think your insights will take you?” I asked. 
Shirley did not know. Her answer was less defined than Ellen’s, who seemed to have
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a plan laid out for the next steps she wanted to take in her life. Shirley responded,
“Well, I’m really looking forward to wherever it is. It looks like I won’t have my job,
and I could be making an assumption that isn’t true ... but it feels like it. A big
change [is] coming through.”
I followed up with a comment she had made earlier about her “inner winter,”
and “grief.” Shirley answered,
Yeah, it’s an unanswered question that I have. It’s like, what does 
teaching have to do with my inner winter? When that question came 
up for me, it seemed like teaching did have something to do with an 
inner winter. I don’t really know what the answer is, and I think that 
when there’s space, more space—like without this particular job—I 
think that the answer will percolate up ... I’m worried about giving up 
the security of money, if it comes to th a t... but I have some faith that 
something will come up.
Once again, Shirley uses the imagery of percolation—“Something will come up.”
The questions remain, “What is that ‘something, and is it connected to her struggles
with race, class, and homophobia? Or had she been moved into a different emotional,
mental, and soulful place?” We do not know. But one thing is for certain: the seed
coat that surrounded Shirley so tightly at the beginning of the Courage to Teach
process seems to have softened, and now had a number of cracks in it.
~ oo oo oo ~
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I  know that [with] the first meeting there, I  thought we were going to be 
doing Kumbaya and a lot o f touchy-feely sort o f stuff. I went there with 
a great deal o f suspicion. But by the evening, I realized, ‘Here is 
something I  can take away, and it’s something that’s useful to me. I t ’s 
not only giving me the task, but [also] the time and the creative 
inspiration and the creative prompt to cause me to think in a different 
path. I  liken it to a left-handed sword fighter, or having a woman look 
at the very same problem that you ’re looking at. You 're going to get 
different hard-wired insights that are simply not (naturally) going to 
occur to you.
Gary, a 17-year teaching veteran, was one of five men (including a facilitator) 
who participated in this particular Courage to Teach group. Gary stood at about 6 
feet and 4 inches, and had a large frame and booming voice. His physical presence 
helped him when he served in the military prior to going into teaching, and it likely 
also helped him in the large (1200 students) urban high school where he had been 
teaching science classes for 7 years.
The quote above captures the essence of Gary’s apprehension of “touchy- 
feely” approaches to life. During my interview with him, he described himself as a 
“no-nonsense kind of individual, not a warm and fuzzy person.” It became apparent 
through the retreats and also during our talk that Gary was a fairly private person, 
who disliked talking about personal things in groups. He also shied away from 
compliments about his teaching, saying, “I really don’t know that much.”
In spite of that shyness, Gary was clear that he loves to improve and challenge 
his intellect, and prefers movement to stagnation. “I just sort of stomp through 
things,” he explained to me. Gary also demands perfection in his science classes, and 
he admitted that he can grow “intolerant and impatient” with individuals who aren’t 
progressive in their thinking or willing to take a risk with something new.
Chapter 7 - Gary
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Gary indicates in the quote at the beginning of this chapter that, even though 
he likes action over stagnation, he is willing to consider other people’s perspectives 
on issues. His openness to the ideas of others may have helped Gary suspend his 
apprehension of possible “touchy-feely-ness” early in the first retreat in order to 
consider the possibility that the seasonal imagery and exercises the group would be 
going through could be useful to his life and teaching. It was precisely because of his 
skepticism and non-touchy-feely demeanor that I wanted to study more carefully his 
experiences with the program.
Gary’s approach to the retreats was different from that of Ellen and Shirley. 
He came into the retreat process with more hesitation and skepticism than the two 
women, but did not dwell too long on issues. Gary handled problems as they arose, 
quickly figured out solutions, and then acted on them. To my dismay, he admitted 
that he threw away a great deal of his Courage to Teach journal, because he didn’t 
need it anymore. He said matter-of-factly, “I use a journal to solve a problem, and 
then I throw it away.” This approach to dealing with problems on the spot was part of 
his teaching practice, as well.
In contrast, Ellen and Shirley seemed less sure of their capabilities in their 
teaching situations, and took more time to reflect on issues. An example of this 
difference was illustrated in Ellen and Shirley’s willingness to be a focus person on a 
Clearness Committee. During the five retreats, Ellen served in the role once, and 
Shirley volunteered twice. When I asked Gary if he had ever been a focus person, he 
replied, “I take care of my own problems. It’s a prideful thing, which isn’t smart. I 
will admit to that, but I will wrestle with problems and take care of them myself.”
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Also different about Gary was his manner of answering the questions I asked.
He would begin with one idea and then suddenly shift to a different line of thought.
Then, he looped back again. Gary’s approach to the interview was, as a matter of
fact, exactly the same process he claimed to enjoy taking himself through all of the
time. When Gary talked about the fall retreat, he explained,
It (the retreat) asked about change, so I started asking myself 
questions. And when I couldn’t answer one question, I thought,
‘Okay, I’m going to go ahead and ask myself another question’ 
changing the questions around. And then I started questioning the 
questions, and I realized that I really really really like change, because 
it’s something different, and I really don’t care about the goal. In fact,
I would rather not reach the goal, because that means that all of the fun 
things I’ve been engaged in will stop ... So I change the rules in the 
middle of the game. I back up 400 feet and go down a different path.
If I’m going to achieve the goal again, I change the rules.
This “changing of the rules” was related to one of the themes that Gary identified as
important to his inner life: he liked the idea of process more than product. “Like the
tagline to my website,” he said. “‘It’s the Journey, dot, dot, dot.’ It’s the journey that
I’m really interested in.”
The other issues that Gary identified as having importance in his life during
the retreats included needing affirmation and taking responsibility for his actions,
especially when he might have offended someone else. The remainder of this chapter
is a more detailed description of those three issues. Unlike Ellen and Shirley’s
chapter, I will not organize Gary’s insights from season to season, but rather from
issue to issue, because that is how he told his story to me.
Before getting into that discussion, I want to offer Gary’s insights into how he
viewed those issues in relationship to each other. Given his background in science,
Gary appropriately used the metaphor of the model of a molecule:
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It’s like ... I don’t know if you’ve ever seen models of molecules, to 
where you’ve got this lumpy mass ... So, if you view it as being a 
complex, organic molecule, there are lumps there, but they are all one.
It’s what’s called ‘inter-penetrated design.’ And I’m the molecule, but 
this oxygen atom here is going to be doing one thing under these 
conditions, it’s going to be the main influence for the whole 
molecule’s activity. The hydrogen atom over here is going to be the 
one (main thing) under another set of circumstances. That’s the way I 
view these aspects of me. Because they stand in the background, they 
stand in the shadows ...
In Gary’s example, he compares the different issues that he named earlier as being
“inter-penetrated,” as part of the same molecule. But those lumps can be teased apart
to understand more specifically what happened to Gary as he went through the
retreats, and how his emerging self-knowledge was starting to impact relationships
with his family, his colleagues, and students. I will begin that discussion with Gary’s
enjoyment of process over product, and then talk about his need for affirmation,
followed by his growing awareness of taking responsibility for his actions.
Process Over Product
As discussed earlier in this chapter, Gary is a person who “really really really 
likes change.” He likes to ask questions about things, and he gets “intolerant and 
impatient with individuals who aren’t thinking as fast and progressively,” especially 
in his area of expertise—technology. Apparently, Gary had developed a reputation 
for his development of a website and use of technology in his classroom. He 
described himself as “ahead of the curve,” and “cutting edge” in his thinking. “I’ll 
come up with an idea for my classroom and then 10 or 12 months later it will come 
out as a cutting edge sort of thing. By that time, I’m already into the next thing.”
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The theme of movement, change, and being “cutting edge” became apparent 
to Gary in the fall during activities that focused on the theme of “the seed of true
se lf” The imagery of scattering seeds appealed to his need for movement and 
change. The poem “Wild Geese” was one catalyst for this awareness. It speaks about 
the cycles of nature and how life goes on as it is intended.
Gary resonated with this poem’s imagery of movement and growing in life, 
and lightening up on the internal pressure “to be good.” He interpreted the geese in 
the poem as a symbol of “being forced from home.” Such imagery infers negative 
connotations, but Gary interpreted the journey of the geese as a part of the larger story 
of life story. Sometimes things work out and sometimes one has to leave a situation 
and move on. Later in the interview, he used the phrase, “I figure that there’s no free 
lunch.” The poem’s attitude toward life appealed to Gary’s no-nonsense demeanor 
and his willingness to try new things.
The theme of enjoying the process of learning and asking questions was 
acknowledged at the fall retreat. Gary stated explicitly that he “felt affirmed” 
throughout the retreat process, and that what he was doing as a teacher was good for 
him and his students. This theme of affirmation is an important one to examine as 
well, as it’s one of the “lumps” in Gary’s “molecule” of his inner life.
Affirmation
So for all of the retreats, I walked away with either an insight or an 
affirmation that what I was doing ... which was the summer one ...
That one was an affirmation of what was going on in my life, that I 
was doing it right. My insight or approach to it was that I was already 
doing it. I used to think I could deal without affirmation. I thought I 
could just go into my classroom and shut the door and be independent.
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Here, Gary reveals two aspects of affirmation that emerged at the retreats. He 
speaks about feeling confident in his work; he was already doing the right thing with 
his teaching and didn’t have to worry about whether or not teaching was an 
appropriate profession. He stated in the interview, “I’m basically pretty happy. I’m 
happy with my job.” In spite of this confidence, Gary gradually came to the 
conclusion that receiving support from colleagues would indeed be a nice thing to 
experience. The summer theme of abundance and community made this connection 
clear. Summer is a reminder that a harvest, no matter how meager, can be expected. 
Aspects of life that seemed unpredictable or uncertain are now apparent, and there is
a sense of satisfaction in being able to enjoy the fruits of one’s labor.
Perhaps the summer theme of harvest and abundance became more prevalent 
to Gary as he reflected on the lack of harvest and abundance he received at school, 
especially with the technology offerings he wanted to implement for the student 
body. He had ideas for using technology to improve students’ work by turning it into 
web-based “portfolios, presentations, and culminating projects.” He explained,
I made an offer to the district, and they’ve seen what I can do. 
They’ve seen my website [which] is where the district’s website is 
going. And I’ve given presentations about the 21st Century Classroom, 
and I’ve talked to teachers about it, and administrators, and the school 
district, and I have received exactly zero interest. Part of it is that they 
might be overwhelmed, but part of it might be that they’re just not 
ready. And they may never be ready.
Even though Gary seemed proficient and self-assured in his job, he still felt
unappreciated for his successes with technology in his own classroom, and his efforts
toward leadership in technology for the rest of the school. He became more aware of
this void during the summer retreat when each participant delivered a short Personal
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Statement and then received written and verbal affirmations. I asked Gary about that
process and he replied,
I think the affirmations just said to me that I should continue to keep 
doing what I’m doing ... [But] it takes time. You’ve got to give 
[people] some time to process and settle in the information. It’s like 
training wheels, and easing into the learning. And with the 
affirmations, it’s like they’re saying, ‘Okay, we’ve given you all of 
these ideas, we’ve allowed a fairly long period of time, 5 to 6 months, 
and we’ve allowed this to process.’ And I think of it like that—as an 
affirmation that I’m thinking okay ... that my logic path was still one 
that I was comfortable with.
And what did these affirmations look like for Gary? After giving his Personal
Statement, people mirrored back to him: “I’m impressed with your willingness to
explore new mindsets.” “I love your curiosity.” “I appreciate your gift of knowledge
of technology.” “I love how you see the little things.”
Gary accepted all of these comments with a smile and nod of his head. As a
witness myself, I noted Gary’s more settled disposition. He was not exhibiting the
“blasting through” demeanor that he claimed to embody, and that was somewhat
more apparent at earlier retreats. When the one participant mirrored back, I see a
softening in you” I silently agreed (Field Notes, August 7, 2002, lines 593-608).
Taking Responsibility
So, this thing of the 4 friends, of all of the weekends, was the most 
affirming, and the most revelatory to my personality and how I interact 
with people.
The third theme that emerged during our interview was one that Gary 
identified as being the most instructive to him: “this thing of the four friends.” He 
was referring to a guided imagery that Max took the group through in the spring. To
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understand Gary’s theme of “taking responsibility,” I need to describe the exercise, as 
well as what occurred prior to its introduction.
It was Saturday morning of the spring retreat, April 20, 2002. The theme for 
the morning was “This Being Human is a Guest House / A Deeper Look at Shadows 
and Parts.” The facilitators spent time with the group reading through one poem by 
Rumi, titled The Guest House (see Poems Appendix). This poem suggested that 
people “invite” everything that happens in life into one’s heart, not rejecting 
situations or people that seemed bad. All situations had some purpose, and it was the 
responsibility of each person to figure out what those purposes were.
After some discussion on that poem, the facilitators handed out another one 
titled The Angels and the Furies. As stated in the previous chapters, this poem 
suggests that there are often hidden aspects—or shadows—to who we are and who 
we show ourselves to be. We can suddenly be possessed by anger (“the furies”), and 
act out harshly towards another person. At other times, we are filled with more 
generosity of spirit, acting as “the angels.” Life is a continuous “dance” between
these two opposites.
After reading the poem twice through, the group engaged in a discussion
about the poem, one stanza at a time. The first stanza went like this:
“Have you not wounded yourself 
And battered those you love 
By sudden motions of evil,
Black rage in the blood 
When the soul, premier danseur,
Springs toward a murderous fall?
The furies possess you.”
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Uncharacteristic of his more private demeanor, Gary suddenly joined the
discussion by divulging the following to the group:
I wrestled for years and years about the black rage, and I didn’t want 
to tell anyone, because then I’d be around the bend. I’d pound that 
genie right back in the bottle (pounds his fist on his notebook). I make 
a truce with the rage, but I know it’s there. The power is incredibly 
seductive. (Then, mimicking a conversation where he might have hurt 
someone): ‘So what? I feel good, even though it’s bad. The 
consequences? You knew they were coming.’ (He paused.) I 
wouldn’t care (how it felt to the other person). It still has a hold on 
me, even though it’s in the bottle. We’ve read a lot of poems, but this 
one really got to me. There are a lot of furies, and they’re scary (Field 
Notes, April 20, 2002, lines 857-864).
During our interview, Gary explained more about how he struggled with his temper:
I have a very violent temper. Not to where I would go out and shoot 
people, but I’ve been known to punch doors or break furniture. I used 
to go out and stand in the back yard, two or three-arm lengths away 
from anything, and I would just stand there and tremble and try to get 
myself back under control again. That sucker’s pretty locked down 
now, but there are times where he’ll slip.
It seemed that the poem triggered an acknowledgement in Gary of his temper, but not
in a defensive or shameful way. In spite of his preference not to talk about personal
issues in front of others, the poem and other people’s reaction to it allowed him to
open up with this information. To borrow a metaphor from the fall retreat, a seed
coat was beginning to crack. This “cracking” was made possible perhaps due to the
stream of connected reflections that Gary had participated in that morning—from
Rumi’s poem to “open the door to any guest,” to the “angels and the furies,” which
are “never far away.” After Max’s lengthy discussion about “the shadow” and the
reading of other poems, Gary was primed for the guided imagery led by Max.1 Due
11 have reconstructed the guided imagery through a combination of field notes written on April 20, 
2002, and the facilitator notes that were given to me later.
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to Gary’s strong reaction to the imagery as “the most affirming, and the most 
revelatory to his personality,” I am including the full text of it here.
Before starting the guided imagery exercise, Max offered a brief introduction. 
“So Rumi’s poem is an invitation to look at the dark stuff. And not just look at it, but 
turn toward it. In Parker Palmer’s book, Let Your Life Speak, he has a chapter titled 
“All the Way Down.” In that chapter, he writes about a friend, an imaginary friend, 
who is trying to get his attention to help him out with his depression2 But Parker 
keeps walking and avoiding the friend. The friend gets closer and keeps trying to get 
Parker’s attention, but Parker keeps ignoring him. Finally, the friend is tapping him 
on the shoulder, then grabbing his shoulder, and finally has him by the neck. So 
Parker had no choice but to pay attention.”
Max continued, “So, there’s no guarantee of the outcome when you finally 
stop and listen. You think, ‘Holy shit! Where’s that come from?’ There’s a truth- 
telling. There’s something true about what you’re trying to do there. Remember, 
there are many members in the guesthouse, not just the furies and the angels! Like, in 
the Angels and the Furies poem, there’s the metaphor of the dancers reconnecting, 
and all contributing to the self. That includes the less well-known parts of the self.
There’s a chorus of voices.”
Max shared a story from his own life about how he came to recognize all of 
the different “voices” in his head —the individual parts of “self that were trying to 
find meaning and purpose in his life. “Most of us have had the kinds of experiences 
that May Sarton talks about—experiences where we set out to do one thing but
2 Palmer, P. (2000), p. 68.
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something or someone else inside of us seems to take over and make a mockery of 
our best laid plans. Have you ever had the experience of saying something and not 
believing what just came out of your mouth? Often when that happens, to me what 
comes out is in fact some kind of truth-telling, only it comes out more direct, or more 
critical, or more forcefully than I intended it to. At those times, I find myself 
thinking, ‘Where did that come from?’ Sometimes what comes out is way off the 
mark and I feel totally embarrassed.”
Max laughed and continued, “Our familiar selves are not the only ones we 
have to work with. Each of us is an exceedingly complex being containing multiple 
characters and multiple voices—both ‘angels and furies’. We’re more like 
communities than single individuals, some parts of us being more dominant than 
others, and some being quite well known to us. Other parts are vague and shadowy. 
These different parts contribute different voices to our big ‘S’ Self. The greater our 
self-understanding and self-knowledge and self-acceptance about these unknown 
parts of ourselves, the deeper and more authentically we can understand others, 
including our students, colleagues, and friends.”
Max paused, and then asked, “How many of you have done a guided 
imagery?” About ten people in the room raised their hands. “Okay, for those who 
haven’t done it, I am just going to ask some questions, and you do what you will with 
them. This is not a psychological process. It’s just an invitation,” he smiled. 
“Sometimes people get clarity, while others get frustrated. Just come back to the 
questions, which are meant to help you do some more exploration. So, first, try to
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respond in writing (in journals) to these questions. Then, I will lead you through a 
guided imagery.”
Max lifted the sheet of poster paper to reveal a list of questions upon which 
each participant was to spend a few moments journaling in silence.
1. Make a list of the various ‘me’s’ you are in various roles in your 
life, and write a few descriptive words for how you are in that role.
2. As you look at these various roles, what are some of the 
predominant moods you get in? Also, when you are NOT feeling like 
yourself, what are you feeling like?
3. Make a short list of qualities of people who are least like you. Be 
spontaneous and quick with this list.
Max added, “When you are done writing, put your journal down and get relaxed.
You can lay down on the floor if you want to.” Once everyone was done writing and
had settled down, Max started again. “Be gentle with yourself during this exercise.
Just let the questions come. Some people get clear images, and others don’t get such
a clear sense. Either way is fine. Start by taking a couple of deep breaths, in and
out.” He took a couple of deep breaths himself.
“Now, drop into yourself. Keep in mind these different parts you just wrote
about, and imagine that you are taking a walk by yourself and heading down a path
into a thick forest. You find that you’re mildly anxious as you follow the path, but
not fearful. Mostly, you’re excited and curious. Soon some light begins to penetrate
the path you are walking and the forest is not so dense anymore. Shafts of light hit
the forest floor here and there, and it looks like there’s a bit of a clearing ahead.
“As you near the clearing, you notice that there are a few other characters.
They may be people or animals or creatures, and they’re all seated in a circle. As you
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get closer, you begin to realize that they are all parts of yourself. Some feel quite 
familiar, and others are unknown, mysterious. Take some time to look around and 
see who’s there. What are they wearing? How do they hold themselves? What are 
they doing? Are any of them saying anything to you? Notice how you feel about 
each one—which ones you feel warmth towards, which ones delight or disgust you; 
are there any that repulse or scare you? Do any of them have names?
“When you feel ready, acknowledge them all and choose one of them that 
you’d like to get to know better. Try to find one that’s intriguing or confusing or 
surprising to you. Take one last look at this character to notice all you can about it. 
Then, when you are ready, come back here and begin to make a few quick notes to 
yourself. You may want to draw some things, describing what you saw, felt, or
learned in this encounter.”
People started moving slowly to retrieve their journals to write or draw first 
impressions from the exercise. After 5 minutes, Max said, “Now, I’d like to invite 
you to use your imagination to fill out this part, or this character. Write a brief story 
about this character. Imagine what this character likes to do, what’s important to it, 
where it came from, what it’s good at, what it loves, what it hates, who it likes to 
spend time with, what it wants to say to you. Or, if you’d like, take a piece of paper 
and draw in detail everything you can about this character. You may have to make 
some things up. Imagine what someone like this would be wearing, what their 
expression might be, how they get around. As you do this, let your intuition go. 
Don’t hold back or edit your responses. Let what comes, come.”
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For the next 30 minutes, people were given time to write their stories or draw 
their characters. Then Max instructed the participants to gather in small groups to 
talk about their experiences with the visualization. “Share what you can about how 
you feel toward the part of yourself you wrote about. What has been denied or 
forgotten or unacknowledged? What happens when you reject this part and project it 
onto someone else? How does this part come out in your teaching? Those are just 
some questions you can discuss. Come back here in about 20 minutes.”
People gathered in self-selected groups of three, and after 20 minutes 
reconvened as a large group for a summary statement. Max reminded everyone, 
“There’s a real mystery to what’s all going on inside of you. Remember, though, that 
those parts of you are not the sum total of you. They are just an affirmation of who 
works for whom, and a way to help guide us to receive more of the world, and our 
friends and relatives.” Max looked around the room at the people there, and smiled. 
Then, he adjourned the group for lunch.
Gary remembered that his reaction to the guided imagery was profound, and 
images arose in his mind right away. “As soon as I saw this (the forest scene), Bam! 
They were right there. Everyone was standing there. I had my little name tag on ... 
the whole bit.”
I asked, “Who was there? Who were the ‘friends’ you saw in the forest’s
clearing, and what did their presence mean to you?” Gary responded,
I had a group of people I was able to identify. I was able to hang some 
appearances, some accoutrements and clothing, and even a little bit of 
color to three people, and then to a fourth one who was there and 
[then] not there. So here’s this two-meter tall griffin, sword strapped 
across his back ... like the grumpy uncle or grandfather who will get 
out of bed at 2:00 a.m. just to wake you up too. He’ll never let you
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thank him, nor will he mention it. He’s crabby all the time, but he’s 
there for you when no one else is. He’s got a sense of humor, too, but 
you don’t want to understand it. And then I have this militant rabbit 
who appreciates structure and discipline, but on the other hand if the 
opportunity presents itself, it’s going to go over there and put a match 
under the griffin’s foot and light it—just because (it feels like it).
I was intrigued with Gary’s choice of characters. A griffin is a mythical
animal that was believed to have the head, front, and wings of an eagle, and the
hindquarters and tail of a lion. I could make some inferences about the presence of a
griffin in Gary’s psyche, but the connection to a militant rabbit was less clear. I asked
Gary to clarify what he “saw” in his imagination, and he explained that, together, the
characters signified that he liked doing things his own way and with a fairly serious
demeanor. The griffin signified that seriousness. Gary also liked having a sense of
order in his life, which was signified by the presence of the “militant rabbit.” But not
everything was serious and orderly. Gary also had with a degree of spunk inside,
represented by the rabbit lighting a match under the griffin’s foot. These were traits
that Gary did not see being able to change; they were just part of who he was.
This kind of explains why I act this way. At 55, I’m probably not 
going to [say] ‘Oh, I’m going to change this personality trait.’ That 
would last about 20 or 25 minutes. So what I do now is I say that I’m 
just going to try and work within those parameters.
Then, Gary moved into a discussion about his violent temper and having to “stand in
the back yard, two or three arm-lengths away from anything” in order to get himself
“back under control again.” It seemed that, in spite of his serious and organized
demeanor, there was another aspect to Gary’s selfhood that showed up in the woods.
Gary eventually identified this aspect as a “black swirling cloud chain structure
individual... an esteemed enemy.”
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There’s this phrase, ‘Hold your friends close, but hold your enemies 
closer.’ Basically, people who said, ‘I don’t like you,’ they would go 
into a formalized arena and with blood they would scar each other and 
become esteemed enemies . . . no pretense, no double meaning or 
anything. ‘I don’t like you and you don’t like me, and we’ll agree to 
disagree, and we will work together, but everyone knows that we 
actually hate each other.’ And their whole civilization was based on 
‘you say what you mean.’ And so [there’s] this black swirling cloud 
chain structure individual ... an esteemed enemy. I’m going to hold 
him close to me, because if I don’t, then this totally amoral ... It’s like 
he totally knows what he’s doing. It’s not like I’m going to wreak 
havoc and destruction, but I don’t know. He doesn’t care, he doesn’t 
care. So those are the ones that I came up with.
Gary went on to explain that the guided imagery helped him to see that those
“friends” were just parts of his nature, not the sum total of who he was. He was
echoing Max’s sentiment at the end of the exercise: “Remember, though, that those
parts of you are not the sum total of you. They are just an affirmation of who works
for whom, and a way to help guide us to receive more of the world, and our friends
and relatives.” That explanation helped Gary to understand that those friends inside
of him served as guides in his life. He did not have to think of them as trying always
to careen out of control or make him “stomp through things.” Gary’s awareness of
their presence and possible intentions put him in a better position to control them,
instead. His awareness of the inner struggle between which of the characters to listen
to (or not) could help him make the right decision to act on a thought or feeling, or to
pause for a moment to take stock of what he really wanted to do. He was no longer at
the mercy of these “characters” in the woods.
During this conversation about characters, Gary kept mentioning that there 
were four. Up to this point, he had mentioned only three, so I asked him about the 
presence of a fourth character.
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The fourth character is a faceless one. He doesn’t have a definite role 
like the others, but I think it’s the one I put on when I’m in a difficult 
situation and I need a diplomat with no involvement in what’s being 
said. There are situations when I need to talk to someone or do 
something, and I know I shouldn’t be critical. So the faceless 
character comes up too.
They stand in the background, they stand in the shadows, they’re in the 
center of the forest ... whatever the metaphor is ... I can’t go saying, 
you know, ‘I treated you like a dirt ball, but go blame him over there.’
I recognize that I have to take responsibility for their actions. I have to 
judge what they’re doing. And do I say, ‘Do I surrender control to 
you, or do I maintain control and fight you off at the same time I fight 
the problem off?’ At least then, whatever the resolution is, I can say I 
own it and I am at fault for that.
But on the flip side of it, I have not thought of them as different 
influences. I never thought of myself as a committee. I always 
thought of myself as an individual, as a person of one. And it kind of 
made me realize that, ‘It’s okay. If I am a committee, then committee 
decisions are not always going to be pleasing to every member of the 
committee.’ The last time I heard ‘consensus’ is that if nobody’s 
satisfied, then that’s a good decision.
From this short discussion, Gary came to an understanding that he could take 
more control of the forces (the characters) within himself by pausing and reflecting 
for a moment on what was happening in a situation, and determining which of the 
characters—the griffin, the rabbit, or the black swirling cloud—might be trying to 
dominate his next move. Rather than acting out of habit and “blowing through 
things,” as he said he had a tendency to do, Gary could stop and reconsider his 
motives and subsequent actions, and not behave in a divisive or defensive way when 
faced with a problem. This was a particularly important revelation to him with regard 
to his teaching.
[This process] also explains that I would come up with decisions, and I 
wouldn’t be satisfied. [I’d say to myself] ‘Well, why am I taking this 
route here when I don’t feel comfortable with it?’ When this thing 
came about (meaning the guided imagery) I thought, ‘Well, that would
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be a reason why. I’m trying to satisfy an aspect of my personality that 
has no moral value. They (the griffin, rabbit and swirling cloud 
aspects of his self) just want divine retribution.’ (Then, mimicking a 
conversation between his earlier way of thinking and someone else)
‘You hurt me, so I’m going to hurt you, and if that completely 
devastates your life, then don’t screw with me next time.’
But [I’m] realizing that that kind of person cannot function in human 
society. It (he or she) might be able to function in a war setting where 
those kinds of things are encouraged. But in normal society, that’s not 
a good thing, and if you are trying to influence and motivate 
adolescents who are basically pretty fragile creatures anyway, then 
that’s even worse.
Gary had been teaching for many years, and he knew that the students in his
classroom needed him to have a steady temperament in all situations. He indicated
that awareness of those dynamics and the “friends” inside of himself did not
automatically mean that he was a changed man. He would still have the same internal
reactions of irritation or anger with some students, depending on the situation. What
did change for Gary were his subsequent actions.
So, I was not able to change my internal response (to a situation in 
school) ... I would [still] get offended by disrespect, or by lack of 
work, or by [students’ attitudes of] ‘I don’t really care.’ [My earlier 
response would be] ‘Well, then, if you don’t care, why are you here?
This is an elective class.’ But my reaction to that [now] would be a 
longer pause. I may come up with the same decision, but at least I 
would have thought about it, and I would realize that it’s an okay thing 
to do.
I clarified, “... to figure out what the motivation might be?” Gary responded, “Yes,”
And if it comes ... you know, like the violent temper, that black 
Tasmanian whirling cloud kind of thing ... If I feel seriously indignant, 
seriously put upon, or outraged, he will push me aside and step 
forward very quickly. So, I have to watch that. I have to do some 
planning for that. I know that that’s always going to be a part of my 
personality. But now I can say, ‘I think this is a reason why.’ Before,
I think it was just an unease that more of these characters were going 
to go whizzing or stomping through the underbrush, and I wouldn’t be 
able to figure out where they were going to go. Like, if they’re
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heading off in that direction, I can go after them, grab them by the 
neck, and drag them back before they do terrible harm. It sounds like 
I’m borderline psychotic here! (chuckles)
[But] as far as what goes on in my classroom, it has helped me identify 
when I have a reaction to a situation. ‘Oh, that’s him speaking, or 
influencing my ...’ Sort of the ‘I’ve got the devil on one shoulder, and 
the angel on another.’
So, this thing of the 4 friends, of all of the weekends, was the most 
affirming, and the most revelatory to my personality and how I interact 
with people. And I made a concerted effort. Okay, I’m not going to 
change my classroom management, but I’m going to stop and think, or 
take a deep breath before I react, if I can.
As stated earlier, Gary did not describe his experiences through the use of 
seasonal terminology, but rather within the context of some of the activities he 
participated in at various retreats. Still, those activities were grounded in the seasonal 
metaphors, with spring and summer appearing to have the most impact.
The theme for the spring retreat was “Living and Teaching in the Power of 
Paradox.” The imagery offered at the retreat focused on the paradox of things 
coming to life that once seemed dead—the wild, unabashed blooming of flowers, 
trees, and shrubs. Spring is a time of movement, signaling an end to the stagnation of 
winter. The guided visualization was meant to show participants that they had a host 
of “friends” inside, all wanting their turn with that movement. It was an act of 
coming out, in a way—of identifying the skeletons in one’s closet.
At the end of the spring retreat, Gary offered these parting words at the 
Closing Circle, “Each retreat, I’ve gone away with ideas. But I was worried this time 
I wouldn’t have anything. Instead, I have four new acquaintances that I can take with 
me in my life” (Field Notes, April 21, 2002, lines 1460-1463).
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Summer was about abundance, harvest, and authenticity. Gary learned about
the need for affirmation in his life, both from within himself as well as from others. It
was interesting to witness his response at the end of the summer retreat. During the
final session, Adrienne passed a bowl around the room in which she had placed many
strips of colored paper. On each strip of paper was a word. Each person was
instructed to take a slip of paper (without looking at it) and was supposed to say
something about the word they got as it related to their life at the moment. Adrienne
chose a slip of paper first, and then passed the bowl to her left.
The bowl was passed all the way around the circle, with people picking slips
of paper, glancing at them, and laughing or smiling. The words written on the slips of
paper had emotional qualities to them, such as “clarity,” “forgiveness,” “joy,”
“discernment,” “truth,” “change,” and “passion.” After about 12 people had shared
insights about what their word provoked, Gary spoke up.
I chose ‘Peace. I’m thinking of peace as something that you want to 
keep close to you. But I realized peace as something that isn’t ‘there’
(he pointed away from himself). It’s everywhere (he waved his hand 
around the room and then patted his chest). I struggle with conflict 
and holding that there are paradoxes inside of us. They won’t go 
away. But I’d like to resolve those paradoxes so they’re no longer in 
conflict with each other (Field Notes, August 9, 2002, lines 1517- 
1522).
It was a coincidence perhaps that the word Gary ended up with in the summer was as 
antonym for his spring experience. Being at peace is the opposite of “struggling with 
conflict.” Like the angels and the furies, it seems to be between peace and struggle 
that Gary was finding a way to dance. After Gary had described these dynamics, I 
wanted to know more about the conditions and the practices that might have been 
useful for his inner work process.
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I wonder if we could have achieved what we did ... without that level 
of trust. Was our level of trust the same (as in other groups)? If it was 
the same, they need to package that, and they can take the second “t”
(in the Courage to Teach) and make it ‘Courage to Trust.’
Gary did not name a particular “condition” that facilitated his introspective
journey, but he did mention “trust” several times. As a general rule, he didn’t “trust
easily,” and his hesitancy at the beginning of the retreats (about their potential
touchy-feely-ness) made it difficult for him to relax and be open with strangers.
However, something changed his stance along the way. Gary explained,
In the back of my mind, I always have some reservation about people.
But by the winter or spring, I felt that I didn’t have to worry about 
holding onto anything. I’ve never seen trust to that depth among that 
large of a group of people come about so quickly. It’s the parameters 
... just the ... I don’t know what it is.
A review of the Six Paradoxes, or “conditions” reveals that a few of them are 
aimed at attempting to develop a level of trust with program participants. “Open, yet 
bounded” seeks to invite participants to express themselves at whatever level of 
honesty they feel is appropriate at the time; there is no pressure to participate or 
reveal more than one wants to. The condition of “hospitable, yet charged” works in 
harmony with the open/bounded paradox, providing a space for people to feel 
somewhat secure, yet also challenged to do inner work. A space that is hospitable yet 
charged, makes it possible for people to find the security they need to speak about 
issues that are close to their heart.
I think it is this particular condition more than any other that made Gary feel a 
deep sense of trust which, unfortunately, he did not feel at school. Gary was quick to 
add that sentiment during this part of the interview.
Conditions that Facilitated Gary’s Inner Work
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I would love to say that I have 28 teachers at my school—which is 
roughly half the faculty—that I could trust to the extent that I can trust 
any of these folks (at the retreats), because there’s a whole bunch of 
them (teachers at school) where I can’t say anything to them, because I 
know that it’s going to come back as a snide comment, or taken to do 
me dirt. Whereas, here I can say, ‘Gee, I have one eye that’s yellow,’ 
and they would say, ‘Well, it’s a pretty yellow! And that would be 
okay. Who cares? You’re still you.
Practices
Gary named two practices that were particularly helpful to his process of inner 
work: the use of poems and evocative questions. With poems, Gary stated that The 
Angels and the Furies “really got to” him, because it laid bare his feelings of fury and 
rage just under his skin. “I wrestled for years and years about the black rage, and I 
didn’t want to tell anyone.” But at the retreats, with everyone publicly identifying 
with the angels and the furies in their own lives, Gary did not feel alone anymore. 
His own rage was no longer a secret that he had to pound back into the bottle.
Further, Gary named poems as “creative triggers” for his own thought 
processes, allowing him to ask questions of himself and let his mind wander. There 
was no indication by anyone that there was only one correct interpretation of a poem 
or exercise. Consequently, Gary could relax and ask the questions of himself that he, 
and no one else, felt should be asked. “A poem is wide open,” he remarked. “There 
isn’t a set way of interpreting it.” Finally, Gary named the use of open-ended 
questions, or what some people referred to as evocative questions, as being 
instrumental to changes in his self-understanding and subsequent behavior.
3 Retreat participants sometimes equated open-ended questions (the kind asked during Clearness 
Committees) to evocative questions (presented for written reflection).
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The thing that I took out of the practices [is that] I think I’m better at 
questions. There were a couple of times with my wife ... We were 
driving to our Friday night date, and it (his question) verbally stopped 
her in her tracks. And she goes, ‘Whoa, I need to think about this.’
And I go, ‘Yes! I was able to contribute!’ And so I continue to try to 
do that.
And Gary did try to continue with the practice of asking open-ended questions,
especially at school. This new behavior showed a change in him from his earlier
description as being a person who just “blows through things.” Asking open-ended
questions requires skill and a lot of patience, because the purpose is not to give advice
or lead the other person where you think he or she should go with their thinking;
rather, it’s to provide a fresh perspective so the speaker can listen to his or her inner
wisdom, and do what’s best for them, not someone else. Speaking about a recent
conversation with a colleague, Gary explained,
I was talking to Jessica yesterday, and we were standing in the 
commons and I felt uncomfortable about what she was talking about. I 
wanted to sit down and let her gather her thoughts together and give 
her time to think about it, because we were rushing, and I felt that the 
whole situation was being pushed and she wasn’t able to get her mind 
around the problem to where she could start to set some boundaries 
around it ... So, I ’m going to take some time with her and try to do 
some clearness committee kinds of questions on the installment plan, 
and ask her a couple of questions [to] see if we can work through 
them.
I checked through all of my field notes that described the group’s review and 
clarification of the clearness committee process (a practice at each of the retreats just 
prior to the actual committees). Out of the dozens of reminders by the facilitators and 
people in the group about Clearness Committee protocol, Gary spoke up just once, 
saying, “Hold a question and let it develop first before asking it” (Field Notes, August 
7, 2002, line 740). It was interesting to me that out of all of the rules the group
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needed to review, Gary chose “holding a question. This meant that when a 
committee person developed what he or she perceived as being a good open-ended 
question for the focus person to answer, the committee person needed to refrain from 
immediately asking it. Rather, they should “hold it” for a little while, perhaps 5 or 10 
minutes. If the question continued to come up for them as a viable one, then the 
committee person could trust that it was likely a good question to ask.
At the end of the interview, I asked Gary, “Where will you go from here?” 
Gary responded that he was interested in learning more about how to develop his 
“21st Century classroom.” He wanted to continue his work with technology, but he 
felt somewhat confined with his efforts, because it seemed that his colleagues were
only casually interested in what he could offer.
I’m confronted with the conundrum of being the technology leader in 
the building. Do I continue in the same broad venue and continue to 
get frustrated? I can make my suggestions once, and when they’re 
interested and follow up with me, that’s great. But if there s no 
interest or they don’t want to follow-up or they don’t understand, then 
I won’t bring it up again.
What I could glean from Gary’s comments was that he wanted to move 
forward with his ideas, which he described as “presentations, portfolios, and 
culminating projects where there are a series of skills and techniques built up over the 
years to be put together in a final project.” But he felt thwarted by the lack of interest 
by people at school who were in a position to implement policy changes. This was 
hard for someone who liked a no-nonsense approach to life and teaching, and who 
loved learning and moving ahead quickly with new ideas.
4 This point was reiterated in winter (lines 828-830), spring (lines 1203-1204) and summer (line 741).
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Part of the problem in implementing his ideas might be due to the sheer size 
of the building in which Gary works. He explained, “We have 23 members of our 
science department—five acres of space under one roof. Two of them are over here, 
and the other one is over here” (holding his hands far apart).
Beyond the size of the facility, however, lurked deeper feelings of mistrust 
and what Gary later called “disconnectedness.” He had already spoken of the 
inherent mistrust he had in many situations (“I don’t trust easily”) and that the 
program’s name should be changed to “Courage to Trust. Trust was a central 
feature in Gary’s willingness to reflect on his teaching and his inner life, but it was 
missing from his workplace, the place where he had invested so many years of his
intellect and emotions.
One of the things that teachers complain about is a disconnectedness 
from each other. Are we disconnected because of our vocation, or is 
our vocation disconnected because of who we are? Because we re not 
encouraged ... Very few schools offer any time for collaboration. Not 
just socializing, but saying, ‘Johnny Jones is a pain in the b u tt... what 
do you do, because he just sings praises about you? What do you do 
that’s different?’ ‘Well, I can talk to Johnny Jones and tell him to get 
off your back ...’ ‘Okay.’ And the day gets better. And that s a trust 
issue, but it’s also a privacy and loneliness issue.
I have my teacher whom I’m mentoring in chemistry, and even though 
we are close to each other—I can roll back on my chair and throw a 
paperclip at him to get his attention—we only have, ‘Good morning, 
how are you, and what are we doing today in chemistry? We 11 have 
a ten-minute conversation, and we might have one at the end of the 
day, and that’s it. To me, that’s really sad. And for others, they feel 
even further removed.
Our interview ended on this rather sad note, with Gary explaining that the 
leadership he wants to offer does not seem to have a place at his school. He felt alone 
with his teaching, not having the physical closeness in the building or the trust to
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establish collegial relationships. Gary said in parting that he has tried to encourage 
more of the teachers in his school to apply to the Courage to Teach program, but has 
not been successful. “I try to go out and encourage others ... I asked about five
teachers last spring, but none of them applied.” The only person who participated in
the program was Gary’s former principal, but she was no longer at his school.
And what of Gary’s “monsters”—the shadow aspects of himself that he had to 
face in order to understand his inner self? Gary’s story seems to indicate that one 
“monster” reared its head through the guided imagery in spring. It was represented 
by the griffin, the militant rabbit, and the black swirling cloud of unpredictable rage. 
Their presence reminds Gary of his tendency toward impatience and intolerance, and 
his potential for getting angry. But instead of turning away and ignoring these 
attributes and instead of “pounding them back down,” Gary knows that he can hold 
them close” and get to know them (and thus himself) better.
Before going through that visualization, Gary believed that his strong feelings 
were always on the verge of being out of control. But the lessons of paradox in the 
spring taught him that those characters were just part of his whole being. By 
acknowledging them he could better anticipate their moves. “I can go after them, 
grab them by the neck, and drag them back before they do terrible harm.” That 
realization was a key to Gary’s level of self-trust. He explained, I may come up with 
the same decision, but there’s a longer pause where I will have thought about it and I 
will realize that it (my action) is an okay thing to do.”
~  CO 00 CO ~
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Introduction to Case Study Teachers:
Sarah , Andrew, and Jerry
This brief section introduces the stories of three of the case-study teachers, 
Sarah, Andrew, and Jerry. As explained in Chapter 4, the fourth case-study teacher 
(Claire) was omitted from the findings chapters for lack of context-rich information
needed to understand the process of inner work.
One of the primary reasons for including case studies in this research was to 
obtain a more comprehensive look at teachers’ experiences with inner work and its 
possible impact on their relationships with students and colleagues. Did teachers 
make changes in their relationships at school as a result of their retreat experiences? 
If so, what changes did they make? After reviewing the data, the question might have 
been more appropriately asked, “What is the nature of teachers’ relationships with 
students and colleagues, and does their experience in the Courage to Teach retreats
impact those relationships in any way?”
In either case, to determine if changes had taken place, I used certain features 
from Judy Deiro’s (1996) framework for “bonding” with students. These features 
included teachers’ one-to-one time with students, teachers’ openness about their 
personal life or thoughts and feelings (self-disclosure), teachers’ actions to build a 
sense of community in their classroom, and teachers’ use of rituals and traditions. 
With the exception of rituals and traditions, I used the same features to help identify 
teachers’ “bonding” with colleagues. The chart on the next page provides a quick 
overview of demographic data for each teacher and an overview of the findings.
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Overview of Key Findings: Sarah, Andrew, and Jerry
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Sarah and Andrew’s stories follow a similar organizational scheme. First, 
there is a description of the teacher’s school situation, teaching style, and classroom 
demeanor. I use the features from Deiro’s framework as a means for categorization. 
Then, I discuss the teacher’s perspective on the perceived impact that Courage to 
Teach retreats had on the teachers’ relationships at school. The text then shifts to a 
focus on each teacher’s retreat experiences, including an examination of which 
conditions and practices each teacher identified as important to the facilitation of 
those relationships. The chapters end with discussion about the teacher’s 
commitment to living divided no more.
A couple of important aspects to their stories are added at different times, 
namely, relationships with colleagues and obstacles to living divided no more. 
Sarah’s story is quite different from Andrew’s in these areas. Her relationships with 
colleagues were largely positive, and interactions with them did not appear to change 
much as a result of her participation in the Courage to Teach program. Andrew, on 
the other hand, faced a number of obstacles to working with fellow teachers and 
administrative staff. Some obstacles were tangible, such as handling the logistics of 
school schedules. Other obstacles were more internal to Andrew, dealing with his 
beliefs and perceptions of who he was and wanted to be as a teacher.
All of the information used in the following chapters came from interviews 
with Sarah, Andrew, and Jerry, formal observations in their classrooms (2 each), 
interviews with 3-4 of their students (Sarah and Andrew only), field notes from the 
retreats, Directed Retreat Journals, School Site Journals, and emails. Both Sarah and 
Andrew reviewed their own chapter, provided minor editing, and agreed that my
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account of their Courage to Teach experience was accurate. Jerry dropped out of the 
study and did not, therefore, review his chapter.
A brief note about Jerry’s story needs to be added here. As stated in Chapter
4, Jerry’s participation in the program and also in this project was somewhat meager. 
He offered less breadth and depth with regard to his inner work processing, and he 
eventually dropped out of the study. As such, his story is incomplete. His 
participation raises some questions, however, that are worth examining about the 
nature of inner work and what happens when people seem to be less emotionally and 
mentally invested in it. Jerry’s teaching situation was also a considerably more 
difficult one than what the other teachers faced, which might have played a role in his 
capacity (or lack thereof) to apply retreat experiences to the work setting. To help the 
reader follow the progression of Jerry’s inner journey and where he may have run into 
some difficulty with it, I follow a similar pattern in telling his story as I do with the 
stories of Sarah and Andrew.
~  OO 00 00 ~
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Teaching Context
When I first entered Sarah’s classroom,1 she was standing at the doorway, 
speaking with a female student. Sarah is in her late 30s, and stands at a slim 5-feet, 7 
inches tall. She has straight shoulder-length brown hair, which is often pulled back in 
a ponytail. On this day, she was wearing lavender cotton drawstring pants and a 
forest-green colored long-sleeved shirt, all of which exuded a relaxed demeanor.
Students were coming into the room at an easy pace, as there were still 20 
minutes before the next class session would begin. I set my things down on a chair 
and walked around the room. It had the look and feel of a science classroom, with 
posters of butterflies and plants around the walls. On top of the low-level cabinets 
around the circumference of the room sat glass aquariums that housed fish, 
caterpillars, and hissing cockroaches. In another tank, all alone, lay an iguana. There 
were some small plants nestled under a special growing lamp, part of a science 
experiment, I assumed. Saxophone music played quietly in the background, mixing 
unobtrusively with students’ voices as they chatted at their tables or checked up on 
the various living specimens. By the time the bell rang, 28 students were finally 
settling at their tables, scooting in chairs and squeezing in the last moment of free­
time talk. Sarah sat on a stool in front of the room, taking attendance. She would 
quickly glance over the tops of her wire-rimmed glasses to a section of the room and 
then tick off several names at once. “Alright, let’s get going here,” she announced.
Chapter 8 - Sarah
1 This particular observation was done on May 20, 2002. However, some of the descriptions of 
Sarah’s teaching were also taken from an observation the following school year, on January 15, 2003.
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At the time of the first observation, Sarah had been teaching math, science, 
and health classes for almost 4 years at the same inner city school. This year, she was 
working primarily with 6* graders, and then part-time with a group of 7th grade 
students for one Health class. Prior to teaching, Sarah worked as a park ranger. 
Then, she worked with her husband for a conservation organization, building trails 
and helping to organize Earth Day activities. Sarah was an avid outdoors person, and 
regularly enjoyed the parks and mountains near her home. When asked about their 
own impressions of their teacher, her students concurred, “She’s an adventure kind of 
girl. She hikes and she skis and goes out and does stuff that she wants to do.”
The school where Sarah works serves about 550 children, K-8th grade. Half of 
them are white, and about one-quarter identify as Asian American. African American 
and Hispanic students also attend the school at 13.1 and 14.2-percent, respectively. 
Only 1.0-percent identifies as American Indian or Alaskan Native. The school has a 
good reputation with regard to the state’s standardized testing, with all scores in math, 
reading, and writing operating between 65-81% proficiency. Only 16-percent of the 
student population requires free and reduced meals. There are a few children who 
identify as special needs. Sarah reported that she had 3 such students who are 
technically [using the] resource room, [but] they barely need any help in math. They 
get services mostly for writing and reading.”
In addition to teaching math, science, and health classes, Sarah worked on the 
school’s technology committee. One day each week she also spent an extra hour after 
school as the facilitator for Study Club, “where kids can stay and get extra help if 
they need it.”
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During my classroom observations, Sarah worked with her students on the 
rules that governed the shapes of triangles and quadrilaterals. In science class, she 
taught them research techniques for studying and illustrating the growth of 
caterpillars and plants. She also worked with them on the proper way to cite 
information from the World Wide Web. In her health class, the topic centered on
drugs and drug abuse.
Using the Focused Observation Protocol developed from Deiro’s (1996) 
framework, I watched how Sarah related to her students before, during, and after 
lessons. I watched for verbal and non-verbal cues of what Deiro called bonding, 
and tried to record as much as I could of interactions that occurred between her and 
the students in her classes. I also watched for the demeanor of her interactions with 
colleagues, but found that those instances did not occur with enough frequency during 
my visits for me to draw significant conclusions about that aspect of the research. 
However, Sarah did explain from her own perspective what her collegial relationships 
were like, and I want to briefly discuss what she shared before moving onto the more 
substantial section regarding Sarah’s relationships with students.
Relationships with Colleagues
During our first interview, Sarah described her relationships with other adults
in the building in a positive way, but with some reservations.
I’m very lucky to be working in a place where people are fairly 
supportive of each other ... I interact with a select few [colleagues] 
most of the time, and I can’t say that much has changed, really, related 
to CTT. It’s always been pretty good (Interview, 5/20/02, lines 343- 
344 and 374-376).
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According to this statement, Sarah’s relationships with her colleagues were amicable.
She added that teachers supported each other by taking charge of each other’s classes
at certain times, reviewing student work together, and helping each other with
whatever needed to be done. “That doesn’t mean that we don’t get cranky with each
other sometimes, but we’re very civil” (Interview, 5/20/02, lines 352-353).
The only challenging aspect to working with colleagues that Sarah identified
was the physical distance between the upper and lower grades in the school building.
This physical separation made it almost impossible for teachers at different grade
levels to spend time with each other on a regular basis.
I almost never talk to the elementary [staff], and that’s a problem in 
this school. There’s no place for us to gather. Well, there is a place, 
but no one wants to go there. It’s in the basement, and it’s in the other 
building for those of us at the higher level. It’s over and down and 
over again. And for the amount of the lunchtime I have, it’s 
practically a 5-minute walk, so that’s the last thing I want to do! I 
think it’s an issue, and I think it’s one of the reasons I feel weird and 
will continue to ... There will always be a lack of communication, 
because the middle school will never see the elementary (Interview, 
5/20/02, lines 232-251).
For Sarah, then, she was too far away from the elementary teachers to interact with
them in a meaningful way. Sarah had more supportive relationships with colleagues
who were located in the same general vicinity as her classroom, and who taught the
same grades. Still, her interactions with colleagues in general were limited during the
day, both from what she told me and from what I observed. She did not believe that
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her interactions with colleagues changed at all as a result of her Courage to Teach 
experiences. I now move to discussing Sarah’s relationships with students—a focus 
that provided richer data for reflection and analysis.
Relationships with Students
The charts on the following pages provide an overview of the characteristics I 
observed with regard to the nature of teacher-student relationships. The examples 
cited derive from the two formal observations and interviews. The charts are followed 
by more a detailed discussion of the data and what they might mean. The remainder 
of the chapter focuses on how Sarah’s inner life journey through the retreats 
facilitated changes in her teaching and relationships with others.
2 Examples from the observation on May 20,2002 are labeled #1 (for the first observation). Examples 
from the second observation on January 15,2003, are labeled #2. The other numbers correspond to 
line numbers, indicating where that particular example can be found in my field notes.
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Overview of Observed Teacher-Student Bonding 
One-on-One Time
Observable Quality______  Example
Being accessible:
- Seeking time to talk 
individually
- Being in the classroom 
or halls during non-class 
time (interaction with 
students at that time)
- Listening attentively
- Being open to students’ 
needs
- Providing emotional 
support
At this point, Sarah pulled up a chair and sat next to one 
student. Another teacher entered the room, and the 
three of them talked about what the student was 
researching on the web. Another student joined them, 
and Sarah spent close to 5 minutes just with them. (#2, 
714-717)
“Well, thank you delivery people!” Sarah exclaimed to 
two female students who rolled a computer and power- 
point projector into the room and set it up toward the 
front. “Muchas gracias. ” She turned again to the 
student with whom she had been speaking, and then 
interjected a “Bye-bye girls!” to the two students with 
the projector (as they left the room again). (#1, 14-18)
One student does not have his work done. Sarah’s 
facial expression becomes stern, with her eyebrows 
furrowed. She gets closer to the student (on the side), 
almost touching him, and speaks to him about why he 
didn’t get it done. The whole time that the student is 
explaining why he didn’t get his work done, she is 
looking intently at him. (#1, 190-197)
Sarah (to a group of students at one table): “Here you 
go, guys. You can share with these ones over here. ” 
She takes a few of the poly-strips from one group and 
gives them to another table. (#1, 171-172)
To another student, who had been playing a lot of 
soccer games over the weekend (in a tournament), 
Sarah replied, “Wow, how are you doing?” The 
student replied, “Sore!” Sarah responded, “Yeah, I  
bet!” (#2, 467-469)
Designing curriculum to 
meet individual students’ 
needs
Sarah explained that she did not have any students with 
special needs, so it was not an issue in her classroom. 




Sarah singled out one student in the middle of her 
instructions, saying, “Eric, I am so impressed with you 
today. You are doing very well right now, today, on 
your first day back. ” (Eric had been disrupting the 
class a lot the previous week.)
Eric answered, “Yeah, I stopped drinking pop!”
“You did? ” asked Sarah, somewhat surprised. “Why? ”
“Well, it made me feel funny. So, I stopped drinking it. 
Coke.”
Sarah took this opportunity to teach the class about the 
caustic side effects of pop. “Do you know why Coca 
Cola is bad for you?” she asked the class in general ... 
(#2, 641-655)
Using personal dialogue 
during non-class time
Sarah used short comments of support and recognition, 
such as “Okay, ” and “Sure, you can do that. ” These 
interactions were largely focused on academic issues. 
(Summary note from #1 observation)
Writing comments on 
students’ papers or 
journals
“In Science, i t ’s hard to get personal on topics that 
we 're dealing with right now. But I  do try to say, ‘Boy, 
it really looks like you got this, ’ or ‘Looks like you got 
this part, but I  want you to think more about that. 
(Interview, 1/14/03, 168-171)
Sarah: “Okay, please get your homework out. I f  you 
have it stamped already, great. I f  not, we ’11 do it. I ’ll 
come around. ” (Sarah uses an inkpad and a stamp to 
mark on the students’ homework that they completed an 
assignment. Later, she collects their homework to read 
it more carefully and assign a grade.) (#1, 83-86)
Physical closeness (eye 
contact, hand on shoulder, 
etc.)
As she helps students construct their geometric shapes, 
she bends over closely, sometimes putting her hand on 
the back of a student’s chair, and sometimes putting a 
hand on the edge of the table. (#1, 173-175)
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Self-Disclosure
Observable Quality______  Example
Sharing personal 
experiences and stories 
from own life
After the students had shared, Sarah took the initiative 
to tell them what she did over her weekend. “I worked 
in my garden," she started. “I ’m excited. I ’ve got 
tomato plants in, lettuce, spinach, and corn for the first 
time. And lots o f flowers! ” (#2, 471-473)
“I don’t come in and tell them about my life, but if they 
have a question I ’ll usually answer it for them. I 
usually tell them what I  did over the weekend. ’’ 
(Interview, 5/20/02, 193-195)
Sharing feelings with 
students, individually or as 
a group
“You can’t miss my favorite bird, the Merganser! ” She 
flips to the next slide. “I t ’s got a cool hairdo. ” (#1, 
404-405)
“I ’m pretty up front about that. I ’ll warn them that I ’m 
not in a very good mood or if  I ’m tired. With individual 
kids, I ’ll say, 7 don’t like being annoyed with you, but I 
am. (Interview, 5/20/02, 199, 202-204)
Community Building
Observable Quality_______ Example
Arranging furniture to 
maximize movement and 
action
Student desks are arranged in clusters, with 4 students 
per cluster. There is room for Sarah to walk through 
the clusters and around the perimeter of the room. 
Students are also invited to walk around the room 
during certain activities; they are not always in their 
desks. (Summary notes, observation, May 20, 2002)
Designing lessons for 
interaction on a personal 
level
Several students raise their hands to ask questions, and 




She moves to another student who has asked a question 
about accurate measuring of the plants. “Very nice, ” 
Sarah affirms, as she nods her head. (#1, lines 311-312)
Establishing students’ 
sense of ownership in the 
classroom (“residency”)
(During a break between classes): The students get up, 
several leave the room ... Some students remain in the 
room and continue to talk about their poly-strips, while 
others go over to observe the caterpillars that are 
growing in small plastic containers on the side of the 
room. (#1, lines 240-244)
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Rituals and Traditions
Observable Quality______  Example
Activities that help bring 
lessons to a close (or 
opening them)
“I'lljust say, 'Okay, stop everyone, we're going to have 
a moment o f silence for this transition, and I  want 
everyone to leave what you were just doing, and come 
into this room now, mentally and physically.
(Interview. 5/20/02, 141-143)
Activities that smooth 
transitions between 
lessons
(Giving a warning of time left): "Okay, we have less 
than 16 minutes. ” (#1, 364) (Also, the use of 
silence—see above example).
Activities that connect 
students to each other, the 
school, or a larger 
environment
“I'm not a big ritual person... The one thing I do, and 
the kids like i t ... They die for weekend stories. It's a 
big deal to them. So, if  I  stopped that, they'd be really 
upset... People can choose if they want to share, but I 
guess that' sort o f a ritual. Every Monday we do that.” 
(Interview, 5/20/02, 563-569)
As these examples illustrate, there were numerous instances when Sarah 
initiated “bonding” with her students. She was hardly ever at her desk, choosing 
instead to be accessible to students so she could provide direction and encouragement 
for their learning and interactions with others. She moved around the room to 
monitor student progress, and answered questions quickly and efficiently, often with
just a nod of her head.
Sarah was also physically close to her students, whether they were sitting or 
standing. Standing, she would maintain steady eye contact with them when they were 
explaining something to her, and nodding her head to indicate that she was listening 
to their questions without interruption. When students were seated, she would come 
around behind them and lean over their shoulders or squat next to them at eye level. 
A field note entry captures this type of interaction:
As Sarah moves around the room, she leans over each student who is 
seated, puts her palms on the table, and gets very close to them. With
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one student (who is showing her his notebook entry), she pulls a chair 
close and puts one foot on it. She leans forward more, resting on her 
knee, and reaches to page through the student’s notebook herself 
(Observation on May 20, 2002, lines 370-374).
The students seemed to enjoy contact with their teacher. They did not hesitate to 
approach Sarah with a question or to comment on something they had discovered in 
their learning.
Teacher-student contact was peppered with Sarah’s admonitions to students to 
stay on task and maintain control of their actions. Given her discovery-learning 
approach, students were free to move around the room and talk to each other. That 
freedom tended to result in the noise volume quickly increasing in the room or 
students acting silly. Sarah was constantly interjecting her disciplinary practice of “ 1- 
2-3” to indicate that students had 3 counts to be quiet, or else she would take more 
drastic measures to quiet them down. “More drastic measures” usually meant 
running a lap around the building or writing an essay on “Respect.” In general, 
Sarah’s style of discipline was what she described as “starting out strict,” and then 
having an “able-to-joke relationship following that” (Interview, 5/20/02, lines 10-11). 
In general, she just wanted to be “as down to earth and real as possible” with her 
students (Interview, 5/20/02, lines 505-6) so they could trust her words of 
encouragement and also her admonitions as being genuine and respectful.
During a lesson in which she was teaching students how to accurately cite 
sources from the Web, I left my tape recorder running to capture the flow of her 
speech. Sarah was direct and quick with her comments, saying things like, “Thanks
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for asking that.” “Good question.” “Make sure to take your notes with you.” She 
made students aware of the time frame for working on a project (“Okay, we have 16 
minutes left”) and directed the flow of conversation in the large group by calling out 
the order of people who had their hands raised (“Zillah and then Carol”). The overall 
atmosphere emanated a respectful and steady pace in learning.
Sarah also used her physical presence to work with student behavior, 
frequently moving toward students who might be getting off task or giving them “the 
eye” so they would calm down. At other times, she would simply call out a student s 
name or use humor to bring them back in line. At the end of one math lesson, for 
example, she spotted two boys using the plastic poly-strips as swords in a mock 
battle. Sarah called out to them, “Okay, guys. We’re not playing cute little war 
games! Put them away” (#1, 264-267). The boys quickly complied.
Discipline was not overtly included in Deiro’s (1996) framework for bonding 
with students. Perhaps that feature of a teacher’s life could be included with the other 
categories of accessibility, self-disclosure, and community building. However, it 
seems that Sarah’s manner of maintaining control of her classroom environment and 
the various admonishments she doled out every day were also a way for her to bond 
with the children in her care. For example, even though some lessons were constantly 
interrupted by student misbehavior (one lesson had 13 instances), the pace still 
flowed. Sarah did not dwell on problems; she kept things moving along. Said one 
student, “She’s stern when she needs to be stem, and she’s joking and laughing when 
she needs to be. I think she has a really good way of controlling the class.”
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Of course, there were times when Sarah had students who were extremely
difficult to deal with, and even her fair, but direct and no-nonsense approach did not
reach them. During one interview, Sarah explained,
There are kids who are already turned off, and I’m viewed as just 
another person who’s trying to shove stuff at them ... Kids who just 
aren’t interested, and come in with the idea that there’s no way they 
will become interested. Some are not interested in relationships with 
adults. You know. They want to stay where they are in their own little 
world. [They’re] not interested in growing or in [taking advantage of] 
the opportunities that the teacher might offer to grow and think harder, 
and change. And then there are kids who aggravate you to the point 
that you’re not interested in getting to know them (5/20/02, lines 48- 
61 and 73-74).
As Sarah’s comments illustrate, building relationships with students is a 
complex activity. It calls for the capacities to multi-task and deal with student apathy 
and interruptions while still maintaining a flow in the lesson so students can learn 
new material and gain interest in the subjects being covered. From my observations, 
it seems that Sarah was doing a good job with all of these tasks.
This research project is not, however, focused on teachers’ capacities to 
“bond” with students, per se. Deiro’s model has been used only to help clarify and 
categorize specific behaviors that teachers engage in as they relate to students in order 
to establish a baseline from which to compare changes that occurred in those 
relationships as a result of each case study teacher’s participation in the Courage to 
Teach retreats. I wanted to get a feel for the real life of the teachers in the program, 
and find out what a typical day looked like for them. If any impact on teacher-student 
relationships was experienced from their participation in the Courage to Teach 
program, I wanted to know the context within which that impact was felt.
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Reviewing the data from my observations of Sarah, it is clear that she satisfied 
the categories of bonding outlined in Deiro’s framework for establishing close 
connections with her students. She made herself accessible to students in a variety of 
ways throughout the day, listened to their needs, provided direction and emotional 
support, and found ways to establish a sense of community among them. While her 
teaching style was direct and no-nonsense, there was also an open quality to her 
demeanor that students could count on. They approached her without reservation to 
ask questions and obtain support.
Earlier, Sarah commented that she did not experience any changes in her 
relationships with colleagues as a result of her program participation. The question I 
want to turn to now is, “Did Sarah’s interactions with her students change?”
Changes in Teacher-Student Relationships
During each formal interview conducted with the case study teachers, I asked 
the same questions about changes they might have observed making in their 
relationships with students (see Appendices E-l, E-2, and E-3). Examples of such 
questions include, “Since your time with the Courage to Teach, have you experienced 
any changes in the frequency or quality of the time spent with students?” and “Have 
you made any changes in the ways you organize lessons?” In response to questions 
like these, Sarah tended to say that she had not made any substantial changes in her 
contact with students. “I have to say that I don’t think there have been big changes,” 
she reported in our first interview. “Not particularly due to the Courage to Teach 
Program, no” (5/20/02, lines 164-166). Several months later, her answer was largely
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the same: “I can’t say that there’s much I’ve done differently, to be honest” (1/14/03, 
lines 158-9).
Indeed, there were several instances during our interviews when Sarah 
admitted that she was not able to commit to saying that anything she was doing in her 
classroom was a direct result of attending the Courage to Teach retreats. For 
example, at one point she was discussing her interactions with a particularly difficult 
student, and how she was attempting to be more patient with him. I thought for a 
moment that she would say that her level of patience (which she said was increasing) 
was due to her exposure to patience practiced at the retreats, but Sarah did not want to 
commit to that causal relationship. “I can’t connect it necessarily to the Courage to 
Teach, you know. It’s hard to do that. I don’t know” (1/14/03, lines 277-8).
A major interest I had in doing this study was to find out whether or not the 
Courage to Teach program affected teachers in their daily interactions and 
relationships with others at school. If the program did have an effect, what was it? 
Here, I had a teacher explaining that she couldn’t say that anything specific thing had 
changed, at least nothing that she could directly attribute to the program. However, 
as the months unfolded, and we had a chance to talk more personally about her life at 
school and how she worked with students, a different story started to emerge.
One of the requests I made of the case study teachers was to send their 
thoughts to me via email on several questions that I posed at the end of the winter and 
spring retreats (Appendix C). The questions were the same each time: 1) Are you 
experiencing changes in your relationships with students that you would attribute to 
your participation in the Courage to Teach program? Please describe the situation; 2)
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Are you experiencing changes in your relationships with colleagues that you would
attribute to your participation in the Courage to Teach program? Please describe the
situation; and 3) What reasons would you give for attributing these changes to your
participation in the Courage to Teach program?
In a post-winter retreat response to me, Sarah answered that she had, indeed,
made a change in something in her classroom: the introduction of silence. She wrote
in her email to me,
One thing that I have been doing with my students, which I have not 
done previous to CTT, is having students spend a moment (15-30 
seconds) of silence when they come into my room from their other 
class. Often transition time is quick, and we ask a lot of the kids when 
we want them to come right in and go from Social Studies to Math in a 
flash. I have found that the moment of silence has a calming and 
focusing effect on all of us. I don't do it every day, but whenever I do,
I am thankful for it. Courage to Teach is clearly the catalyst for such a 
change in my classroom, as there is such an emphasis on silence ... I 
think it is important for students to get used to silence, not just as a 
punishment, as some teachers use it (School Site Journal, 3/26/02).
Sarah’s use of silence was part of a larger effort to help students make transitions.
She pressed this point again in her Directed Retreat Journal after the spring retreat
(April 2002), during the interview I had with her in May 2002, and once again in
January 2003. Her answers illustrate that there was an emerging pattern of impact
with regard to Sarah’s experiences with silence at the retreats and the use of silence in
her classroom; it was not a single occurrence, but something she continued to think
about and implement as part of her scheme for interacting with students. In April
2002, she wrote in her Directed Retreat Journal:
The invitation for silence to have its place in the retreat is extremely 
valuable for me. It is a reminder that I need silence (sometimes full of 
thought, sometimes meditative) in my own life, and also that my 
students need it too. Our days are so frantic. The moments of silence
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that we share in the classroom are rare, and extremely valuable, and I 
would not have actively invited moments of silence in the classroom 
were it not for the CTT retreats.
During our face-to-face interview in May 2002, she said,
I’ve made more attempts [with] having kids be more present in the 
room. Some of the transitions between the classes can be, you know ... 
it’s asking a lot of them. They go straight from Language Arts to me, 
and it’s ‘Get out your math books!’ So later on in the week, 
especially, I’ll just say, ‘Okay, stop everyone, we're going to have a 
moment of silence for this transition, and I want everyone to leave 
what you were just doing, and come into this room now, mentally and 
physically.’ So, that is different, because of all the transitions we do at 
CTT and how nice it is to have that moment of silence. I’ve done that 
more often and they do respond to it (lines 135-146).
The following school year, deep in winter, Sarah mentioned something about
transitions again. This time, the focus was not so much on silence as it was her
awareness that she could slow down the pace a little at the beginning of class to make
sure all students were mentally and emotionally present. She said, “Making sure I
greet the kids everyday, instead of just starting out, is a big thing for me this year. I
tend to just get rolling, unless I stop and say, ‘Alright! Good morning you guys!
How is everybody?”’ (1/14/03, lines 154-157).
Sarah’s use of silence, and her increasing efforts to slow down and pay
attention to students’ emotional needs were starting to weave into her pedagogy
surrounding building community in the classroom. She saw the deliberate act of
asking “How’s everyone doing?” as one part of the larger act of welcoming each
student into the learning environment, which is what she saw modeled at the Courage
to Teach retreats. This was a consistent pattern I found while analyzing the data.
Sarah’s witnessing and experiencing of certain practices at the retreats did indeed
transfer to some extent to her teaching routine and her relationships with students.
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Well, it’s the same thing that I said before, it’s not a curriculum 
change, but I ’ve just started saying, ‘Does anybody have any 
announcements to make?’ And it’s trying to slow down the ‘Wham!
Let’s just go straight into this.’ Whether or not that’s a big sign of 
community, I really think that it just allows everyone to move into it 
slower, and to know that, ‘Oh, my announcement, it matters.
That, I think, has something to do with the Courage to 
Teach—bringing more people-ness into it. Just the fact that we’re 
human beings and not just teachers and students. It’s not huge, but it 
feels good and I think the kids appreciate it. Anytime you just say,
‘Let me hear from you,’ you know ... ‘Tell me what's going on.’ I’ll 
start out the day saying, ‘God, who's tired? Who’s awake today?’
And then telling them what we’re about to do in relation to how 
they’re feeling. ‘It's okay if you’re tired, because we’re going to do 
something that’s probably going to wake you up.’ And so, giving 
them more anticipation of where we’re going, I guess. So, it’s not big, 
and they may not even notice it. But to me, it feels like something 
that’s just important to do a little more of..
I witnessed Sarah’s efforts to connect with her students in this more personal way
during the transition time between individual seatwork and group work on a math
lesson (on quadrilaterals). Just as she was handing out the plastic bags of math
manipulatives, she tossed out this comment to the room, “How’s everyone doing?”
One student replied, “Groggy.” It was a Monday morning, and the students were not
quite mentally “checked in” to their school day yet. “Oh boy,” replied Sarah. She
stopped moving and looked around. “Okay, take a deep breath everyone!” She
inhaled deeply, encouraging the students to do the same (Observation, May 20, 2002,
lines 161-164).
The silence between classes and Sarah’s checking in with her students’ well 
being between lessons—these were actions that she directly attributed to her 
experiences at the retreats. She connected their use to building community in her 
classroom, where students were not viewed merely as children in school, but as
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people who had lives outside of the school context—lives that contributed to their
wakefulness or lack of interest in the lesson. Sarah explained that she was just
... letting them know that I see that their world is chaotic. I've been 
doing some more of that, and opening up more time for 
announcements and letting them know that I know that they are people 
outside of school a little bit more. That may [have] a lot to do with 
Courage to Teach, because we talk about that. You know, that they're 
people and we're not just teachers trying to force them to do these 
things all of the time. So, yeah, that's probably a change that's 
happened because of going (Interview, May 20, 2002, lines 166-173).
“Opening up more time for announcements” was related to one other practice that
Sarah experienced at the Courage to Teach retreats, particularly during the Clearness
Committees—the practice of using “open and honest questions.” Sarah highlighted
open and honest questions as being instrumental in some of the interactions she had
with students, especially problematic ones. Instead of stepping in and fixing the
problem between students, Sarah explained, “When someone's got a problem, [I] try
to open it up that way, as opposed to [doing] the fix-it thing” (Interview, 5/20/02,
lines 524-525). She gave an example:
I have this little conflict management thing that I do, where one person 
is not able to interrupt another to say whatever they want ... A few 
weeks ago when I was working with a couple of kids, I put that in 
front of my mind. Instead of saying, ‘Okay, so what are you going to 
do about this?’ I asked, ‘So what is this whole picture for you? What 
does this all mean for you?’ And ‘What do you see when you are 
faced with this problem?’ I mean, I can’t exactly remember what it 
was all about, but I do remembering thinking to myself, ‘Okay instead 
of that, let’s try this,’ [and] not guiding them into the teacher’s way.
You know, what I want (Interview, 5/20/02, lines 525-539).
Experiencing the positive impact herself of open and honest questions at the retreats,
Sarah wanted to share that with her students. This was another instance of her
relationships changing as a result of her program participation.
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What intrigued me more, however, was not Sarah’s deliberate transfer of open 
and honest questions to her classroom, or her intentional use of silence as a means for 
helping students transition between classes. Rather, I was interested in the deeper 
reasoning that Sarah was working through that brought her to making changes in the 
first place. It’s one thing to be shown a teaching strategy for the classroom, and 
another to personally experience an inner transformation from its use first, for 
oneself. To clarify, the Courage to Teach program is not advocating transfer of the 
conditions or practices to classrooms. Instead, there is an attempt to create a space 
where teachers experience a fresh awareness of their inner lives with the aid of those 
conditions and practices. The result is called “teacher formation,” which may or may 
not result in teachers using the conditions and practices at school. Whether or not 
they do is secondary to the program’s intent.
The primary purpose for the various practices, which were used in the context 
of the Six Paradoxes, was to help teachers get acquainted with themselves on a deeper 
level. Their growing self-understanding might find its way into empowering them in 
their lives both in and out of school. In Sarah’s case, her direct experience at the 
retreats helped her to identify various attributes as being significant to that 
empowerment. She could practice what it was like to relax more into them. The 
retreats were like an experiment for experiencing the core of who she was as a person 
and then as a teacher. Subsequently, Sarah’s connections to students deepened in 
some cases, because she had experiences that helped her to understand what she 
needed herself. Awareness of those needs increased her capacity to infer what her
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students might need, as well—what they might be feeling at a deeper level than what
they showed on the surface.
Sarah explained this process of internal and then external change. In her
winter retreat journal (February 2002), she wrote, “Silence helps me remember that
there is a part of me that has answers and ideas and resources that I can access, as
long as I allow myself the space and the silence to hear that part of me ‘speak.’” The
following year, she said during an interview,
Silence was a big one for me in winter. That whole dialogue with 
silence, I really liked [it], because I actually did come up with a nice 
conversation. I wrote, ‘You seem to have learned that you don’t get to 
have silence. Others around you appear to have learned the same 
thing.’ So, it’s important to have, and I decided to have more of it in 
my classroom (2/28/03, lines 44-49).
Sarah’s direct experience with silence proved its importance to her as a fundamental
quality needed for accessing “answers and ideas.” She wanted to share that same
experience with her students.
Sarah made this connection again between her personal experience at the
retreats with open and honest questions, and her desired use of them with students.
“It’s helpful in helping kids with conflicts,” she explained. “You know, when you
help someone with a conflict, that helps bring you closer to them” (5/20/02, 497-499).
Perhaps the use of silence and asking open and honest questions did not seem
like “big changes,” as Sarah pointed out earlier, but they did seem to prompt a shift in
how she related to students. But is that all there is to Sarah’s story, that she
experienced some practices at the retreats and simply wanted to share what she felt
with her students? The remainder of this chapter suggests that there was more going
on for Sarah—some shifts in her awareness of who she was and how she wanted to
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live. An explanation of this phenomenon can be found in one of the poems, titled 
“The Woodcarver.”
“The Woodcarver” and the Work Before the Work
Early in the summer retreat, a poem titled The Woodcarver (see Poems 
Appendix) was handed out to the group. Max, one of the facilitators, asked people to 
reflect for a moment on this question: “What is required of me to do my very best 
work, whatever that work will be?” He allowed about 10 minutes of journaling time 
on that question, and then read the poem out loud. Afterward, he asked for comments 
from the group.3
The Woodcarver is a story about a master carver who is commissioned by the 
“Prince of Lu” to carve a bell stand (from which to hang a bell). The woodcarver 
produces such a beautiful piece of artwork that the Prince demands to know what the 
carver’s “secret” was in making it. The woodcarver explains that he fasted and 
prayed, intentionally letting go of any expectations that he or others (even the Prince) 
might have for the finished product. When he completed his physical, mental, and 
emotional preparations, the carver went into the forest to search for a tree from which 
to carve the bell stand. He said to the Prince, “Then I went to the forest to see the 
trees in their own natural state. When the right tree appeared before my eyes, the bell 
stand also appeared in it, clearly, beyond doubt. All I had to do was to put forth my 
hand and begin.”
3 Fieldnotes, August 6,2002, lines 348-352.
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Max referred to the woodcarver’s internal preparations as “the work before
the work.” Others in the group concurred.
“The poem seems to be about clearing techniques, or what you do to clear
your mind and body before starting a major piece of important work.”
“This is a story about not being your own problem.”
“This is a reminder to relax back into my natural form.”
“I think of distractions in my work—things that distract me from the work at
hand—and that they can be internal or external.”
The significance of this poem in Sarah’s story derives from a comment that
another teacher named Holly made during an interview—a comment that provided a
new perspective with regard to what was going on for the teachers in the program that
might explain the process of teacher formation. From my various interviews with
them, it was becoming apparent that teachers’ experiences at the retreats were deeply
impacting them on a personal level. The impact went beyond merely transferring
practices from the retreats to school situations.
As stated above, the first hint of this perspective came during my interview
with Holly, an elementary school teacher. In the context of talking about her favorite
poems, Holly brought up the Woodcarver poem. She said,
In your own spiritual development you can only go so far, because 
there’s work before the work. I had to do this work before I could go 
on and do whatever else I need to do. I had to get in touch [and] in 
connection with all of those things that are inside of me—those things 
that need to die, those things that need to be let go ... All of those 
things had to happen before I could go any further (Interview, 2/18/03, 
lines 312-322).
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Keeping in mind Holly’s comment, I reviewed transcripts from Sarah’s interviews 
and recognized that she was saying the same thing. The Courage to Teach program is 
not about applying new techniques to one’s classroom or trying out certain practices 
to improve one’s relationships with students or colleagues. Those things might 
happen, but they are not the primary intended outcomes from teachers’ retreat 
experiences. The primary outcome is teachers doing the “work before the 
work”—the internal work that is focused on understanding their inner life. The 
impact of the program is felt by the people who do that inner work, whatever it might 
be. Only then might they be capable of initiating changes in their relationships with 
people at school.
During one interview, Sarah commented that the retreats were a place to 
practice “the courage to be human.” She mentioned that she was not sure how much 
of her feelings of renewal or change could be attributed to her participation in the 
retreats. “But it’s seeping in,” she said. By the time we had our first interview, Sarah 
had been through the fall, winter, and spring retreats, and she knew that some changes
inside of her had happened.
I’ve just [been] writing things down,” she said. “Just how much 
how much of it goes directly into teaching? I don’t know. It may take 
a long time for it to go into the teaching and really be apparent. But in 
the end, if it’s making you think of things that help make you be a 
better person, then it’s going to do something. And it may not be this 
year. It may not show for a long time. But the stuff we’re talking 
about, it’s important enough, and it might lead to different kinds of 
thoughts and different kinds of feelings to the point that it does make a 
big difference (Interview, 5/20/02, lines 469-477).
Just prior to the last retreat, I interviewed Sarah again, asking if she knew if any
changes had occurred in her personally or in her teaching during the 6-month interim
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between the summer retreat and the final one in January 2003. By then, Sarah
seemed clearer about the impact of the program on her life, explaining,
For me, it does not solve problems, and it does not make teaching 
easier. But, when you’re at that point of thinking, ‘Maybe I need to 
just quit,’ it allows you to step back and think, ‘What are the real 
issues here? What do I need to look at? What can I do about this?’
So, it doesn’t turn me around, and it hasn’t turned me around for good, 
and I ’m not thinking, ‘Man, I love this, and there’s no problem 
anymore’ ... It’s not just this wonderful thing, now that I’ve had the 
Courage to Teach. But, it makes you stop and look at what is 
bothering you, and maybe be able to rearrange some things so that it’s 
not so bad or so you are happier in your job.
It’s a constant thing. It’s a tool that you need a lot, even though when 
you leave those retreats, you feel so much better about being a teacher, 
and about the community of teachers, and the whole thing. But it’s the 
job. It’s so incredibly demanding that you need that time to look back 
and say, ‘Okay, okay. Why am I staying again? Why am I teaching 
again?’ Constantly. And the Courage to Teach is a tool to keep you 
there (Interview, 1/14/03, lines 82-98).
For Sarah, part of the “work before the work” came at the retreats when there was
time to reflect on the real reasons she was staying in the teaching profession. In the
fresh air and quiet mountain setting, there was time alone or with the support of
others to pay attention to “different kinds of thoughts and feelings to the point that it
would make a big difference” in her life—to “think of things that help make you be a
better person.” The silence at the retreats and the open and honest questions during
the clearness committees helped her “remember that there is a part of me that has
answers and ideas and resources that I can access. It was the kind of silence and
introspection that the master carver sought during his internal preparations to do the
external work of carving the bell stand, creating something “magical” from his head,
heart, and hands working in unison.
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Sarah added near the end of our interview, “I think particularly for those who 
are looking for something, the work that is done there (at the retreats) is very 
spiritual” (1/14/03, lines 350-351). “Spiritual work” is what Holly called the process 
of teacher formation, as well. Both teachers talked about the necessity of doing “the 
work before the work” on their personal lives as teachers and their personal issues as 
human beings before they could get on with the business of changing anything in 
their relationships with students. The internal work was critical to the process of 
deciding to stay in the profession when it might be more appealing to walk away, too.
But what was Sarah’s “work before the work?” When she speaks of 
“different kinds of thoughts and feelings [that] would make a big difference” in her 
life—“things that help make you be a better person”—what was she talking about? 
She said that the silence at the retreats and the open and honest questions during the 
clearness committees helped her “remember that there is a part of me that has answers 
and ideas and resources that I can access.” Ideas and resources relating to what?
To answer that question, we need to look at what happened to Sarah as she 
went through the retreats, season by season. What was her “work before the work 
that transformed her internally and led to some of the changes she was implementing 
in her classroom?
Sarah’s Inner Life
Before getting into Sarah’s understanding of her inner life as she experienced 
it through the retreats, I want to point out Sarah’s own caution that the changes in her 
life at home and work were only partially a result of her participation in the Courage
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The Courage to Teach program was a complement to that inner work, not necessarily
the major impetus for changes in her life. She said during one interview,
One of the things about CTT is that a lot of the poems are right in-line 
with the personal work I’ve already been doing. I’ve always felt that it 
just complements things that I’m trying to learn about myself, and 
trying to do and trying to explore (February 28, 2003, lines 297-300).
When I asked her about the reason she applied to attend the retreats, Sarah answered
that the program did not sound like “a workshop on a bunch of handouts. It sounded
like going into what it means to be a teacher—the heart as opposed to just the head”
(1/14/03, 413-416). Her response indicates that she was already somewhat
predisposed to doing introspective exercises. The practices at the retreats and the
conditions within which they were exercised offered different ways for her to
continue the “work before the work” that she was already doing. This next section
discusses those issues, beginning with Sarah’s views on the value of using a seasonal
model for learning about her inner life.
Sarah’s Views on the Seasonal Model
Participants in the Courage to Teach program are exposed to a variety of 
reflective activities surrounding the seasons of fall, winter, spring, and summer. The 
seasonal emphasis is not meant to force a simultaneous feeling of fall, winter, spring, 
or summer in people, per se. It is not a goal of the program, for example, to try to 
make people feel dormant in winter or “spring-like” in spring. People experienced a 
variety of seasonal qualities according to their own needs at the time, no matter what
to Teach program. For many years, Sarah had been involved with introspective work.
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season they were in.4 The seasonal metaphor merely helped them to look at events in 
their lives in different ways.
The larger lesson of the seasonal model is that the seasons are all 
connected—all part of a larger cycle of life and death. Sarah pointed out her 
awareness of this phenomenon twice. In her Retreat Journal from the winter retreat, 
she wrote,
I think that the use of seasons as an analogy to various times in our 
lives is a very helpful way of looking at negative situations in 
particular. It is extremely effective for me to keep in mind the image 
of cycles, as opposed to arbitrary beginnings and endings. Things 
don’t just end...or, when one thing ends, it may well lead to an 
unexpected new beginning of some sort (February 2002).
One year later, she brought up this same point, saying,
Several people would say that we have the seasons going all of the 
time. Some people would feel really dormant in winter and others 
would feel great. And that flip-flopped. But I think knowing about 
those metaphors for the seasons and the different parts of our lives is 
really important—knowing that it’s a cycle, not a dead-end. 
(Interview, 2/28/03, lines 67-72).
While each retreat emphasized different features of the particular season, it was the
overall connection through the seasons and seeing them as part of a larger cycle that
made an impact on Sarah’s life and teaching. Still, her journey seemed to fall into the
seasonal model, identifying with the elements of fall during the fall retreat, the
features of winter during the winter retreat, and so on.
4 This point is clear from the “card sort” conducted at the winter retreat (Appendix J). People reported 
that they could locate themselves personally and professionally in any one of the seasons—not just in 
winter.
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Sarah’s Journey Through the Seasons
In the fall (October 2001), Sarah looked at her birthright gifts. The core issues
that emerged for her during that activity centered on feelings of power (or the lack
of), and a desire for creativity and artistry to be a larger part of her life. Sarah
recognized (as Shirley did about the need for movement and community in her life)
that these core issues were lying dormant. The fall retreat was the first of many
reminders for her to pay attention to those issues. Looking through her journal entries
from the fall, Sarah remarked, “I looked recently and went, ‘Ooh, that's interesting!’
It was ‘power and then ‘artist’ (laying dormant). And that goes along with creativity.
It’s what I did my Clearness Committee on (in April). That’s a big issue for me”
(Interview, 2/28/03, lines 6-11). These issues of power, creativity, and artistry would
show up again as essential aspects of Sarah’s inner life that needed tending.
In the winter, Sarah was overwhelmed at work and worried deeply about her
husband’s health and the illness of a brother-in-law. Winter’s themes of dormancy
and death found their expression in how she was doing mentally, emotionally, and
physically. It was a difficult time, when she felt powerless over events in her life.
Winter was a weird one. I had a hard time in winter, [and was] 
overwhelmed with possibility. There was a lot that was sitting and 
waiting in potential. That whole thing about the fire and putting in too 
many logs—that’s where I was. I felt buried. I felt sort of dormant and 
dead. I wrote, ‘feeling powerless,’ in the face of someone taking over 
my classroom, in the face of trying to heal my foot, in the face of Tom 
and his kidneys, and his brother having really bad kidney disease. And 
me trying to get pregnant, or maybe not ... Just anxiety (Interview,
2/28/03, lines 24-42).
These reflections that Sarah offered during our last interview about her winter retreat 
experience echoed sentiments she reported the year before in her journal:
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I have been having trouble relating anything to Courage to Teach, 
mainly because the more I look back, particularly at our last session, I 
realize what a trough I was in at the time. I was definitely in a state of 
depression, and I feel that I was barely present at the retreat. I have 
been trying to pull out some important nugget from the weekend that I 
could attribute to any kind of change or heightened awareness in my 
work, and I simply cannot (School Site Journal, 3/4402).
Winter, with its emphasis on dormancy, silence, and “frozen” feelings was a reality
for Sarah at the time. She was “in a trough” and couldn’t think of any “important
nugget” from the winter retreat that would indicate a sense of living her life creatively
or powerfully. “I felt buried. Dormant. Dead. Powerless.” Nothing at the winter
retreat seemed to help shake Sarah out of her darkness. Fortunately, as time passed,
Sarah experienced a mental and emotional “thawing” in the spring. At the spring
retreat, her core needs for creativity, artistry, and power in her life returned with a
fresh perspective and the promise of new beginnings.
Spring’s retreat focused on paradox. It brought to light for Sarah how the
seasons were connected through their various cycles of birth, death, and regeneration.
For Sarah, spring signaled the completion of another round of the seasonal cycles,
with each phase in the cycle being necessary to the one before and the one after. She
wrote in her Directed Retreat Journal in the spring about this paradox and how the
seasonal model of the program gave her a different perspective on her life.
The awareness of paradox was a big one for me. I never have looked 
at it in the way we did at the retreat... I hadn’t thought of how truly 
powerful the forces of paradox are in our lives, and it made me think a 
lot about how I view myself, my job, my relationship with my 
husband, and so on ... I am learning that I can, and must, respect both 
parts of myself (the positive and negative parts). It is possible and 
necessary to honor both parts in order to find understanding. That 
really rang true for me ... It really brings out the fact that we go 
through cycles in everything—moods, energy, teaching—and it offers 
me hope that a bright side, or spring, is always around the corner. It
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can be extremely hard to see while one is in the winter, but spring will 
come, always.
With spring, then, Sarah seemed to be coming out of her depression from the winter. 
Her anxiety about uncontrollable events was lifting, and Sarah was rediscovering a 
sense of personal power, which she had identified in the fall as being a critical piece 
of her inner life.
The activities during the spring retreat that focused on the phenomenon of
paradox showed Sarah that she did indeed have power in her life, but it would always
be tempered with situations and issues where she felt less powerful, at least initially.
In her Retreat Journal, she references the poem The Angels and the Furies to explain
her new awareness of these dynamics.
I can see myself as having a great deal of power in some parts of my 
life, while I feel extremely helpless in others. The furies take control, 
and the more I deny them their place and choose not to acknowledge 
them, the more I stay there (stuck). That’s something I didn’t think I 
could change, but now I feel differently.
The reason Sarah felt “differently” was due in large part to her participation as a
Focus Person in a spring retreat Clearness Committee. Serving in that role helped her
to break through old ways of thinking to new perspectives on the issues of power,
creativity, and artistry. Then came summer.
Typically, summer is a season of harvest and abundance. It’s a time to enjoy
the fruits of one’s labors and celebrate the harvest with others. For teachers, summer
is usually a season of rejuvenation, as well. Teachers take classes to revitalize their
minds, or they take trips with family to refresh their emotions. Some teachers simply
rest in summer, renewing their physical well being.
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Unfortunately, summer was not a time of refreshment or rejuvenation for
Sarah. Two months prior to the summer retreat (in August 6-9, 2002), she suffered a
miscarriage. Coming to the retreat was a monumental undertaking for her, and she
was unsure for the first day or so of the retreat if she wanted to stay. It was difficult
for her to be deeply grieving amidst a lot of people. The facilitators and members of
the cohort offered a lot of support in different ways, but Sarah was not sure she
wanted to be around people at all.
However, the summer retreat’s emphasis on Personal Statements created a
change of heart for Sarah. She decided not only to stay for the remainder of the 4-day
retreat, but also to give a Personal Statement, herself. She explained,
Summer was really difficult, but I was really glad I stayed. I was very 
inspired by everybody’s stories. That whole thing about listening to 
individuals, but being part of a group was [like], ‘Whoa.’ That was 
just huge in summer. And then I was inspired to do my own 
(Interview, 2/28/03, lines 80-84).
Sarah offers a clue with regard to her change of heart, from feeling almost too
distraught to attend the retreat to deciding not only to stay but also make a public
statement. That clue is found in her words, “listening to individuals, but being part of
a group.” Sarah was referring to one of the conditions that the Courage to Teach
program tries to establish at each retreat. It’s one of the Six Paradoxes of inviting the
voice of the individual, yet holding it in creative tension with the voice of others. The
summer retreat embraced that paradox with such intensity that many people
expressed those days as markedly significant to the transformation of emotional
closeness and support developed in the group.
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Through the giving of Personal Statements, individuals shared something
about certain pivotal events in their lives that brought them to the summer—events
with self and family that ran the gamut of emotions. People expressed sadness and
despair, doubt and confusion, and also feelings of affirmation, accomplishment, and
joy. Their stories spanned the length of one year to an entire lifetime. There seemed
no end to the variety of what people chose to share about themselves. Those stories
created a space for Sarah to begin to heal with the knowledge that she did not have to
grieve alone. Others had their stories of grief, too.
As a result, Sarah gathered the courage to give her statement, even though she
knew it might prove physically and emotionally quite difficult. Reminiscing about
that time, Sarah explained,
Hearing other people's stories is always ... well, it teaches you a lot 
about yourself... Watching people grow throughout that [experience] 
was incredible. Like certain people whom you just figured, maybe 
they’re in sort of a stasis, and then realizing at the end that they had 
really changed and were wanting to say it, too. So, I just thought that 
was very interesting. Like [I’m thinking], ‘I’ve got a long way to go,’ 
and hearing people say [about themselves], ‘I’ve got a long way to go,’ 
was amazing ... So I think that really opened me up (Interview, 
2/28/03, lines 97-110).
As stated in previous chapters, I tenuously recorded people’s statements, taking only
cryptic notes on some and letting other statements go. With regard to Sarah’s
experience, I recorded the following passage.5
Sarah’s statement began with the line (from a poem), “Lift up your
eyes again to the day before you. Give birth to the dream.” This was a
particularly poignant choice of words, given her recent loss. She then
5 Field Notes, 8/8/02, selections from lines 904-939.
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shared about her love of teaching, and how wonderful it is for her 
when, as a result of her efforts, her students see something they’ve 
never seen before. “They just sit there with their mouths hanging 
open,” Sarah laughed, “and they say, like, ‘No way!’ And that’s the 
cat’s pajamas for me.” Sarah also shared her dream to take more 
science classes to learn about plants and animal life—all part of her 
inner desire to be creative with her teaching, and to continue learning 
herself. Just prior to closing, she added, “Before this session, I sat out 
by the water and I had a little bit of summer. I went on a hike, laid in 
the water, went swimming. I saw a dragonfly, a kingfisher, and a 
duck” (she paused and looked around tearfully). “I’m back. And I 
couldn’t have done it without all of you.”
After her statement, when people mirrored back words of encouragement and care, 
Sarah responded to the group, “I couldn’t be here ... I couldn t be here (she 
emphasized by tapping her heart) if it wasn’t for all of you It was clear from her 
statement that “the voice of the individual” was in this case not lost in the group, but 
rather strengthened by it.
We have come full circle through the seasons of Sarah’s inner journey. It 
began with her realization in fall of the need for more power, creativity, and artistry 
in her life, and went through a cycle of deadness and stagnation in the winter, to the 
spring thaw when she realized that she could live with the positive and negative 
aspects of herself. Indeed, it was necessary to do so, especially with the issue around 
having a sense of power in some things in her life and no power in others. Sarah did
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not have to fight to be in control all of the time. Her life would actually be more
balanced if she found a way to flow between extremes.
The summer retreat was the most salient in that regard. As Sarah struggled
with feelings of powerlessness surrounding her personal loss, she was also able to
find courage through witnessing others’ stories of struggle and pain, wonder and joy.
“I’m back” was Sarah’s proclamation of inner strength and power—a voice speaking
truth in the midst of other voices doing the same. She was, as Florida Scott Maxwell
suggested,6 “claiming the events of her life.”
You need only claim the events of your life to make yourself yours.
When you truly possess all you have been and done, which may take 
some time, you are fierce with reality.
Maxwell’s quote speaks of inner power that comes to a person who has the courage to
face her deepest issues, whether or not they bring pain and sorrow. Sarah faced her
grief and, in the presence of supportive colleagues and friends, was renewed.
In addition to the paradoxes of the voice of the individual held in creative
tension with the voice of the group, other conditions and practices paved the way for
Sarah’s inner journey, and I will briefly discuss them here.
Conditions and Practices
Of the various conditions and practices that helped Sarah work through certain 
issues, she mentioned three: “hospitable yet charged,” the retreat ground rule of “No 
Fixing,” and the “personal stories expanded with archetypal stories of tradition.” The
6 This quote was offered during the fall retreat.
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first condition aided Sarah’s willingness to open up to the process of introspection,
which is a prerequisite to self-understanding. She wrote in her journal,
The element of ‘hospitable yet charged’ leaps out at me as something 
that is particularly helpful in making me think more deeply about 
myself and the meaning of things. I think that posing tough questions 
in a safe environment where everyone is welcome to share all or 
nothing is very valuable for me. I am not exactly shy, but I don’t 
usually open my soul in the company of strangers. The Courage to 
Teach methods seem to make it possible for me to do so (Retreat 
Journal, Winter, 1/02).
Sarah echoed those sentiments in her Directed Retreat Journal from the spring retreat
several months later. She wrote, “The hospitable yet charged aspect of the retreat is
especially effective for me. It challenges me to think deeply about myself and my
teaching in ways that I would not normally do, particularly in such a large group.”
The hospitable, yet charged nature of the retreat sessions was an important
requirement for introspection and inner growth. Without it Sarah might not have
been willing to do the hard work of examining who she was as a woman, a wife, and
a teacher. Closely related to that condition was the ground rule reinforced at each
retreat to “not fix” anyone else. Sarah explained,
Had that not been there, it would have been a totally different 
experience, and I think that people would have shut down and learned 
less about themselves ... It was just easier to relate things to myself 
without people saying, ‘Well, have you thought of this?’ ‘Have you 
considered that?’ I mean, can you imagine? One big psycho session! 
(Interview, 2/28/03, lines 228-235).
The other condition that Sarah found helpful was the use of personal stories 
expanded with the archetypal stories of tradition. She connected that condition to the 
practice of “third things,” since the poems often served as a medium through which 
archetypal themes of life were portrayed. Sarah expressed that the poems illustrated
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... how true it is that we humans struggle with the same things, and that 
we are not alone. That realization is important for me to have every 
once in a while, in order for me to move forward in my personal 
growth ... They definitely move me to see myself as part of a larger 
process, the human process. It is so important for me to realize that I 
am not alone in this struggle to understand what it is we are doing here 
(Directed Retreat Journal, Spring).
The one poem in particular that deeply affected Sarah’s view of life was titled The 
Angels and Furies. That poem was named by many other retreat participants as the 
one that helped them understand how paradox does not have to be a point of 
contention in their lives, but can actually be a place of strength and resolve. It is 
possible to hold two seemingly opposite ideas or events as complementary pieces to a 
larger puzzle. “So, the Angels and the Furies,’’ began Sarah, “It s like, hey! That was 
my nugget. It’s a nugget that can lead to all kinds of things ... that whole holding of a 
paradox thing” (Interview, 2/28/03, lines 344-349).
And what of the practices used at the retreats? Sarah named silence and the 
Clearness Committee as particularly helpful during her journey of introspection and 
renewal. Of silence, Sarah reported that it was an essential component in the freedom 
to be creative in her journaling about what was going on in her life and what she
wanted to notice and remember.
[It] allowed me, without anyone watching, and without any 
expectations whatsoever, to doodle and do little things in my book, 
which I love to look at. It was like this little package of inspiration. 
(Looking at her journal drawings): That’s cool, those actually do look 
like clouds! Those are the little seedpods I was looking at, and there 
are the leaves I was looking at. So, a lot of CTT for me is the little 
reminders of things that exist that I don’t necessarily pay attention to.
And that came in every season (Interview, 2/28/03, lines 11-19).
Silence and the supportive atmosphere for reflecting on her life helped Sarah identify
things that she had forgotten about—things that were important to her, like being
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creative in her relationship to nature by drawing pictures of some of the plants she 
saw around the retreat grounds.
The practice of the Clearness Committee had a large effect, as well, on 
Sarah’s changing perspectives about who she was as a person and as a teacher. The 
most important lesson Sarah derived from the committee process—as a committee 
member and as a Focus Person—seemed to be the knowledge that the answers to 
one’s problems can be found from within.
Before serving as a Focus Person in the spring, Sarah noted in her Retreat
Journal (Winter, 2002),
The process is yet another reminder that we have an ability to access 
some part of us that knows much more than our conscious mind does, 
if we are in the right frame of mind, and with the right support. One 
thing that I am reminded of and learning is that there is always 
strength beyond where we think we may have it, and answers to 
questions and problems where we may think there are none. Stories of 
loss and death, and moving beyond them, teach me that it can be the 
very things that appear to be able to bury our spirits that actually raise 
them up in the end.
A few months after those journal entries, Sarah found herself volunteering to 
be a Focus Person for a Clearness Committee. That same lesson of finding the 
answers from within came through especially when she was sitting in the Focus 
Person’s chair. While answering a question I posed about what she had learned about
her inner life from the retreats, Sarah responded,
Well, one of the things was seeing that people actually know the truth.
They actually have it in them. And it’s something that I’ve been told 
by different healer types or insightful people. And you can say, Sure,
I believe that,’ but then to see people having that drawn out of them in 
a Clearness Committee made it pretty convincing. And then I relate 
those things to me. So, that must be true of me, too. So, trusting 
myself a little bit more. I think that’s something I’ve gained, just that
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idea that I must have that as well, and I just have to let it happen—Let 
those truths come out somehow (Interview, 2/28/03, lines 157-165).
As a result of Sarah’s journey through the retreats she had learned that the answers 
she needed for dealing with life’s problems lay right inside of her. However, as the 
summer retreat exemplified, it was not necessary for her to figure out answers to 
problems all on her own. The voices of others were critical to healing her sense of 
powerlessness and helped to clarify and affirm her understanding and beliefs about 
what was valuable. Those affirmations deepened a desire for her to practice more 
creativity and artistry in her personal and professional lives.
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, one of the reasons for interviewing 
and observing case-study teachers was not only to gain access to their inner journey 
through the retreats, but also to ascertain if any of their retreat experiences impacted 
their relationships with students and colleagues at school. Sarah identified that her 
retreat experiences had, indeed, affected her relationships with students.
She introduced silence as a means for helping students make transitions into 
her class and she was making a more concerted effort to “greet them everyday,” 
instead of starting the class before everyone was emotionally and mentally present. 
Those kinds of changes helped to build a community in her classroom—bringing 
more “people-ness” into it—and indicating to students that their stories about what 
they did over the weekend or what they were thinking about on a host of different 
concerns mattered. She could “see that their world is chaotic” outside of school, and 
that their capacity to learn from her was related to what was going on in the rest of 
their lives.
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Regardless of the transfer of retreat practices to her classroom, Sarah was
making changes in the perceptions she had about herself internally, and those were
the changes that ultimately affected the outward shifts in relationships with the
students in her care. In other words, she needed to do the “work before the
work”—the introspection through each retreat about her inner life—before any
genuine and long-lasting changes were made in her classroom.
Interestingly, Sarah had several different ways to describe what her inner life
was all about. She did not necessarily describe her inner life as an “it,” meaning an
energy force or a kind of entity that steered her in particular direction. She described
her inner life more as a process of understanding her soul and how it was emerging.
The inner workings of me, the constant struggle to maintain balance in 
what I do, is a personal work process. The inner life is how you look 
at life. It’s what goes through your mind as you go through your daily 
work and life situations.7
Sarah’s definition of the inner life was different from what I envisioned
setting out on this project. I thought of one’s inner life more as a “thing,” calling it
one’s “soul” or “selfhood,” which infers an object, or noun-like, quality. Sarah,
however, was using the concept as a verb, similar to what one of the facilitators called
“inner-life-ing.” That wording came up during my interview with Adrienne
(facilitator), who explained her view of the inner life as more of a verb, reminiscent
of “a process of getting out of the river (of my life).” Adrienne explained,
It’s not really possible to get out of the river, because even if I’m 
sitting by the river and noticing things, I’m still having experiences.
I’m still breathing and things are going by. But it has a little of that 
image of things going by and climbing out of the river and watching 
some of the garbage floating by and some eddies that have dead fish
7 Wording taken from Sarah’s Winter Retreat Journal (1/02), and an interview on 9/17/02, lines 10-28.
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floating in them, some exciting rapids ... (chuckling). So, it doesn’t 
exactly feel like a different life, it feels like a placement of attention 
somewhat on the side and somewhat to the back around, rather than 
normally of just ‘in’ (Interview, 9/10/02, lines 148-164).
Sarah’s definition of “inner life” had the same tone as Adrienne’s. And changes to
her awareness of the inner-life-ing process were a prerequisite to changes she made in
her classroom. She had to step out of the river to widen her perspective on core
issues in her life. The enlarged vision made it possible for her get back into her life,
figuratively speaking, and feel more power and wholeness. It was what Palmer called
“living divided no more.” Perhaps that’s what Sarah meant at the summer retreat
when she said to the group, “I’m back.”
Subsequently, Sarah was able to be with her students through their triumphs
and their “chaotic life,” because she had a heightened awareness of what it was like,
herself, to live through those kinds of experiences. Having witnessed her own and
other people’s struggles at the retreats, Sarah could see more clearly the struggles her
students faced as they tried to make sense and meaning out of their adolescent years.
A connection was made, then, between Sarah’s inner processing at the retreats
and her relationships with students at school. She recognized her own shortcomings
in some areas of her life, and developed the courage to face them, because she
witnessed others doing the same. During our last interview (2/28/03), she said,
I'm a person who beats up on herself big time. That's one of my big 
darker sides. And I think in general, the CTT is really helpful with 
that. It's allowing for a lot more acceptance of what you do, and how 
you do it, and the foibles, basically ... the human foibles, and I think a 
lot of it has to do with the way it's run, because you get to hear 
everybody's issues. And how often do you sit around and hear 26 
people's goods and bads? You just don't get to do that very often.
You compare yourself to a small group of people, and you assume you 
know what they're thinking. How often do you even do that with your
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friends, just openly like that? So, that was really big. It was a human 
experience that you just don't get very often (lines 171-181).
Spending time with other teachers who were also working through their core issues
was an important factor in Sarah’s capacity to work on her own “foibles” and to
recognize that she had some gifts that needed to be aired out in her classroom.
Early in the fall, Sarah identified her birthright gifts as “power,” “creativity,”
and “artistry.” The creativity and artistry were essential to her process of feeling
whole—to her inner-life-ing—and without them she felt divided, like she was not
using the power within her to be as fully expressive as she needed and wanted to be.
This last section discusses Sarah’s ideas with regard to living an undivided life and
how she was planning to exercise her renewed sense of power to become more whole.
Living Divided No More
During our first interview, Sarah offered a clear picture of what she identified
at the time as living an undivided life in the classroom. During those times, she
described her countenance as being full of wonder and amazement with the subject
matter, and then witnessing students’ wonder and amazement too. In response to my
question about when she feels the most whole as a teacher, Sarah commented,
When I ’m doing my best teaching, the sense of wonder in myself 
comes out. So, when I am at a high point, things are all going well, the 
kids are paying attention, they’re all listening, and they’re into it. It’s 
almost like I’m a little kid again, and I’m amazed all over again by the 
subject. And I’m animated, and I’m moving around the room and 
saying ‘Wow’ all over again with them, to the point when they 
sometimes say, ‘God, what’s up with her?’ (Smiles)
So, I would say that whole sense of wonder that’s almost childlike 
comes out when I’m in my best moments of teaching. And there’s a 
connection with my kids. I can feel that in my best days—like they’re
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really appreciating what I’m doing, and I’m appreciating that they’re 
learning and that they care, and most of the kids are into it at the same 
time (Interview 5/20/02, lines 110-125).
These words were spoken just after the spring retreat, when Sarah had a breakthrough
in her confidence, understanding for the first time the paradox of good and bad, and
how seemingly incongruous situations or thoughts could actually find a home on the
continuum of possibility. Her feelings of power and powerlessness did not have to be
“all or nothing.”
By the time she had gone through another fall and winter, however, Sarah
experienced a shift in her attitude toward being a teacher. She expressed feelings of
“dividedness” at work and was struggling with the application of living with paradox
in a different way than she describes above. In the spring, Sarah knew that her best
teaching came through when she was animated, curious, and awed by the subject
matter. When those sensations were present, then her creativity came out and she felt
power and meaning as a teacher. But later in the next school year, this optimism
seemed to fade again, like it did the previous winter. Sarah pointed to personal things
in her life that were causing her to feeling divided. She also mentioned that she was
tired of her teaching and yearned for a change.
I would have to say that my life is more divided now. But that has to 
do with a lot of personal stuff that’s going on. I mean, I’m also in my 
fourth year of teaching. I think I’m at a turning poin t... Either I need 
to change what I’m doing big time, so either I need to change grades ...
(pause)... Or the fact that I’m focused on trying to have a family, and 
that’s just so monumentally huge, that I’m extremely divided. I mean,
I’ve got my home life and I’ve got work, and I’ve got this class this 
year that makes me feel even more divided. I don’t feel as excited to 
come in and do some of the things I’ve done in the past (Interview, 
1/14/03, lines 314-323).
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Sarah’s struggles just prior to the very last retreat derived from both personal and
professional uncertainty and unhappiness that put her back in a position of feeling
powerless. It seemed that she needed to make some decisions about where to go with
her teaching career, but part of that decision was contingent upon whether or not she
and her husband started a family. It seemed like some important issues in her life
were “up in the air again.” This made Sarah feel very unsettled.
The last retreat in January 2003 helped Sarah get a new start, however. I
asked her, “Where do you go from here?” Sarah sighed heavily, responding that she
would probably always be in teaching, but not always with adolescents. She might
take some time off. “Who knows what I’m going to do?” she said at first.
But then, thinking about the last retreat’s emphasis on leadership, Sarah’s
countenance started to shift, becoming more animated and hopeful.
There are certain insecurities that I have (as a leader). Maybe it's 
because I didn't get enough in school. So, I actually see myself going 
back to school and getting more science that I feel like I missed. And 
that's just doing something about it, and shutting up, you know. Not 
being the whiner, which I tend to do. So, that’s where I see myself 
going. Just going ahead and improving that piece, so I can go back 
with more confidence (Interview, 2/14/03, lines 378-385).
Going back to school “with more confidence” could only occur if Sarah “claimed the
events in her life” by placing herself in a situation where she had more control over
decisions, and feeding her inner spirit with opportunities to feel awe and wonder.
With this pronouncement, Sarah was facing the “shadow-casting monster” of
“fear.” Sarah named fear as the one obstacle she needed to face in order to make
decisions about her life from a place of power instead of a place of resignation.
Using the poem Fear from summer’s retreat (Gendler, 1988, p. 4) Sarah commented,
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The ‘Fear’ poem, I just loved it! (Reading): ‘Fear ... is not very 
social, and he keeps to himself at political meetings. His past is a 
mystery. He's a master of disguises and illusions, and he will try to 
tell you stories’ (stops reading). That’s just huge, because fear plays a 
big part in the things I’m about ready to do—either challenges, or if 
I’m tired, the world just seems like it’s all impossible. So, I just loved 
this: (reading again) ‘Fear himself is quite small. He’s got a vivid 
imagination.’ (Pauses) I mean, that is so me on one side! ‘Speak out 
boldly, look him in the eye, startle him. Win his respect, and he will 
never bother you with small matters’ (2/28/03, lines 264-282).
Those words made Sarah smile. She recognized her inner voice speaking once again,
calling her to take charge of her destiny. All she had to do to claim her power was to
look “fear” in the eye and say boldly, “What’s up with you?” Perhaps, an appropriate
place to part with Sarah’s story is with another perspective from Gendler (1988), who
wrote about the quality “fear”. Gendler also wrote about “Power” (p. 26):
Power made me a coat. For a long time I kept it in the back of my 
closet. I didn’t like to wear it much, but I always took good care of it 
... As I wore it more, it started fitting better ... I was afraid if I wore 
the coat too much, someone would want to take it, or else I would 
accidentally leave it in the dojo dressing room. But it has my name on 
the label now, and it doesn’t really fit anyone else. When people ask 
me where I found such a becoming garment, I tell them about the 
tailor, Power, who knows how to make coats that you grow into. First, 
you must find the courage to approach him and ask him to make your 
coat. Then, you must find the patience inside yourself to wear the coat 
until it fits.
This is where Sarah seemed to be at this phase of her life. She was putting on 
the coat that Power made for her, and was starting to wear it in.8
~  00 00 00 ~
8 An update on Sarah’s situation: Sarah left teaching the following summer. She was pregnant again, 
and wanted to spend time at home with her new son. He arrived on August 20,2003.
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Teaching Context
It’s 8:00am at the large suburban high school where Andrew teaches science 
classes.1 The students stream into the room, slapping their heavy textbooks onto their 
desks and jostling each other. One male student walks in and, with no hesitation, 
hands his Starbucks Frappaccino to his teacher. With one smooth motion, Andrew 
takes the cold drink and swoops into the adjacent lab room, calling out over his 
shoulder, “In the fridge or freezer?” “Uh, freezer!” the student calls back. Later, I 
learn that Andrew has a “no-drinks” policy in his room, but he 11 refrigerate drinks if 
students ask.
Seconds later, Andrew emerges and shoots a glaring look across the room to 
the doorway, where another male student is crossing the threshold still wearing his 
headphones. “Is there still music?” Andrew calls out. The student yanks off his 
headphones so Andrew doesn’t take them for the rest of the day.
The bell rings, and I count 14 females and 10 males seated at their desks, all 
of whom appear to be Caucasian. Andrew greets his students with a smile. As usual, 
he’s dressed in jeans and a T-shirt, giving the appearance of a young and energetic 
teacher who’s ready to get into the business of teaching. He moves quickly to the 
white-erase board and scrawls the words “Ammonia Fountain.” As he writes, 
Andrew announces loudly, “The lesson for the day is Ammonia Fountain! He turns 
and points to a set of equipment that is sitting on the L-shaped counter in front of the 
room. There is a small 12-inch high ring stand that holds a clamp around the smaller
Chapter 9 - Andrew
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opening of a Florence (bell-shaped) flask. The flask is upside-down, and there is a 
cork fitted tightly in the opening out of which 2 small tubes protrude. Attached to 
one of the tubes is a small black rubber bulb for squeezing air into the apparatus. 
Sitting under the opening of the other tube is a small glass bowl.
“The first thing is, get this contraption drawn on your paper,” Andrew 
instructs. “I’m going to show you something, and you’re going to explain how it 
works.” As he says these words, Andrew takes the apparatus in his hands and slowly 
walks it around the room, getting it as close to the students’ desks as the crowded 
room will allow. He peers at students’ papers in the front row, and glances around 
the room to see who needs a closer look. Then, he launches into a small story about 
how he went to a particular industrial business to try to buy some ammonia gas for 
the day’s experiment, but was turned away. ‘ It s because of 9-11, Andrew 
explained. “Everyone has new regulations now. So I came in here early this morning
to make some of my own.” He grinned.
“Okay,” Andrew lowers the apparatus back on the counter. “I want you to 
start thinking about how things are connected and how they might work together to 
get the reaction we’re going to try to get.” He then explained the chemical reaction 
that he hoped to show them, but without explaining all of the steps involved. Those 
steps were for the students to predict based on their observations of the apparatus. 
Andrew moved to the back of the room by the lab tables to arrange the rest of the 
demonstration. Students continued to sketch their renditions of the apparatus. Five 
minutes later, Andrew instructed his students to join him.
1 Observation conducted on May 20,2002. Subsequent fieldnotes from classroom observations are
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This scene was typical for Andrew’s classroom, where he posed a problem 
and then gave students time to work on their own solutions. He peppered his 
instruction with personal stories and questions about students’ lives outside of school, 
and kept the personal discussion flowing while he focused with uncanny skillfulness 
on the details of the science experiment. Andrew was in constant motion, walking up 
and down the front of the room, or moving quickly to the back to retrieve equipment.
Andrew also called on students all of the time, working with just one student 
on occasion to walk them through a difficult process. He prodded their thinking, and 
if they got stuck on a concept he repeated the information. Said one student about 
Andrew’s tenacity, “He always says, ‘Okay, anybody not get this? Let’s go over it. 
C’mon, raise your hand. I’ll do this question 10 million times if I have to!’ (Interview 
S3, lines 199-121).
Students did not seem to mind the extra time spent on some lessons, because 
Andrew usually repeated the information in a humorous manner. When he was 
explaining the steps for the ammonia experiment, for example, Andrew could see that 
the students weren’t grasping the concepts. He countered their confusion with, 
“Okay, I’m going to rewind!” Twirling his finger next to one ear, he made a noise. 
“Zzzzzzpp!” He paused and then explained the process again (#1, lines 229-231).
Another instance of Andrew’s humor came just prior to the “Not-Pop Quiz” 
he administered one day. “Okay,” Andrew said, easing the students’ test anxiety. 
“Make sure you write ‘Ammonia Fountain Demo’ at the top of your paper, so I know 
which papers they are when I find them in the back of my car!” (#1, lines 250-252)
marked with #1 for May 20,2002, and #2 for January 8,2003.
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At the time of this observation, Andrew had been teaching science classes 
(primarily chemistry and biology) for 4 years. This was his second year at 
Mountainview High School,2 a sprawling two-story complex in a suburban area. 
Huge ball fields and a large gym contribute to the ample facilities for 1,300 students 
who are predominantly white (76%). Asian Americans make up 13% of the 
population, with African American and Hispanic students comprising only 3.1 and 
7% respectively. The school has an impressive graduation rate of 89.9% and has 
proven fairly successful on the state’s standardized test, with rates of 60% and higher 
passing for Math and 75-80% passing Reading and Writing.
When I entered the school for the first time, the hallways were overflowing 
with students and the sounds of slamming lockers. The large corridors, carpeted in 
blue-gray or light brown, looked more like terminals in an airport. Andrew s 
classroom was on the second floor. Almost the entire far wall of his room had 
windows looking out and across the treetops to a nearby lake and the mountains 
beyond. The layout of the room was typical for a science lab, with desks in one-half 
of the room and black slate lab counters in the other. There were numerous cabinets 
lining the walls and various posters between them of Albert Einstein, fungi and other 
plants, and a snow-capped mountain. The defining piece of art was the oversized 
Periodic Table, suspended above the windows. There was also a small L-shaped 
counter in the front of the room upon which were piled student papers, textbooks, an 
overhead projector, and assorted teaching materials. Andrew’s desk was by the
2 Pseudonym
3 The Washington Assessment of Student Learning is given at the 10th grade. These success rates were 
consistent for the 2001-2002 and 2002-03 school years.
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windows, next to a doorway that led to a small “lab room.” The lab room had a small 
refrigerator and sink in it, along with various trays and bins holding test tubes, flasks, 
and assorted experiment paraphernalia. The room opened on two more sides to an
adjacent office and neighboring classroom.
As with the other case study teachers, I used a Focused Observation Protocol 
to identify various types of interactions that Andrew had with his students before, 
during, and after his classes. The charts below provide examples from my 
observations of Andrew’s interactions with students. They are followed by more 
detailed discussion of the observations and what they mean. The remainder of the 
chapter focuses on how Andrew’s inner life journey through the retreats facilitated 
changes in his relationships with students, parents, and colleagues.
Overview of Observed Teacher-Student Bonding
Being Accessible
- Seeking time to talk 
individually
- Being in the classroom or 
halls during non-class time
One-on-One Time
Example ______________________
Andrew leaned over on the counter where the 
apparatus was, and motioned for the student to come 
closer. Their backs were to me, but it seemed that 
Andrew was just explaining something to the student 
in detail. The student nodded, and then went back to 
his desk. (#1, lines 142-146)
One student stays to ask about coming to school 
tomorrow before class begins. “Can you help me 
tomorrow?” she asks.
“What timeT Andrew asks.
“I’ll be here at 7.”





- Being open to students’ 
needs
- Providing emotional 
support
Andrew is still in the hallway, conversing with the 
student. He motions with his head that they should go 
into the back room (the lab room) to continue talking. 
(#1, lines 336-340)
Andrew sits in a desk next to Cali, and faces her. He 
talks about her attendance, and is very frank about her 
appeal of a failing grade the previous semester. “So, 
the problem is, I  can't re-teach it, ” says Andrew. “I  
put a lot o f energy into teaching it for the first time. I  
think you should give yourself a break. Come back 
and redo the class so you have a sound understanding. 
You 're welcome to take the chapter 5 test i f  you want. 
I'm still willing to offer the no credit option on your 
transcript. You have some safety nets, so let me know 
what you want.’’ (#2, lines 261-21 A)
“Nice work, Jaime,” Andrew looks at the drawing and 
explanation offered by one student. Three other 
students’ hands are raised. “Oh, for the love o f god, ” 
Andrew teases them, “Call on me! ” He laughs at their 
enthusiasm. (#1, lines 277-280)____________________
Designing curriculum to 
meet individual students’ 
needs
The students seem to be having some trouble 
understanding the activity, so he pipes up, “ Would 
anyone benefit from another observation?”
The class yells back, “Yeah!”
“Alright then, I'm going to need some help” (#1, lines 
152-158)
Interspersing academic and 
personal talk
I  do Weekend Stories every Monday, and it sort o f sets 
the tone for analogy-building material. Like when I 
know that so-and-so is in crew, and we talk about 
calories, I  can say, ‘Now this isn’t the calories that 
your coach is always barking at you about your eating 
’ but we can kind o f play with that. So that's one of 






Using personal dialogue 
during non-class time
Andrew gets up and follows a student out of the room. 
There’s a young man standing near the doorway.
“Hey, what do YOU want? ” Andrew asks him 
jokingly. It’s clear that the male student came to 
speak with him after class about something, but 
needed to wait until Brittany left. (#2, lines 280-283)
Writing comments on 
students’ papers or journals
If someone does really poorly on a test, I ’11 write a 
note that says, ‘See me if you 're interested in learning 
this information.’ (Interview 5/24/02, lines 455-456)
Physical closeness One student raises his hand. Andrew stops by the side 
of his desk and bends down closer. He is right at the 
student’s level, answers the question, and directs the 






experiences and stories from 
their own lives.
Kids want to know when I play softball. That’s fine 
with me—come watch me play softball. I t’s a sort of 
good, neutral scene. If they want to come to the park 
and see me play, that’s their option. (Interview 
5/24/02, lines 297-300)
Sharing feelings I come in here really agitated on some days and they 
know it. And if I ’m so frustrated that I can’t even tell 
them, or I ’m so frazzled that I can’t even articulate it, 
someone will raise their hand and ask, ‘Are you 
alright? Are you having one of those days? ’ And I ’ll 
say, ‘Yup, I ’m having one of those days. We 11 talk 
about it tomorrow. ’ ‘Okay, ’ they say. (Interview 
5/24/02, lines 485-490)
Observable Quality
~ ----------------1 ------------* ------------------------ -  /
Community Building
Example
- Arranging furniture to 
maximize movement and 
interaction
The room changed from last year. Now, the desks are 
in clumps, so that Andrew can move between them 





- Designing lessons for 
interaction on a personal 
level
- Celebrations of 
achievement
- Establishing students’ 
sense of ownership in the 
classroom (“residency”)
Andrew did not design lessons intended to work 
individually with students; however, he did help 
students who needed extra help, by coming early on 
some days, or meeting with students during breaks or 
after school. (Summary note, #1)
You did a good job today," Andrew looks at the paper 
of one student in the front row. “/ 'm impressed. (#2, 
lines 104-105)
Okay, listen up everybody, ” he says loudly to the entire 
class. “Valerie just asked a really good question. I do 
want you to explain what vestigial structures are in 
your answer. (#1, lines 318-325)
Rituals and Traditions
Observable Oualitv Example
- Activities that help bring 
lessons to closure (or 
opening)
- Activities that smooth 
transitions between lessons
- Activities that connect 
students to each other, the 
school, or larger 
environment.
Weekend Stories: That’sprobably the most consistent 
thing. The other rituals are just procedures, like what 
do you do if you need to go to the bathroom or if you 
forget your books, stuff like that. But as far as ritual 
that has anything to do with community building or to 
this space, nothing comes to mind. (Interview 5/02, 
lines 730-736)
I have a lot of stuff to do, and I have a higher-paced 
energy and in here we go-go-go. (Interview 5/24/02, 
lines 503-504)
Explore this room; it’s our little spaceship for the next 
year. (Interview 5/24/02, lines 412-413)
At the beginning of the school year, I did this Tube 
Perception exercise. I had them wander through the 
classroom and look at everything through these little 
tubes of pipe insulation. They went everywhere and 
then we expanded that out to the metaphor that we all 
come with our own horse-blinders on, and our own 
tubes of perception . . . We talked about how we all have 
different perceptions of the world. (Interview 5/24/02, 
selections from lines 655-674)
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As seen above, Andrew made many connections with his students throughout
the day, maintaining an accessible presence that the students counted on. They
regularly looked to him for help between classes and after school, and agreed to come
to school early so he could give them direction on assignments. One student I
interviewed explained to me how she was still confused about the subject matter at
the end of one class session, but Andrew insisted that she stay a few more minutes so
he could clarify the information. She explained to me during our interview:
At the end of class, I had a question, and he continued helping me right 
up until the beginning of the next class. And I said, ‘I should go,’ but 
he said, ‘No, they’re fine, they’re just getting out their stuff.’ His 
whole class was coming in. And it was like, ‘They’re fine, they can 
wait!’ and he continued helping me. He knew that I couldn’t come 
after school, so he helped me right then” (S3, lines 220-226).
Others echoed this particular student’s experience with Andrew’s accessibility. Said
another student, “I might have done bad on a test, and he’ll pull me aside and say,
‘What did you do wrong here? Let’s look at this.’ Just like he did just now. I was
like, ‘What’s up with my grade, man?’ [And he said] ‘Well, let’s look at it. What are
you missing?’ (Interview SI, lines 51-54). And another student commented, “With
[Andrew], he always lets you come in and talk to him, even at lunch” (Interview S2,
lines 76-77).
In addition to being accessible for the students and their studies at school, 
Andrew made attempts to connect with students outside of his classes. He attended 
various school events and then told students about his experiences. He explained, I 
get to say that I watched Damian win in a tournament, or I can say, ‘Have any of you 
heard so-and-so sing?’ And, ‘Boom,’ there’s this connection (Interview 5/24/02, 
lines 320-324). Sending the message that he was truly interested in the students’ lives
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beyond the classroom was important to Andrew, who seemed to regularly ask himself
about the other talents students brought to school. Andrew reflected,
I think it’s really important to get involved ... simply showing an 
interest in what they’ve got going on. Maybe they’re not good in 
science and there’s a lot of stress for them around the idea that all I see 
is them being bad in science. So I think that going and watching them 
excelling in something can only help in class (Interview 5/24/02, lines 
313-319).
Andrew added during a later interview that he also was involved in a number of after­
school activities. His time spent with students outside of class permitted him to see 
students excel in other areas, and it allowed them to see Andrew as more than just a 
science teacher.
I go out and watch track ... I play on the staff basketball team, a staff 
intramural team, and we play against the students. And I’m in the 
student-staff play, and I emceed the talent show Thursday night. So I 
see them in a lot of other arenas, and we sort of hang out backstage at 
the talent show, so I’m there with a bunch of them (Interview 1/21/03, 
lines 469-475).
Andrew’s openness and extra-curricular activities did overwhelm him at times,
however. He reported that he had to periodically hide from students to have a few
moments of peace and quiet. Andrew explained,
During my lunch, I had to start locking my door, because kids would 
come in so much and hang out, and I couldn't even put my head on the 
desk if I needed to, or make a phone call or whatever. So, I just started 
locking my door. And they knock and knock and knock (Interview 
1/24/03, lines 463-467).
Some students did indeed seek help from Andrew, sometimes on highly charged and
emotionally challenging issues. In these cases, he did a balancing act between being
what he called “a friend and an authority.” That balancing act involved “showing that
you care, but not getting caught up in their story ... not getting so caught up in their
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story that you become a friend that maybe isn’t as efficient or effective at helping
them” (Interview 5/24/02, lines 16-19).
As an example, Andrew had one female student who constantly turned in her
work past the deadline. Her father, in regular email contact with Andrew, threatened
to punish his daughter if her work was tardy that week. Andrew explained,
It was the end of the day, and I told her, ‘Your dad just sent me an 
email.’ She just turned totally white, because it’s her big birthday 
weekend, and if she has just one assignment that’s out ... (pauses).
Well, she stayed and finished it (Interview 5/24/02, lines 61-64).
Andrew then elaborated that he could have sent an email right back to Rebecca’s
father to let him know that she had not yet finished her work, but Andrew wanted to
“provide an opportunity” for Rebecca to take responsibility for her actions. He
offered to wait until she finished the assignment before responding to her father.
Doing so, he could support Rebecca with getting her work done. He could also
maintain the presence of an authority figure in her life who would hold her
accountable if she did not.
Another student, Cherie, whom Andrew described as “suicidal,” had been
talking openly with Andrew for one month about “inflicting harm” on herself. “She’s
really into cutting into herself and seeing blood,” Andrew explained.
If she tells the counselor that she’s suicidal, they’ll suspend her, cuz 
she’s already ... she’s inflicting self-harm, and that’s one of our things 
to suspend for. So, she came and told me [that] they (the doctor and 
her parents) wanted to put her on Prozac. So she asked me about 
Prozac from a chemical point of view. I showed her how to access 
resources on-line and how to tell whether or not it’s a reputable site ...
And I went to the principal and I talked to the counselors, and I said,
‘I’m not going to tell you who this is, but I have this situation going 
on, where this girl has come now 3 days in a row, and I need to know 
what the rules are for that.’ I wanted to protect her from getting 
suspended, but I also wanted her to get some help.
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So, I just laid out those ground rules with her, and I said, ‘I just need to 
tell you that we can continue to keep meeting like this.’ Her parents 
are well aware of what’s happening. But that’s been a big deal for the 
last couple of weeks—her just about every day [in here] and studying 
(Interview 1/21/03, selected passages, lines 478-508).
Andrew went even further by educating himself on Cherie’s condition. He purchased
a book to try to understand her point of view, and then used his knowledge as a
chemistry teacher to help her understand the physiology behind her desire to inflict
harm on herself. “I studied a lot about it,” explained Andrew. “I tried to learn about
it so I could communicate with her. My bottom line was to get her help” (Interview
1/24/03, lines 498-500).
Even with that highly charged situation, Andrew did not get caught up in 
Cherie’s story. He maintained boundaries that showed he cared, but he also 
maintained an emotionally distant position of authority. Andrew wanted to help 
Cherie understand her condition, but he also wanted to hold her accountable for her 
actions, especially her failing grade in his class.
Cherie approached Andrew one afternoon while I was present. It was the end 
of the school day and as students filed out of the classroom Cherie appeared in the 
doorway. There were usually 2-3 students who lingered to chat with Andrew, and 
today was no exception. Through the other students, Andrew caught Cherie’s eye 
and motioned for her to sit in a desk and wait while he finished up. He shooed the 
other students from the room a few minutes later and then sat at another desk, 
swinging it around to face her. Andrew spoke respectfully, encouraging Cherie to 
consider a third option that would work better for her academic career. Instead of a 
failing grade, Andrew could offer a “No Credit” option. She could retake his class,
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learn the material well, and earn a decent grade. Later that day, Andrew talked to me
about the situation.
Generally, what happens with students like her is that they miss a ton 
of class, like she’s missed one-third of the class. I got a letter from the 
counselor saying that they were all excused (absences), and I should 
grade accordingly. So, I'm supposed to just say that she was here 
now? No, I won't do th a t... I was saying, ‘I’ll give you a no-credit or 
an F. Your choice. But you haven’t been here enough to get a grade 
in my class.’ I wanted to give her a no-credit, because then that 
doesn’t hurt her grade point average. She can take it again next year, 
and then it will push off the no credit (Interview 1/21/03, selected 
passages, lines 55-66).
In this example, Andrew was holding Cherie accountable for her decisions, even 
though he knew how precarious her position was, physically and emotionally. He 
recognized that Cherie’s self-harm was “often a control thing.” As a result, he 
reasoned that the adults in her life should provide opportunities for her to feel in 
control, and he was in a position to do that with her academically.
Andrew demonstrated his desire for students to take control of their own lives 
in a number of ways. His actions were closely connected to his discipline strategy of 
exercising respect. Pointing out that he had no rules posted in his classroom, Andrew 
said, “I think that respect is the big umbrella that I dance under ... I think that a 
mutual respect from student to teacher and teacher to student is important” (Interview 
5/24/02, lines 7-11). He added later in the interview “The other stuff is fear-based. It 
sets it up [resistance] immediately for an adolescent who’s all about pushing 
boundaries. ‘If you do this, then this is going to happen.’ I don’t even go there”
(Interview 5/24/02, lines 433-436).
Looking over all of the data collected from observations and interviews with
Andrew, it seems that his mantra of “respect” is the single most significant ingredient
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in his relationships with students. His respect for them as young adults came through 
in his interest in their extra-curricular activities, and face-to-face encounters with 
students like Cherie—students who need a friendly authority figure to listen to their 
troubles and take them seriously. Students seem to trust Andrew, because he tries to 
be honest in his communications, and strives to include them in negotiations with 
school officials and parents on matters pertaining to their lives.
Said one student, “When he’s frustrated he’ll let us know, and I really 
appreciate that relationship. That way, we’re not confused about what the teacher is 
thinking or feeling. He tells us. He understands that we have a lot of pressures in our 
lives, and has the relationship with us that we can work through this together, and I 
really think that that enhances my ability to learn” (Interview S3, lines 95-97, 150- 
151, and 161-163).
When I asked Andrew about his relationships with students, I used the word 
from Deiro’s research (1996) of “bonding.” Andrew responded,
Bonding has a real permanence to me, and it’s not something that I 
necessarily have ever resonated with. To bond, to really link, isn t 
something I try to do with my students. I interact with them. I 
develop relationships with them. I have community with them ... For 
me, it’s more about modeling. I try to inspire, to model a love of 
learning, and an enthusiasm and levity around learning. And I do 
think I need to develop a connection with my students long enough to 
develop a sense of trust long enough that they will come down the path 
with me (Interview 5/24/02, selections, lines 168-191).
And come down the path they did. Even when Andrew admonished students about
their behavior they tended to respond in a respectful way. Part of their rejoinder
might be due to the “levity” that Andrew said he wanted to bring to learning, which
he did through humor. While he was very serious about the rigorous curriculum,
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Andrew also taught in a light-hearted manner, often bantering back and forth with 
students in the middle of lessons, but then exercising firmness—what he called 
“authority for a minute”—that let the students know he was still in charge.
For example, during his “Not Pop Quiz,” Andrew admonished the students for 
looking at each other’s papers for the correct answers. He said sternly, “I could have 
called on at least 6 of you in the last 9 minutes who had eyes on another person’s 
paper.” The students grew quiet in response to his disciplinary tone. A few 
moments, later, Andrew was laughing at the students’ worries about their grades on 
that quiz. As he gave the answers, students were continually raising their hands and 
asking, “What if I said this? Do I get half a point?” This questioning lasted for 
several minutes until Andrew reacted, “I’m sorry that we’ve turned into the kind of 
people who are dying to get half a point. You guys are like the squirrels on my deck, 
trying to get a peanut!” (#2, lines 113-117) Andrew’s serious and then humorous 
demeanor, and the students’ positive responses, seem to indicate that the relationship 
of trust he worked hard to establish with them was working.
However, the purpose of discussing Andrew’s relationships with students is 
not to establish whether or not he “bonded” with them. Rather, the interviews and 
formal observations were the means by which to describe the teaching context that 
Andrew worked in every day. An awareness of that context can assist with further 
understanding changes that might have taken place between Andrew and his students 
as a result of his participation in the Courage to Teach program.
Through energy and humor, and efforts to get to know his students in and out 
of class, and through his mentoring and support of students when they went through
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difficult times, Andrew endeared himself to the students. He already seemed to be 
doing a good job as a teacher relating to students’ needs, mentally and emotionally. 
The next question is whether or not Andrew’s relationships were affected by his 
participation in the Courage to Teach retreats. The following section discusses what 
happened for Andrew in this regard. First I describe the particular retreat conditions 
and practices that Andrew transferred to his relationships with students, and then I 
explore the deeper roots of those effects.
Changes in Teacher-Student Relationships
The conditions and practices used at the Courage to Teach retreats were not, 
for the most part, directly transferred to Andrew’s classroom. The intent of the 
program was not to enforce any kind of transfer, but transfer did occur on occasion. 
Sarah and Gary, for example, tried to use more open-ended questions with students, 
and Sarah named silence as one new method she utilized to help students transition 
between classes. These were practices they believed would help create a better 
learning community in their classrooms. With Andrew, however, he could only name 
how the practices did not find a way into his teaching.
“Silence is not a member of my classroom!” Andrew laughed at my question. 
“But it would be very interesting to introduce, even if it was couched as sustained 
silent reading” (Interview 5/24/02, lines 740-742). Andrew then explained that the 
school climate would likely not support the use of silence in his classroom in the way 
it was used at the retreats for sustained introspective reflection. “With the drive of 
content in school, it’s hard to justify,” he explained. Then, mimicking an exchange
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between a school administrator and himself, Andrew said, “’And what are you guys
doing in class?’ ‘Oh, we’re being quiet right now.’” He laughed and continued,
That just doesn’t really work. I haven’t really justified it in my own 
mind that it’s really within the purview, or [that] it’s the responsibility 
of a high school chemistry teacher. I think it’s important in their day, 
but I don’t think it’s necessarily my job, even though I like it” 
(Interview 5/24/02, lines 755-762).
Andrew’s comment makes sense in relation to statements he made earlier about how
he needs to “go-go-go” to get through all of the subject matter. The school schedule
and large classes of 25-30 students preempted desires he may have to slow down, be
silent, or spend time creating a community feeling. “What do you do when you have
34 kids each hour?” he lamented. “You can’t keep up.” (Interview, 5/24/02, lines
1032-1033). Speaking about the students’ favorite pastime of sharing weekend
stories, Andrew explained, “It’s usually about 5 to 7 minutes. It’s a lot of time. I
mean, if you think about it, it’s 10-percent of the class period. So, I always have a
little bit of stress around that” (Interview 1/21/03, lines 435-438).
Instead of a direct transfer of retreat practices to his classroom, Andrew’s
application of his experiences throughout the program seem to concern changes in his
own perception about who his students are, and who he is as a human being. Changes
that did occur were less direct—what Andrew called “unconscious”:
I have to say ... you know, already I'm noticing in all of the answers (to 
interview questions), how much of this is unconscious. So much of 
the change that has resulted from the program has been an unconscious 
change. I do see evidence of it in a lot of places ... but it's not a 
conscious effort (Interview 3/28/03, lines 392-395).
Conscious or not, some aspects of the retreat atmosphere were finding their way into
Andrew’s classroom. For example, the subject matter he was leading students
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through had an “open yet bounded” feel to it. “It’s open, yet closed I think around 
content,” commented Andrew during an interview. “The students are free to kind of 
roam with the energy and to find out what are they interested in. Yet [their learning 
is] bounded by these student profiles and curriculum expectations” (Interview 
5/24/02, lines 555-558).
The openness of the curriculum also came through in Andrew’s style of 
teaching, but it was somewhat constrained by district and school expectations. His 
methods for teaching content were focused, but he liked flexibility as an ingredient in 
his teaching to allow for times when students needed more practice with concepts. 
His desire to be more flexible did not always work well with the constant pressure 
from the administration to cover material in a set time period. This was not a 
problem for Andrew, necessarily. He commented that the freedom and the 
constraints both “had their place.” “But,” he interjected, “how do you dance, or how 
do you hold those in paradox instead of either/or?” (Ibid, lines 559-560) It was a 
question that Andrew would continue to ask himself in other arenas, as well.
The most prevalent change Andrew experienced came from the metaphor of 
“seed coats” at the fall retreat. Andrew repeatedly named that metaphor as the most 
powerful with regard to changes in his relationships at school. The following section 
describes his experience with that metaphor, and then explains how it impacted his 
relationships with students, their parents, and his colleagues.
Seed Coats
The big thing I remember from fall was the concept of seed coat. The 
image definitely stuck with me. I’ve learned about my inner life from 
that. I was able to immediately apply that to my existence. ‘What are
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my seed coats? Which ones have served me? Which ones am I done 
with?’ (3/28/03, lines 13-21).
The metaphor of “seed coats” is intended to help program participants identify
aspects of their personality or behavior that are more protective than others—aspects
that might be hindering their mental, emotional, or spiritual growth. Just as seeds
have varying degrees of thickness in their casings, so too do people have varying
degrees of thickness in their “shells” that keep out what are perceived to be harmful
substances. In nature, the seed coat provides a protective casing for the seed embryo
until it is ready to germinate. In people, the seed coat protects the inner essence of a
person until he or she is ready to take action in some way.
This metaphor proved valuable for Andrew. He identified it all the way
through the last interview (17 months after the fall retreat), as the most useful concept
for him in terms of his relationships with students and others. He reflected on
several questions with regard to that metaphor, and was able to clarify the meaning of
it in light of his own situation in life and at school. He even transferred some of that
meaning to his students, recognizing that they were people who had seed coats, as
well. Andrew explained the impact of the metaphor on his relationships with them
after that first retreat.
I came back and we talked all about seed coats. I said, ‘This is a new 
piece that’s bouncing around in my mind, and I thought I would let 
you know about it. I can see that you guys have a variety of seed coats 
that keep me from your inner essence, and that’s okay for some of you 
to protect yourself from people you’re not comfortable with, or 
whatever you reason is. But there are others that I think some of you 
are done with, and I might point some of those out over the next 
couple of weeks. And remember the quote we read over the computer 
that when we ask someone to learn something, we’re also asking them 
to admit that they don’t know.’
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In this passage, Andrew was referring to a quote by a man named Thomas Szasz that
he had shared earlier with his students and later sent to the staff: “Every act of
conscious learning requires the willingness to suffer an injury to one’s self-esteem.
That is why children, before they are aware of their own self-importance learn so
easily; and why older persons, especially if vain or important, cannot learn at all.”
Andrew explained,
That’s an inner essence issue. And around that are all of these seed 
coats to protect that admission that they (the students) don’t know, 
because they think that will make them look stupid, or whatever. So, 
some of those seed coats come out in the form of misbehavior, or 
whatever they’re doing to keep you from finding out that they don’t 
know. I introduced that concept to them, and I said, ‘I see that, and 
it’s okay. But I’m going to also use this terminology to see if I can’t 
get a little bit deeper’ (Interview 5/24/02, lines 344-361).
Andrew’s experience at the retreats with asking himself questions about personal seed
coats prompted him to share that concept with his students. He wanted them to know
that their protective casings were natural outcomes of their experiences in life, and
they had every reason to try keeping those casings intact. However, he also wanted to
challenge students to ask the same questions he had reflected upon himself: “What
are my seed coats? Which ones have served me? Which ones am I done with?”
Andrew wanted to nudge their thinking by pointing out how some seed coats the
students might be hanging onto were hindering their “inner essence” from growing to
its full potential.
“So that’s how that affects my teaching,” Andrew summarized. “It affects the 
classroom environment, because my students are probably feeling a little more heard 
and more honored, and not so attacked, because now my response to their behavior is 
a little more respectful, because I understand it more.” Then, Andrew made a direct
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connection between students’ self-understanding about seed coats and their capacity
to learn. “And that opens up the environment,” he continued, “which links to the
ability for the brain to take in more information. Then, we have a better learning
environment” (Interview 3/28/03, lines 55-62). Andrew finished,
That is probably the clearest connection I’ve ever made from CTT to 
the classroom learning environment. If I was to give a presentation to 
the staff about what [CTT] is about, I would use that as the example 
for how it reaches from your personal life and affects your classroom 
(Interview 3/28/03, lines 62-69).
The seed coat metaphor had such an impact on Andrew that he was willing to
describe his entire Courage to Teach experience on that concept, and its importance in
his life as a teacher. His feelings and thoughts are a testament to the power of
metaphors for helping people make sense of their lives.
For Andrew, the metaphor of seed coats helped him to identify features of his
own personality that tended to hinder his ability to act from the wisdom of his true
inner nature. He knew that his sense of humor, for instance, was a positive and useful
means for connecting to his students and to others. Upon further reflection, however,
he began to realize that humor could also sabotage his connection to another person
by keeping the level of interaction from reaching any meaningful depth. Andrew
reflected on the process of his awareness.
The seed coat thing, for myself personally, I was able to find sarcasm 
or sense of humor, that I always thought were nice pieces ... well, the 
sarcasm has a little negative edge to it. But still, as it links to sense of 
humor, I consider that to be one of my attributes. But then I 
recognized that it really was more of a tool to not let things get too 
deep. As soon as things got too deep, I could always back off with a 
little wit and that would back everybody off with laughter, maybe 
some co-mingling, and then maybe we’d get off onto some new topic 
(Interview 3/28/03, lines 23-30).
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Andrew’s awareness of how an attribute could inhibit his meaningful connection to
others spear-headed a campaign in his relationships with students toward
understanding their seed coats, and how their responses to him or certain events at
school might in some cases be a means to avoid emotional or mental pain, or
confusion in their lives. Paying attention to it could prove too difficult for them,
especially if they did not have the right kind of support. Andrew recognized that he
had to first understand the workings of his inner life—seed coats and all—before he
could understand the reasons behind his students’ ways of resisting learning, being
apathetic, or sabotaging their own efforts for success. He commented, “For my
teaching, once you see it in yourself—and only when you can see it in yourself—can
you see it in your students” (Interview 3/28/03, lines 35-37). He finished, saying,
So, I think that having done that inner work at the retreats, then I’m 
able to recognize that behavior from a student, or recognize that habit 
or approach or that tone of voice, or whatever it is, as a seed coat, and 
as a defense mechanism, or a coping mechanism or a tool, instead of a 
misbehavior or disrespect, or something else that we often attach to 
our students (Interview 3/28/03, lines 49-53).
The seed coat metaphor gave Andrew a lot to work with throughout the school year.
It helped him to approach students even more respectfully than he did before, because
he could recognize the complexity of their lives as being similar to his own.
One other practice from the retreats proved useful to Andrew’s relationships
with his students. He identified it as a concept developed through the Clearness
Committees of finding answers to life’s problems from within oneself. While
Andrew admitted that he did not use the same kinds of open and honest questions that
were practiced during Clearness Committees (which avoided fixing problems), he did
exercise the technique of open questioning to illustrate to students that they had the
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capacity to figure out problems posed through the subject matter. He wanted students 
to trust themselves more by having an experience in class of deriving the correct 
answer to a problem through Andrew’s questions and encouragement. “I generally 
teach with a lot of questions,” said Andrew. “They ask me something, and I say, 
‘Well, what do you remember about that?’ And, ‘That’s a good question. What do 
you think a b o u t a n d  so on” (lines 532-534).
While Andrew knew that the line of questioning was more goal-oriented than 
the Clearness Committee process, he persisted to teach through questions that created 
the sense for students that they could, indeed, figure things out. It resonated with 
Andrew’s attraction to speaking with his students about how they learned—the 
importance of meta-cognition and understanding the processes their minds went 
through to derive an answer to a problem.
They already have the answers inside of them,” Andrew explained. “I 
helped them get those answers. And if the content is not inside of 
them, it’s within their purview and their realm of resources. I’m a 
guide for them—a resource and guide to help access other resources 
(Interview 5/24/02, lines 537-543).
Working with his students in this way affirmed Andrew’s belief in the 
instrumental presence of respect between teacher and student.
I look at these eyes, I look at them in my classroom, and I see them as 
capable, not as vessels that need to be filled, that are lacking. They are 
beautiful and capable as they are, exactly. That has been reinforced, if 
not bom in the Clearness Committee (Interview 5/24/02, lines 545- 
553).
Affirmed by the metaphor of seed coats and a person’s inner wisdom Andrew’s 
understanding of his students as whole and multi-faceted people deepened. This new 
way of thinking affected his own self-perception, and it was beginning to affect his
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relationships with students, as well. But the impact of Andrew’s new awareness 
didn’t stop there. Her was also starting to approach parents and colleagues in a 
different manner. I had not intended to gather data that specifically address teachers’ 
relationships with parents, but Andrew’s efforts in this regard are worth mentioning.
Changes in Teacher-Parent Relationships
By the time of our first interview Andrew had been through three Courage to 
Teach retreats. He had been mindful of the concept of seed coats for almost seven 
months, and had been through other seasonal imagery of winter and spring. His 
relationships with students were changing for the better, in as much as the school 
schedule and other teaching demands allowed.
In similar fashion, Andrew started to experience changes in the ways in which 
he interacted with some of the students’ parents, primarily via email. He found that 
he was getting more personal with them regarding their child’s progress in his class 
and in school, and he was also opening up more with regard to his personal 
philosophies of life and teaching. Andrew described the process as “going into that 
affective sort of place” (Interview 5/24/02, line 879).
Andrew invited me to review several of the dozens of emails he had sent to 
parents over the recent months, pointing out one in particular to the parent of a 
student named Mike. He started reading a few sentences into the email: “There are a 
few assignments waiting to be entered, however, Mike’s current trend of completion 
is good.” Andrew then looked at me, “That’s where I probably would have stopped 
in the past. Here I go on to say (reading again) ‘I will say that his class participation
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has dropped a bit. I have allowed him to move his seat ... [which has] resulted in 
paying less attention overall,’ and so on.” The remainder of the email provides more 
commentary from Andrew’s point of view about Mike’s class performance. It 
explains how he wants Mike to make “good decisions” about his behavior, and come 
to recognize that apathy in school can significantly affect one’s chances of success in 
life. Andrew didn’t want to “impose a new seat” for Mike; he wanted Mike to change 
his behavior of his own volition.
Through this email, Andrew was offering to the parent not only a quick update 
on the student’s progress (or lack thereof), he was also supplying more behind-the- 
scenes information that could give the parent a better understanding of what their 
child was dealing with in school. It was Andrew’s way of including both the student 
and the parent in the process of learning how to trust Mike to take responsibility for 
his own decisions, constructive or not.
The parent’s response was positive. “Thanks for your thoughtful response,” 
wrote the mother. “No wonder Mike thinks so highly of you .. . You have given him a 
confidence and interest in science that is new this year. Thank you again!” The 
parent then turned her tone toward one of collaboration with Andrew, indicating that 
she wanted to work more closely with him to further help her son. “If you notice his 
attention wandering,” she concluded, “he needs to know that you have noticed and be 
reminded of his priorities. Feel free to clarify your expectations in your way, and I 
will in mine.” Andrew then explained more of the thought process he went through
during this email exchange:
So that’s sort of like sharing my philosophy with a parent. It’s 
someone I don’t know much about, and who simply wants me to reply
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with a progress report. The willingness to go there is new. It’s sort of 
opening up. That’s my inner essence coming through in a way, 
saying, ‘I ’m going to take a risk here and open myself to the 
possibility of them saying, ‘That’s shit, we don’t agree with that!
What kind of teacher are you? I didn’t ask you for your philosophy! I 
asked you what my son’s progress is.’ I mean, that’s the worst case 
scenario, right? But the results you see here (clicking back to the 
parent’s response), it’s like, ‘Whew! Okay. That works’ (Interview 
5/24/02, lines 879-896).
Little by little, Andrew was allowing a seed coat of vulnerability to crack. He was
already comfortable being open in front of students. The next step was to extend that
openness to an arena where he had less control—the purview of students’ parents. By
the emails he showed to me, his efforts were making a difference.
In conjunction with having some success with his openness (as illustrated with
Mike’s parent), Andrew also attempted to be more open with his colleagues.
However, his experience with them was markedly different, and it challenged
Andrew’s sense of who he was as a person and who he wanted to be as a teacher. It
is to his relationships with colleagues that I turn next.
Changes in Teacher-Colleague Relationships
Understanding Andrew’s relationships with his colleagues makes more sense 
within the context of his school environment. As stated in the beginning of this 
chapter, Mountainview High School is a large complex, housing over 1,300 students. 
At the time of my first interview with him, there were three other teachers working 
with students in Biology, offering a total of 15 sections of that subject. Class periods 
were 50 minutes each, and the school day was punctuated with the typical 
interruptions of bells, students coming and going, and announcements about
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assemblies and extra-curricular activities. I asked Andrew about the obstacles he
faced when trying to relate to students, and he let go a tirade of complaint.
The biggest thing would have to be all of the time constraints in the 
public system. You know, just the way that our time together is 
chopped up into these 50-minute periods, and interruptions of 
assemblies. I'm all for the social and emotional growth that goes on 
outside of my content area ... but all of those time constraints ... And 
then how do those things relate to the district expectations, the 
increased testing and the quantification of learning? You know, the 
attitude of ‘Prove it, quantify it, how smart the kids are becoming 
because of their time with you or in this school.’ Then, if I do get 
something going—if something gets exciting—I have to tether it, 
manage it time-wise (Interview, 5/24/02, selections, lines 227-242).
In this statement, Andrew expressed strongly that “time” was a significant factor in
his ability to teach well and relate to students on a meaningful level. But the large
physical campus, which made it hard for teachers to connect to each other and the
rapid-fire schedule with an inundation of information given to students and teachers
made it impossible to feel a sense of community. It was a difficult situation and
Andrew felt exhausted with it most of the time.
Another teacher affirmed Andrew’s feelings about the busy schedule and the
expectations heaped upon teachers. In an email to Andrew, she wrote,
Everyone is swamped. I’m finding myself staying in my room during 
lunch to correct papers. I get here before 7 every day, and consider it 
leaving ‘early’ if I get out of here by 4pm, mostly to go to another 
meeting! Last night was typical. I stayed until 6:30 and then worked 
some more at home. Tuesday, I was here until 8:45 (Email, 4/26/02).
This teacher offered these comments in response to an email from Andrew to the rest
of the staff, wherein he offered a quote for reflection and comment regarding
“isolation” in the teaching profession. The full quote said, “The individualistic
culture of teaching results in isolation among colleagues that resembles commuters
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waiting in a train station. Each commuter is headed toward the same destination, but 
is standing alone, ensconced in his or her own thoughts, newspaper, and private 
space” (Email, 4/26/02). Andrew sent this quote to his colleagues school-wide as a 
means to make a connection with them, with the hope of developing a deeper 
discussion of what he perceived as an important issue.
It was a Friday ritual for Andrew to send a quote via email to the rest of the 
staff—his way to address a problem that he and others, as far as he could tell, 
experienced at the school: the lack of morale among teachers and other staff. “Our 
school lacks morale,” Andrew explained. “We’re disconnected. Everybody is trying 
to do the best they can, but there isn’t this connected tissue” (1/21/03, lines 203-205). 
The quotes and Andrew’s brief commentary on them were intended to make a 
connection between people who were isolated across the campus, physically, 
mentally and emotionally.
Along with the feelings of disconnection with colleagues, Andrew also had to 
contend with the perceptions of others toward him as a “young, naive, eager, new 
teacher,” who hadn’t been teaching long enough to understand the complexities of the 
profession. Speaking about his relationships with the rest of the staff, Andrew 
responded that it was “good.” However, he had a feeling that other teachers, 
especially the veterans who had been there for 15 or 20 years, looked at him as just 
“young and dumb.” “They think I don’t know what I’m talking about,” he said.
Andrew also pointed out the negative attitudes that many teachers had toward 
their life in school—attitudes that threatened to curb or isolate his optimism. Other
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teachers were not being overtly malicious with their comments, but the impact of
their negativity was still felt. Andrew explained,
They say, ‘Oh, you’ll bum out,’ and ‘I used to think like you.’ There’s 
this de-valuation that goes on. There’s this implied, ‘You’re kind of 
cute and we enjoy watching you. Boy, we really like these little 
emails, and we love how you’re always positive, and how you run up 
and down the halls. And the kids just love you.’” He paused. “But I 
don’t think there’s a true respect there. And my department chair has 
been here forever. He’s the true pessimist, sort of the ‘Yeah, b u t ...’ 
kind of guy. He’ll say, ‘Oh, we did that back in the 70s, or we did that 
back in the ...,’ you know. He’ll move left and right laterally, but 
won’t really go for something (Interview, 5/24/02, selections, lines 
798-822).
These words indicate that Andrew was struggling with the tension between wanting 
to teach to his heart’s content—“just this side of cutting edge,” as he described it to 
me. However, he was teaching in an atmosphere that was not supportive of that kind 
of enthusiasm. The short class sessions made it difficult to teach anything in-depth, 
and the constant interruptions and unrealistic expectations for student achievement 
only complicated an already strenuous situation.
Andrew felt alone in his teaching. He was working hard to make relationships 
with his students more meaningful and he was taking steps to connect more 
personally with some parents. But working in such a constricting system, and with 
negative colleagues, posed new barriers that challenged Andrew’s resolve to be a 
teacher. During two of the three formal interviews I had with him, he was ready to 
quit. “I'm totally divided,” he said during our interview in January 2003. “It's like 
Aaaahhhh!” (He leaned back and pulled his hair). “I just so badly want to start an 
espresso stand! I do! I just want a coffee shop with some couches and a fireplace. I 
mean, that's where I am right now” (1/21/03, lines 406 and 545-547).
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In spite of these challenges, Andrew persisted with his attempts to relate to the 
staff. He continued to send quotes over the email system accompanied with 
thoughtful commentary, and he started a new practice right after the summer retreat 
(August 2002). He called it “Teacher Tea Time.” Andrew explained the reasoning
and logistics to me.
Every Monday [afternoon] I have tea and cookies in my room for 
teachers to talk ... I was bellyaching about the idea that there’s nobody 
to connect with at this school, and that I feel totally isolated. So, I 
came to the realization that I hadn’t really done much other than 
bellyache about it. So, I thought, ‘Okay, I’ll make this offer. Every 
Monday for the entire school year in my room, from 2:30 to 4:00pm,
I’ll just be there to talk about what makes good teaching. It’s open 
door’ (Interview, 1/21/03, lines 157-167).
Andrew did indeed bake cookies, and he wrote questions on the board for teachers to 
discuss if they came by on Monday afternoons. He asked questions like, “Who was 
your favorite teacher, and why?” “Do you remember when you decided you wanted 
to become a teacher?'” and “What kind of student were you? Do you tend to like to 
teach to that kind of student?”
Andrew explained that the questions were not meant to be “leading,” but 
rather to serve as a “starting off point” for discussion. Andrew reported that, most of 
the time, only 1 or 2 teachers would show up. Once, 5 teachers came to the room. In 
any case, Andrew would receive emails from 3 or 4 others, saying, Oh, thank you, 
really busy, don’t have time. But thanks for doing this.”
With the people who did come, Andrew was disappointed to witness the 
discussions quickly turn into “bitch sessions.” Andrew reflected, “One of the early 
times, people came and it just turned into a bitch session about how tired they were. 
We just went into our old patterns” (Interview 1/21/03, lines 177-179).
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Andrew tried to counter the negativity by using his humor, teasing his 
colleagues by saying that they had to answer the question before they could have a 
cookie. “I put three questions up there, like ‘Who was your favorite teacher, and 
why?’ ‘Do you remember when you decided you wanted to become a teacher?’ and 
‘How are you experiencing the season of autumn in your life?”’ Andrew laughed, 
remembering his efforts. “It was like, ‘Anybody want to bite? Of course, 100- 
percent answered the easier questions” (Interview 1/21/03, lines 181-189). The 
“easier” questions were, Andrew inferred, the first two.
Andrew kept persisting with his Tea Time, regardless of the poor showing or
the “bitching” that went on. Later, he said,
I tried to inteiject a couple more challenging questions and some easy 
questions—some fast balls—and everybody bit on the fast balls.
Nobody would let their guard down. Nobody would go into anything 
that had to do with feeling or emotion or heart. Rather it was, If I can 
just objectively answer the question, that would be great’ (1/28/03, 
lines 189-194).
This last quote raises an interesting connection in the data gathered from Andrew’s 
life in school and his experiences at the retreats. During the first retreat, he 
mentioned the powerful impact of the metaphor of seed coats on his self-perception. 
He recognized the seed coats of sarcasm and humor, which he considered “nice 
pieces,” or “attributes” of his personality. However, sarcasm and humor could also 
sabotage the possibility of meaningful relationships between him and others.
Curiously, Andrew identified the same quality of “backing off from deep 
issues” as something the teachers did when they came to his room, and it was a 
quality that irritated him. Was there a deeper connection between their behavior and 
his particular frustration with it? To answer that question and bring more meaning to
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its implications, it is necessary to take a look at what happened for Andrew as he 
went through the retreats.
Andrew’s Journey through the Seasons
The season of fall introduced a new way for Andrew to think of himself and 
his students as bearers of various “seed coats.” Seed coats were supposed to act as 
protective casings until a seed was ready to germinate. However, they could also trap 
one’s “inner essence” from sprouting forth toward its full potential. The choice of 
which way to go was up to the awareness and attitude of the bearer. This metaphor 
was a powerful image for Andrew, one that he kept alive in his mind for many 
months. He used the imagery to understand the actions of his students, and he shared 
his thoughts as a means to help students take a more active role in their own behavior.
Andrew even applied the idea of seed coats to working with staff during an 
incident when a group of students wanted to stage a protest of the war in Iraq at their 
school. A flurry of emails began to circulate between teachers when another group of 
students proposed a counter-protest. All kinds of legal and ethical questions emerged. 
“Is it permissible for students to conduct such a protest at school? Should they wait 
until after school hours? Were students allowed to post their views on school 
grounds? At what point did their rights to freedom of speech infringe on school
policy to stay neutral about certain issues?”
Andrew got caught up with the students’ enthusiasm and proposed that 
students actually do more than just shout slogans; they could do some real research, 
learn about the details of the proposed war in Iraq, and then participate in a
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meaningful debate. He was willing to serve as a moderator—“As Ted Koppel,” he 
grinned. This was a role that Andrew did not think he could have taken before having 
attended the spring retreat. At the retreat, he learned about the possibility of holding 
a creative tension between two opposites. He wanted to see what it was like to 
conduct a heated discussion or debate with students and school staff with that kind of 
idea in mind.
Referring to some emails by teachers who vehemently opposed a debate on 
“pro-war” versus “pro-peace,” Andrew commented that they would get nowhere with 
their thinking if they resisted a third way—if all they saw were polar opposites to a 
situation. He believed that a lack of understanding how their seed coats—their 
protective casings—was keep them from opening up to a potentially rich dialogue on 
a very important issue. “Those people are so caught up in their own fears and in their 
own inability to see outside of themselves that they're just going to project that onto 
anything anybody says,” remarked Andrew. “Could I shine a mirror on that? If 
people had the internal work done to recognize where their fears are coming from, 
they’d see what other people are saying. But you have to shed some of your own skin 
first (Interview 3/28/03, lines 35-47).
These ideas about seed coats traveled a long way with Andrew, because he 
learned about them not only as an objective concept, but he felt them internally at the 
fall retreat when he reflected on his own. He identified his tendency to use sarcasm 
and humor to “not let things get too deep.” As a result, Andrew was frustrated when 
others refused to get into anything deep, as well.4 The teachers against a debate did
4 This was my own observation, but Andrew agreed that it was accurate.
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not want to “shed their own skin.” The teachers who came to Tea Time did not want 
to answer Andrew’s deeper questions about teaching. “Nobody would let their guard 
down,” reported Andrew. “Nobody would go into anything that had to do with 
feeling or emotion or heart... They went only for the ‘fast balls.’”
There were other places in school where teachers chose not to engage with 
each other at a heart level. Andrew reported that staff meetings were times when 
teachers got together only to agree on things so they could quickly leave. If there was 
disagreement on an issue, the person bringing it up was frequently frowned upon. 
Andrew remarked during our first interview, “I don't listen at all. I don't listen to a 
damn thing. It's just blah-blah-blah-blah-blah” (5/24/02, lines 1015-1016). Eight 
months later, Andrew was complaining about the same thing. “We don t have any 
conflict on this staff. And because of that, nobody wants to make any waves. People 
won’t come to Tea Time, because they think the administration has me spying on 
them ... It’s like that around here” (Interview, 1/21/03, lines 416-422).
The teachers’ unwillingness to engage with each other in deep and 
emotionally-charged discussions pricked at Andrew s core issue of wanting to open 
up more and face his tendency to sabotage deep interactions. But he was working in 
a place that did not encourage such behavior. “There’s nobody on this staff who's 
interested in connecting on a deeper level, or getting into something ... investing in 
something more, other than their time” (Interview, 1/21/03, lines 234-236). The 
metaphor of seed coats marked the beginning of a different path for Andrew. And 
there were other related lessons to learn as the seasons unfolded.
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In winter, Andrew reported that he appreciated the practice of silence at the
retreats, and the idea of dormancy. It appealed to him to slow down his energetic
pace, especially at school. “I have learned that slowing down can actually be
efficient,” he wrote in his retreat journal. “I find myself more creative and more
energetic for those around me if I allow myself the time to relax and the space to truly
connect with a topic. It’s something teachers rarely get to experience.”
The winter retreat also introduced the metaphor of having too many logs in
one’s fire—too many issues going on in one’s life—thus preventing the “fire” from
burning efficiently due to lack of oxygen (no space between the logs). Andrew
understood that metaphor and applied it to his teaching. “I really don’t embrace the
space between the logs very much,” he surmised. “Instead, I pile on, pile on, pile on.
Like yesterday, I teach all day, go to the district for the textbook adoption committee,
come back here and volunteer to judge at this other thing . ..” It was an important
realization for Andrew, but he admitted that he hadn’t made any significant changes
as a result of it. “That stuff resonated with me, but it didn't resonate with me enough
to effect change yet” (Interview, 3/28/03, lines 224-228).
In spring, Andrew experienced the power of paradox, and finding out what it
was like to embrace both the good and the bad in one’s self. In the following
passage, Andrew refers to a seasonal theme of letting go and allowing something to
die—a theme introduced in the winter, but which resonated with him in spring.
What came up for me was the idea that we get to rebirth ourselves.
We get to choose what we want to shed, and what we want to 
continue. I appreciated the realization that our bad side, our shadow 
side, our dark side is good. To the extent that the program didn’t 
undercut that, I appreciated that. I appreciated it that (the program’s 
philosophy) didn’t make any of those things wrong. It wasn’t like,
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‘That bad part of you, you now get to rid [yourself] of!’ It was just,
‘Hey, the stuff that you’re done with, you can now set aside’ 
(Interview 3/28/03, lines 96-100 and 119-124).
At the time of the spring retreat, Andrew did not feel quite as much of an impact. 
That came later. “It was a rich time, but I don’t remember paradox being a big piece 
for me. Now I see that paradox is a part of me, but I don’t think it was at the time 
(Interview, 3/28/03, lines 409-412). This remark suggests that the images and 
metaphors offered at the retreats don’t always penetrate the mind of participants on­
site. It may take many months for some of the concepts covered during a particular 
season to find their way into one’s practices and activities, at school or not.
Finally, the summer retreat came, and it proved to be quite a challenge for 
Andrew. The theme for the season was “abundance, harvest, and community, but 
Andrew was not feeling particularly abundant. He admitted that he “didn t remember 
summer,” and he was “totally not into processing” with others. Then, he launched 
into a lengthy discussion about the difficulty he has listening to people s life stories.
With stories, I don’t always let them in, because they lack efficiency ...
A story is a long process, and everybody’s got one, and you can’t 
always tell who’s telling the truth and who isn’t. Somewhere early in 
my life, I chose to not accept story very well. I accept results. This is 
a huge weakness of mine, and it’s not something I m proud of 
(Interview, 3/21/03, lines 441-446 and 451-452).
Again, it’s curious that Andrew should identify himself as having a hard time with
stories and their “lack of efficiency.” He claims to be a person who “accepts results,
and stories don’t tend to offer results. They offer instead a process of thinking or
acting on a life issue; there is not always a happy ending or satisfactory achievement.
Yet, when it came to working with colleagues, and especially administrators in
school, Andrew was frustrated with their need to discuss everything in “black and
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white.” The school staff had no interest or ability to work with ambiguity or a 
paradoxical situation. “The concept of paradox does not support me in the public 
school setting,” explained Andrew. “It makes my job more difficult, because a 
majority of people don’t understand paradox, and are not comfortable holding 
something in its unknown, non-final state. They need closure on it (Interview,
3/21/03, lines 293-297).
This contradiction in Andrew’s opinions can be explained partly by time, in 
that Andrew’s disinterest in “process” during the summer might have shifted in later 
months. The interview where he criticizes school staff for their inability to deal with 
paradox came 7 months later. Perhaps the power of paradox had begun to work in his 
psyche, similar as some of the program’s concepts did for Shirley—as homeopathic 
remedies. Andrew did mention that the power of paradox was “leaking in,” but the 
details of how that change in thinking occurred are not clear. Andrew gives us a clue 
that he was still not done working on it. “I feel myself more and more unsettled with 
that than I used to be,” he explains about the concept of paradox. “I used to also be 
like, ‘Okay, we need to be getting the right answers. Yes, no. Black or white.’ And
now I’m more like, why does it have to be that way?”
A review of the seasons suggests that Andrew was working on a core issue 
throughout the retreats and then in school. This core issue was his desire to 
experiment more with the concept of seed coats and open up to be more vulnerable 
with others in order to create meaningful connections with them. He commented, I 
would love for nothing more than for my inner essence to be some day in front of the 
classroom, and not to have to put on this seed cover” (Interview, 5/24/02, lines 292-
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294). Andrew’s capacity to do that was constantly challenged by a school system that 
did not support the deeper level of intimacy that he felt was important for real 
learning and growth to occur.
Not only did he have the outer obstacles of a disinterested school staff, an 
inflexible schedule, and an overwhelming amount of work, Andrew also had inner 
obstacles of prior beliefs about the value of listening to others’ processes of 
understanding themselves, and issues around trust and the need for results. These 
dynamics tugged at Andrew to the point where he said, “I feel myself more and more 
unsettled.” He was describing a common condition of someone going through a 
major transition in life; does he stay and struggle through the hard decisions, or 
should he just quit? Andrew talked briefly about these tensions.
It sounded really sexy at one time to say I was going to change the 
public school system from within, and I wonder if I’m not just running 
into the challenges associated with that, and bailing. Like, did I think 
that was going to be easy? (Chuckles) It’s like, this is it! This is what 
it feels like try to change it from within, and you said you wanted to do 
it. So, now you’re getting the chance to do it, and you’re turning 
around? So then I go into that mode and flip out. It’s a lot to do when 
I’m trying to teach chemistry (Interview 1/21/03, lines 324-331).
In spite of this inner monologue, Andrew was finding moments of victory. Speaking 
about the textbook adoption committee meeting he attended one day after school, 
Andrew explained that he just ended up walking out “in disgust.” However, his 
leaving did not come from a place of inner resignation, but from a new-found strength 
to stand up for his principles.
At issue were the textbooks that each school in the district was supposed to 
select for science classes the following year, part of their “universal adoption 
mandate.” There were disagreements between schools in the district, and within the
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schools themselves, about which books to purchase. Andrew felt that the process for
choosing the text was unfair, because each school got to vote for only one text. If
there was disagreement within one school, then the majority ruled, and individuals
who did not agree with the proposed text lost their voting voice early in the process.
For Andrew, this seemed to create an extra layer of division between people,
something he certainly didn’t want to see, given how isolated everyone already was.
Andrew felt that each teacher should have the right to cast a vote that counted all the
way up to the district office. Others on the committee disagreed, however, and seeing
that he would get nowhere with their attitudes, he left the meeting.
I felt more grounded in my disgust yesterday at the district meeting ... I 
felt much more grounded as I sat with those people yesterday. I was 
able to stop for a while, and think a little bit. And I was able to say,
‘You know what? I just changed my mind. I don't care about the 
results of this. You guys can do whatever you want. I’m out. I choose 
to take my vote off the table. You guys decide. I’m okay with 
anything’ (Interview 1/21/03, lines 169-170 and 174-179).
And he really was “okay” with whatever happened. Andrew explained that he didn’t
feel defensive. He explained, “It wasn’t like, ‘Oh, you’ve broken me! I’m done!’
(feigning crying). It was a ‘Ahhhhhhh.’ (Sigh of relief) So, that was nice (Ibid,
lines 181-183).
Even during the episode with the student anti-war protest, and all of the 
caustic emails school officials were writing, Andrew felt that he was getting a handle 
on acting more from his “inner essence,” and not reacting in volatile ways that would 
only exacerbate the situation. Andrew was instead experiencing the practice of acting 
on the wisdom from within. The results were his feeling “grounded” again.
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Andrew opened an email that he received from a particularly over-reactive
teacher (to the anti-war protest), and then clicked on his response. Showing me the
email, he reflected,
I think my words come from a grounded space. They don't come from 
a reactive place. Five years ago, my thing would have been to write an 
anti-war message, and call them names ... and now, I don’t even use 
the words ‘anti-war,’ I use the words ‘Pro Peace.’ I’m not going to use 
war language to describe my peace stance! So, some of those 
grounded things have probably infiltrated from that kind of work 
through CTT, because I don’t know where else they would have come 
from. It can be hard to prove it, but I would be hard-pressed to isolate 
any other places in my life where that would have come from 
(Interview 3/28/03, lines 231-246).
Andrew’s feelings of groundedness would likely be tested many more times before
the school year was over. He knew that he was often at a breaking point, just one
move away from walking out of teaching for good. Hopefully, he would find a way
to work within the system and grow stronger in his resolve. For now, it seemed that
Andrew was on his way to what Parker Palmer called “living divided no more.” At
least, he was catching glimpses of it.
Living Divided No More
During the interview just prior to the last retreat, Andrew spoke briefly about 
the readings that the Courage to Teach facilitators had mailed to all retreat
participants to prepare them for the retreat. Andrew admitted that he had not taken
the time to read through everything, but he did remember the general emphasis of the 
passages. “I just started it last night,” he explained. “And it does have that, ‘Go into 
the dark and come out of i t ...’ It does have that tone to it. We have to turn and face 
the shadow” (1/21/03, line 336-339).
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As discussed at the end of Ellen’s story, the last retreat in January 2002 
focused on Leadership. The retreat was supported in part by readings from Palmer’s 
book, Let Your Life Speak (2000), wherein he speaks about true leadership being 
possible only when the leader has done some inner work—“riding the monsters 
down” and developing an “awareness of the interplay of inner shadow and light, lest 
the act of leadership do more harm than good” (p. 78).
From Andrew’s experience, we learn that his first moves with “riding the 
monsters” was to identify the seed coats that hindered his growth, keeping his “inner 
essence” from bursting out and reaching toward its full potential. One of those seed 
coats was Andrew’s propensity to use sarcasm or humor to avoid getting into 
emotional or feeling-based situations. The fact that his colleagues had the habit of 
doing the same thing on a regular basis was a clue to Andrew that there was a 
shadow-casting monster right there for him to ride. It might be akin to Palmer’s 
monster of “the belief that the universe is a battleground, hostile to human interests.” 
And if the world is a battleground, then steering clear of emotional depth was the 
safest response.
Just as difficult for Andrew might be the task of working toward dissolving 
unproductive seed coats in his life at the same time he tried to work within an 
inflexible system that was not conducive to the kind of introspection required for 
seed-coat identification. The large school environment was incapable of handling the 
unpredictable needs of teenagers or the political dynamics of dozens of teachers who 
felt isolated from each other. Within that atmosphere, Andrew kept finding himself
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coming to the rescue, or stepping in to help people in ways that were above and 
beyond what might be expected of a fairly new teacher.
He was vocal about school-wide situations, such as the anti-war 
demonstration that students wanted to hold. And he tried to point out the problems 
inherent in the voting process for textbook adoption. Andrew also found himself 
taking on the “fix this” role when teachers found themselves constantly barred from 
the copy machine room due to inflexible and over-protective administrative security 
policies. Instead of giving teachers keys to the copy room so they could use it 
anytime they needed to, the administration closed it off and then hired a part-time 
person to run copies for the staff. It clearly wasn’t working for teachers, but it took 
Andrew’s threat of giving his two-weeks’ notice to get the policy changed. All of his 
frustration about the administration’s lukewarm responses and his threat of quitting 
were done behind closed doors, so when the administration suddenly announced a 
change in policy (in favor of re-keying the room), no one on the staff knew that 
Andrew had put his job on the line. These instances point directly to another shadow- 
casting monster for Andrew, the one where he feels that “ultimate responsibility for 
everything rests on me.” Only time will tell what kind of wrestling and riding 
Andrew does with his rescue attempts.
Time is of the essence, however. In Andrew’s situation, he was ready to walk 
away from teaching at least two times. The race was on for Andrew to figure out 
ways to work under such stressful conditions before falling victim to what he called 
“bio-accumulation.” He explained to me that bio-accumulation describes what 
happens when a small organism in an environment becomes toxic. A larger organism
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eats a host of the smaller toxic ones, and then an even larger organism eats the middle 
one. At the top of the food chain, the largest organism can actually be killed, because 
it eats the toxins at a more lethal rate in a shorter period of time. Without warning, 
that large organism gets sick and dies.
Andrew compared himself to one of those large organisms who had been fed a 
steady diet of toxic material by a bureaucratic institution. All of the little rules—the 
bells ringing, the policies that made no sense to the lives of teachers and made them 
feel like they were not respected—these aspects of the institution were sapping 
Andrew’s energy and making him feel almost sick. The bio-accumulation he felt was 
reaching an exploding point.
As indicated above, the insistent problems with the copy machine, the over­
reaction by some teachers to student concerns, the dozens of daily interruptions, the 
50-minute class schedule, and petty rules from the administrative sector paved a wide 
path to the development of bio-accumulation inside of Andrew. He described the 
impact of that process to me.
They can come on the intercom now and say, ‘Please excuse this 
interruption ... oh, we’re sorry, never mind.’ And I’ll just about snap.
I mean, it’s not that big of a deal, but to me it’s like the end of the 
world. Or we’ll have a weird bell schedule for an assembly day, and 
they’ll forget to change it back to the regular schedule, and I just want 
to explode, because they didn’t get the bell schedule right the next day.
Well, that’s not me. That’s absurd! But that’s where I’m at. I’m just 
full. I’m absolutely full of stress (Interview, 1/21/03, lines 303-313).
A challenge for Andrew, then, will be to recognize the warning signs of bio­
accumulation in himself, and look for ways to relieve the stress he feels before he gets 
to the point of threatening to quit. The answer for how to accomplish this feat might
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be hidden in the shadow-casting monster of taking everything on himself, believing 
that only he can “save the day.”
Inner monsters aside, another challenge facing Andrew is the continuation of 
trying to connect with other teachers on a more heart-felt level. Andrew is working 
on his seed coats with regard to this challenge, but he faces trying to help others 
identify their seed coats as well. “Finding like-minded” individuals is the second step 
in Parker Palmer’s process for living an undivided life. Those like-minded 
individuals can help nurture and support inner life work. It is possible that Andrew 
will not find any like-minded teachers at his school, at least for a while. But he did 
make contact with a few people on the staff who were sympathetic to his views. He 
knows that they’re out there. All Andrew needs to do is weigh the energy level 
needed to connect with them with the amount of energy he has.
The challenge of continuing to open up his inner life and offer himself fully to 
his students does not seem to be a huge obstacle for Andrew. He was already well on 
his way toward developing meaningful relationships with many of his students, as a 
friend and authority, mentor and guide. The reasons for this may stem from his early 
life experience of divorced parents (when he was 7) and his subsequent divorce 
during his first year of teaching. These were life events Andrew named (during his 
participation in the Courage to Teach program) as being instrumental to shaping him 
as a child and an adult. Speaking about an evocative question offered at the last 
retreat to “find the thread of your life,” Andrew reflected, “I remember something 
about following a thread, and how that brought me back all the way through my 
parents’ divorce. You know, maybe it connects me to kids who come from broken
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families. I’ve always been pretty connected to them” (Interview 3/28/03, lines 495-
499). The experience of coming from “a broken home” might have been difficult for
Andrew, especially being so young. However, the experience of his parent’s divorce
also gave him an advantage with regard to understanding some of his students and the
troubles they faced at home or on the streets. It made him more compassionate, but it
also made him more realistic and firm when helping them out.
It might be that all of these challenges at school are helping to prepare
Andrew for an even larger challenge down the road. Feeling overworked much of the
time, Andrew knows that many of his worries follow him home. He might run into
the same tensions he did several years ago during his first marriage.
I’ve been divorced, and it was on account of the public school. I 
mean, that’s a tough indictment there, but it played a role. I was such 
a typical first-year teacher. I just brought everything home and 
focused ... with horse-blinders [on] (Interview 5/24/02, lines 275-278).
Both the divorce of his parents and his own divorce played central roles in Andrew’s
thoughts, feelings, and choices. “The divorces impacted the experiences of my inner
life,” Andrew reflected. It could be that he may face that monster again and need to
make some tough decisions about where to place his energy, which was, by most
accounts, wearing pretty thin. In this last passage, Andrew explains his level of
energy and how he feels torn between “going in” and facing difficult issues in school,
versus keeping some energy in reserve for his students’ needs and his home life.
There seemed to be a constant pressure from both ends.
The frustrating thing is I’m overworked. I don’t think I have the 
energy ... I’m into the philosophy of going in ... But I can’t teach 5 
classes of chemistry and do that. I’m just exhausted. And so what 
ends up happening is that the energy I have gets taken from going into 
it, and it’s no longer there for me to make that analogy for that kid, or
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handle that slight disruption, or remember to take a breath before I 
start my class. Some of those things are getting chipped away.
Ultimately, I feel like I’m losing my ground as a teacher, because I’m 
spending my energy trying to go in over here ... going to my Vice 
Principal and putting my hand on the desk and saying, ‘I quit!’ To me, 
that feels like going into it. ‘You want to go into it? I'll go. I'll go 
into this battle with you. But class sizes, 50-minute class periods, and 
bells ... When am I going to battle those? When am I going to battle 
the class size issue [or] the testing? And where’s that energy going to 
come from and what’s it ultimately going to cost?
That's where I get overwhelmed, and I wonder if the best way to solve 
this isn’t to stand inside of it and bark at it, but rather to go out and 
dance with the people who are doing it the right way. And say, ‘We’ll 
be over here, just making as bright as a light as we can! Just as long as 
you want to ride that old dinosaur, go right ahead. But we’ll be over 
here (Interview, 1/21/03, lines 361-386).
It’s clear by this statement that Andrew felt quite pressed for energy and time to be a
good teacher in a complex and sometimes inhumane system. He has the start,
however, in buttressing himself up against the bio-accumulation of “old paradigms,
processes and attitudes.” He has already experienced a sense of groundedness and
holding paradox, relying on inner wisdom to do the right thing when it counted.
Perhaps the Quaker concept of “Way closes, way opens” will also help
Andrew negotiate this tricky path. Reflecting on that, Andrew surmised,
What was new for me was the Quaker concept of ‘Way closes, way 
opens’ ... I always looked for the advantages in the disadvantages. But 
I never considered that the disadvantage was the advantage. I ’ve 
always tried to figure out, ‘where’s the advantage in this thing?’ But 
the whole thing can be a gift. Being fired could be all good (Interview 
3/28/03, lines 361-366).
It would be a tragedy if Andrew did leave teaching, because his energy and
compassionate presence in the lives of young adults is sorely needed. No matter what
happens, it seems clear that Andrew will not rest until he finds his niche where he can
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be himself with his full “inner essence in front of the classroom”—no seed coats 
necessary. At that defining moment, Andrew may find it difficult to answer one of 
his own questions he posed one day: “Where does teaching end and where does 
Andrew begin?”5 There may be a moment in time when he doesn’t know the answer 
to that question, and it will be just fine . .. “or better, ” Andrew added with a smile.
~  OO OO OO ~
5 Interview, 5/24/02, lines 957-958.
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Teaching Context1
Grover Junior High School is so unassuming that I nearly drove right passed it 
on my way to meet with Jerry for our first interview and observation. The streets to 
the school were lined with old homes that had crumbling underground garages too 
small for most modern vehicles. As a result, the streets were choked with cars, which 
made it difficult to find a place to park.
I was running late. By the time I found the front office, the first period bell 
had rung and the halls were empty. I headed toward Jerry’s room with a small map in 
my hand and promptly got lost. The expansive hallways that twisted and turned 
belied the smaller, outer look of the building. A school official spotted me wandering 
around and offered to take me to Jerry’s room. We stopped in front of a windowless 
door while she fumbled with her keys to let me inside. Apparently a security 
precaution, classrooms are locked at all times so a person either needs to knock or 
have a key to gain entry. When the door opened, Jerry looked up from the book he 
was reading out loud to a small group of 6th graders. He waved a “thanks” at the 
administrator and motioned me toward an empty chair on the other side of the room. 
Jerry kept on reading. It was the “advisory period” during which students could catch 
up on homework, play on the computers, “free reading,” or get extra help from the 
teacher. The period was short, from 7:45-8:10am.
While Jerry read to his students, they relaxed at their tables, mostly sprawling 
out with their heads on their books or arms, as children often do at such an early hour.
1 From observation May 23,2002. Incidentally, this is the same school where Shirley was teaching.
Chapter 10 - Jerry
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At 8:10, the bell jolted them out of their dreamy state, and they trudged to the door 
for their next class session. Jerry called out cheerfully to their departing bodies, 
“Bye-bye, y’all!” After the last one departed into the now bustling hallway, Jerry 
asked if I wanted a cup of coffee before starting our interview. He picked up a “big 
gulp” sized mug and walked toward a small workroom toward the back. I followed 
him, and marveled at the vastness of the space Jerry had at his disposal. One entire 
side of the rectangle-shaped room had windows looking out into a small courtyard. 
Signs of spring were well under way, with buds bursting on the smaller trees and 
flowers shooting up in narrow strips of dirt. The room itself easily held 8 clusters of 
tables with 4 chairs around each group, and 3 more tables in a U-configuration for the 
“computer station.” Jerry’s desk stretched across the entire front of the room.
Upon entry to the class, one had to walk all the way around it on either end to 
reach the students’ tables. Jerry’s desk, which was comprised of a set of about 5 
tables lined up end to end, supported a large desktop computer, piles of books and file 
folders, and stacks of newspapers, still bound with twine. Appearing to be in constant 
use, the maps behind Jerry’s desk were pulled down in layers. A gigantic wallpaper 
map of the world took up one side of the room, while other walls gave space for 
posters advertising faraway places. There was no mistaking the core subjects of 
Jerry’s profession— Language Arts and Social Studies.
While we talked, Jerry repeated the words “under-subscribed” and “over­
subscribed” to characterize the school’s situation in the district. He explained that an 
“under-subscribed school” was one where a large portion of the student body had 
chosen to go elsewhere, which meant that the school’s population was comprised of
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“the leftovers.” An “over-subscribed school” was filled with the better students in the 
district, and also collected the students who left the poorer places of learning. 
Unfortunately, Jerry’s school was “under-subscribed,” and the situation was getting 
worse. “There are way too many kids who are not going to pass 7th grade,” Jerry 
sighed. “The reading level for my 6th graders is only 3.2. The kids we’re getting are 
not prepared for 6th grade. For the first 3 months, they’re still trying to figure out how 
to go to 6 different classes each day.”
Jerry then commented on the problems in the children’s home lives that 
exacerbated their lives in school.
We have a lot of kids who come from single-parent families. There 
are a lot of foster kids, and many of the children are living with 
guardians other than parents. Sisters, grandmothers, great­
grandmothers, cousins ... It’s hard. A lot of these kids go back to 
places (homes) where they may not want to be. Our WASL scores are 
tragically low. If you look at the correlation between economic 
backgrounds and the free and reduced lunches, they correlate exactly.
That’s a big deal. We have kids who are hungry here (Interview,
5/23/02, lines 88-90, 196-200).
A brief reminder of the school’s demographics proved Jerry’s assessment to be
accurate. As pointed out in Shirley’s story, more than half (64%) of the 500 students
qualified for free and reduced lunches (significantly higher than the district’s average
of 39%). Exactly half of the student body was African American, with Asian and
Caucasian students comprising 18% each. Students with Hispanic/Latino or
American Indian backgrounds accounted for 13% and 2%, respectively. In contrast
to this ethnically diverse student population was a predominantly white teaching force
(69%), but Jerry remarked that there were about 12 “teachers of color,” which
“wasn’t too bad compared to the rest of the district.”
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The disparity between the ethnicity and skin color of students and their 
teachers was a flash point for Jerry. “The kids don’t look like me,” he said matter-of- 
factly. “I’m a white man teaching in an African American school. I’d be much more 
effective if I were African American.” Jerry then launched into what would become a 
main theme in all of our subsequent discussions: his difficulties with students.
Jerry’s Relationships with Students
When I asked Jerry about his “ideal teacher-student relationship,” he gazed off
into a distant corner of the room and spoke as if such a thing didn’t exist.
Wow. Ideally, I would see my role as a guide or as a nudger, as a 
pusher—as a person who might have a bit more knowledge and 
experience and be able to suggest some place where students could go 
to learn more about something. What I would love to see from my 
students is a kind of willingness to soak up stuff, to be exposed to 
something, to recognize that they may be unformed and can use some 
help from somebody else to get them into a form that they want to go 
(Interview, 5/23/02, lines 8-14).
Jerry’s use of the word “would” indicated to me that he indeed had not experienced
the “ideal teacher-student relationship” yet at the school where he had been teaching
for 3 years. Through our talks and my observations in his classroom and school,
there seemed to be a few major obstacles standing in Jerry’s way toward developing
the kind of teacher-student relationship that he spoke about so wistfully.
Some of the obstacles rested in the natural insecurity and immaturity of the
children themselves, 11- and 12-year old children who were trying to establish some
residency in a junior high school for the first time. Jerry described his students as
“trying to figure out how to be an adolescent, which they’re not quite yet.” He
continued, somewhat sympathetically, “Ninety-percent of them don’t have the
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maturity to consider things outside of themselves, outside of their own realm. All
they have is ‘Id’. It’s all about them, which isn’t a bad thing—it’s just who they are.”
Other obstacles to the ideal teacher-student relationship were found outside of
the school walls, where the economic and emotional poverty of the children’s home
life took its toll on their beliefs and perceptions about what might be possible for
them in life. The idea of “success” through hard work and listening to their teachers
did not fit with their daily reality. Jerry explained,
Many of my students are isolated economically, and ... the economics 
keep them from traveling to some of the places that might be 
interesting. Because of the economics of where they come from, their 
parents and families may not have the where-with-all or desire to take 
them to the zoo or to the museum or to a concert (Interview 5/23/02, 
lines 21-27).
Jerry continued this line of thought in a later interview (1/14/03), remarking again
that the students had a very limited idea of what the world held in store for them.
[They] think that everybody in the world is just like them, so [with] 
other cultures (which we’re learning in Social Studies class), they go,
‘Oooh, ick!’ or ‘That’s so strange.’ They don’t understand how 
strange-slash-privileged they are [themselves], even in the strained 
economic situations they’re coming from. They’re still lucky, and 
they don’t understand that (how lucky they are) (lines 106-111).
The strained home lives and worldviews of his students left Jerry somewhat
bewildered. He had come from a poor family himself, but he had grown up with
values that superceded a poverty mentality. And his values did not align with the
population of poor kids he faced every day in school. “In most cases, they don’t act
like I acted when I was relatively poor in economic assets as a kid.”
I observed for myself how the students acted, and I had to admit that it was
quite a challenge to maintain order and civility in the room. For example, in his
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computer “skills” class in the “tech lab,”2 7 boys and 5 girls sat at individual 
computer terminals around the perimeter of the room. The students spent little time 
actually practicing their keyboarding skills. Instead, they joked back and forth to 
each other, catapulting insults at each other without making eye contact. “Bitch!” one 
would say to another, and then laugh. “Shut up!” “No, YOU shut-up!”
Jerry, who did not immediately quell the name-calling, spotted a few of the 
boys playing computer games. He called out from the front of the room where he 
was also working on a computer, “Boys, first the lessons and then the games!” The 
boys did not listen at first, so Jerry came out from behind the desk and started 
walking up and down behind them. He repeated the admonition more forcefully. 
“BOYS! FIRST THE LESSONS, THEN THE GAMES!” The students glanced 
sideways at each other, shrugged, and clicked back to their keyboarding screens. 
Jerry returned to his monitor.
Five minutes passed with relatively few other outbreaks. Jerry addressed any 
minor infractions simply by calling out students’ names. “Jarod!” “Rhonda!” 
“Bart!” But then the scene shifted in its intensity. Chenille, a young Black girl who 
had been talking to her neighbor for almost the entire class, was starting to get on 
Jerry’s nerves.
He called out to her, “Chenille, come here.” Chenille didn’t budge. She kept 
talking to her classmate, giggling and leaning back in her chair and saying something 
under her breath that sounded like name-calling toward her teacher.
2 Observation, May 21,2002.
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Jerry repeated, “Chenille, come HERE. I asked you to stop.” Chenille 
suddenly yelled at him in a defiant, but whiney tone, I didn t even say anything! 
Jerry walked over and placed a hand on her shoulder. “Let’s go into the hall.”
Chenille yelled back, “Don’t touch me!” She cringed from his touch, shoved 
back her chair, and stomped into the hallway. “I’m going to the office! she yelled at 
Jerry, who was following close behind. He replied in a remarkably calm voice, Oh,
is that what you’re going to do?”
“Yeah!” Chenille yelled back, and she started to walk down the corridor. Her 
escape was thwarted by the sudden appearance of a school official, toting a walkie- 
talkie. I recognized him as the same man who had been standing in the hallways 
during the change of classes with a bullhorn in his hand, shouting at the throngs of 
jostling bodies, “Walking! Walking! No running!” and “Only 1 minute to the bell!” 
Apparently, he was the hall monitor, and a serious one at that. The man listened to 
the conversation unraveling between Jerry and Chenille. The more irate Chenille 
grew and the louder she yelled at Jerry, the calmer Jerry seemed to become, as if 
sending equal counter-measures of emotion to keep Chenille from going through the 
roof. A few moments later, it seemed that Chenille was indeed going to the 
principal’s office. Jerry wanted her to make the call.
Chenille stomped into the classroom and picked up the receiver. She punched 
a number and stood facing the wall, one hand on her hip as if to say to anyone who 
cared about her troubles, “It’s not MY fault. HE’S the one making me get so mad.” 
She said into the phone, “He told me to call. Yeah, I want to come down there.”
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While Chenille was on the phone, Raphael started to call out to her from his 
seat, flustering her even more. “Shut-up!” Chenille yelled at Raphael. Hearing the 
commotion, Jerry (who had been speaking to the hall monitor) came back into the 
room and pointed his finger sharply at Raphael. “Don’t you talk to her. DON T you 
talk to her,” he repeated without taking a breath. His threatening enunciation of the 
word “don’t” made Raphael turn back to his screen. Jerry then walked to his desk 
and started writing up a hall pass and an infraction slip for Chenille. She stood 
defiantly at the door now, arms crossed on her chest and glaring at her teacher. When 
Jerry approached with the slips, Chenille snapped them away and marched to the
office, with the hall monitor on her heels.
By this time, only a few minutes remained of the class. Jerry instructed the
remaining students to log off of their computers and gather their materials. They
followed his orders without further mishap. Later that day, Jerry reflected on the
tension in his computer class within the context of his daily life at school.
I do reach out, but I don’t relate to them. I mean, I’m 5 times as old as 
they are. How much do we really have in common, other than we’re 
the same species! The girl who was yelling at me today, she hates me 
with a huge passion because I don’t tolerate some of her behaviors.
Well, those (behaviors) are tolerated at home. Like she said (in the 
hall), ‘If my mom talked to me like that, I’d probably slap her!’ Well, 
she probably would (Interview, 5/23/02, selected lines 96-122).
Jerry spoke these words with a measure of frustration and shaking of his head, but
there was also some sadness in his voice. It was evident that, in spite of the difficult
circumstances his students constantly brought his way, Jerry did care about them. “I
don’t want to be distant,” he explained. “I want them to know that I really do care.”
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Letting his students know that he cared, however, was a monumental
undertaking when a handful of students was constantly sabotaging Jerry’s efforts to
create a sense of community in his classroom. He explained,
There are probably 4 or 5 [students] in each class [whose] personal 
issues and problems so overwhelm them that teaching or imparting any 
kind of knowledge to them becomes really problematic. They’re here 
for the battle or for the sheer entertainment value of their friends ... I 
teach for 100 minutes, [and] I’ve got 20 or 25 [students] in each class, so 
that’s 4 or 5 minutes for each kid. If one student takes up 19 minutes 
because of his or her behavior, that robs somebody else of their 
opportunity. And when you have 4 or 5 of them who habitually do this, 
it adds up to some significant amount of my time ... It breaks my heart, 
because I have that kid who sits there quietly, doing little or nothing, and 
because I’m handling this ‘Shut-up,’ ‘No, YOU shut-up’ interaction 
that’s happening somewhere else, I can’t get to that kid. And that 
bothers me ... We talk about [this] among the teachers, but frankly, we 
just get frustrated (Interview, 1/14/03, selected lines 116-149).
From this passage and similar comments Jerry made in his two interviews with me,
he was clearly struggling with making even minor headway in his teaching of
Language Arts and Social Studies to classrooms filled with troubled young teens. On
the two occasions I observed his classes, I witnessed many students doing whatever
they could to avoid learning. They would talk to each other when Jerry’s back was
turned, flip paperclips and rubber bands at each other, feign reading by hiding their
face behind a book, get up to sharpen the pencil whose tip they had just broken, and
so on. As Jerry mentioned, there were usually only 4 or 5 students per class (of 20-25
children) who would engage in such behavior, but they succeeded in keeping Jerry
from teaching much substance at all. The students who did want to work were
usually thwarted in their efforts as well, distracted by the antics of their classmates.
I do need to point out, however, that while observing Jerry through the 
features of Deiro’s (1996) framework for teachers’ “bonding” with students, some of
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Jerry’s own teaching disposition might have exacerbated the students’ erratic 
behavior. My general impression of Jerry’s teaching was that he interacted mostly at 
an emotional “arm’s length” from his students. Physically, Jerry would position 
himself in such a way as to take advantage of any barrier that might be available. He 
tended to teach from behind his desk, calling out across distances of 5 to 20 feet for 
students to “focus” or “get back to their work.” When he did move toward where 
students were seated, Jerry had to approach them from behind. This was due to the 
configuration of tables in the room, which forced students to face each other and not 
the teacher. Most of the time, however, Jerry was behind his desk. Between the piles 
of papers and the large computer monitor, Jerry’s face was obscured from his students 
almost as much as their faces were hidden from him.
Because of Jerry’s tendency to place himself at arm’s length or farther from 
students, his verbal communications had to be somewhat forceful. Jerry literally had 
to yell to make contact with a student across the room. This was most evident during 
his computer class. When he was showing something to them on the computer (such 
as a web search), he raced through it to the point that even I could not keep up. The 
rest of the time, his words were “barking orders,” a tone that might have been leftover 
in his psyche from his military days. For example, to get one boy to move closer to 
the projector screen for a lesson, Jerry called out from across the room in a stern 
voice, “Move up!” To another student who was dawdling at his computer just before 
the end of class, Jerry snapped, “Hey, Jerome! Save your work and log off now!”
Jerry’s sergeant-like disposition followed him into the hallway as well, where 
he approached a boy who was starting to pick a fight with another boy. Jerry pushed
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his way across the hall and moved his body right in between the two students. His
face came within inches of the bully. “What are you doing, HUH?” he said above the
din. Then Jerry cracked a little smile to let the boy know that he was kidding to some
extent. The boy was surprised, and he responded by fanning a hand in front of his
own face. “Whew, you have bad breath.” He wiggled out from Jerry’s gaze and
disappeared down the hall (Observation, 1/14/03, lines 145-152).
These few descriptions paint the picture of a teacher who speaks harshly to his
students— some might say too harshly. When students acted out, Jerry handed them
“tough-love.” He role-played this tough-love approach for me during an interview:
Some of them come in (to the room) and say, ‘I left stuff in my 
locker!’ And I say, ‘Well then you’ll have to do without it. Sit there 
and be quiet and do it tomorrow.’ (Then pretending to speak to 
another student): ‘You didn’t bring your pencil? Then borrow one.
You don’t want to? Well, then, tough. I’m not going to give one to 
you. It’s not my job. Find somebody and ask them nicely.’ (Student):
‘But it makes me uncomfortable!’ (Jerry answers):‘Well, good! Then 
bring your pencil tomorrow’ (5/23/02, lines 279-285).
This little role-play was indeed an accurate example of what I observed myself with
Jerry’s interactions with students. Given the students’ disrespect I witnessed myself,
it was easy to see why he practiced such a tough approach.
In spite of his gruffness, however, I also observed moments when Jerry
worked quietly, closely, and diligently with students who were intent on their lessons.
In those instances, he would lean over their shoulders and get close to them as he
helped them figure something out. He also invited students to the maps by his desk to
show them something interesting about what they were learning. These were the
times when Jerry experienced his “ideal teacher-student relationship,” when the
student was eager to “soak things up,” and Jerry was right there to help.
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On many occasions, students did approach him for help. At those times Jerry 
was as engrossed as he could be with their questions. It was difficult for him to 
concentrate fully, because he needed to constantly survey the room for trouble spots 
in other students’ behavior. Still, even during the times when he could have let his 
guard down a little (when all of the students seemed to be on task), Jerry would stand 
with his arms crossed on his chest. One-on-one, it still seemed that he needed to 
create some kind of a barrier between himself and others when a desk or computer 
monitor wasn’t readily available.
The other features in Deiro’s framework, such as designing curriculum to 
meet student needs, interspersing academic and personal talk, disclosing personal 
information, or instigating rituals and traditions were, during my observations, absent 
from the scene. I’m sure that Jerry thought about these dynamics, but it appeared that 
he had precious little opportunity to devote to their growth in his classroom. For 
example, he wrote in one School Site Journal (June 7, 2002),
I am not one to normally share my feelings with most anyone. My 
students often respond with such disrespect and rudeness that I tend 
not to share. It seems to be their way of exerting control over someone 
else, so I avoid the opportunity. When someone does show real 
interest, I respond more openly ... Building community is very much 
about honoring the rights and opportunities of others. But the 11-12 
year old kids I teach are all about themselves. [They’re] all ‘Id,’ and 
generally self-absorbed to the point of rudeness. They demand 
respect, while giving little.
These words lead me to believe that, even when a teacher is open to the concept of
caring about students and trying to establish a mutually respectful bond with them,
their efforts are for naught when the ones’ who are “cared for” refuse or rebuff the
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invitation. In general, I would have to spend much more time with Jerry and his
students to understand the full range of their interactions.
It’s clear that Jerry was faced outwardly each day with a challenging 
atmosphere. So, what was happening with him “inwardly’ at the retreats? What was 
the quality and process of his “inner work”? I turn now to a short discussion of what 
Jerry reported to me in interviews and in his Retreat and School Site Journals.
Jerry’s Tnner Work
During the retreats, Jerry was often observed by others, including myself, as 
being only mildly interested in what was happening in the group. During small-group 
discussions, he was engaged and supportive, but during the large-group sessions, he 
doodled and then showed his drawings with pride. The drawings were of furniture he 
was constantly designing and subsequently building at home. This actually became a 
joke in the group that, while people were spilling their hearts out, Jerry was designing
bookshelves or remodeling his kitchen.
In winter, I had no record of anything he offered to the group as a whole. In 
the spring, I made note of one line he said during the first day’s “check-ins” (when 
each person briefly said something about hoe he or she was doing). In the middle of 
some rather serious life events that people were experiencing at that time, such as 
changes in their work site, illnesses, and pregnancies, Jerry joked about his situation 
at school. “Well, I’m feeling sorry for myself. My co-teacher is leaving me for 
another job!” Now, it was perfectly acceptable for Jerry to say whatever he wanted to 
with regard to how he was feeling at that time. But it stood out in a strange, shallow
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kind of way compared to the more serious demeanor and the heart-felt words coming 
from others.
The summer retreat captured Jerry during a more serious moment. Giving his 
Personal Statement forced Jerry to focus on himself and where he was at that 
particular moment emotionally and intellectually. And all eyes were on him. Jerry 
spoke briefly, but with care about himself. His talk centered on two themes: the 
“thank-you’s” he was receiving from students for his help, and how he thought of 
himself as a trail guide for them, similar to a trail guide for a group of hikers in the 
wilderness. Jerry used the word “crustiness” to describe his overall demeanor. 
“Through the crustiness, the thank-you’s come, and I don’t see them coming ... I 
want to be remembered as being there every day—maybe crusty, but there” (Field 
notes, August 7, 2002, lines 616-619). These words showed a deeper, more reflective 
side of Jerry’s personality.
The last field note entry I have for Jerry was in regard to a poem he wrote at 
the last retreat in January 2003. The group was asked to contribute parting thoughts, 
which for some people was quite an emotional event. Some participants spoke 
movingly about how they had been impacted by their participation, and how they 
would miss being in that kind of atmosphere. In his typical joking style, Jerry offered 
copies of his poem around the room, which interspersed laughable lines about all of 
the food he consumed at the retreat site with lines about his more personal retreat 
experience. Everyone in the group chuckled over Jerry’s rendition of his eating 
experience, which ran parallel to their own. The title of the poem was a familiar
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refrain after most meals: “I really shouldn’t have eaten all of that!” The poem said, in 
part,
I  really shouldn’t have eaten all o f that!
Choice o f starter! What a frolic!
Cream of broccoli? Saffron Garlic?
Beef and barley!
The timely sessions we all attended 
With full stomach always ended
Quietly.
For each stanza on the left about the food he ate, Jerry wrote a stanza on the 
right about his retreat experience. There were four stanzas on each side of the paper. 
At the end of the stanzas on the right (about his retreat experience), Jerry highlighted 
4 words in bold font. The first word was “Quietly.” The other three words included, 
“Together,” “Renewed,” “Teachers.” It seemed that, on one hand, Jerry wanted to 
provide some levity to the group, but he also wanted to let everyone know that he did 
resonate with the retreat process to a certain extent. But perhaps it was still a little too 
revealing or too vulnerable for Jerry to divulge his feelings more openly. Like he did 
in the classroom, even when Jerry had the opportunity to be closer to his students, he 
still crossed his arms on his chest. In a way, he seemed to have some thick “seed 
coats” that needed to dissolve before he could really feel that he wanted or needed to 
open up to others.
I would have liked to follow up with Jerry on some of his experiences from 
the retreats. My notes from him are sparse, and comments he made about his inner 
life journey remained at a fairly shallow level. For example, when asked about the 
program’s use of seasonal metaphors, and what it meant to him, Jerry wrote in his 
Retreat Journal, “Seasons offer an active metaphor that can be adapted or adjusted to
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suit career, life, or yearly events in my professional, personal, or calendar lives.” 
Not being able to follow up with Jerry to obtain some examples of what he meant in 
this entry (and others) made it rather one-dimensional.
In spite of the meager offerings from Jerry throughout the program about his 
inner life, and the lack of information about what he experienced from one season to 
the next, the data still reveal a core issue for Jerry, one that he seemed to be able to 
work through a little and have the capacity to articulate his awareness of the process. 
His core issue dealt with entering into a tense situation where he felt that he had to 
make a choice between two opposing forces, but then coming to the realization that 
he could handle the dilemma in a better way, and with less on-the-spot anxiety or 
emotional fallout at a later time. This realization came through in two areas of Jerry’s 
life: home and school.
At home, Jerry explained that during his first couple of years as a teacher, he 
tended to get overwhelmed at school and then bring his anxiety and tension home. 
Jerry explained to me that his wife had actually given him an “ultimatum” that he 
either figure out a way to handle school situations at school or “leave the profession.” 
That ultimatum arose shortly after Jerry started teaching (at the age of 52), and he 
admitted that his increasing capacity to leave school problems at school might be due 
to just getting more comfortable in his role as a teacher and more proficient with 
classroom management. However, Jerry was quite clear that the Courage to Teach 
retreats did help him handle stress on the job to some extent.
I think I’ve found that I’m able to isolate classroom difficulties and 
problems and dilemmas from my personal life—my life with my
3 Entry for “winter retreat journal” made on May 13,2002 (3.5 months after that retreat).
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family and friends. And that’s been really powerful. I tend not to drag 
those things over anymore. I think that the thinking I’m doing (at the 
retreats) and the consideration of others (that happens there) ... that 
opportunity that we have during those retreats has really helped me to 
understand that I’m not alone. These are not unique problems to me. I 
can see that it’s a continuum, and I can get through this. Their words 
of encouragement really helped me (Interview, 1/14/03, selected lines 
18-33).
For Jerry, witnessing other teachers’ stories about troubles at school helped him to
understand that he was not the only one who struggled with disrespectful students or a
heavy workload or any other of the typical bureaucratic dilemmas that tend to plague
school environments. This information helped him to stop “dragging those things
over” into his home life. They were not consuming his every waking thought
anymore, so he could leave problems with school at school.
Within the school walls, there was another layer of internal work occurring for
Jerry. He suggested that the use of silence at the retreats was helping him to
“generate silence” within his own mind. “I can focus my attention on issues that rise
up,” he reported in a journal entry (May 12, 2002). Part of his ability to focus on
“issues that rise up” was due to the format of retreat sessions, where teachers had
ample opportunity to talk about what they do in difficult situations.
The times we’ve had together, talking about what we do and how we 
do it and why we do it, compels that opportunity for me to become 
more introspective, and to get out of myself and look back at my 
performance and examine myself critically ... I mean, certainly the 
focus in the retreats has not been on how to handle kids, but what it did 
do was allow me to say, ‘How do I handle myself? What am I doing 
for myself at this time, and where am I in this process of this 
relationship between the student and me? (Interview, 1/14/03, lines 
77-81, 188-192).
The introspective questioning that Jerry seemed to be starting at school was being 
practiced at the retreats, perhaps not so much by himself as by his witnessing such a
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practice in others. Perhaps just watching other teachers grapple with their confusion
and the complexity of their profession was allowing Jerry to “generate silence” in his
mind and then soften the harshness he might have toward himself to make quick
decisions or fix something—to suspend internal criticism—and consider privately
how he might handle situations in a different way. Perhaps outwardly, Jerry seemed
ambivalent to the process of teacher formation, but inwardly he was reflecting on his
inner life at a preliminary level. The clues to this possibility are found in the
following discussion.
Within the confines of school, Jerry reported that he was, indeed, shifting a
little internally with his ideas about himself and others. He explained,
My ability to identify where I need to be in certain situations has 
become a lot clearer to me. What do I need to be for this? Do I need 
to be up and exciting? Do I need to be soft and loose? Do I need to be 
quiet and calm? Do I need to be firm, but understanding? I don’t 
know if it’s a quality of that workshop (the retreats) or not, but I do 
think that our sessions together give us time to do that (Interview 
1/14/03, lines 63-70).
On a more tangible level, Jerry described that now, instead of having to take “ 17 big 
breaths to relax during a particularly gruesome interaction,” he can now “take one 
breath and say, ‘Okay, that’s done. Let’s get on with it.’ It’s just part of the process” 
(Ibid, lines, 213-215). This line of thought suggests that Jerry was relaxing a bit more 
with the process of listening to his inner voice and then responding more 
authentically to situations at school. He continued, saying that after taking that big 
breath, he can
... step back into the normal lesson, and get it back to normal without 
being so strained or feeling like you have to take a break and recover 
... That comes with some centering and being able to stop and ask,
‘Hey, what was that all about? Was it about me or him?’ And to be
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honest with yourself... to be able to bring ‘self to something like that.
I want to be me, not some machine (Interview, 1/14/03, lines 215-220, 
224-225).
This interview, where Jerry describes some kind of internal awakening, was 
conducted just prior to the last retreat. Although I have no data that explains how the 
seasons affected his ideas about himself as a human being and as a teacher, it seems 
that Jerry might have been affected to some degree by the internal work conducted in 
the spring and summer retreats.
The spring retreat focused on the “power of paradox,” emphasizing the 
potential for individuals to hold a more relaxed tension between two seemingly 
disparate ideas. In Jerry’s life, those opposites were in large part the students he had 
in his classroom, and himself. He wanted to be a caring teacher who could guide 
students through the wilderness, but he was too often faced with children who seemed 
to want nothing to do with his guidance. They were too emotionally immature and 
intellectually impoverished to realize the value of what he was trying to offer. Jerry 
started to come around to a place internally where he could practice pausing in a tense 
situation and ask himself some key questions, such as, “Is this problem about the 
child or is there something I’m doing that’s exacerbating his or her behavior?”
Through listening to other teachers grappling with the same thoughts, Jerry 
realized that he could control the pace with which he answered that question. He 
could take a deep breath to slow down his mind, and then approach a situation 
freshly. Jerry reflected at one point during an interview, “I’ve gotten to the point now 
where I can give myself permission to be tired of seeing that kid right now, and to 
take care of the class and myself.” These are the words of a man who has probably
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experienced a little teacher formation, even if it might not have appeared so 
outwardly at the retreats or during classroom observations by a researcher on the 
other side of a clipboard.
Living Divided No More?
From Jerry’s story, a couple of themes emerge that are worth noting. First, it 
seems that being exposed to some of the conditions and practices at the retreats can 
be helpful to teachers, no matter where they are in their inner or outer teaching 
journeys. Jerry named the use of silence as an important element in his capacity to 
quiet his mind and be able to hear the voice within—his “inner teacher.” He also 
identified the presence of an “hospitable, yet charged” atmosphere as being pivotal to 
his willingness to engage in some form of introspection. “I appreciate the 
surroundings and the facilities and the comfort,” he wrote in a journal, “but [I] feel 
obligated to work on finding the ‘inner life’ and examining its facets.” It could be 
that, by all outward appearances, Jerry was not invested in doing inner work, but 
perhaps the doodling and drawing he did during the large group sessions was a way 
for him to stay seated during what might have been some uncomfortable times of 
inner processing—his own, as well as everyone else’s.
Without naming it, Jerry also alluded to the condition of “the voice of the 
individual held in creative tension with the voice of the group.” He said several times 
in his interviews that he appreciated hearing about other teachers’ troubles. Jerry was 
older in years (55), but he was still only 3 years into the profession at the time of his 
program participation. He wrote in one journal, “The association with others that are
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working to similar goals was very supportive and encouraging.” This line suggests 
that, especially for people for whom inner work is mentally or emotionally 
challenging—something they would probably not invest much time in, if left to their 
own devices—the company of others is crucial to its success. To take an active part 
in such a process requires the respectful and hospitable participation of others who 
are less inhibited or shy about doing inner work.
The other major theme that comes from Jerry’s story focuses on the level to 
which participants may believe they can “buy in” to the relevance of doing inner 
work when they teach in extremely challenging situations. There’s no question that 
Jerry’s school situation would challenge even veteran teachers. Indeed, Jerry pointed 
out that the teacher turnover rate at his school was high, and they were “on their third 
principal in as many years.” For teachers dealing with children from economically or 
emotionally impoverished homes—kids who feel that they have to fight to stay alive 
or who believe that they have to create a commotion to be noticed—just how relevant 
is it to their teaching life to do inner work? It may not seem too important, given the 
frequency and speed of tense situations.
But Jerry indicated that, even in a minor way, doing inner work was beneficial 
to his capacity to continue dealing with “gruesome interactions.” This might explain 
why he was able to stay so calm in the face of Chenille’s tantrum in his computer 
class. Slowing his breathing and “generating silence” in his mind helped him to 
recognize that the behavior problem in front of him was really just a girl who needed 
a lot of attention. She was trying to make him believe that Jerry was creating her 
problems, but he knew that her insults were just bad behavior, and he did not have to
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take it personally all the way home. Jerry remarked on several occasions that he was 
learning to “separate the behavior from the kid” so that the two were not mutually 
exclusive. “The kid’s behavior may not be all there is to that kid.”
There is much to learn about teachers who are in situations like Jerry’s. At the 
retreats, there are likely many teachers who are not as open as others might be to 
doing inner work. Those teachers may hide behind their jokes and their doodling. 
But the work of teacher formation is a very personal affair, and part of the program’s 
mantra is to allow each person to do the inner work that only he or she believes needs 
to be done. There is no advice and “no fixing” from others about inner life 
development. In Jerry’s case, it appears that some inner work was happening for him 
at the retreats, and he was in his own way trying to transfer what he was learning 
about himself in the mountains to the less hospitable environment of his school.
Even so, in his efforts to deal with certain situations in a more authentic way 
Jerry could only do so much. As Noddings (1992) suggests, for a caring environment 
to be realized in school, there needs to be a person who cares. But the cycle of canng 
is not complete without the acceptance of that care by the person who is “cared for.” 
While Jerry’s caring might have appeared rather gruff at times, deep down he really
did want the best for the children. He remarked,
I don’t want to be distant. I want them to know that I really do care.
But this is my workplace. It’s an important place for me, and I feel an 
ownership to it. I want them to know that. But I also want them to 
know, ‘Hey, I screw up and you screw up. And you screwed up, so 
see you tomorrow, or next week, or take three days off.’ Then we can 
start again (Interview, 1/14/03, lines 238-245).
In spite of his inner disposition toward students, sometimes the objects of his care
the “cared for” youth in his classroom—had a very difficult time accepting what he
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wanted to offer. After describing an incident where he tried to teach a boy to use the 
dictionary (the boy gave up), Jerry sighed, “I try to reach down for that kid that 
doesn’t care. But it’s problematic. Sometimes they just don’t want to stick around.”
~  00 00 00 ~
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This study is focused on the personal landscape of the teacher’s life, which 
involves the perceptions and understanding that a teacher has of him or herself. It 
explores the question, “Who is the person that teaches?” In recent years, increasing 
attention has been paid to this more personal dimension of teaching. Through the 
genres of narrative and biography we are starting to comprehend the wide array of 
beliefs that teachers bring to their practice—what they believe about themselves as 
human beings and as teachers, and how their self-identity subsequently affects their 
approach to subject matter and their interactions with others at school. We are also 
beginning to understand how larger social and political forces influence teachers’ 
personal and professional development. Knowledge in these personal and the 
structural “landscapes” is helpful toward anticipating how teachers might respond to 
educational reform initiatives and professional development opportunities.
This research on the Courage to Teach program offers a unique way to 
examine the personal landscape of teachers’ lives. Adding to the growing body of 
literature about teachers’ personal biographies and their relationship to classroom 
experiences (Bullough and Baughman, 1997; Britzman, 1991; Clandinin and 
Connelly, 1988, 1991, 1995, 1999; Fullan and Hargreaves, 1992; Goodson, 1992b; 
Nieto, 2003; Schon, 1991; Witherell and Noddings, 1991), we now have information 
about teachers’ self-exploration through the use of seasonal metaphors and practices 
that are designed to facilitate the practice of “inner work” (Johnson, 1986).
The teachers in this study provide glimpses into a unique process of personal 
introspection. They offer detailed descriptions about their experiences with reflecting
Chapter 11 -  Interpretations and Conclusion
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on their lives in metaphorical ways, and their stories provide an intriguing perspective 
into adult development and the ways in which self-examination and discovery of the 
inner life can affect a teacher’s work and interactions at school. The teachers’ stories 
also illuminate the difficulties of following through and acting upon their growing 
self-awareness within the confines of an institution that historically has not welcomed 
such activity.
In this chapter, I provide a model that explains the process of inner work that 
the teachers experienced, and use a few of their stories as illustrations of that process. 
Included in the discussion is information about the role of metaphors, stories, and 
poems as catalysts and mediators for self-understanding. I also discuss the effects of 
teachers’ inner work on their relationships at school, and consider the implications of 
their new self-understanding within the context of professional development and the 
larger structural landscape of public education.
The Process of Inner Work
The process of getting to know one’s self is an extremely personal journey. 
The stories in this study attest to the variety of interpretation and impact that a group 
of teachers can experience at the same series of retreats. While the stories portray 
only a small portion of the teachers’ inner journeys, they reveal a similar pattern in 
the inner work process from beginning to end. That pattern begins with participants 
reflections about important events and transitions in their lives that have shaped, and 
continue to shape, who they are. Such reflection has the potential to illuminate core 
issues” that allude to conflicting information that participants carry with regard to
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their identity. Those core issues are examined in conjunction with seasonal 
metaphors associated with fall, winter, spring, and summer. The presence of 
“hospitable, yet charged” conditions at retreats allows participants to respond to the 
conflicts that arise in their attitudes and beliefs, and to do so in the presence of others 
with whom they are building a trusting and respectful community. Through their 
inner work and interactions at the retreats, teachers seem to enter a profound self- 
understanding, which leads to a greater sense of wholeness in their self-identity.
That sense of wholeness is what Carl Jung (1990a) called “individuation” 
(also ‘coming to selfhood’ or ‘self-realization’”). He described individuation as “a
process of psychological development that fulfills the individual qualities given ...
The process by which a man [sic\ becomes the definite, unique being he in fact is” (p.
148). Within the context of the Courage to Teach retreats, each participant can enter
into a process toward individuation, “fulfilling” the qualities that make him or her
unique as a human being and, subsequently, as a teacher.
In this study, the retreat participants were first introduced to activities that 
were designed to help them identify their unique personal qualities. The
Steppingstones and Birthright Gifts exercises at the fall retreat served as catalysts for 
that first step in self-discovery and affirmation. In addition to illuminating unique 
qualities for each participant, the exercises also revealed, at least in a general way, 
some core issues. Those core issues seemed to signal inconsistencies in the 
participant’s beliefs about his or her selfhood; through a variety of activities it 
became apparent that one’s self-perceptions might not be entirely accurate or fully
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formed. This discovery had the effect of emphasizing for some teachers, more than 
others, a feeling of alienation between what the teacher consciously believed about 
his or her identity and what the unconscious mind was starting to reveal about his or 
her authentic self. The combination of retreat conditions and practices aided 
individuals’ reflections on those feelings of alienation or inner inconsistency on a 
number of occasions and in different contexts.
Multiple retreats had the effect of teachers gradually developing a more 
comprehensive understanding of their selfhood and growing more consciously aware 
of the ego, persona, and shadow aspects of their psyche. Increased awareness of the 
dynamics between those features of self resulted in varying degrees of change and 
individuation in teachers’ lives both in and out of school. Shirley aptly used the 
metaphor of “percolation” to describe this cyclic process of self-understanding.
It is important to stress that what I am describing here is a process, and not
necessarily a linear progression from incompleteness of one’s self to a definitive, 
whole self. None of the participants in the program claimed to reach a final level of 
individuation or wholeness. This is because “individuation is a process, not a realized 
goal. Each new level of integration must submit to further transformation if 
development is to proceed” (Edinger, 1972, p. 96). Teachers’ experiences with 
feeling integrated or individuated were periodic and seemed to occur primarily at 
retreats. Their capacity to sustain a conscious awareness and feelings of
individuation rested on their unique personalities and life circumstances. A model for 
this cyclic inner work process is provided below.
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Figure 1
Life Events and Inner Work Transitions Sequence
OCCURRENCE OF LIFE EVENT 
(Individual or cultural)1
Beliefs about self are formed.
Relegated to ego-level (persona) or unconscious mind (shadow) 
Beliefs may be accurate or inaccurate
Courage to Teach Retreats 
REFLECTION ON LIFE EVENTS 
(Goes one of two ways)
Under certain conditions and 
practices the shadow is 
illuminated, thus shifting one’s 
conscious self-understanding. 
Beliefs are challenged/changed; 
core issues may emerge.
Participant enters a transition 
with new self-understanding; 
the ego and persona are altered 
This step may be somewhat 
disorienting. The individual can 
respond in one of two ways:
Acceptance of new self-perception, 
leading to individuation. The cycle 
of inner work continues as the 
individual returns to the same core 
issues or unique aspects of self in 
order to examine them more carefully.
Under certain conditions and 
practices, self-perceptions 
remain the same. There may be 
either denial or affirmation that 
one’s unique qualities are 
accurate at a conscious level.
No conscious attempt to change 
the ego or persona levels of the 
psyche. One’s sense of self 
remains largely unchanged.
Denial or a backing away from 
continuing inner work; lack of 
acceptance of unique qualities 
or new information about the 
self. This returns the participant 
to a stagnant position (above), 
at least temporarily. However, 
certain practices may serve as 
catalysts to restart the cycle.
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As indicated in Figure 1, the process of inner work begins with awareness that 
certain beliefs about one’s identity may not be entirely accurate. The catalysts for 
such an awareness are found in the various retreat activities and exercises, each of 
which is designed to help participants tap into the more unconscious layer of their 
psyche. When that layer of self is accessed, new information comes forth for the 
participants to ponder more consciously in conjunction with the seasonal themes of 
fall, winter, spring, and summer. Depending on their personal circumstances and 
investment in the inner work process, teachers can choose different paths for 
redefining and reclaiming their identities. To help illustrate this process more clearly,
I will briefly trace the cycle of experience for three of the teachers in the study.
For Ellen, the fall retreat highlighted her core issues of denying or diminishing 
her birthright gifts of “compassion” and “peace-making.” She diminished those 
attributes, because they seemed inconsistent with other qualities she valued in herself, 
namely hard work and productivity. Consequently, Ellen pushed herself to do things 
that would make her appear confident and she avoided situations that made her feel
less competent or vulnerable to criticism.
Through subsequent retreats, Ellen’s struggles with her core issues lessened. 
She allowed herself to reconsider her attitudes and beliefs about who she was, and 
used the retreats as.a place to determine which ones were true for her and which ones 
were not. In the words of another participant, Ellen could decide which beliefs about
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herself were “not serving” her anymore and then let them go. The seasonal 
metaphors of letting go in the fall, being patient in the winter, and living with paradox 
in the spring helped Ellen work through the more uncomfortable and disorienting 
phases of her inner work process. When summer arrived, she was able to take one 
more step and face her fears about her perceived self-worth in front of others.
Ellen accomplished that step when she went through the process of giving her 
Personal Statement. Speaking in front of others, Ellen was able to work through her 
fear of being vulnerable and “not having the right answers” about her life. The effect 
of sharing so honestly about her strengths and her shortcomings resulted in feelings of 
emotional and mental wholeness. At least for a while, Ellen reached a feeling of 
individuation, where her self-concept (ego), her presentation to others (persona), and 
her core issues (shadow) were aligned.
By the end of the entire retreat process, Ellen reported that she was much 
more aware of her tendency to equate self-worth with productivity, and she was able 
to relax her attachment to that way of being in life. She had grown more comfortable 
with not having to accomplish things to prove her worth and had also grown more 
comfortable with ambiguity; Ellen did not feel that she had to have the answers to 
problems anymore. She could reflect on issues and problems, and be more patient 
with herself as she figured out solutions.
Ellen was also speaking up more about what she needed and wanted. At 
school, she chose hope and action over the mounting despair that she felt earlier as a 
result of changes in the district’s vision toward pushing teachers to cover content and 
prepare students for high-stakes tests. Ellen wanted to teach the way she knew,
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through her own experience, worked best—by integrating curriculum and allowing 
time to establish and maintain close relationships with her students. By the end of the 
summer retreat in particular, Ellen reached a higher level of confidence in her 
teaching role. She made a commitment to obtaining National Board Certification and 
to reinstating class meetings even though doing so would be difficult in her tight 
teaching schedule, and might not meet with her principal’s approval. These changes 
were partially the result of Ellen having identified personality traits and core issues in 
her life that worked against her ability to live divided no more. Her awareness of 
those inner dynamics helped Ellen, at least for a short while, to feel like a whole 
person inside and out.
A similar process occurred for Shirley, who also struggled with her sense of 
self-worth at the beginning of the retreats. The core issues that arose for Shirley in 
the fall indicated that there was a discrepancy between what brought her joy in life 
and what she was actually doing. Shirley used the word “grieving” on several 
occasions to describe her life and her teaching, indicating that she felt a sense of loss 
in certain areas of her life. Some of that loss was associated with the absence of a 
network of friends and neglecting activities that brought her joy, such as biking or 
dancing. Another part of that loss belonged to her struggles with larger societal 
problems, such as racism, classism, and homophobia. Those issues consistently 
challenged Shirley’s identity and self-worth. Through her teaching, Shirley had tried 
to work with her own prejudices and concerns surrounding those issues. However, 
she was unable to figure out on her own how to resolve the fear, hurt, and confusion 
that had accumulated throughout her nearly sixty years of living as a white, middle-
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class lesbian. Facing those larger social issues from a personal standpoint, and in a 
less-than-hospitable school, was emotionally exhausting.
When the winter retreat came, Shirley was depressed and had a difficult time
engaging in the retreat. She admitted that she was not emotionally invested in the 
process of inner work at that time, and was headed for the “stagnant” phase in the 
inner work process. During the first evening in front of the fire, all Shirley could 
write about herself was that she was like a “quiet blue flame. While that statement 
may have seemed insignificant, it was an accurate depiction of Shirley’s inner life. 
The affirmation she felt from that imagery, however slight, encouraged her to open up 
again to the inner work process for the remainder of the weekend. Shirley found 
herself volunteering to be a focus person for a Clearness Committee and taking what 
she described as a “leap in clarity” about her school situation. In retrospect, Shirley 
found herself focusing her efforts first on the issues over which she had more control, 
and letting go of the issues that were too big for her to handle alone. For a short time, 
then, Shirley was in denial, or incapable of participating in the inner work process; 
however, the activity in front of the fire on the first night of the winter retreat gave 
her a way to work through her mental and emotional stagnation.
By the end of the summer retreat, Shirley announced that she had reconnected 
with friends, hosted some monthly dance parties, and taken a cross-country bike trip. 
In general, she was feeling more affirmed in her identity as a shy and intense woman,
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and a lesbian. She was not so overwhelmed with trying to solve the tangle of larger 
societal issues that had plagued her before, but was finding other ways to work for 
social justice. These were all signs that Shirley had reached a point of individuation 
with some of the core issues in her life.
Unlike Ellen and Shirley, Gary felt largely affirmed at the fall retreat and did 
not mention having been heavily impacted by winter’s themes of silence or 
dormancy. Mapping Gary’s early experiences onto Figure 1, he seemed to be largely 
on the right side; the qualities that he named as being unique to himself were affirmed 
for him early on. As he reflected on his life and what he was learning about himself 
as a teacher, nothing disjointed or disconcerting came to mind. In general, Gary liked 
his approach to teaching and his tendency to ask a lot of questions instead of getting
too focused on a goal. All of this changed in the spring.
During the spring retreat, Gary experienced a new awakening about who he 
was. The guided visualization of coming into a clearing in the woods and finding 
“friends” helped Gary to identify some aspects of his selfhood that had been hiding in 
the shadows of his psyche for a long time. The militant rabbit, the griffin, the black 
swirling cloud, and the “faceless one” each represented a different aspect of Gary’s 
personality. Thinking of himself as a “committee of selves” was an important turning 
point in Gary’s attitudes about his authentic nature. He found that “the power of 
paradox” (the spring theme) allowed him to embrace those aspects of his inner self. 
Just knowing of their presence and their tendencies, Gary learned that all of those
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inner features played an important role in his life. Instead of ridding himself of the 
less desirable ones, he could get to know them better, anticipate their “moves,” and 
then appreciate the ways in which they worked for or against him.
Initially, this new awareness of the inner dynamics of his psyche helped Gary 
understand that the “voices in his head” sometimes worked against his intentions to 
connect with people in a caring way. Those voices could sabotage his ability to get 
close to others and might also restrict their capacity to get close to him. By the end of 
the retreats, Gary had arrived at a profound understanding of how his unconscious 
mind, left unchecked, could indeed have him acting in ways that were unhealthy or in 
conflict with his authentic self.
The way through this dilemma was to consciously get to know those “friends” 
in his mind, which put him in a better position to control their influence on his 
actions. When summer came around with its theme of abundance and community, 
Gary gave a Personal Statement indicating that he had indeed become more 
knowledgeable about his shadow side and reached a point of individuation through 
the process of inner work. Others in the room confirmed that they observed a sense 
of peace and softness around Gary’s previously rough edges.
As these stories show, the teachers in this study experienced different paths in 
the inner work process and different degrees of individuation with their core issues. 
Some were affected immediately in the fall, while others started the inner work 
process more intensely in the spring. In all cases, however, some measure of 
individuation was reached at the summer retreat, even when participants (like Ellen 
and Shirley) didn’t want to engage at the retreat at all. It is important to note,
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however, that the teachers’ inner work process did not always move easily from 
awareness of identity and problematic core issues to resolution. On numerous 
occasions the teachers indicated that their inner work experiences during the retreats 
were far less linear than Figure 1 suggests.
I want to briefly highlight a few of those occasions, as they are instructive to 
our understanding of how individuals approach inner work, and how the various 
practices at the retreat—namely metaphors, stories, and poems—served as both 
catalysts for inner work and agents of change. Those “third things” were instrumental 
to participants’ self-understanding and subsequent capacity to negotiate the 
transitional periods of uncertainty that are a natural part of the inner work process.
Difficulties with Doing Inner Work
All of the teachers in this study experienced difficulties with the inner work 
process at different times. Their difficulties seemed to come from two sources. One 
source had to do with some of the structural aspects of the program, which I will 
discuss later in this chapter. The other source seemed to be related to more personal 
resistance that some teachers brought to the inner work process. 1 will address those 
personal dynamics first.
At different times during the retreats, teachers commented that they did not 
resonate with a particular poem or exercise, or could not “connect” to a seasonal 
theme. These instances seemed to arise when teachers were experiencing difficulties
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in their personal lives. Perhaps the thought of coming to a retreat and being open- 
minded and vulnerable with others was more than they wanted to deal with at the 
time. No matter the cause, there were times when participants arrived physically at 
the retreat site, but were not ready for any deep emotional engagement. Their 
inability to embrace the inner work process sometimes lasted a few hours; at other 
times, it continued for most of the retreat.
This should not be necessarily regarded as a problem, but rather as an insight 
into the process of inner work, and perhaps even the more general process of teacher 
reflection. The tendency for some teachers to “shut down” before beginning a 
process of reflection, or to become disengaged at some point within that process, 
highlights the importance of finding out the level of teachers’ mental and emotional 
investment prior to engaging them in any kind of activity that aims to influence their 
practice. Knowing the mental and emotional state of individuals can help facilitators 
adjust their curriculum so that its purpose is not lost on an unwilling or disinterested 
group of people.
I want to point out that the Courage to Teach facilitators accounted for these 
interpersonal dynamics by conducting a large-circle “check-in” at the beginning of 
each retreat and reminding participants that their mental and emotional presence 
needed to be only what each teacher deemed was needed at the time. There was no 
expectation for individuals to participate in something that did not feel comfortable or
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purposeful. At times, certain participants did accept the invitation to spend more time 
alone. Most of the time, however, teachers stayed with the larger group, in spite of 
their initial emotional investment in the activities.
Other teachers came to the retreats with what seemed like a fairly open 
attitude, but soon found upon arriving that they actually held a defensive posture 
toward the retreat process. This was the case for Ellen. She admitted that her in­
coming demeanor was not very conducive to inner work. No one was going to get 
her to “open up and be vulnerable,” she said. One of the reasons for her attitude 
could have stemmed from the situation in her school where the top-down 
administration was wreaking havoc with her teaching philosophy and pedagogy. 
Perhaps she was feeling protective of her teaching, or perhaps she was particularly 
sensitive to criticism because of her struggle with the core issue of productivity 
equaling self-worth. Even though Ellen had the open invitation to divulge only what 
she wanted to, she still seemed to turn a spotlight on herself, and that was an 
uncomfortable position to be in.
Shirley also arrived at a couple of the retreats with a closed-down disposition. 
Both the spring and summer retreats were difficult for her to attend. The spring 
retreat paradox activities “totally escaped” her. She felt “small and unsuccessful” in 
her life and in her teaching in particular. Shirley mentioned several times during our 
interview that there was something about teaching she “just couldn’t get.” And at the
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summer retreat, Shirley simply wanted to be someplace else. In retrospect, it seemed 
that Shirley exhibited a great deal of resistance to doing inner work, at least in the 
presence of others. Like Ellen, Shirley was facing a lot of tension at her work place,
and she was feeling a sense of loss about that.
Another teacher who felt disengaged at times, particularly at the summer 
retreat, was Andrew. He had been doing a great deal of traveling through the summer 
months, and had plans to continue those travels as soon as the retreat was over. 
Andrew’s attendance at the summer retreat was just a quick insertion in a line of a lot 
of other adventures, and that might have had something to do with his lack of 
engagement. Even though Andrew claimed at the end of the retreat that he “was 
excited to be in it” and “thrilled” to give his own Personal Statement, he just “wasn’t 
into processing other people’s stories.” Once the retreat was over, Andrew flew to 
another destination and “then all of it was gone.”
What’s intriguing about these stories of different teachers’ situations is that, in 
spite of coming to the inner work process with a measure of defensiveness, these 
teachers still found themselves releasing it at some point. Their change of heart 
seemed to come in response to the use of metaphors, stories and poems at the retreats, 
which served as catalysts for teachers’ further introspection and subsequent self- 
understanding. Before focusing more intently on the use of metaphors (in particular), 
I want to address one more difficulty that some teachers, particularly the men, seemed 
to have with the inner work process.
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Inner Work from a Male Perspective
After the summer retreat, Andrew was the first to bring the male perspective
regarding inner work to my attention. While discussing the difficulty he had with
being at that retreat, and how disinterested he seemed to be with the entire process of
Personal Statements, Andrew admitted,
I have a real weakness about adults. Sometimes, I just don t really 
care about people’s stories. I think men and women are different [in 
that way]. The women are looking for consensus and relationship, and 
the men tend to look for answers and efficiency and finality, and more 
concrete stuff. With stories, I don’t always let them in, because they 
lack efficiency ... Everybody’s got one (a story), and you can’t always 
tell who’s telling the truth and who isn’t. Somewhere early in my life,
I chose not to accept stories very well. I accept results.
Andrew’s perspective on his uniquely male approach to inner work prompted a
different way to interpret some of the data collected by the other men, as well. I
reviewed the transcripts from Gary and Jerry to see if they indicated at any point that
they felt the same way. Some similarities did arise with the other male participants,
and they bear mentioning.
Gary also expressed a fondness for efficiency. He said that he “grew 
impatient” with people who were not interested in taking risks or trying new things. 
He liked the feeling of movement and progress. This tendency was symbolized in the 
ways in which he took initiative to learn new things and practice his passion for 
technology at school. It was also symbolized in Gary’s discarding of parts of his 
Courage to Teach journal; when Gary didn’t feel he needed his journal anymore, he
simply threw it away and moved on.
The third male in this study, Jerry, seemed to share some of these male 
characteristics. He had all the appearances of being less emotionally invested in the
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process of inner work, and more interested in activities that brought results. For 
example, he designed furniture and sketched remodels of his home while listening to 
others work through their issues. Perhaps the sketching was his way of doing 
something more tangible, mentally concrete, and active in the midst of a lot of 
emotional processing. In general, however, Jerry did not offer much substantive 
information about himself to the larger group. He seemed quite satisfied with just 
being in a retreat atmosphere. At his school, Jerry also appeared emotionally 
disengaged from students’ lives. This was partly due to his own arm’s-length 
disposition, and also partly due to the circumstances of being with a population of 
children who were not inclined toward emotional vulnerability with others. Jerry’s 
approach to most interactions at school, particularly with regard to discipline, 
demonstrated his orientation toward action.
This data from Andrew, Gary, and Jerry, suggests that there may indeed be 
some differences in the ways that males engage in inner work. Their approach to 
reflecting on their inner lives was more intent on reaching a goal, and there had to be 
a tangible application of inner work to their lives in order for them to stay invested in 
it. This might explain Andrew’s complaint about having to sit and listen to the 
Personal Statements for four days in the summer. Several months earlier, he 
expressed a strong desire to have some “tangible ideas” for using Courage to Teach 
approaches in his teaching. He wanted to know some ways to “apply,” “integrate,” 
and “manifest” his retreat experiences at school. The summer retreat did not offer 
any distinct application of ideas for teaching, so Andrew lamented, “We all feel
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better, but so what? All we’ve done is gone and had a massage. I want to create 
lessons or posters, or ‘whatever’ for my room” (Interview, May 24, 2002).
Still, in spite of their periodic disengagement or dissatisfaction with certain
aspects of their experiences, the male teachers in this study did manage to reach 
different levels of self-understanding. As their core issues and personal attributes 
were identified and affirmed, they began to feel the healing effects of an integration 
of their conscious and unconscious minds. Through their continued attendance at the 
retreats, all of the men engaged in inner work in ways that made sense to them. As a 
result, they broke free of periodic mental or emotional stagnation and headed toward 
feelings of individuation once more—that feeling of an “equilibrium of the total self’ 
(Johnson, 1986, p. 6). When that equilibrium was attained, the men described it in 
terms of feeling “grounded,” “confident,” “peaceful,” or being capable of handling 
certain issues in their lives and their teaching that had previously seemed unworkable.
Taking into account all of the teachers in this study, it seems that their inner 
work was a continuous process of uncertainty and doubt, acceptance and denial, and 
then clarity about their identity and purpose in life. Helping them to negotiate 
transitions between old ideas and new ones were the metaphors, the telling of stories, 
and the sharing of poems. These “third things” were critical to participants’ abilities 
to return to the process of inner work even when their life circumstances or personal 
attitudes toward inner work made it difficult to do.
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The Use of Metaphors. Stories, and Poems in Inner Work
As explained in Chapters 2 and 3, the program facilitators utilization of 
seasonal imagery and corresponding metaphors of seeding, dormancy, growth, and 
harvest were essential to the teachers’ inner work process. Inner work is the quest to 
understand one’s self deeply and authentically; its purpose is to continually reflect on 
the events and transitions in life that have shaped one s concept of self. Identifying 
both the accurate and inaccurate beliefs about one’s identity can help an individual 
better understand why he or she does certain things or behaves in certain ways. 
Deconstructing the contours of the ego, persona, and shadow layers in the personal 
landscape has the potential of leading to deeper self-understanding and acceptance of 
one’s unique qualities, which can lead to a feeling of wholeness and self-respect.
One of the primary tools for this inner work process is metaphoric language. 
Metaphors have for a long time been recognized as instrumental in helping 
individuals illuminate the unconscious layer of their psyche. That unconscious layer, 
also called the “shadow,” is the storehouse of forgotten or repressed memories and 
ideas, the discovery of which can inform an individual on a more comprehensive and 
conscious level about what his or her life represents and what brings meaning and 
purposefulness to it. To reach the unconscious layer of the psyche requires an 
indirect approach, one that relies heavily on metaphoric language and symbolism 
(Dirkx, 1997; Labouvie-Vief, 1994; Palmer, n.d.; Samples, 1993). Only the language 
of imagination can illuminate such a subtle level of the psyche.
In Chapter 3 ,1 offered Bob Samples’ (1993) “metaphoric modes” as a means 
for understanding the kinds of symbolic language and imagery that might facilitate
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the process of inner work. He identified those modes of understanding as synergic 
comparative, integrative, and inventive. These modes of metaphoric knowing seem 
to align with the kinds of activities that the Courage to Teach program utilizes to help 
participants learn more about their inner lives. Review of the data suggests that the 
synergic, integrative, and inventive metaphoric modes of knowing were used during 
the retreats in varying degrees. I will discuss their use in that order.
First, the synergic metaphoric mode of knowing occurs when “two or more 
external objects are compared in such a way that both external components unite to 
become more than either one alone” (Samples, 1993, p. 81). This mode was observed 
during the winter retreat when participants were invited to engage in a fictitious 
“Dialogue with Silence.” Assigning personal qualities to the concept of silence 
brought it “alive” in such a way that participants were able to create an imaginary 
conversation with silence as they might have done with another person. The effect of 
bringing human attributes (one entity) and silence (another entity) together brought 
teachers to a deeper and more complex realm of self-understanding about the role that 
silence played in their lives.
Several of the teachers in this study mentioned the Dialogue with Silence as 
being instrumental to their deeper self-understanding. Ellen, for example, knew on a 
conscious level that she liked silence in her life; spending time alone was conducive 
to her authentic “peace-maker” self. However, when Ellen imagined a dialogue with 
silence, she uncovered another layer of self-understanding. Instead of simply 
welcoming silence into her life (as she consciously believed was her tendency), Ellen 
realized that she instead had the habit of “forcing it” into being. This occurred most
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often during her morning meditation practice. Ellen realized that trying to force 
silence” into her mind only made her meditation experience tense, because she was 
focused on accomplishing something even when she was intending to just sit. During 
the dialogue activity, Ellen came to understand that “forcing silence” was antithetical 
to her desire of resting in a quiet, meditative state. She needed to instead create a 
space for silence to be a part of her life on a more natural and regular basis. Ellen 
learned that she needed to be more patient when silence did not immediately come.
Sarah was also affected by the Dialogue with Silence activity. She found the 
exercise helpful in that it accessed “answers and ideas” from her unconscious mind. 
These ideas were instructive to her emerging awareness of silence as a vital 
component in her self-understanding and acceptance. She was so affected by the use 
of silence at the retreats, and the emphasis of silence during the winter retreat, that 
she made a commitment to utilize silence more often with her students. In a similar 
fashion, Andrew expressed that he had a strong reaction to the Dialogue activity. He 
realized that silence was not a natural part of his personality and it “wasn’t a 
member” in his classroom, either. In his imaginary dialogue, “silence” actually 
started “yelling” at Andrew, and that caught him off-guard. Awareness of the 
importance of silence, and its glaring absence in his life and teaching, helped Andrew 
to be more conscious of the times when he might be able to invite silence into his life
more often.
Interestingly, one activity that retreat participants seemed to have had the most 
difficult time understanding also might have fallen into the synergic category. That 
activity occurred during the spring retreat as part of the Positive Opposites exercise.
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The first part of the exercise, thinking of “positive opposites” to certain attributes 
(i.e., being attentive to oneself versus being selfish), was somewhat difficult for 
participants to grasp. They had a hard time coming up with words that transformed a 
negative attribute into a positive one. In a sense, it seemed that they were having a 
difficult time bringing “two external objects together in order for them to be more 
than they would be alone.” This was especially apparent during the physical part of 
the Positive Opposites activity. Shirley’s quip summed up other participants’ 
responses, as well. She remarked, “Whatever glue is holding together that activity 
just totally escaped me.”
Part of the reason that participants might have had such a hard time with that 
activity could be that it was offered during the first night of the spring retreat. The 
retreat’s theme of “the power of paradox” was already a difficult one for participants 
to comprehend. Starting the retreat with an activity that pushed for a fairly complex 
level of understanding might have been asking too much of teachers’ abilities to work 
with the concept of paradox and arrive quickly at a level of mental and emotional 
transformation. It seemed to take longer for the participants to comprehend the theme 
of paradox. Ellen said that she had never thought about events in her life through 
paradox before, and Shirley said that she really didn’t “get it around paradox.”
A turning point during the retreat for several of the teachers was the 
introduction of the poem titled The Angels and the Furies. That poem helped the 
participants to comprehend paradox through an integrative metaphoric mode of 
knowing (instead of a synergic one). Through that poem they could personally 
identify themselves as “the angels” or “the furies,” and rest in the knowledge that
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others in the room had also identified with those seeming opposites as well. It was a 
particularly powerful poem for Ellen, Gary, and Sarah. Each of them mentally 
identified with the idea of angels and furies residing within them at different times. 
This indicates that a variety of third things (in this case, a poem) helped participants 
to continue their mental and emotional engagement with a complex concept. When 
one metaphoric mode of knowing didn’t work, another could be used to help 
individuals arrive at a deeper level of understanding.
Integrative modes occurred when retreat participants emotionally, mentally, 
and perhaps even physically identified with “objects, processes, and conditions 
outside themselves” (Samples, 1993, p. 83). In addition to the use of poems, like the 
one mentioned above, other examples of the integrative mode of knowing occurred 
during Ellen’s interaction with the tree by the river and Shirley’s identification with 
the fire (thinking of herself as “a hot, blue, uncluttered flame”). For both of these 
women, there was a tangible resonance—a personal embodiment—with an object, the 
effect of which helped them to re-engage with the inner work process when they were 
feeling emotionally and mentally closed.
The inventive metaphoric mode of knowing was also used at the retreats. This 
mode “occurs when a person creates a new level of awareness as the result of a self­
initiated exploration of objects, processes, or conditions” (Sample, 1993, p. 86). 
Examples of this mode of knowing can be found in Shirley and Andrews’ 
identification with seeds and seed coats, Gary’s mental creation of “friends” through 
the guided visualization, and Sarah’s resonance with the poem titled “Fear”.
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In each of these instances, the participants became more acutely aware of their 
inner lives when they reflected on the attributes of a third thing. Through the 
metaphor of seed coats, Shirley began to see her inner self as a seed that was covered 
with many layers of seed coats, and it would take a long time for them to dissolve. 
Andrew also “invented” a new understanding of himself as a person with seed coats 
that could be protective as well as destructive to his continued growth as a man and a 
teacher. Gary’s invention of the four friends in the woods was instrumental to his 
understanding of the various aspects of his psyche that he wanted to know better. 
And Sarah’s resonance with “fear” as an entity with which she could engage (and put 
in its place) was instrumental to her change of heart during the summer retreat. 
Instead of letting “fear” get the better of her, Sarah could “put on the coat of power” 
and carry herself with dignity and confidence. For all of these teachers, the inventive 
metaphoric mode of knowing helped them to illuminate the shadow aspects of their 
psyche. The knowledge of their inner dynamics subsequently led to a more 
comprehensive self-understanding, which moved them forward through the cycle of 
inner work.
In general, the metaphoric modes of knowing introduced by Samples offer a 
different way of understanding teachers’ perceptions about who they are. They help 
us uncover some of the deeper levels of the human psyche in a way that simple 
reflective inquiry (which tends to remain at the level of ego and persona) cannot. The 
synergic, integrative, and inventive metaphoric modes were responsible, in part, for 
helping participants identify core issues that had previously been confusing or 
overwhelming to them. They helped participants move through the cycle of inner life
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processing and get “unstuck” when they felt incapable or disinterested in doing so on
their own. They also helped participants get re-engaged with their inner work when
they were confused by paradoxical events or situations in their lives.
As stated in Chapter 3, paradox plays an important role in the process of inner
work, helping individuals not only to identify inconsistencies in their self-perceptions,
but also clarifying their strengths. Johnson (1986) explains,
The purpose of learning to work with the unconscious is not just to 
resolve our conflicts or deal with our neuroses. We find there is a 
deep source of renewal, growth, strength, and wisdom. We connect 
with the source of our evolving character; we cooperate with the 
process whereby we bring to the total self together; [and] we learn to 
tap that rich lode of energy and intelligence that waits within (p. 9).
Whether dealing with “conflict and neuroses,” or finding “renewal, growth, strength,
and wisdom,” using various modes of metaphoric knowing seemed to help teachers to
first deconstruct the distinct aspects of their identity—the ego, persona, and
shadow—and then pull them together again into a unified organism.
These findings suggest that, even when teachers are not necessarily doing 
inner work, the use of metaphors or symbolic imagery might be useful to their work 
in schools. During professional development seminars, for example, if teachers are 
feeling disengaged, confused, or disinterested about a new reform, group leaders or 
facilitators might consider introducing the new concepts in a more symbolic manner; 
it appears that activities that tap into the unconscious layer of the psyche can help 
individuals break free of self-imposed constraints and get them involved once more in 
whatever process or activity is being proposed. Engaging, for example, in 
“dialogues” with subject matter or certain school policies might illuminate for all
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involved what teachers really think about those entities. The results might be quite 
instructive for the success or failure of new ideas in education where teachers are 
constantly being asked to learn new concepts and practices.
Further, it was evident through some of the teachers’ experiences in this study 
that having time to really engage with a concept—to reflect on it alone, to talk to 
others and receive open and honest feedback—was critical in their capacity to move 
forward with new ideas. Several of the teachers pointed out that practicing certain 
behaviors at the retreats, and watching others model those behaviors (e.g., asking 
open-ended questions instead of offering advice) made it possible for them to do the 
same with their own students. Being given the time and support to practice those 
kinds of behaviors, the teachers were more likely to carry them into other situations. 
These findings indicate that teachers do want and need to be given more time to 
reflect on and talk about new policies and procedures in schools. They need time to 
experiment with new techniques or concepts in a nonjudgmental atmosphere before 
they can be expected to apply them to classroom situations.
These ideas are not necessarily new to the field of professional development. 
The research by Cherniss (1995), Connelly and Clandinin (1988), Little (1982, 1992), 
Lortie (1975), and Tyack and Cuban (1995), emphasizes the importance of listening 
to teachers’ professional knowledge and inviting their personal understandings into
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professional development processes. To ignore the “teacher-as-person” (Goodson, 
1994) is to sabotage even the best-laid plans for school reform.
I want to close this section of the chapter with a few comments about the 
importance of stories to the inner work process. It has already been maintained that 
the telling of stories is critical to self-awareness (Clandinin and Connelly, 1991; 
Cooper, 1991; Witherell and Noddings, 1991). Through the telling and “re-telling” 
(Connelly and Clandinin, 1994) of the stories of our lives, we come to understand 
ourselves more fully and with more complexity. “We begin to transform ourselves 
and see new possibilities” (Ibid, p. 152). At all of the retreats, participants were 
consistently engaged in sharing about the events and transitions in their lives that 
caused them grief, confusion, or joy. Participants were almost always writing in their 
journals about those important events, or describing their meanings to others through 
artwork, small- and large-group discussions, Clearness Committees, and at informal 
gatherings during meals, outdoor activities, and rooming situations.
But it wasn’t just the telling and retelling of stories that made for powerful 
experiences and personal transformation among participants; it was the impact of 
being listened to with care and respect that stood out for them as a very important part 
of the story-telling process. On numerous occasions, teachers found themselves 
speaking about their personal and professional lives in the quiet and respectful
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presence of 26 other people. That kind of undivided attention was consistently 
identified by them as a critical component in their inner work process.
The most potent exercise in this regard came through the Personal Statements 
during the summer retreat. For 10 minutes, each teacher had the attention of the 
entire group. After speaking, he or she received even more attention through verbal 
and written affirmations. As people offered affirmations to the speaker, they were 
also offering affirmations to the other listeners whose personal stories resonated with 
the speaker’s. Shirley claimed that the process of being affirmed, and watching 
others being affirmed, made her feel “just blown away”; the experience helped her to 
“open up more and more layers” of her own self-understanding.
Sarah concurred that, through hearing the affirmations of other people in the 
group, she too felt affirmed. “Hearing about other people’s experiences teaches you a
lot about yourself,” she remarked. “Like [I’m thinking], ‘I’ve got a long way to go,’ 
and hearing people say [about themselves], ‘I’ve got a long way to go,’ was amazing 
... I think that really opened me up” (Interview, February 28, 2003).
These sentiments suggest that a significant aspect in the process of telling the 
stories of our lives is the reception we get through the respectful attention of others. 
When that attention is clearly marked, as it was in the affirmations at the end of each 
Personal Statement, the experience of being heard becomes as powerful as the 
experience of telling one’s story. Indeed, without a respectful audience, it would not 
be possible to tell one’s story at all. Shirley said that it wasn’t until people starting
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affirming her statements and mirroring back to her what she had said, that she 
“became emotional” and deeply affected by the truth of the group’s feedback.
Sarah, who wanted to leave the retreat because of her personal grieving, 
changed her mind when she experienced the impact of the cohort affirming each
other, statement after statement. She remarked,
When you make a personal statement, you may say things that you 
hope you believe in yourself. To have someone mirror it back, it’s 
like, ‘Oh, gosh, I guess I really did say that, didn’t I?’ It’s important to 
hear those things said back to you verbally ... That was important for 
me. The affirmations are incredibly important, because people do see 
things in you that you might hope to be true and they affirm to be true.
And that’s big. That’s really big” (Interview, September 17, 2002).
So, the teachers found value and meaning in their own lives and in the lives of others
not only in the telling of their stories, but in “being heard”. Those experiences of
being heard at retreats resonated powerfully with the teachers, because (as they
pointed out), they did not feel heard at school.
Indeed, when teachers spoke about the things they needed most in their school
situations, their needs seemed to all point in the direction of being listened to with
care and respect. Being heard was not something they experienced often in their
schools, and the lack of attention was having a devastating effect. Ellen, for example,
felt that the new top-down administration was totally ignoring teachers’ expertise in
certain areas, and literally wiping out subject areas and approaches to teaching that
she and others had been successfully engaged in for years. Gary felt ignored for his
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expertise in technology, and did not trust his colleagues to have an open and caring 
conversation about teaching even if the opportunity presented itself. He was mindful 
of the “snide comments” he had heard at faculty meetings, comments that suggested a 
hostile atmosphere in which no teacher wanted to venture beyond what was 
absolutely necessary.
Andrew’s story highlights the impact on a teacher who feels neglected or 
silenced, particularly one who is in the early years of teaching when there is a desire 
to be noticed (Steffy, et.al., 2000). Repeatedly, Andrew felt that school 
administrators were ignoring not only his needs, but also the needs of the staff. The 
administrators’ lack of interest and emotional support sent a signal to teachers (at 
least as far as Andrew could determine) that they could not be trusted to make 
professional decisions about textbook adoptions or even keeping track of their own 
copier room keys. The consistent pattern of top-down mandates at Andrew’s school 
was leading to his feeling of “bio-accumulation”—where every little indication of 
disrespect or neglect brought him to the edge of quitting on several occasions.
The teachers’ responses to being respectfully and carefully listened to at the 
retreats raises an interesting question about the overall implications of Courage to 
Teach work. If the retreat participants engage in the telling of their personal stories 
within a supportive context, and if they do enlarge their understanding of their self- 
identity and worth, what difference does that make if, when they return to their school
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environments they are ignored and neglected? What if, as Andrew suggested, all that 
teachers receive at the Courage to Teach retreats is a mental and emotional 
“massage,” with no concrete direction or continued support with carrying their 
feelings of individuation and affirmation into the world?
These questions bring us back to the complex dynamics of the structural 
landscape in teachers’ lives. It is clear from this research that the personal landscape 
of teachers’ lives was impacted by their participation in the Courage to Teach retreats. 
There seems to be little doubt that teachers’ experiences with reflecting on their lives 
and working with seasonal imagery and other metaphorical language and story-telling 
was instrumental to their deeper self-understanding, acceptance of unique traits, and 
associated feelings of individuation. However, to continue working with their new 
beliefs and self-understanding within the larger structural landscape of school was
also a challenging endeavor.
Most of the teachers in this study described their school atmosphere and 
physical arrangement as being fairly inflexible, impersonal, and inhospitable to their 
personal needs. Their sentiments seem to be in direct alignment with the research 
that has been done on the structural landscape of school and the teacher’s complicated
position in it (Evans, 1996; Fullan, 1991; Lortie, 1975; Tyack and Cuban, 1995). The
real challenge for the teachers in this program is to discern the probability of carrying 
forward the inner work they did at the retreats and maintaining a sense of
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individuation within the confines of an institution that has historically and structurally 
been disinterested in such a venture. The tension between these positions is the focus 
of the following section.
The Courage to Teach- Isolated Events in the Larger Context of Education
How can teachers maintain a sense of individuation within the context of their
schools? That is the primary challenge facing educators who participate in the
Courage to Teach program. In this study, I wanted to find out if teachers’ retreat
experiences impacted their lives in school, particularly with regard to their
relationships with students and colleagues. The findings indicate that, while teachers
were able to tap into feelings of wholeness and integrity during retreats, they were not
very successful with carrying their new ideas and feelings into their school settings.
The pattern across these cases indicates that instances of “living divided no more”
outside of the retreat setting were isolated maneuvers in the complex system of
schooling. The teachers faced a number of structural obstacles in their school
environments that, unfortunately, overwhelmed their chances of implementing
anything leading to a larger effect.
Ellen, for example, found that she could reinstate classroom meetings without 
too much resistance from her principal, but she would have to reinstate them with as 
little notice as possible. Gary was taking steps to ask more evocative questions of his
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students and one or two colleagues, but his attempts were fairly isolated and 
incidental, and there was no one on his staff with whom he could share what he was 
doing. Gary rarely interacted with his colleagues, even in his own subject area of
science. Even if the opportunity presented itself, he feared that sharing more 
personally about his life in school would “be taken to do him dirt.” More trust was 
needed between Gary and the rest of the staff before such sharing could occur.
Sarah’s story also indicates that attempts to bring valued lessons from her 
retreat experiences to her classroom were only isolated events. One activity she 
implemented, at least for a while, was the use of silence at certain times during the 
day to help her students make the mental, emotional, and physical transition between 
classes. She also found herself approaching some students with a more open mind, 
asking them questions about their behavior as opposed to judging them on the spot. 
However, these were small acts of courage, and they didn t affect the foundation of 
her teaching pedagogy or relationships at school.
Andrew’s attempts to create a weekly “Tea Time” in his classroom were met
with little interest by colleagues; he found it very difficult to engage his peers in any 
meaningful dialogue about their lives as teachers. He was often discouraged when 
the few conversations he managed to initiate disintegrated into “bitching sessions’ .
There were other activities that these teachers tried to engage in to carry the 
effects of their inner work into their classrooms. Their individual efforts should be 
applauded, considering the challenges facing them with regard to lack of time, lack of
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resources, and lack of interest from colleagues or administrators. At some point, 
however, the culture of their school created a wall of resistance toward all of their 
good intentions. As soon as the retreat weekends were over, and teachers went back 
to the craziness” of teaching (as Sarah called it),1 the impact of their inner work 
experiences quickly disappeared. This seemed to be particularly evident for teachers 
during the 6-month interlude between the last two retreats. Andrew, for example, 
reported that he could remember very little of his summer retreat experience several 
months later. “I feel about as disconnected from the Courage to Teach as I ve ever 
felt right now,” he said. “It’s been a long gap” (Interview, January 21, 2003).
This pattern of decline in inner work processes between retreats and school 
environments raises a question about the capacity of the Courage to Teach program to 
carry out its mission of “renewing” not only teachers’ hearts and minds, but also
influencing to any reasonable measure the “renewal of public education”. The history 
of school reform suggests that any renewal or large-scale change is almost impossible
to implement (Evans, 1996; Fullan, 1991; Katz, 1975; Lortie, 1975; Perkinson, 1995;
Tyack and Cuban, 1995). Legislative mandates may be passed, but heeding them 
comes slowly. A host of social, cultural, political, and economic forces stand in the 
way of any large-scale educational reforms occurring and having a positive and 
lasting effect (Bowles and Gintis, 2000; Kozol, 1991; Lareau, 2000). The same
1 Interview, February 28,2003.
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problems that have plagued our educational system one hundred years ago are still 
endemic to the institution.
These challenges affect teachers in personal ways in their classrooms and
schools. In spite of research indicating the importance of recognizing and affirming 
teachers, and providing relevant, timely resources and support (Evans, 1996; Fullan, 
1991; Little, 1982, 1992; Noddings, 1992; Sarason, 1990) there continues to be a 
culture of psychological inattention toward teachers in our schools. Teachers’ mental 
and emotional development is rarely taken into account during training and 
professional development opportunities (Levine, 1989; Oja, 1989, 1991). When it is 
offered, professional development tends to address only the technical levels of 
application, and does not invite teachers’ personal and professional expertise. Added 
to these dynamics is the tendency in our educational system to deliver new ideas from 
sources outside of a school’s culture; these “outside” and top-down approaches 
alienate teachers from their profession and literally drive them out of it altogether 
(Cherniss, 1995; Farber, 1984, 1991).
These obstacles pose a significant threat to the possibilities that teachers who 
have gotten what Andrew called “a massage” at a series of retreats will be able to 
affect any kind of meaningful change in their teaching and in their relationships with 
others. The teachers in this study recognized this challenge, and reported that more 
tangible support from the Courage to Teach program would be a critical component
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in their capacity to continue “living divided no more” in a school setting, even if that
only occurred in smaller and more personal ways.
Sarah, Andrew, and Shirley were quite vocal about the support they would
have liked from the program during the months of their participation in it.
Interestingly, each of them identified a different concern and, therefore, a different
suggestion for the program’s facilitators.
Sarah was focused on wanting to be reminded more often, either by herself or
by the program, to reflect on what she had learned about her inner life at the retreats.
I think it would be really good for me to take the time to reread some 
of the poems we read, and to take a look at my journal while I ’m at 
school, as opposed to just looking at it when I’m at the retreats ... At 
the last retreat, I thought, ‘I really need to tap into some of this more, 
because it’s so powerful’ ... What I need is a little someone on my 
shoulder, saying, ‘Are you thinking about everything you learned? 
(Interview, February 28, 2003).
Sarah’s comments on wanting reminders about what she learned about herself at the
retreats speaks to the deep personal layer in which she was operating with regard to
her inner work. She was not speaking about writing lesson plans or transferring
certain retreat activities to her classroom, but rather discussing the ways in which she
wanted some personal support with continuing to digest and integrate the information
she had been learning about herself. Application to her classroom could come later.
In contrast to Sarah’s position, Andrew said that he would have benefited 
from activities that specifically benefited his teaching. He remarked,
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We haven’t really sat down and been asked to apply all of this to the 
classroom. Like, how do we integrate this? How do we take all that 
we’ve learned in this year and start to have it manifest itself in the 
classroom? What are some tangible things (to do)? ... I want to create 
actual lessons or approaches or posters ... Like if someone wants to 
have a discipline program, we could use that seed coat metaphor ... I 
want to take some of those activities from the retreats and tangibly pull 
them in (to teaching). I think that would be very cool. There’s a lot of 
stuff there (Interview, May 24, 2002).
It’s clear in Andrew’s passage above that he was ready to make some changes in his
teaching pedagogy as a result of his retreat experiences. His desires to effect change
might have been a part of his youthfulness in the profession. Andrew had been
teaching for only 3 years and exhibited tendencies that fall into the “apprentice
teacher” phase (Steffy, et.al., 2000). Apprentice teachers are “open to new ideas” and
are “creative and growth oriented. They want to learn more and are willing to try
new strategies” (p. 7). These qualities seemed to fit Andrew’s profile.
Also wanting more tangible support, but in a different way, was Shirley, a
veteran teacher of 13 years. Shirley’s concerns focused primarily on the “leadership”
theme of the final retreat. She seemed to be at a point in her personal and
professional journey where she was ready to assume leadership activities, so she was
filled with anticipation. Unfortunately, not much information about leadership came
through at that last gathering. Shirley commented:
I wish we had had more time with it. We didn’t do it justice ... I 
would have loved to have the opportunity to explore myself more with 
that theme ... But because we spent so little time on it, I didn’t grow
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any there. It’s nothing that has been activated in my life in any way
(Interview, March 5, 2003).
Again, while Shirley was looking for concrete guidance and activities on the topic of 
leadership, she was not necessarily focused in the same manner as Andrew. Andrew 
wanted more “tangible” teaching ideas—approaches to discipline or posters—while 
Shirley was speaking of wanting to pursue opportunities where she could assume a 
leadership role.
Shirley’s interest in leadership suggests that veteran teachers may require a 
more comprehensive application of Courage to Teach principles to their teaching 
practice. Returning to the model provided by Steffy and her colleagues (2000), 
Shirley fits the profile of a “professional teacher,” one who had been working long 
enough in the field to feel fairly competent in her work. Professional teachers “begin 
to look beyond the classroom, seeing themselves and their colleagues as part of a 
broader profession” (p. 8). Shirley’s struggle with the larger social issues of racism, 
classism, and heterosexism might indicate that she w a s -a s  opposed to being 
incapable of dealing with them-ready to tackle those issues. All she needed was 
support from the Courage to Teach program and a network of like-minded colleagues 
at school. Fortunately, Shirley was able to follow up on her leadership interests 
through a “Diversity Committee” that was being formed by the Courage to Teach 
facilitators. Support in those areas at her school, however, was non-existent.
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This discussion regarding what teachers desired both during and after their 
program experiences helps to measure, at last in a preliminary way, the impact that 
the Courage to Teach program has in the personal landscape of teachers’ lives. That 
impact, while it may be quite meaningful and important to teachers’ personal self- 
understanding, does not appear to have had any serious or long-lasting effects in their 
classrooms. Left to their own devices, and working alone, teachers’ attempts to carry 
their retreat experiences of wholeness and integrity to their school settings seemed to 
translate into fairly isolated occurrences.
These results are not due to the teachers’ disinterest in “living divided no 
more” at school, but rather to some significant obstacles they faced in their school 
settings. In most cases, the teachers yearned to teach more passionately and interact 
with students and colleagues on a more personal level; however, the large classes, 
cramped schedules, difficult students, and lack of collegial interaction and support 
sabotaged most of their efforts to work to their fullest capacity.
Gary felt “resigned” to the fact that his school administrators weren’t going to 
support his passion for technology. As such, he just did what he wanted and needed 
to do, without any recognition. Ellen also felt ignored by administrators at her school 
and in her district with regard to her significant experience and expertise with 
curriculum design. She had to figure out more subtle ways of bringing that passion 
and expertise to teaching. And Andrew was exhausted most of the time with
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everything he had to do with his regular teaching; he didn’t have time to “get into it” 
on some of the issues that were very important for him, such as feeling more like a
respected member of the staff.
The obstacles these teachers faced (and continue to face) will likely not go 
away anytime soon. They are endemic to the system of schooling. Again, these 
sentiments are not meant to discourage teachers from doing inner work, because this 
study has shown that the outcome as being quite meaningful and beneficial for 
teachers on a personal level. The benefits of inner work, however, can be quickly 
diminished when teachers work in isolation and are given few opportunities to 
develop tangible ways of living divided no more at school ways to carry that 
mindset into relationships with others, and ways to sustain it even in their isolation.
I now turn to a brief discussion of the impact that the Courage to Teach 
program might have within the larger structural landscape of education. I use Parker 
Palmer’s (1998) 4-step process for social movements as a means to locate the 
teachers in this study within that process, and to understand the potential of the 
program’s aims to “renew” public education.
Teachers’ Realities with Living Divided No More
In the concluding chapter of his book, The Courage to Teach (1998) Parker 
Palmer outlined a progression of steps that people go through when they are engaged
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in a social movement. These steps describe the evolution that social movements 
undergo from their inception to fruition. I am using those same steps to track the 
progress of teachers in this study as they go through the cycle of inner work and then 
attempt to live divided no more in school.
The first step in Parker’s progression is an awareness of the desire to “live 
divided no more”. All of the teachers in this study seemed to reach this step. In their 
own ways, the teachers approached and engaged in the process of inner work that led 
to a more comprehensive self-understanding. Supported by their peers at the retreats, 
and enlightened by metaphors and certain practices, the teachers experimented with 
living divided no more, and found an inner strength and wisdom through that process. 
Each cycle of retreats illuminated core issues and birthright gifts for the teachers 
until, by the summer retreat, participants experienced a feeling of wholeness, of 
“individuation”. Those feelings of wholeness, if only for a short time, represented the 
beginnings of a new way of living for the teachers, personally and (in some instances) 
professionally. They experienced “living divided no more” at the retreats, and 
wanted to start living that way in their school situations, as well.
The second step in the social movement process is to “find like-minded 
people,” or seek support from others. Advancing into this step was Shirley, with her 
interest in joining the Courage to Teach program’s Diversity Committee. We also see 
Andrew moving into this domain with his weekly Courage to Teach emails to the 
staff through which he shared insightful comments and quotes for colleagues to enjoy 
or respond to. Ellen may have entered this step as well, with her commitment to a 
new social studies curriculum committee; through her interaction with that group, she
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hoped to affect school policies with regard to that content area, making it more 
integrated and focused on students’ interests than what the district was proposing.
Ellen’s interest in that committee automatically moved her into the third step 
of Palmer’s process, which he called “going public”. This third step involves 
attempts by a group of like-minded people to change policies or procedures so they 
align more accurately with the group’s beliefs. That was Ellen’s intent, but she 
seemed to be working alone, and there is no data to indicate how far she actually got 
with her efforts. Andrew can also be counted as having reached at least the 
preliminary stages in this step. The problem for Andrew was that he was trying to 
“go public” all by himself. His attempts to influence his school community through 
“Teacher Tea Time” were only sporadically received. As he tried to engage his 
colleagues on school issues that affected them all on a daily basis, Andrew faced 
cynicism and even rebuke at certain times, with colleagues accusing him of trying to 
incite the staff against the administration. Mutiny was not any part of Andrew’s 
agenda; he simply wanted to dialogue about important issues at his school. But 
perhaps not having more like-minded colleagues in the room set his Tea Time up for 
failure; Andrew was a movement of only one person, and that wasn’t enough.
None of the other teachers seemed to reach these second and third steps. Gary 
reported that he had no like-minded or trustworthy colleagues on his staff; Shirley felt 
quite alienated in her school, and was unwilling to risk being more personal with her 
peers on issues that were so powerful for her; Sarah seemed committed only to 
carrying out a few changes in her classroom, such as the use of silence; and Jerry 
barely made it to the first step in the process of living divided no more.
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The fourth (and final) step in Palmer’s process is more celebratory. It is the 
step signifying that a movement is indeed occurring. At this point in a social 
movement, the ideas of the group of like-minded people have caught on in the larger 
populace. More and more people join in the movement, and it becomes in a sense 
self-sustaining—at least as long as the people behind the ideas are able and interested 
in sustaining those ideas.
The locations of the teachers in this study indicate that they are nowhere near 
this final step, and they have a long way to go if, in fact, they are interested in 
building a movement for honoring the personal landscape of teachers’ lives. It could 
be that some of the teachers want only to take care of their own situations. Even 
though they may see value in “going public,” they are not yet at a point in their inner 
life development or their careers to pursue a leadership position. The bulk of teachers 
seem to fit this profile of staying interested only in their relationships with students 
and working on their understanding of subject matter and pedagogy (Steffy, et.al., 
2000). It is enough for most teachers to simply survive the chaos of their teaching 
day and make a difference in the lives of a few students.
For teachers who are interested in carrying their feelings of integration and 
individuation into a more public realm, it’s clear that the Courage to Teach program 
will need to provide tangible ideas and activities during retreats, and increased 
support between them. Without such support, and unless teachers find like-minded 
people at their own school, the chances of sustaining the integrity of the inner work 
process remains slim.
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This research on the Courage to Teach program has illuminated several salient 
points regarding the process of inner work. These points have already been discussed 
in this chapter, but I want to consider their implications within the broader context of 
professional development for teachers.
First, the inner work process indicates that feelings of disengagement or 
disorientation are inevitable parts of the learning process (Bridges, 1980; Hopson, 
1981). As such, when teachers are invited to learn something new about themselves, 
they should be made aware that their feelings of disengagement or disorientation may 
simply be signaling a core issue that can be examined more closely at an appropriate 
time. There should be no cause for alarm when such feelings surface; they should be 
seen as an aspect in the cycle of learning that can actually point the way toward a 
positive and worthwhile outcome.
Metaphorically speaking, when teachers are asked to learn something new 
with regard to their subject matter or pedagogy, they need to be supported and 
encouraged through all of the “seasons” of their learning. As the inner life cycle 
indicates, meaningful learning must allow for a full revolution of the seasonal cycle. 
There is a time for planting of ideas, for letting them lay dormant, and then for 
ushering forth their growth and fruition. And just as there is always uncertainty 
accompanying the transitions between seasons, there is also a natural progression of 
uncertainty before clarity in the learning process, even for adults.
Second, when teachers do feel disinterested or ambivalent toward a 
professional development opportunity, it is possible to get them re-engaged by
Conclusion
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offering more creative ways to work with the material. The use of third things such 
as metaphors, stories, and poems has proven helpful to teachers’ abilities to move 
from emotionally and mentally stagnant positions in their inner life work to positions 
that are more dynamic and involved. There is a chance that, invited to engage with 
new material in ways that tap the more unconscious layer of their psyche, teachers 
might be able to identify the features of the inner resistance they feel, and then work 
through that resistance to better understand their role and their investment in the new 
ideas or policies.
Third, this research suggests that there may be some differences between men 
and women in their approaches to professional development. The men in this study 
tended to seek out tangible, goal-oriented applications of the material being covered, 
while the women appeared to be more comfortable with simply following the process 
of their self-discovery wherever it led them. This is not to say that women do not 
desire application of their learning processes; Ellen was as goal-directed as any of the 
men appeared to be. However, it is important for professional development personnel 
to anticipate the possibility of different perspectives based on gender, and provide a 
variety of approaches to the learning task.
Similarly, professional development opportunities need to take into account 
the life cycle of teachers (Steffy, et.al., 2000). Teachers who are new to the 
profession (3-4 years) require a different kind of attention and support than teachers 
who have been in the system for a longer period of time. The teachers in this study 
ranged from 3 to 20 years of experience and their professional needs varied 
considerably. The teachers who were fairly new to the profession, such as Sarah,
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Andrew, and Jerry, were interested in tangible applications of their inner life work to 
their classrooms, while the more veteran teachers like Ellen, Shirley, and Gary sought 
after positions of leadership and larger-scale impact of their ideas.
More research needs to be conducted to follow these kinds of career-path 
needs of educators who participate in the Courage to Teach program. Tracking 
participants’ needs at different phases of their retreat process, as well as at different 
phases in their personal and professional growth processes can be instructive to the 
program. It can also be helpful to the larger professional development community to 
understand the complex and subtle domains of teacher identity, and how teachers use 
their self-knowledge to advance or sabotage school reform movements.
Finally, the teachers in this study were very clear about the importance of 
having the freedom to speak honestly to others, and being respectfully listened to by 
their peers. Whether during small-group or large-group settings, all of the 
participants agreed that the retreat practices of moments of silence, the Touchstone of 
“no fixing,” and the consistent use of affirming and “mirroring” each others’ 
comments were critical to their capacities to shift negative self-perceptions toward 
more a positive light. They enjoyed the experience of being asked open-ended 
questions instead of being given advice. And they found the experience of being able 
to experiment with new ideas (as opposed to feeling like they had to have all of the 
right answers), a refreshing alternative to the pressures they faced in school. Being 
listened to and heard without judgment proved to be a powerful tonic for the neglect 
teachers often experienced in their profession. These findings suggest that during 
professional development opportunities, there should be ample time for teachers to
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speak freely without interruption or judgment, and to experiment with new ideas 
without the threat of having to “get it right” all of the time.
If even a small group of like-minded professional development advocates 
came together on these ideas, the results might be quite revolutionary. It’s clear that 
teachers need more emotional support in their profession. Simply giving them more 
time to learn at their own pace and being more vocal about their mistakes and their 
confusion (without fear of reprisal) might help keep more teachers engaged in their 
profession for a longer period of time. These might seem rather insignificant acts, but 
as the teachers in this study attest, they are still worthwhile to pursue.
It is also clear that the structural landscape of schooling poses some daunting 
obstacles to any large-scale “renewal of public education” by a program like the 
Courage to Teach. But we must not lose sight of the program’s primary purpose of 
helping teachers learn more about their inner lives so they can find ways to teach with 
a sense of wholeness and joy. This research indicates that the process of inner work 
is an important step in teachers’ capacities to negotiate the stresses endemic to their 
profession, and stay with their teaching when larger social and political forces 
threaten to push them out.
Inner work is “the work before the work” that teachers need to be engaged in 
as they negotiate the complex personal and structural landscapes of school. Inner 
work provides the kind of introspection that allows teachers to understand who they 
are at their core, and how their selfhood interacts with the selfhoods of others. Those 
of us who work in professional development arenas should take a closer look at the 
influences of inner work on teachers’ lives at the same time as we devise ways for
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teachers to be effective communicators of subject matter and methods in the 
classroom. Current literature already supports these sentiments. We already agree 
that teachers need support from each other and from their administrators in order to 
teach and interact with students, parents, and each other in meaningful ways. 
Teachers need hospitable learning environments, just as their students do, and they 
need consistent opportunities to draw out their expertise and the birthright gifts that 
are conducive to good teaching. It may not be possible to change larger school 
systems to reflect these values, but I believe that helping teachers become more 
internally aligned can only be good for them and for their students. The Courage to 
Teach program is a powerful means for revolutionizing teaching, even if that 
revolution occurs one teacher at a time.
At the last Courage to Teach retreat of this particular cohort, part of a poem by
Marge Piercy was quoted.2 I find these few lines an appropriate ending for this
segment in the teachers’ personal and professional journeys. It is a hopeful sentiment
for all teachers who are trying to find their way in a complex and sometimes
overwhelming profession, and still make a difference in the world. Piercy writes,
It goes on one at a time, 
it starts when you care 
to act, it starts when you do 
it again after they said no, 
it starts when you say We 
and blow who you mean, and each 
day you mean one more.
~  00 00 00 —
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APPENDIX A 
CASE STUDY PARTICIPANT POOL
Name (Pseudonym) Fears
Claire F 39 10-12 AP English, Sr. World 











Sarah F 32 6-8 Math, Science, Health Both 4







Sage F 44 6-8 7-8th Spanish in LA/SS Block 
6th Spanish
Both 20
Shirley F 59 6-8 Spanish and culture Both 13







DIRECTED RETREAT JOURNAL QUESTIONS
Dear Courage to Teach Participant:
Thank you for taking the time to answer these questions! To provide the freshest thought, it s best if 
you can answer them before returning to your work obligations. Feel free to write in full sentences or 
short phrases, and call or email me if you have any questions. Please deliver your answers to me 
within one week of the retreat via regular mail or email. Typed answers are preferable, but 
handwritten responses are also fine if your handwriting is legible.
Genet Simone
2905 East Aurora Ave., #335 
Boulder, CO 80303 
(303) 245-0162 
genet @ ucsu. Colorado, edu
1) What are you learning about your inner life at this retreat?
2) Is there a particular life event that is helping you to understand how your soul is emerging?
3) How is the emphasis on seasons affecting what you are learning about your inner life?
4) How does the quality of reflective time at the retreat affect what you are learning?
5) The Courage to Teach program promotes certain practices at each retreat. These are:
• use of evocative questions
• silence
• awareness of paradox
• identification of birthright gifts
• use of "third things,” such as poems and stories
• Clearness Committee
Did the practices used this weekend help you to gain a deeper understanding of your inner life? If so, 
which ones, and why?
6) The program also tries to create a "formation space” for participants, which involves a balance of 6 
“Paradoxes.” These allow for a space to be:
• "open,” yet "bounded”
• hospitable, yet “charged”
• open to the voice individuals, as well as the whole group
• honor personal stories with archetypal stories of tradition
• support solitude, yet involve the community
• speech with as silence
During the retreat, did these conditions help you to gain a deeper understanding of your inner life? If 
so, which ones, and why?
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These Guided Journal Questions were given to each case study participant at the end o f the second 
retreat ("Winter” in January 2002). Participants were asked to keep a separate journal at school to 
log their thoughts regarding the questions below.
Dear Case Study Participant:
These are questions that will provide information about how your participation in the Courage to 
Teach program is affecting the quality of your relationships with students and colleagues in school. 
Please keep a notebook or journal handy to jot down your thoughts, and send a copy to me via email or 
regular mail every 2-3 weeks. I will send reminders! You can be very brief, but provide enough 
information so that when I visit you at your school site, you can mentally reconstruct any situation you 
write about to clarify what happened.
Typed answers are preferable, but handwritten responses are also fine if your handwriting is legible. 
Thanks again for your time on this, and please contact me if you have any questions or concerns.
Genet Simone
2905 East Aurora Ave., #335 
Boulder, CO 80303 
(303) 245-0162 
genet@ucsu.colorado.edu
1) Are you experiencing changes in your relationships with students that you would attribute to your 
participation in the Courage to teach program? Please describe the situation.
2) Are you experiencing changes in your relationships with colleagues that you would attribute to your 
participation in the Courage to teach program? Please describe the situation.
3) What reasons would you give for attributing these changes to your participation in the Courage to 
Teach program?
APPENDIX C




The purpose of this observation protocol was to guide my observation time at each case study 
participant’s school, providing background information about the teacher s situation, as well as 
information to help elaborate on questions asked during the open-ended interviews with regard to 
teacher-student and teacher-colleague interactions.
A ._____ Background Information:
Description o f the school site
a. appearance (inside and outside)
b. material culture (floor plan, student population)
c. general atmosphere
Description o f teacher and classroom(s)
d. teacher’s roles at school (responsibilities)
e. appearance (floor plan, decorations)
f. student population
g. general atmosphere
B .___ Observation of Teaching:
General description o f lessons
• subject matter
• pedagogy




• using a variety of methods (whole child)
• support for students with special needs/ESL/non-conformists
D  .___ Observation of teacher’s interactions with colleagues:
• listening
• collegiality / seeking contact with colleagues






1 How long have you been a teacher (altogether)?
2. How long have you been teaching or working at this particular school?
3. What are your responsibilities as a teacher?
Probes:
a. What grade levels and classes do you teach?
b. Do you have responsibility for any extracurricular activities? (sports, clubs, etc.)
INVOLVEMENT IN THE COURAGE TO TEACH PROGRAM
1 What attracted you to participate in this program?
a. Do you have a goal in mind for the end result of your participation in the progiam?
b. Why did you want to go through the retreats?
c. What events in your life, personally and/or professionally, encouraged you to app y .
2. What does it mean for you to be a teacher?
RELATIONSHIPS WITH STUDENTS
General Questions:
1 How would you characterize the ideal teacher-student relationship.
2. Do you currently have any relationships with students that fit that ideal. I so, w a o ey
look like?
Probes!
a. Do you show students that you “care” for them? If so, what do you do?
b. In what ways(s) do you try to bond with students, intellectually, emotiona y .
3 How would you describe your “teaching presence” in the classroom?
Probes'
a””One feature of a “teaching presence” is being attentive to others, such as listening 
carefully, or paying attention to the needs of the whole individual (emotionally, intellectually, 
and physically). Are you experiencing any changes in the degree or quality of your 
attentiveness to others? If so, would you attribute any of those changes to your participation 
in the Courage to Teach program? Please explain.
b Think for a moment about your “teaching self.” Who is “the self’ that teaches? (Clarifying
question: How would you charactenze the essential nature of your own self that comes 
through when you are feeling your best as a teacher?)
One-to-One Time: 
1. Have you made changes in the ways in which you organize lessons to meet the needs of 
individual students?
j 1 Are you making any of those changes to address the needs of specific students? (ESL, 
ethnic minority, special needs students, etc.)
a
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b. Do you attribute any of those changes to your participation in the Courage to Teach 
program? Why?
2. Are you experiencing changes in the frequency of individual interactions with students?
Probe* i
^ D o  you attribute any of those changes to your participation in the Courage to Teach
program? Why?
3 Do you write personal comments on students’ papers, journals, or other projects?
Self-Disclosure.
1 Do you tell students stories about your own lite I
2. Do you share your feelings with students?





L i l y  . . . .  i  O
What does it mean to you to "build a community in your classroom.
In what ways do you try to build community in your classroom? (if already answered, skip to 
probes below)
Probes'
a Have you arranged furniture in the last few months? How so, and why?
b Have you rearranged lesson plans to create a sense of community. If so, w a 1 y°u
c Do you initiate celebrations of student achievement, ethnic/cultural identity, or other 
aspects of students’ lives? Please provide an example.
d. Have you established “residency” in your classroom, where students feel a sense o 
ownership for their classroom environment? Please provide an example.
3 With regard to the examples you provided above, would you attribute any of those actions to
your participation in the Courage to Teach program? Which ones, and why.
f o f e  of the questions I have asked you to answer with regard to your retreat experience 
focuses on the “practices” used at the retreats for creating a formation space. They .
• use of evocative questions
• silence
• awareness of paradox
• identification of birthright gifts
• use of “third things,” such as poems and stones
• Clearness Committee
Have you used any of these practices in y o u r  classroom? Please explain.
b. The program also tries to create a “formation space for participants, w ic mvo
balance of 6 “Paradoxes.” These allow for a space to be:
“open,” yet “bounded” 
hospitable, yet “charged”
open to the voice individuals, as well as the whole group 
honor personal stories with archetypal stories of tradition 
support solitude, yet involve the community 
speech with as silence
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Have you used any of these practices in your classroom? Please explain.
Rituals and Traditions:
1 A ritual can be thought of as a ceremony that connects students to each other, or to the world
around them (their classroom, their school, their neighborhood, the world). Rituals mark an 
event or a transition between events.
2. Do you have any rituals in your classroom? Please provide an example.
Probes:
a) Do you initiate activities, or rituals, that help students begin a task, make a transition 
between tasks, or help students bring a task to closure?




1 In general, how would you characterize your relationships with colleagues.
Probes: (NOTE: Ask the following questions for each group listed below)
a. with teachers who teach the same subjects you do
b. with teachers who teach different subject matter from yours
c. with administrative staff
d. with support staff (secretaries, counselors)
e. with para-professionals, teaching assistants, volunteers
f. Are you experiencing any changes in your capacity to be a good listener?




3) Dropping in on other teachers
4) Having them drop in on you
5) Team-teaching or co-planning?
2. For any of these experiences, would you attribute changes to your participation in the Courage
to Teach program? If so, which ones and why?
1 CHave you shared anything with colleagues about your participation with the CTT program? Why or 
why not? What did you say?
2. Do you tend to share personal information with colleagues, such as events in your personal life?
a Are you experiencing any changes in your capacity or willingness to disclose personal 
information with colleagues? If so, would you attnbute any of those changes to your 
participation in the Courage to Teach program?
Community Building:
1 Is your school environment supportive of your attendance at the CTT retreats.
2. Can you identify any factors that you feel limit your personal and professional growth at your 
school?
Probe- Do you find yourself holding back/moving forward in your actions?




1 With regard to the dynamics of your relationships with students, are there any features that
you would NOT attribute to your participation in the Courage to Teach program?
Probe
a. Are there other (non-Courage to Teach) influences or practices in your life that you believe 
impact the quality of your relationships with students?
2. With regard to the dynamics of your relationships with colleagues in this school, are there any 
features that you would NOT attribute to your participation in the Courage to Teach program.
Probe:
Are there other (non-Courage to Teach) influences or practices in your life that you believe 





Thanks for meeting with me. This interview is meant to elicit more information about the last retreat, 
and to follow-up on some of the questions from the interview we did last May. If you decide that you 
do not want to answer some of these questions, just let me know—no questions asked! In any event, 
all of your comments will remain anonymous.
PART 1 -  Summer Retreat Personal Statement Process
1. Was giving your Personal Statement at the last retreat a meaningful experience for you? Why?
2. Why do you think the program organizes the summer retreat around giving Personal Statements?
3. What did you experience as others offered their affirmations to you?
4. What was it like for you to listen to others give their statements?
5. What impact do you think doing the Personal Statements had on the larger community (our group)?
6 At the retreats we are often invited to share about our lives—about things that have happened to us, 
or about important people in our lives. Any of these events or people might have served as catalysts 
for change, or simply affirmed or directed our sense of who we are. What are your thoughts about that
process of inquiry?
Part 2 -  Teaching Situation
1. What classes do you teach?
2. How many students do you have altogether?
3. Ratio of boys and girls?
4. Diversity with regard to class, ethnic background, language, special education.
Part 3 - Relationships With Students
1 How would you describe the nature of your typical interactions with students?
2. In what ways does your teaching situation help you relate (understand, interact with) to your
students? . , ,
3. When conflicts erupt in the classroom, what goes on inside of you, and what do you do on the
outside? Please provide an example of an incident when there was a conflict between you and a 
student. (What happened? How did you handle it? In retrospect, would you have handled it
differently?) . , . , . 9 Tf
4. Is your participation in the Courage to Teach program affecting your interactions with students? It
so, how?
prQbe: Is your experience with any of the conditions and practices helping with that
process?
One-to-One Time: ..  .
1 Have you made changes in the ways in which you organize lessons to meet the needs of individual
Are you making any of those changes to address the needs of specific students? (ESL, ethnic 
minority, special needs students, etc.)
3 Do you write personal comments on students’ papers, journals, or other projects. If so, what kinds
of comments do you tend to write? . . .  , .  . . , , . ,,
4. Are you experiencing changes in the frequency or quality of individual interactions with students.
5. Do you attribute any of those changes to your participation in the Courage to Teach program. 
Why?
Self-Disclosure: ,
1. Since your participation in the Courage to Teach program, have you made any changes in
how you talk about your own life with students? How so, and why?
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2. Do you share your feelings with students?
Probe:
a. If so, when do you find that you share the most (during class, before or after school, during 
extracurricular activities, etc.).
Community Building:
1. As a result of your experience at the CTT retreats, do you anticipate incorporating (or have you 
already do so) anything new in your classroom this fall that you believe will help you build a 
community in your classroom? In your school? If so, what?
Rituals and Traditions:
1. A ritual can be thought of as a ceremony that connects students to each other, or to the world 
around them (their classroom, their school, their neighborhood, the world). Rituals mark an event or a 
transition between events.
Do you have any rituals in your classroom? Please provide an example (i.e., to help students begin a 
task, make transitions between tasks, bring a task to closure, or connect students to each other or to the 
world around them).
2. Have you made changes in the ways in which you provide for ritual in your classroom? Do you 
attribute any of those changes to your participation in the Courage to Teach program? Why?
Part 5 -  Relationships with Colleagues
One-to-One Time:
1. IN ONE OR TWO WORDS\ how would you characterize your relationships with colleagues?
Probes: (NOTE: Ask the following questions for each group listed below)
a), with teachers who teach the same subjects you do
b). with teachers who teach different subject matter from yours
c). with administrative staff
d). with support staff (secretaries, counselors)
e). with para-professionals, teaching assistants, volunteers
2. Are you experiencing any changes with regard to the frequency of your interactions with 
colleagues?
Examples: Mentoring, sharing lunch, dropping in on other teachers, having them drop in on 
you, team-teaching or co-planning
3. For any of these experiences, would you attribute changes to your participation in the Com age to 
Teach program? If so, which ones and why? (think of conditions and practices)
Self-Disclosure:
1. Have you shared anything with colleagues about your participation with the CTT program? Why or 
why not? What did you say?
2. Are you experiencing any changes in your capacity or willingness to disclose personal information 
with colleagues? If so, would you attribute any of those changes to your participation in the Courage 
to Teach program?
Community Building:
1. Do you find yourself holding back or moving forward in your actions to live divided no more?
2. If you are making the decision to “live divided no more,” would you attribute those changes to your 





Thanks for meeting with me. This interview is intended to elicit information from you about your 
teaching situation this fall, and what has transpired over the months since our last Courage to Teach 
retreat. If any question makes you feel uncomfortable, you do not want to answer it; just let me know, 
no questions asked! All of your comments will remain anonymous.
Part 1 -  Teaching Situation
1. I would like to get an overall idea of your teaching responsibilities and student population:
a). What classes are you currently teaching?
b). How many students do you have altogether?
c). What is the ethnic and language diversity in these 2 classes?
d). Do you have any special needs students in your classes?
2. Other than teaching in the classroom, what other responsibilities do you have at this school?
Part 2 - Relationships with Students
This portion o f the interview asks about your relationships with students in light ofyour 
experiences in the Courage to Teach program. I am particularly interested in the 
“conditions ” and “practices that we experience at the retreats, and if  any o f them have 
affected your teaching practice. (Review them) ______________
Opening Question:
It has been several months since our last retreat. What do you carry with you (if anything) at home or 
at school from that time?
One-on-One Time
1. Are you able to spend time one-on-one with students during the day (not just related to school 
work, but before classes, after classes, etc.). Since your time with the Courage to Teach, have you 
experienced any changes in the frequency or quality of the time spent with students?
2. Have you made changes this school year in the ways you organize lessons to meet the needs of 
individual students? If so, what have you done?
3 Are you making any of changes to address the needs of specific students? (ESL, ethnic minority, 
special needs students, etc.)
4. Do you write personal comments on students’ papers, journals, or other projects? If so, what kinds 
of comments do you tend to write? Have you changed the frequency of those interactions on paper?
Probe further if needed: .
Would you attribute any changes in your teaching to the conditions and practices experienced
at the retreats? (review and identify which ones)
Self-Disclosure:
1. Since your participation in the Courage to Teach program, have you made any changes in 
how you talk about your own life with students? How so, and why?
2. Do you share your personal thoughts and feelings with students?
Probe:




1. As a result of your experience at the CTT retreats, did you incorporate anything new in your 
classroom last fall that you believe helped to “build a community” in your classroom? If so, what?
Rituals and Traditions: (might already have answered this)
A ritual can be thought of as a ceremony that connects students to each other, or to the world around 
them (their classroom, their school, their neighborhood, the world). Rituals mark an event or a 
transition between events.
1. Do you have any rituals in your classroom? Please provide an example.
(e.g., to begin a task, to make transitions between tasks, to bring a task to closure, to connect 
students to each other or to the world around them)
2. Have you made changes in the ways in which you provide for ritual in your classroom, and would 
you attribute any of those changes to your participation in the Courage to Teach program? Why?
Part 3 -  Relationships with Colleagues
I am now going to move into a portion o f the interview that asks about your i elationships with 
colleagues in light o f  your experiences in the Courage to Teach program. I am particularly 
interested in the “conditions ” and “practices that we experience at the retreats, and if  any of 
them have affected your relationships with other adults in the building.__________
Qne-on-One Time:
1. IN A PHRASE, how would you characterize your relationships with colleagues?
Examples:
a), with teachers who teach the same subjects you do
b). with teachers who teach different subject matter from yours
c). with administrative staff
d). with support staff (secretaries, counselors)
e). with para-professionals, teaching assistants, volunteers
2. Are you experiencing any changes with regard to the frequency of your interactions with 
colleagues—changes that you are intentionally or unintentionally facilitating?
Examples: Mentoring, sharing lunch, dropping in on other teachers, having them drop in 
on you, team-teaching or co-planning
3. Are you experiencing any changes in the quality (improved or not) of your interactions with 
colleagues? If so, what is happening?
4. For any of these experiences (frequency or quality) would you attribute the changes to your 
participation in the Courage to Teach program?
Probe:
Review the conditions and practices to get specific.
Self-Disclosure:
1. Have you shared anything with colleagues about your participation m the CTT program? Why or 
why not? What did you say?
2 Are you experiencing any changes in your capacity or willingness to disclose personal information 
with colleagues? If so, would you attribute any of those changes to your participation in the Courage 
to Teach program?
Community Building:
1 Are you making any concerted effort to build community in your school?
2. Are there obstacles to those efforts (self-imposed or not)?
(e.g., Having like-minded others around (or not)', Time constraints (or not)
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3. If you are making changes in this manner, would you attribute them to your participation in the 
CTT program? Why?
Closine Question: .
We will be meeting for the last time as a cohort in a couple of weeks. What do you anticipate
happening for yourself at that retreat?
APPENDIX F 
PERSONAL STATEMENTS PROTOCOL 
Summer 2002 Retreat Questions
These interview questions were developed after the summer retreat, and were emailed to  the entire 
group o f  re trea t participants, including the two facilitators. Three participants responded vi,a emad to 
some o f the questions, and 1 participant agreed to a face-to-face interview. The two facilitators also
participated.
Thanks for meeting with me. This interview is meant to elicit more information about the retreat 
process from a variety of people in our group. If you decide that you do not want to answer some of 
these questions, just let me know; no questions asked! In any event, all of your comments will remain
anonymous.
PART 1 -  The Inner Life and the Personal Statement Process
1. The Courage to Teach program consistently uses the terminology of “the inner life.” What does 
that mean for you? (How would you define it?)
2. Was giving your Personal Statement at the last retreat a meaningful experience for you? Why?
3. Why do you think the program organizes the summer retreat around giving Personal Statements? 
(themes of embodiment, community, abundance)
4. What did you experience as others offered their affirmations to you?
5. What was it like for you to listen to others give their statements?
6. What impact do you think doing the Personal Statements had on the larger community (our group)?
7 At the retreats, we are often invited to share about our lives—about things that have happened to us, 
or about important people in our lives. Any of these events or people might have served as catalysts 




SEASONAL OVERVIEW PROTOCOL 
The Courage to Teach 
Post-Retreat Questions
This protocol was mailed to each participant after the last retreat in January 2003, and a couple of 
weeks prior to each interview. Interviews were held in mutually-agreeable locations, and lasted 
approximately 1.5-2.0 hours each.
February 1, 2003
Dear ______________ ,
As I mentioned at the last retreat, I would like to have the opportunity to interview you about your 
experiences at the Courage to Teach retreats Please call me or send an email to let me know that 
you received this request, and to arrange for an interview time. If you decide to decline this 
invitation, just let me know (no questions asked!).
Prior to that interview (which will be taped), I would sincerely appreciate your reflection on the 
following questions. You do not have to write anything for me, but you might want to take some notes
for your own benefit.
In some cases, your retreat journal will be an important reference in order to be as specific as possible 
when we talk. If you want to give me a copy of some of the pages from your journal, I will accept 
them gladly.
As with all of our interactions, I keep a strict code of confidentiality ; with the exception of geneial 
(and anonymous) comments to my dissertation committee, and the retreat facilitators I do not pass on 
to others what you say to me. When my dissertation does go into print, your name will be changed and 
I will attempt to keep identifying characteristics to a minimum. I hope that by doing this, you will teel 
free to speak candidly about any aspect of your experience with the program.
Here are the questions for reflection:
1) Going season by season, what did you learn about your inner life and/or your teaching life during 
the retreats? (e.g., Did you have any particular insights about yourself in Fall, Winter, Spring, 
Summer, or during our last meeting in January?)
2) The Courage to Teach program promotes certain practices at each retreat. These are.
• use of evocative questions
• silence
• awareness of paradox
• identification of birthright gifts
• use of “third things,” such as poems and stories
• Clearness Committee
niH these nractir^ help vou to gain a deeper understanding of your inner life? If so, which ones, 
and why?
3) The program also tries to create a “formation space” for participants by setting up certain 
“conditions” (a balance of Six “Paradoxes”). These allow for a space, to be:
• “open,” yet “bounded”
• hospitable, yet “charged”
• open to the voice individuals, as well as the whole group
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• honoring personal stories with archetypal stories of tradition
• supporting solitude, yet involving the community
• using speech with silence
Did these conditions help you to gain a deeper understanding of your inner life? If so, which ones, 
and why?
4) Taking into account the entire Courage to Teach experience, think in general terms about how you 
have changed (whatever "change” means to you). Can you, with the help of your journal pinpoint the 
moments of awareness or insight that served as catalysts for understanding yourself better, or for 
making a change in vour life? (e.g., Was there a particular poem, activity, or story about your own life 
experience that helped to facilitate self-understanding or insight) I am looking for content as well as 
the process you went through to arrive at that "content”.
5) Where will vou go from here? Where do you think your insights will take you personally and/or 
professionally?
Thank you so much for taking some time to reflect on these! I am really looking 




RF.I' ORF. THF. INTERVIEW: .
REVIEW the Assent Form signed by the student to ensure their understanding of their rights as a 
research participant (right to privacy, right to not answer any question, right to withdraw, etc.)
ASK: “Before we get started on the actual interview, do you have any questions for me about this 
project, why I am asking these questions, or what I am doing?” (Answer any questions and proceed 
with the first question below):
1 In general, what is your attitude toward school? (Do you like it, do you dislike it, or do you like
only certain aspects of it) .
2. How would you describe the ideal student-to-teacher relationship? (If you saw a good relationship 
between a teacher and a student, what would you observe? How do you know it’s a good 
relationship?)
3 In general, how would you describe the way you and your teacher, ------------------- relate!
4. Has your relationship w ith__________changed at all during the school year? (frequency of
interactions, types of interactions)
5 Is the way in which you relate to him or her in this class different from the ways in which you relate 
to other teachers? If so, how? (Remind the student that the names of all teachers will remain
confidential and will not be used on any documents.)
6. Sometimes when teachers try to help students get to know each other, and to know the teacher, they
do special kinds of activities in the class. Does_________do things like that? If so, what?
Probes: ,
a. Are there any activities that your teacher did at the beginning of the school year that made you
feel good about being in this class?
b. Are there any activities that your teacher does on a regular basis (daily, weekly) that makes you
feel good about being in this class?
c. Is your teacher’s room a place where students like to hang out? Why do you think that is the
case?
7. Has your teacher spoken to you or your class about their participation in the Courage to Teach
program? If so, how do they describe it?
Probe'
Does your teacher say anything about a connection between their participation in the CTT 
program and their teaching or interactions with students?
8. Does your teacher spend time with students before and/or after classes? If so, what do you
observe?
9. How does your teacher show that s/he is inteiested in you as a peison?
10 Please comment on your teacher’s style of discipline.
11. Does your teacher share his/her own feelings, attitudes, and experiences with students? (about
things going on in school, or outside of school)
12. What advice would you give to new teachers just coming into the profession?
13. Those are all of my questions. Do you have any more questions for me, or anything else you




DIRECTIONS FOR PERSONAL STATEMENT
SUMMER RETREAT -  AUGUST 2002
These directions were explained briefly at the end of the spring retreat, and then mailed to each 
participant several weeks prior to the summer retreat.
It takes courage to speak about what really matters. This is a sincere invitation to do just that: to claim 
and share our inner learnings in a community that is trustworthy ands affirming, among friends and 
colleagues who have taken a significant journey together.
At the summer retreat each person will be invited to make a brief (around 5-10 minutes) “personal 
statement” to the group. This will be an opportunity to express what is at the heart of your teaching, 
your leading, and your life and to then receive clarifying questions and affirmations from the group.
As you prepare, you may wish to identify themes and insights recorded in your journals or in your 
letters to yourself over the course of our seasonal retreats.
But after you have reviewed these materials, set them aside and take time to reflect on these questions.
1. What do I stand for as a teacher/leader?
2. What “birthright gifts” are at the heart of my lifework?
3. What do I hope will be my legacy as an educator? As a person?
4. What will I do to “keep track of myself,” to tend my heart/passion/commitments?
As you do your inner work on these questions, decide what form your personal statement to the group 
will take. What will feel most comfortable and fitting for your particular “voice spoken remarks, a 
written statement; poetry; a story; drawing; movement; music? You decide.
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APPENDIX J
CARD SORT - WINTER RETREAT -  What season(s) are you in?
r Kv Jr I vOOi v i
With one job: Spring -  lots of shoots coming up, 
hard work tending, not sure yet if I’ve over­
planted. Weeds sometimes mixed in, but lovely. 
Not sure which will bear truit.
With other job: Winter -  all foliage gone, not 
much new growth, harsh pruning, sense of 
deprivation and threat, hunkering against the cold.
?? -  harder to say.
Pruning season — letting go of branches I ve 
nurtured for years (child in college); determining 
future shape by cutting back and leaving space. A 
bit tense making the decision.
I suspect I’m in the Fall. I have an important 
unfinished project, which is learning to 
communicate compassionately so that my needs 
and the needs of whomever I am communicating 
with both get met. The goal being: connection, 
but I seem to be ending this part of my life.
Spiritually, I’m in the spring with my budding 
meditation practice and my non-violent 
communication practice (Marshall Rosenberg).
Social/community-wise, I’m in the spring. 
Though 59 (years old), the spiritual practice is 
infusing so much youthful energy into my loving 
and connecting “life” that I am regenerating, 
reinventing my loving.
Spring -  After 10 years, I have cycled through all 
four seasons and I feel that I am now in a re­
birth” time. It’s not the spring of the beginning of 
my career -  it is the spring of my experience and 
the confidence that comes with that. Plus, an 
enthusiasm of realizing that I am/can be good at 
this -  plus the hope that it will continue to get 
easier and more enjoyable. Plus, the recognition 
that it is interesting and worthwhile.
Summer — finally getting easy and comfortable 
with myself. Less self-absorbed, less needing to 
be all/do all. Quieter, more confident, very 
happy, centered.
I would prefer to explore another season, but at 
this point along my journey, I am nestled in the 
season of winter. My soul longs for the solitude 
and peace of spring, although I cannot escape this 
place just yet. Maybe it is in my development of 
inner courage and a personal belief in my own 
voice that I may be released from the chains of 
perfectionism, fear, and insecurity. My spirit 
cries out for a deep sense of solitude and yet I 
struggle to locate the source.
No answer
In my first two years of teaching, I went from 
spring to winter rapidly. I took 12 months off. 
Now I am in my summer.
No answer
I am in the Fall and Winter. This job has taken a 
lot out of me, physically and emotionally. I am 
not happy with the way I see our district going 
and I am not sure that expecting more and more 
kids at younger ages is good for them or for our 
society. Children’s lives cannot be run like a 
business. They must be nurtured to bloom and 
grow at their rate, not be judged by a rubric!
Personally, I am in the spring of my life. I have 
found renewed hope and unconditional love of 
myself. I am learning to be more forgiving of 
others, but mostly myself. I have a wonderful 
husband and two great kids. Good people to 
work with and wonderful, supportive friends.
Winter -  It’s time for me to take stock of what 
satisfies me most, and seek to contribute to that, 
stop trying to meet other people’s needs if they 
are not mine also.
Spring -  new growth in body awareness and 
behavior; a change to support total health; new 
growth in spiritual awareness and being soul- 
driven.; new growth in not trying to fix things for 
others in my family and in my work life.
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APPENDIX J - Card Sort, continued
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I’d say for this teaching year, this is 
spring/summer. Production, growth, and visible 
change. I feel my class and I have put in place 
the ground rules for making developmental 
progress for the next 3- months. I’m in my fifth 
year of teaching, and over all am in late spring, 
early summer. I have the confidence and 
experience to be effective and efficient. I also am 
considering “strong growth” into the 
administrative track if I can commit to more than 
five years.
I am 55; my youngest will be leaving for college 
in 1 1/2 years. I’m financially secure. I am in the 
fall of my work career; getting empowered to 
make lifestyle choices for my adulthood.
Summer -  This is a wonderful time in the 
classroom. The students work together well after 
months of practice. They are putting more 
complex ideas together, and their writing is more 
thoughtful This is the season of plenty!
Spring - New ideas about my life are beginning to 
show through after months of patience. This is 
true concerning my children and my health.
Early summer - 1 came to teaching late in life 
(mid 40s), and have been doing it for 8 years. 1 
feel like I’m getting the hang of it, but will be 
even better in the next 6 years since I’m thinking 
I’ll retire at 62 (I am 56 now).
Parts of my life are autumn -  If you do it simply 
with the math, I ’m 56. But in my life experience, 
I’ve always thought I wouldn’t live past 50, so 
that would make it deep winter. However, I am 
just starting to leam life-changing things about 
myself, so there I am in early Spring. The tips of 
the crocus just breaking through the frozen crust 
of snow. Hot damn.
Spring/summer -  In one professional role, my 
interest continues to grow, locally, nationally, and 
even internationally with ideas that are related to 
this program. This work continues to nourish and 
challenge me. It is a great use of my gifts and 
talents.
In another role: Winter - 1 recently ended a 25- 
year career. I loved the work, and still grieve the 
loss of my colleagues. I am also in a fallow or 
dormant place with regard to other forms that my 
personal, creative energies may take. I am 
mtientlv waiting with hope.
Spring - 1 am entering a whole new chapter in my 
relationship with my adult (23-year old) daughter 
There are wonderful new dimensions of energy ...
Fall - 1 am recognizing the end of the last chapter 
in my relationship with my younger daughter (18 
years old). I need to attend to her gifts and 
essence (seed) as a young adult, and recognize the 
limits of my impact on her life at this time. Yet, 
we retain a loving, caring relationship.
Winter -  1) long-time colleagues and friends have 
left my school. They’ve ether retired or gotten 
different jobs. I feel disconnected and lonely. 2)
I feel so overwhelmed by the demands of this job 
t w  t fW O Hminerl unsuccessful, and used up.
Winter -  difficult marriage; empty nest -  children 
are off to college, with one out of the state.
Winter - 1 am finding that much of how I spend 
my days is not feeling challenging and fulfilling 
as it has been in the past. My sense is that I ’m 
getting ready to make the shift in what I am doing
w it h  m v  C,£\Y(*,CY
I am in the spring, finding ways to be “family,’ 
beginning to explore new interests, starting to 
think about changes in my entire lifestyle. It feels 
very exciting.
W 1111 lily  vaiv/v/i . ________ ________ ___.— --------—----- —
Winter -  Having to.be a perfect teacher; Spring -  
involved w/ leadership, starting to teach my 
students from a heartful space. Summer -  rapport 
with students. Fall -  change; creating a good 
classroom environment; touching their souls.
Spring -  creating a new family
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POEMS APPENDIX
The poems listed below (alphabetically) are named in various chapters in this document. They are 




• Love in the Classroom
• On Turning Ten
• Paradox
• Spring in the Classroom
• The Angels and the Furies
• The Guest House
• The Woodcarver
• Throw Yourself Like a Seed
• Winter Grace
Camas Lilies (Lynn Ungar)
Consider the lilies of the field, 
the blue banks of camas opening 
into acres of sky along the rode.
Would the longing to lie down 
and be washed by that beauty 
abate if you knew their usefulness, 
how the natives ground their bulbs 
for flour, how the settlers’ hogs 
uprooted them, grunting in gleeful 
oblivion as the flowers fell?
And you—what of your rushed and 
useful life? Imagine setting it all down— 
papers, plans, appointments, everything
Leaving only a note: Gone to the fields
to be lovely. Be back when I’m through with blooming.”
Even now, unneeded and uneaten, the
camas lilies gaze out above the grass
from their tender blue eyes.
Even in sleep your life will shine.
Make no mistake.
Of course
your work will always matter.
Yet Solomon in all his glory 
was not arrayed like one of these.
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I know you think that things 
will always be the same: I’ll rinse 
out your tights, kiss you good-bye 
at the window, and every few weeks 
get kidnapped by some stellar goons
But I’m not getting any younger, 
and you’re not getting any older.
Pretty soon I’ll be too frail 
to take aloft, and with all those 
nick-of-time rescues, you’re bound 
to pick up somebody more tender 
and just as ga-ga as I used to be.
I’d hate her for being 17 and you 
for being ... what, 700?
I can see your sweet face as you read 
this, and know you’d like to siphon 
off some strength for me, even if it 
meant you could leap only small buildings 
at a single bound. But you can’t, 
and, anyway, would I want to 
just stand there while everything 
else rushed past?
Take care of yourself and the world 
which is your own true love. One day 
soon, as you patrol the curved earth, 
that’ll be me down there tucked in 




Dear Superman (Ron Koertge)
Fire (Judy Brown)
What makes a fire bum 
is space between the logs, 
a breathing space.
Too much of a good thing,
too many logs packed in too tight can squelch a fire,
can douse the flames almost as surely as a pail of water can.
So building fires requires tending in a special way,
attention to the wood
as well as the spaces in between,
so fire can catch, can grow, can breath,
can build its energy and warmth
which we so need in order
to survive the cold.
(continued)
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We need to practice building open spaces 
just as clearly as we learn 
to pile on the logs.
It’s fuel, and absence of the fuel 
together, that make fire possible, 
let it develop in the way that’s 
possible when we lay logs in just the 
way a fire wants to go.
Then we can watch it as it leaps and plays,
bums down and then flames up in unexpected ways.
Then we need only lay a log on it from time to time.
then it has life all of its own,
a beauty that emerges—not where logs are—
but where spaces can invite the flames
to bum, to form exquisite patterns of their own,
their beauty possible, simply because the space is there,
an opening in which flame
that knows just how it wants to bum
can find its way.”
Love in the Classroom -  For All My Students (Algirdas Zolynas)
Afternoon. Across the garden in Green Hall, 
someone begins playing the old piano— 
a spontaneous piece, amateurish and alive, 
full of a simple, joyful melody.
The music floats among us in the classroom.
I stand in front of my students 
telling them about sentence fragments.
I ask them to find the ten fragments
in the twenty-one sentence paragraph on page forty-five.
They’ve come from all parts
of the world—Iran, Micronesia, Africa,
Japan, China, even Los Angeles—and they’re still 
eager to please me. It’s less than half 
way through the quarter.
They bend over their books and begin.
Hamid’s lips move as he follows 
the tortuous labyrinth of English syntax.
Yoshi sits erect, perfect in her pale make-up, 
legs crossed, quick pulse minutely 
jerking her right foot. Tony, 
from an island in the South Pacific, sprawls 
limp and relaxed in his desk.
The melody floats around and through us 
in the room, broken here and there, fragmented, 
re-started. It feels Mideastem, but 




I sit down on my desk to wait,
and it hits me from nowhere—a sudden,
sweet, almost painful love for my students.
“Never mind,” I want to cry out.
“I doesn’t matter about fragments.
Finding them or not. Everything’s 
a fragment and everything’s not a fragment.
Listen to the music, how fragmented,
how whole, how we can’t separate the music
from the sun falling on its knees on all the greenness,
from this moment, how this moment
contains all the fragments of yesterday
and everything we’ll ever know of tomorrow!”
Instead, I keep a coward’s silence.
The music stops abruptly ;
they finish their work,
and we go through the right answers,
which is to say
we separate the fragments
from the whole.
On Turning Ten (Billy Collins)
The whole idea of it makes me feel
like I’m coming down with something,
something worse than any stomach ache
or the headaches I get from reading in bad light—
a kind of measles of the spirit,
a mumps of the psyche,
a disfiguring chicken pox of the soul.
You tell me it is too early to be looking back,
but that is because you have forgotten
the perfect simplicity of being one
and the beautiful complexity introduced by two.
But I can lie on my bed and remember every digit.
At four I was an Arabian wizard.
I could make myself invisible 
by drinking a glass of milk in a certain way.
At seven I was a soldier, at nine a prince.
But now I am mostly at the window 
watching the late afternoon light.
Back then it never fell so solemnly
against the side of my tree house,
and my bicycle never leaned against the garage
as it does today,
all the dark blue speed drained out of it.
This is the beginning of sadness, I say to myself, 
as I walk through the universe in my sneakers.
It is time to say good-bye to my imaginary friends, 
time to turn the first big number.
(continued)
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It seems only yesterday I used to believe 
there was nothing under my skin but light.
If you cut me I could shine.
But now when I fall upon the sidewalks of life,
I skin my knees. I bleed.
Paradox (Gunilla Norris)
It is a paradox that we encounter so much internal noise 
when we first tiy to sit in silence.
It is a paradox that experiencing pain releases pain.
It is a paradox that keeping still can lead us
so fully into life and being
Our minds do not like paradoxes. W want things
to be clear, so we can maintain our illusions of safety.
Certainty breeds tremendous smugness.
We each possess a deeper level of being, however, 
which loves paradox. It knows that summer is already 
growing like a seed in the depth of winter. It knows 
that all of life shimmers, in shades of becoming 
—that shadow and light are always together, 
the visible mingled with the invisible.
When we sit in stillness we are profoundly active. 
Keeping silent we can hear the roar of existence. 
Through our willingness to be the one we are,
We become one with everything.
Spring in the Classroom (Mary Oliver)
“Elbows on dry books, we dreamed
Past Miss Willow Bangs, and lessons, and windows,
To catch all day glimpses and guesses of the greening 
woodlot,
Its secrets and increases,
Its hidden nests and kind.
And what warmed in us was no book learning,
But the old mud blood murmuring,
Loosening like petals from bone sleep.
So spring surrounded the classroom, and we suffered to be 
kept indoors,
Droned through lessons, carved when we could with 
jackknives
Our pulsing initials into the desks, and grew 
Angry to be held so, without pity and beyond reason,
By Miss Willow Bangs, her eyes two stones behind glass,
Her legs thick, her heart
In love with pencils and arithmetic.
So it went—one gorgeous day lost after another 
While we sat like captives and breathed the chalky air 
And the leaves thickened and birds called 
From the edge of the world—till it grew easy to hate,
(continued)
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To lot mutiny, even murder. Oh, we had her in chains, 
We had her hanged and cold, in our longing to be gone! 
And then one day, Miss Willow Bangs, we saw you 
As we ran wild in our three o’clock escape 
Past the abandoned swings; you were leaning 
All furry and blooming against the old brick wall 
In the Art Teacher’s arms.”
The Angels and the Furies (May Sarton)
"Have you not wounded yourself 
And battered those you love 
By sudden motions of evil,
Black rage in the blood 
When the soul, premier danseur,
Springs toward a murderous fall?
The furies possess you.
Have you not surprised yourself 
Sometimes by sudden motions 
Or intimations of goodness,
When the soul, premier danseur,
Perfectly poised,
Could shower blessings
With a graceful turn of the head?
The angels are there.
The angels, the furies 
Are never far away 
While we dance, we dance,
Trying to keep a balance,
To be perfectly human 
(not perfect, never perfect,
Never an end to growth and peril),
Able to bless and forgive 
Ourselves.
This is what is asked of us.
It is light that matters,
The light of understanding.
Who has ever reached it?
Who has not met the furies again and again? 
Who has reached it without 
These sudden acts of grace?”
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“This being human is a guest house.
Every morning a new arrival.
A joy, a depression, a meanness, 
some momentary awareness comes 
as an unexpected visitor.
Welcome and entertain them all!
Even if they’re a crowd of sorrows, 
who violently sweep your house 
empty of its furniture, 
still, treat each guest honorably.
He may be clearing you out for some new delight.
The dark thought, the shame, the malice, 
meet them at the door laughing, 
and invite them in.
Be grateful for whoever comes, 
because each has been sent 
as a guide from beyond.”
The Woodcarver
Khing, the master carver, made a bell stand 
Of precious wood. When it was finished,
All who saw it were astounded. They said it must be 
The work of spirits.
The Prince of Lu said to the master carver:
“What is your secret?”
Khing replied: “I am only a workman:
I have no secret. There is only this:
When I began to think about the work you commanded 
I guarded my spirit, did not expend it 
On trifles, that were not to the point.
I fasted in order to set my heart at rest.
After three days fasting,
I had forgotten gain and success.
After five days
I had forgotten praise or criticism.
After seven days 
I had forgotten my body 
With all its limbs.
“By this time all thought of your Highness 
And of the court had faded away.
All that might distract me from the work had vanished. 
I was collected in the single thought 
Of the bell stand.
The Guest House (Rumi)
(continued)
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“Then I went to the forest
To see the trees in their own natural state.
When the right tree appeared before my yes,
The bell stand also appeared in it, clearly, beyond doubt.
All I had to do was to put forth my hand and begin.
“If I had not met this particular tree 
There would have been no bell stand at all.
“What happened?
My own collected thought
Encountered the hidden potential in the wood;
From this live encounter came the work 
Which you ascribe to the spirits.”
- From The Way ofChuang Tzu, ed. and trans. by Thomas Merton, pp. 110-111.
Throw Yourself Like a Seed (Miguel de Unamuno)
“Throw yourself like a seed.
Shake off this sadness 
and recover your spirit.
Sluggish, you will never see
the wheel of fate that brushes your heel
as it turns going by.
The person who wants to live
is the person in whom life is abundant.
Now you are only giving food
to that final pain which is slowly winding you
in the nets of death.
But to live is to work.
And the only thing that lasts is the work, 
so start then and turn to the work.
Throw yourself like a seed as you walk 
and into your own field.
Don’t turn your face
for that would be to run into death,
and do not let the past weigh down your motion.
Leave what’s alive in the furrows
and what’s dead in yourself,
for life does not move in the same way
as a group of clouds.
From your work you’ll be able, one day, 
to gather yourself.”
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It is autumn again and our anxiety blows 
With the wind, breaking the heart of the rose, 
Petals and leaves fall down and everything goes.
All but the seed, all but the hard bright berry 
And the bulbs we kneel on the earth to buiy 
And lay away with our anguish and our worry.
It is time we learned again the winter grace 
To put the nerves to sleep in a dark place 
And smooth the lines in the self-tortured face.
For we are at the end of our endurance nearly 
And we shall have to die this winter surely,
For this is the end of more than a season clearly.
Now we shall have to be poor, to yield up all, 
With the leaves wither, with the petals fall,
Now we shall have to die, once and for all.
Before the seed of faith so deep and still 
Pushes up gently through the frozen will 
And the joyless wake and learn to be joyful.
Before this buried love leaps up from sorrow 
And doubt and violence and pity follow 
To greet the radiant morning and the swallow.
Winter Grace (May Sarton)
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